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PREFACE

These proceedings of the Second Symposium on Long Range Forecasting and
Planning contain the papers which were presented and the discussion of those papers.
The discussion was recorded during the symposium, and has been edited to clarify the
discussants' meaning. However, during the editing process, a conscious attempt was
made to retain the flavor of free discussion which mi'-1 Md tne symposium. We feel that
the interchange of information and opinion during tne discussion adds significantly to
the formal presentations, and we hope that both the papers and the discussion will prove
to be of value to all those concerned with methods of long-range forecasting and
planning. The reader should remember that the opinions presented by the zpeakers,
particularly during the discussion, are their own, and do not necessarily represent the
official position of their organizations.

Special thanks are due to Mrs. F. E. Carter, from the Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate, Holloman AFB, for recording the discussion of the formal papers; and to
Colonel Weldon, the Staff Judge Advocate, for making Mrs. Carter available for this
task. AIe" we wish to acknowledge the valuable assistance of Majors Claude Stephenson
and Eugene Erb in editing the transcript of the discussions.

We wish to acknowledge the efforts of Mrs. Ann C. Masi, Mrs. Wanda Climenhaga,
and Mrs. Patricia Mergler in preparing the manuscript for publication.

Maj. JOSEPH P. MARTINO,
Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

Dr. THOMAS OBERBECK,
Office of Research Analyses.
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The Delphi procedure was developed as a tool for helping a panel of experts reach
a consensus. While this consensus may be about any subject at all, one of the interesting
applications of the Delphi procedure is producing forecasts. Dr. Dalkey describes the
procedure, with some information about its history and current usage.
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DELPHI

Norman C. Doakey, Rand Corp.

I: INTRODUCTION
* Delphi is the name of a set of procedures for eliciting response does not %uarantee the solidity of that
Sand refining the opinions of a group of people. in prac- response. From the standpoint of the decisionmaker, a

tice, the procedures would be used with a group of divergence of estimate creates a problem of how to use

Sexperts or especially knowledgeable individuals, the estimates in fashioning his policies. There are sev-

SThe significance of the Delphi technique should be eral heuristic devices that are traditional in the advic',-
examined in the context of what I call the advice com- community. One is to select a single advisor on some
munity. Both industry and government are served by a grounds (ranging all the wa-r from personal friendship

S large group of consultants who purvey information, to lustre within the comrhunity). This usually gurtan-
predictions, and analyses to aid the formation of policy tees a certain uniformity. Another is to involve several
and making decisions. The community is a highly mis- knowledgeable individuals and employ some method of

• cellaneous assortment of in-house advisors, and exter- group interaction to arrive at a common opinion'. The
Snal consultants from academia, other industries, non- most popular of such methods is that of the committee,

profit corporations, and, of course, any other walk of or commission, with a variety of informal ways to
i life that appears relevant to the problem facing the arrive at the sense o; the committee.

decisionmaker. Some of this advice is based on solid Selection of a sing.- advisor in soft areas is clearly
generalizations from observation, either of the crude fraught with danger; oi. 44e other hand, committees
empirical variety of somewhat more prestigious deduc- have certain drawbacks which have been dramatized
tions from established scientific principles. A great deal by a large number of investigations by psychologists
of it is opinion, and small-group sociologists over the past two decades

The notion of opinion is extremely fuzzy, but with (1). One major drawback is the influence of the domi-
your indulgence, I would prefer not to try to make it nant individal. A quite convincing series of studies
precise. With respect to the interests of this conference, have shown that the group opinion is likely to be highly
I believe you will agree that in the area of long range influenced, if not determined, by the views of the mem-
forecasting of technological and social developments ber of the group who does the most talking, and that
there is an especially large admixture of npinion. For there is no significant correlation between success in

influencing the group and competence in the problemSthis area, the creation of techniques for refining opin- inuecgthgrpadco eecenthpobm
thionis pareatheicreationoftechnibeing discussed. Another difficulty which has not re-S i o cceived 2s much attention in the literature is noise-

Pragmatically, a basic characteristic of opinion as irrelevant or redundant material that obscures the di-
k opposed to more solid knowledge is the fact that if you rectly relevant material offered by participants. A third
• interrogate several equally competent individuals, you difficulty is the group pressure that overvalues reaching

are likely to get a divergence of answers. This ir obvi- a consensus ("A committee is something that designs a
ously not a defining characteristic, since uniformity of camel when you want a horse.")

DELPHI PROCEDURES

The Delphi procedures have been designed to reduce 1. Anonymity.
k the effects of these undesirable aspects of group inter- 2. Controlled feedback.

action. The procedure has three distinctive character- 3. Statistical group response.
istics: Aronymity is a L:•vice to reduce the effect of the

-- -- -- -- - --



socially dominant individual. It is maintained by elicit- ailditional reappraisals collected. This basic pattern

ing separate and private answers to prepared questions. has, of course, many possible variants, only a few of
Ordinarily, the procedure is carried out by written which have been tried.
questionnaire; on-line computers have been used for The procedure has been exercised with material
some exercises. All other interactions between respond- where there is no immediate way to evaluate the re-
ents is through formal communication channels con- sults--e.g., long-range technological and social develop-
trolled by the experimenters. ments--and also with material where there is the possi-

Controlled feedback is a device to reduce noise bility of checking, such as short-range economic
(among other things). A Delphi exercise wiii usually predictions and estimates of quantities where the actual

consist of several iterations where the results of the figures are obtainable, typically almanac-type material.
Sprevious iteration are fed back to the respondents, nor- For material whure confirmation is possible, typical

mally in summarized form. outcomes are that opinions tend to converge during the

As a representative of the group opinion, some form experiment, and more frequently than not, the median

of statistical index is reported. For cases where the response moves in the direction of the true answer. In
* group task is to estimate a numerical quantity, the the case of material where confirmation is not possible,

median of individual estimates has turned out to be the all we can say is that opinions do converge during the

most useful index tried to date. Thus, there is no par- exercise (2), (3).

ticular attempt to arrive at unanimity among the re- One additional feature of present Delphi procedures

spondents, and a spread of opinions on the final round should be mentioned. Respondents are requested to

is the normal outcome. This is a further device to make some form of self-rating with respect to the

reduce group pressure toward conformity. questions. Several different kinds of self-ratings have

A typical exercise is initiated by a questionnaire been tried-ranking the questions in the order of the

which requests estimates of a set of numerical quanti- respondents judgment as to his competence to answer

ties, e.g., dates at which technological possibilities will them; furnishing an absolute estime of the respondent's

be realized, or probabilities of realization by given confidence in his answer; estimating a relative self-

dates, levels of performance, and the like. The results confidence with respect to some reference group. In

of the first round will be summarized, e.g., as the general there has been no significant co:relation dis-

median and interquartile range of the responses, and covered between such self-ratings and individual per-
formance for confirmable estimates. However, it has

fed back with a reqvest to revise the first estimates usually been possible to use the self-ratings to select a
where appropriate. On succeeding rounds, those indi- subgroup of relatively more confident individuals where

viduals whose answers deviate markedly from the the performance of the subgroup has been slightly, but
median (e.g., outside the interquartile range) are re- consistently better than the group as a whole. In one

quested to justify their estimates. These justifications very thorough study, the improvement was obtained
are summarized, fed back, and counterarguments elic- only by combining two self-rating indices-ranking of

ited. The counterarguinents ar- in turn fed back and questions, and absolute estimates of confidence (4).

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

There art many things we do not understand as yet previous responses had been. In general, except for two

about the information processing going on during a questions, the amount of convergence was comparable
Delphi exercise. Thus, we cannot as yet determine how for the two groups, and the accuracy of responses for
much of the convergence is due to three different fac- the eontrol group was as good as for the second-round
tors which are clearly at work: (1) Social pressure, responses of the experimental group. This would appear
(2) rethinking the problem, (3) transfer of informa- to indicate that a major factor in this exercise was re-
tion during feedback. Several exercises have been con- thinking. However, the effect of social pressure and/or
ducted that throw some light on this. In one (5), a set
of 20 almanac-type questions were posed to a group of information transfer is also indicated by the fact that
23 respondents. A control group of 11 respondents were for the experimental group the interquartile ranges ofthe .svond round responses were uniformly contained
given the same questions, but on the second round were
simply asked to reassess their answers, with no feed- in the interquartile ranges of the initial responses,

back whatsoever, They were not even told what their whereas for the control group the second-round ranges
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were contained in the initial ranges for only 13 out of questions and the group replies were fed back before
the 20 questions. the second estimate was made.

To try to pin down a little more the factors involved, The major outcome of the experiment was that the
we conducted air experiment this summer comparing presumption that the structured discussion would turn
the performance of structured face-to-face discussion in a better performance was not borne out; in fact, the
groups and the anonymous questionnaire technique. questionnaire responses were, if anything, somewhat
The experiment was guided by two presumptions. more accurate than the structured conference responses.
(Hypotheses is too pretentious a notion in this rather The difference was not significant except for one meas-
unstructured subject.) The first presumption was that ure, namely the sums of ranks of standard scores,1 in
in a face-to-face situation, information transfer is likely which the questionnaire technique showed up as better.
to be much greater than in the anonymous controlled For the discussion groups, no adequate measure was
communication situation. This would presumably tend obtained for the role of dominant members, noise, and
toward greater accuracy on the part of the conference pressure for consensus; but it -q nlear from observa-
estimates. The second presumption was that the effect tion of the discussions that the stiuciure imposed was
of undesirable social interactions could be ameliorated inadequate to eliminate these effec•z.
by imposing a specific format for the discussions. The An interesting anomaly appeared in the performance
format employed was: for each question a new discus- of the questionnaire groups; namely, the responses on
sion leader was selected by chance; the leader listed on the second round were more accurate than the responses
a blackboard all relevant information (including opin- on the fourth (and final) round. Whether this was dueto fatigue--for each set of five questions, the entire setions) suggested by members of the group; he then o

listed as many different approaches (little models) for esponses was obtained in one afternoon session-
or due to a saturation effect (all of the relevant infor-

answering the question as the group could devise; esti- o ation el b ec rou and imwa-
mation elicited by the second round, and simply wan-

mates were made by each approach; and finally a group dering estimates from then on) cannot be determined
consensus was arrived at by inform-i agreement. from the data.

The presumption to be tested was that a structured Perhaps the significance of the experiment can be
conference of this sort would produce more accurate most sharply summed up by the following conclusion:
estimates than the questionnaire technique. The experi- If the conference groups had been requested to open
ment was performed using a group of graduate students their session with anonymous individual guestimates
engaged in summer consultant activities at RAND. * jf the answer to each question, the median of these
There were 10 participants, divided into two groups of off-the-cuff guesses would have been more accurate than

the group consensus obtained after a more or lessfive. There were 20 questions, of the almanac sort,discussion of the subject.
divided into four groups of five. Each participant group t o du n h bj
answered 10 of the questions by questionnaire, and 10 'Standard scores were computed by dividing the group esti-
by structured discussion. The only innovation in the mate by the true answer. The 40 responses were ranked in order
Delphi procedure was to interpose a pure information of accuracy, and the sums of these ranks taken for each configu-

ration (group, method, question set). The analysis of varianceround between the first and second estimation round. for the sums of ranks indicated a difference between the two
Each respondent was allowed to ask the group two methods significant at the .05 level.

DISCUSSION

Delphi procedures are still in an experimental stage Delphi procedures have been explicitly employed to
with regard to applications to the advice process. The support specific policy decisions. Hence, there ale no
evidence is mounting that systematic processing of direct comparisons of the r lative eflectivenesa of the
expert opinion can produce significant improvements procedures versus other more traditional forms of
both in accuracy and reliability (using the notion of advice. Perhaps Mr. North will have some examples to
reliability to refer to the range of estimates). However, fill this void. The studies that I am familiar with in
the role of Delphi procedures within the corpus of fore- areas relevant to policy have been more like exploratory
casting techniques--extrapolation, simulation, demand exercises to test the feasibility ind manageability of the
analysis, gaming, etc.--has not been esta)ibshed. In procedures with extensive subject matters and geo-
particular, there are no cases that I know of where graphically scattered experts. In this respect, the pro-
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cedures have turned out to be manageable, but often of groups versus individuals), (d) the number of ap-
rather cumbersome. proaches (or informal models) for arriving at an esti-

A common reaction is to imagine Delphi as a method mate is at least as great for the group as for any
of obtaining inputs for some kind of formal estimating member, (e) corresponding item for approaches as

structure--e.g., inputs for a simulation model. I must (c) for information. For simplicity I have included
confess that at times I find this is an appealing notion, noise in misinformation and poor approaches.

but it cannot be the full story. Most often, for those areas These tautologies do not add up to anything like a
where data is lacking, a formal model is lacking as well. theory of the group estimation process, but they are
As. a matter of fact, the Delphi procedure is one of the suggestive. For example, (c) and (e) hint that there 4
most efficient ways I know for uncovering the implicit may be an optimal size of group for a given kind of
models that lie behind opinions in the soft areas. One estimation. This would be in accordance with some
of the most valuable side products of a Delphi exercise experimental results with small discussion groups. They
concerned with strategic bombing was the skeleton of a also suggest that part of the group estimation process
model which was later fleshed out in great detail (2). should be concerned with active suppression of misin-

There are several tautologies which are directly rele- formation as well as filling vjids in information.
vant to the group estimation process: (a) The total We have no way at present of determining whether

amount of information available to a group is at least the questionnaire-feedback procedure is anything like
as great as that available to any member, (b) the aa optimal use of the informal ion available to a group,
median response to a numerical estimate is at least as or whether it includes a mechanism for reducing the
good as that of one half of the respondents, (c) the effect of misinformation. Nor can we say that it is most
amount of misinformation available to the group is at effectively used in isolation, or within the context of
least as great as that available to any member (this one other methodologies. In short, there is a very large field

is usually overlooked in discussions of the advantages waiting for the plow.
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Mr. IRW'N. You touched rather briefly on one topic experimenter. The experimenter is part of the experi-
that I wondered if you would expand on. You men- mental situation in this case. And he should be con-

tioned the variance to the questions, in your twenty trolled. He has not been controlled in the experiments

questions, was greater than the varance between the we have conducted.

control groups. Since the control feedback would ob- Mr. IRWIN. It seemed to me particularly important

viously be a very important factor i'. Delphi technique, that if he knows the answer, he is going to filter out

the person who controls the controls and his attitude some noise which he knows is noise but nobody else

would be important. Specifically, I was wondering in does.

some or all of the experiments you conducted, do the Dr. DALKtY. Thmt's correct.

people who control the controls know the answers? Dr. TAYLOR. We were just visited by Richard Suit-

Dr. DAUCEY. Th,ý answer is they, at least, have the man and we were having a liscussion on what is called

answer available and probably know something about criterial learning versus noncriterial learning. This
mnesos in one case we are playi• g with the unknowns•--

it. If you are asking the question whether we made a ns in on e aswer yet with the unknwhere

no one knows the answer yet ---r he other caw. where
study of the influence of that, we h-ven't. I would like the experimenter knows the answer and these may be

to say that :s an important factor certainly which has radically different areas of performance and different

*1% not been looked at. You are quite right insofar as the areas of experimentation. This is a very young field in
feedback is controlled, is, in fact. maniptlaled by the which you are working, as you indicate, and I think we
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should make this distinction and at times if we take flyby, and so on. In trying, at least, to get some kind of
truly long range forecasting and planning, I think we exponential growth relted to this, we tried to plot it
are playing with this noncriterial type of thing. This is and found that a plain exponential growth didn't work
just an observation, but a cumulative logistic distribution of events did, in

Dr. DALKEY. I couldn't agree with you more, and we fact, fit within some reasonable statistical sense.
have made some attempts to distinguish between these First, let me show you the equation (see fig. I-I).
two types of material in the studies we have made. (l-G) indicates the availability of knowledge to
Unfortunately, we are too impatient to wait 20 years to be exploited which is occurring in a random fashion
check some of the results. It is clear for a number of whereas G -s the actual growth of the technology. The
very important issues, you simply have to think in terms abscissa on the second chart (fig. I-2) is made up of
of experiments that will stretch over 20 or 30 years, years, 0 up to 40 and is keyed to the year 1960 which is
there is no way around it. the year 0, going to the year 2000; the ordinate repre-

Colonel DAVIS. Perhaps this would be a good time to sents a measure of the technological difficulty and was
mention briefly a small amount of work we, at OAR, obtained from Gordon and Helmer's results. This is
have been doing in the Directorate of Plans which simply an assumption from the results they had oh-
seenis to indicate there might be some connection be- tained in an arbitrary fashion up to 1984. If you get
tween the Delphi technique, for example, and use of the the arithmetic mean of these events for the different
growth curve or logistic function in order to describe years and plot a continuous line connecting them, you
the evolution of a technology or series of technologies, have a line that is reminiscent of a cumulative distribu-
I have a couple of viewgraphs and it might be appro- tion of some quantity. Take the expression just shown
priate to show them at this time. First of all, you re- and make the appropriate substitutions then you get

t&e dashed line (fig. 1-2) which, when you apply the
FIGURE I-1 chi square test to indicate statistically the difference

a. The Cumulative Logistic Distribution between one and the other, is not unreasonable. If you
(Hypothesis for Helmer Forecast) wanted to reevaluate when the events might have oc-

G(t) 1 curred, which are above and below the arithmetic mean,

-+exp - you might shift one this way and push one that way and
S/T \- t) get a reevaluation of the actual times. In conclusion,

where t--x--p the result gives an indication there might be some
"connection between the Delphi tecbnique results and a

and 1L=mean of the x values (15.75 yr) previously used method of technological forecasting.
"---standard deviation of the x values The cumulative logistic distribution has been used to

(8.43 yr) describe the growth of populations and growth or
dG 11 G(I- G) development of other events, the evolution of other
at V G quantities; and is indicated by Dr. de Sola Price and

member the report by Gordon and Helner !.:om the other writers as having some validity; that is, a cumu-
lative logistic distribution describes the evolution even

Corpwhich waudy." entitled Repot ton Long-Rane w of science as a whole and presumably this is associated
Forecasting Study." We would like to have some way tehogy
of getting an analytical description of the evolution of technology.
technology using one of the Delphi group's predictions. Dr. DALKEY. There are two possible hypothese weIn this case, we chosc the predicted progress in space. can make, one is that this is an estimate on the part ofa set of predictions. In the report there was a graphical experts as to the way in which technology will go anddisplay of the predicted progress in space. One of the the othrr, that this is a statement about the psychologydispay f te pediced rogessin sace On ofthe of the experts.
axes was time in years and the other was the events
which we tool to be arranged in some degree of tech- C,,!Cn,! DAvIs. Not only that but you could elucidate
nological difficulty. An example of -ome of the events a theory of growth of technology as described by the
predicted, for those who don't happen to remember product of a couple of terms, (1-A"') being interpretable
them in detai! is: Soviet Union orbital and U.S. orbital as the cumulative distribution of availahility of knowl-
rendezvous. They were 1964 and 1967 restectively, edge when it is being exploited against time. It is being
1970, for example. U.S. manned lunar flight 1,v ,-pio,,d oy technologv. In other words, it starts out at
mante(d scientific- orbital station. 10 nen; 1075, value 1 and drops on down. In turn, the technology
something likr ionic propulsion, man to Mars, Venus goes to its maximum capability ac,'ording to this hypo-
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thesis and levels off. Also 1-C is recognizable in the predictable by definition and it very often comes in
distribution of physics. The distributing of quantum another disciplinary area. The estimatis are in one area
states, some type of order situation, where only one and something else comes from the outside. I wonder if
particular level can be occupied by one particular the almanac or Lincoln or the queotions you mentioned
quantum state. There is something which leads you are valid tests for these kinds of applications because itlittle further which we have not done up to this point to is one thing to test known data, obvious to the expert;
see if there is further correspondence that might be if he is interrogated properly you would expect a group
interesting, of this type would be better in.determining it than an

Dr. JOHNSTON. With respect to this logistic curve, we open meeting. By putting the first two tautologies
Shave had, before my time, a very unfortunate experi- together, what do you get? I would like a comment.

ence in using logirtics for a reason that may be relevant Dr. DALKEY. Yes, I am hoping Dr. Taylor will raise
in technological control-that is, in demography you and discuss more thoroughly the area of evaluating

i don't really have a closed space except in some ultimate experts. We haven't done a great deal of work on this
t sense that has to be defined out of the physical, perhaps at Rand and it is clearly a very difficult subject. We
l the psychological, so where you are on the curve today haven't done anything about this problem of inbreed-

cannot be specified nor can you fix the indexes. There ing you mention which I think is very serious. There
may be an ultimate maximum level. In the field of tech. are P large number of aspects of the advice community
nology, if you restricted the argument to a particular which has some drawbacks similar to those of smaller
area of development, it makes sense to say that iis you committees. The community itself pertains to some of
S approach the ultimate which you agree exists, you are these drawbacks which raises difficlties-difficulties
going to have a harder time, like saying to get 1 percent that I shall not comment on at the moment. The con-
down is a lot tougher than when it is already fairly servatism of the established member of a community is
high. You start introducing soap and you get good very undesirable. With regard to the long-range fore-

f results. Now you are dealing with cancer and getting casting type of material, obviously, we haven't been
very tiny results. I don't know if you are talking about able to do anything experimental in that area. The
technology without an upper limit o: whether it'is question whether the resnits we derive from experi-
appropriate. ments with confirmable material is applicable to the

Colonel DAvis The upper limit appears to be pro- nonconfirmable material; I think to some extent it is
r vided, at this time, by the estimates of the Delphi group applicable. That is, the difference between postdiction

involved in this particular exercise and some of the and prediction is not as great as we sometimes would
results came out "never," which puts a level on it; how. like to think. A question like the popular vote for
ever, the upper limit is omewhat in doubt and will, of Lincoln, in a sense that was trying to make a prediction
course, influence the whole slape of the curve, backwards. I don't believe that's enormously different

Dr. LINSTONE. I would like to ask a question of Dr. from making a prediction, but there are differences.
SDalkey. I had some trouble with the Delphi method As far as using a group consensus, the use of a sta-

going back to this question of tb.- first two sociological tistical measure like the median 'rather than a more
•' statements. Information was missing which gets down direct way of -getting group agreement, I believe the

to the problem in some areas: Is the majority or con- results we have obtained from the experiments are
sensus more correct than the maverick opinion? It directly applicable in that case. I thinkno matter what

i seems to me some arels can apply-I'll just mention material you are dealing with, the use of a more ob-
two: The scientific breakthroughs beyond the year 2000 jeotive technique fc'r arriving at the group response will
on the scale; another area: military long-range plan. increase the of what from
Consider as an example the military area. If you tried I feel that what it does is to get rid of, or at least

• m to get a consensus in 1956 on army mobility in 1966, mollify, ameliorate, the willingness of members of a
most of it would be consensus based on 1956 whichwould be misleading an-i not valid. The same, for " group to throw away information they know in order
example, in an historical instance, in the area of science to arrive at a group response by allowing differences
when the gas turbine began in 1940; where we began, of opinions to remain and simply reporting, Here's the
the maverick opinion was collecting most of the range of opinions that we got, and the median seems to
records. I don't know whether Delphi would have be about the best way of putting it together. By doing
helped; when you get such problems as the inbreeding that, we allow a maximum of information to remain
of experts you get the fact that breakthrough is un- in the decision.
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Commander HAMILTON. Several of us are a little un- particularly important. I don't know whether that
familiar with the Delphi technique. We are wondering answers your question.
about the background and development. Do you, at Mr. CETRON. There is a book which you may find
Rand, have a special group involved in this technique useful by Gordon and Helmer, "Social Technology"
or is this a sideline? You may have touched on this at published by Basic Books (1966), that would answer
your symposium last year. your question. I am one of the believers that hindsight

Dr. TAYLOR. Can we get the reports from last year is better than foresight by a damned sight and I believe
describing the Delphi technique? the real key question is control. As you mentioned, you

Dr. DALKEY. In my paper I have some references can control results if you know what the results were

with which you can obtain some background on when you check your information from past per.

Delphi. As far as historical questions, there are formances. If you know something happens and have

studies on the subject that have been going on at Rand the information you can also control the future pretty

since the beginning of Rand in a rather low key. By well. One of our admirals said he can make these fore-

low key, I mean, rarely have there been more than two cast self-fulfilling by controlling the expenditures of

or three senior people involved. It has been inter- the money. I think we find that some of these things

mittent. We started in 1948--1949-looking just at are feasible but may never be picked up. Your forecast.

this aspect of anonymity. We asked whether it was ing is strictly what is possible, and what will happen

possible to take a set of estimates from a group and depends on what resources are put in. Is there any

improve them by statistical advice. This was applied to information or background work on this particular
all kinds of questions such as forecasting the outcome area?

of horseracing among other things. We found that it Dr. DALKEY. Nota great deal. Let me make this com-

was possible to use statistical averaging techniques to ment on the role of Delphi with regard to decision
get results that were better than most responses of the processing itself. Normally, the deci!sion process is laid
respondents. What do I mean by that? This tautology out like this: You have a series of strategies, policies,
says the median is better than half of the estimates, courses of action, that you can carry out; a set of
That's tautology. You can always be sure that's true; possible states of nature over the future, which will
however, in most of the experimental results you will influence the outcome of those strategies and the
find the following: Thisis a set of estimates; that is, general decision process then consists in finding a
the quantity we are trying to estimate and you receive figure of merit for strategy versus the outcome. One
some type of distribution in answers, the true answer way ia to find some estimate of the likelihood or
will be somewhere on this scale. In most of the experi- probability of the state of nature, and then use some
ments the median is closer to the true answer than more expected value as a way of scoring the strategies and
than half of the respondents. It would be closer to the deciding on them. There are a couple of features we
true answer in, say, three-quarters, five-eights of the have not gotten and have not appeared a great deal in
cases. It's not something you can derive from logic but the literature so far, but are obviously on the periphery
it is something that turns out, to come from experiment, and very important. First of all, the kinds of discount
and we have found that we were just looking for statis- rates you are going to use in scoring policies for events
tical group responses. That is a rather crude way of that are far in the future. If you look at the normal
going at the problem and we gradually introduced the social process, you would swear that for many social
feedback way of refining the opinions around 1953-54. developments, it is enormously high. For example, the
There was a little hiatus around that time. The reason standard one I use for this purpose is: Probably one
for the hiatus was, we were exploiting some of the of the elements of the long-rapge picture that is most
models I mentioned earlier which we discovered by the sharpiy etched in the minds of long-range forecasters
Delphi technique. I think it is fair to say that this is is the population explosion. It is also one of the things
the reason for an increased interest in Rand and else. that in some sense has the greatest social value of any

where in this technique has been he emergence of of the kinds of events that are talked about. It is a
a greater interest ir, long-range forecasting. The reason disaster of the first order that we are looking forward
for that is, this is an area where we don't have a great to with a great deal of certainty. The question is how
deal of information. We don't have a large number of much is being done about it at the present time. If you
theories. If you are going to make decisions based on want to look at this question as a social discount rate,
long-range forecasts you are going to use opinions and, how much of our resources are we actually spending,
therefore, a way of refining those opinions seems to be at the present time, with regard to that problem and
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the answer is practically none. Most of the investment What I did was identify 110 categories which all

we are making at the present time with regard to that conceivable events of control could again be cate-

problem has to do with birth control and you can see gorized. Please feel free to add to the 110 bluffs.

it is possible to discount most of what is being done Corresponding to the characterizations, I identified 90

regarding birth control in terms of present demand. If responses, and I am glad it came out as a 110 times

women in the United States weren't interested in birth 90 matrix rather than 100 times 100.
control devices, we probably wouldn't be doing any- I presented these characterizations to the team atthing about it. If we didn't think the population of Bendix, at the University of Michigan, arms control

India was already too big, we probably wouldn't be group. It was a group of scientists whose reaction was
doing anything about it. In short, here is this great quite favorable. Two weeks later, I gave it to the Joint

looming disaster facing us with a very high probability War Games Agency people. There we had, of course,

and we are investing practically nothing. In that case, representatives from all agencies and after explaining

the social discount rate is enormous. That's the kind the rules, I had them play the Vietnam game using only

of problem where we can use Delphi techniques and unclassified information as the bluff: how do you see

I don't know any other technique that would give us a the war situation and what are the objectives. The

handle. I don't know whether that answers your amazing thing was that in spite of the most outlandish

question. hypotheses such as Cuba having a hand in Vietnam,

Dr. CHACKO. You raised the question about the and the resolutions they wanted to make, I was able to

relationship between Delphi techniques with other show that each man had a large matrix. When it was

means of forenasting and as I listened to you, I thought put together, there was a reasonable area of consensus.

there was one large area where Delphi could be used First, if there was anyone who suggested tactical nu-

and has not been, at least you didn't tell us, namely, clear weapons, that would show up as a different "X"

your examples of almanac situtations, such as Lincoln's and would not be discarded. Secondly, we are forcing

popular vote in 1860. I believe you are probably throw- each man to say why he indicatea such action, which I

ing away a considerable amount of information which think you are losing if you merely look at the quantity

relates not to the outcome or the ultimate results, but results. So he says, "because of these, therefore I say

to the logical process which this group has. The role of such and such."
the maverick is denied when you use the median of The merit of this approach is that instead of 15
the numbers. Have you worked on the logical process volumes of 500 or 600 pages, the President of the
of the participants in your experiments? United States can look at one matrix representing not

Dr. DALKEY. The answer is no. We think it is im- only the policy recommendations but also the logic

portant but we haven't dug into it in an experimental leading to the recommendation.

fashion. With the 500. or 600-page volume, the President is

Dr. C1ACKO. I have done a limited experiment in damned if he doesn't follow the advice on the last

this connection. In your speech you mentioned the page but he is also damned if he does, because the

application of Delphi to business and government, 499 pages preceding contain caveats. But, with the

however, I will leave the business part to Dr. North. bluff-threat matrix, both the reasoning and the recom-

I will report on what I attempted with respect to the mendation are shown and any maverick is not ignored

basis of forecasting for national policy making. The but recognized. The orientation is toward substantial

features I wanted were: (1) Situations should refer to policy matters of national concern.

the highest policy matters; (2).the process underlying Major MARTINO. I'd like to say something regarding
the policy recommendation should be highlighted; and the control exerted by the experimenter. From the
(3) the maverick responses should be highlighted and standpoint of the use of the *Delphi procedure as an

not ignored. advice giving or advice gaining instrument for the

What I developed is a bluff.threat matrixý Every yolicymaker, his role is different from that of an

event in the cold war was identified in terms of one experimenter in an experiment determining the be.

or more of 110 bluffs. The bluffs are simply any havior of people in the Delphi situation. If he wants

characterizations of situations. When someone says, to alter the feedback or control the information in, a

"There is a bomb in this building," it is a bluff irre- way which gives predetermined results, if he wants to

spective of the truth of the matter. It becomes a threat kid himself, he doesn't need to go through the elabora-
the instant you look for an exit even though you may tion of the Delphi procedure. The real danger, as I

break your leg trying to escape. see it, is a man may be kidding himself unconsciously.
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When I ran a Delphi experiment, I made a deliberate experts." However, as I say, that application is not an
decision at the outset not to include any responses of experiment. I think you have to be very careful in j
my own or to sneak in any predictions of my own interpreting the results of that kind of an exercise. In
because I believed I ran the danger of kidding myself the material which I presented this morning, I tried to
consciously or unconsciously. In short, I hired a team be careful to refer to exercises where we felt the amount A
of experts and if I had been an expert I wouldn't have of interference of the experimenter had been sufficiently 4
hired th-m. So I stayed out of it. But I would like to small so we could say we were dealing with an experi- 4
inquire of Dr. Dalkey if any other attempts have been ment and not with a sure exercise.
made, or if you have looked to the problem of un- Dr. OBERBECK, My question is aimed at focusing
consciously fooling yourself when you are the policy- attention on what is an expert and what do you mean
maker who has hired experts to run through a Delphi by the accuracy which you defined with respect to the
sequence and give you advice, almanac event. My question is: In what respect do the

Dr. DALKEY. Let me first distinguish between experi. Gallup polls meet your criteria with the exception of
ments and technical applications of the procedure. the last point and if the Gallup poll is a Delphi tech.
There is a big difference between using the Delphi nique? However, if we know exactly how the Gallup

" procedure as a tool of investigation for methodology polls are run, then what does expert mean there; and
and using it as a tool for putting information in a form what does accuracy mean there; and what do we know
which is useful to a decisionmaker. These are two dif- about accuracy in respect to the Gallup polls?
ferent types of operation. One is an application of the Dr. DALKEY. I am not an expert on experts. We
techniques and the other is a study of the techniques haven't done any studies which really illuminate this
and the information processing situation. In the past enormously. First of all, presumably an expert is some-
this distinction hasn't been as sharp as we would like it one who just has a fair amount of miscellaneous back-
to have been, but a number of exercises which have ground information in the field; and if you take the
been run using the Delphi techniques hbie really not standard type of definition in the selection of experts,
been experiments. They have been ".pplications of the you will find that's usually the kind of criteria used.
procedure. As far as I am conesmened, when you are ap- It usually comes down to a simpler one which is the
plying the techniques the-r are no holds barred. If the number of publications a man has put out. It is a
experimenter wants t.) think of himself as being part standard academic type of criterion, and that is a
of the expert com.,munity, it seems to me that is a measure of the amount of background information
perfectly reasonr.ble thing to do. In some of the exer- people have. But there is a point which is extremely im-
cises we have !un, of the applied sort, our feeling was portant. No work has been done, but there is some in-
that after the exercise was finished, the group had in formal analyses of what we have done in this area and
some sense a kind of expertise which none of the re- there is a big distinction between having a wide range
spondents had. They had a better grasp of the entire of background information and being able to use that
field, and of the interrelationship of the factors than information to estimate the answers to new questions.
any single respondent. It is a way of helping a very In short, there seem to be two characteristics involved
small group of experts to become more expert. It is a, in what you would like to think of as an expert: A lot
way for them to become acquainted with all the rich- of background information and then some kind of skill
ness of the field; to become as clear as possible as to in putting that information together. Let me give the
the structure of that field. As a device for a small group result of one study we made when we were working
of experts who want to, in a sense, become as rapidly with the statistical response itself with the almanacacquainted with all the richness of the field as they can,- type of question. There it was possible to ask a very
it seems to me it would be an extremely valuable device, large number of questions in order to make statistical
That's irrespective of the other qualities of the tech- analysis of the results. In one study, we asked a rather
nique. In that case, it is not only reasonable for the intricate question. The kind of response we were getting
experimenter to manipulate the material before he feeds from individuals was in terms of the probability of a
it back, it is reasonable for him to impose some struc- statement being true. These were statements where the
ture on the feedback material. In short, if you think in answer could be obtained. We deliberately mixed true
terms of several rounds, by the end of the second and false statements and we simply asked the respond-
round of the experiment, you can say, "A pattern is ents to estimate the probability that the statement was
emerging. I begin to see what this field looks like. Now true. We then introduced a notion of precision, the
let me check my intuitions against the whole panel of idea of precision was the following: Suppose you take
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all the responses of a given individual in whicit he said rather startling; however, it turned out that there were
the likelihood of this statement being true is 75 percent. a few who almost never used 50 or 60 percent. They
We took all of the responses in groups. For example, always stayed quite well up in the 75 's 80's, and 90's.
take 75-80, count the number of questions where he Others were very fond of 50, 60, or 40. There was one
responded 75-80, then ask what was the proportion individual who was very fond of 95 and gave a very
of true statements in that group. The idea was that a high proportion. Well, 95 and 5, 5-0, 95-100. It turned
good predictor was one where, roughly speaking, if out that he also was very good in the sense that when
you said 75-80, then 75-80 percent of the statements he said something had a probability of 95, it was very
in that group would be true. We discovered that almost likely trite. If he said it had a probability of 5, it was
all of the respondents were good in this respect. If you very likely false. He is the kind of chap we like to call
used just this measure, they all did very well. This was an expert. We didn't find very many.

One frequently used metlhwd of generating forecasts is to ask an expert in the field.
This leaves another problem, however. Hlow does one go about identifying an expert?
Professor Taylor describes some of his research on means for identifying various
kinds of talents in individuals. This can be extremely important, as his work has
shoiwn that ev eryone is ,ood at qomething, arid no one is good at everything. An expert
in the field to he forecast may well turn out to have no talent at all for forecasting. lie
would thus be an unfortunate choice as a source of forecasts.

-- Editor
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UNSO7.VED PROBLEMS IN SELECTING EXPERTS IN
PLANNING AND LONG-RANGE FORECASTING

Calvin W. Taylor, University of Utah

It has been both an opportunity and a challenge to circles (or talents) in the areas of the known, which,
prepare a presentation on this topic. Dr. Dalkey opened on the average, might be equal in size and importance
the field in an excellent manner with his clear com- to that first talent which we called intelligence. These
munications. In fact, he provoked enough thought in other talents as yet have been largely ignored in pro-
me for a second entirely different speech from the one grams for identifying the talented. They have also been
I will give. I particularly liked his analogy that the neglected in educational programs, too, because we
field is ready for the plow, with which I strongly agree. have oversold educators on the word "intell-gence."

First let me mention briefly some other fields of The plan for the intelligence test was to measure what
talent which we have already plowed and show how was already occurring in schools. So we produced a
these enable us to be more ready now to plow the closed system of intelligence intercorrelated with grades
fields of planning and forecasting. My approach will and grades intercorrelated with intelligence-but un-
be a more broad theoretical one. However, the many fortunately grades do not correlate very well with
specifics that he has been citing would provide many what one does in the work world. This is the dilemma
research opportunities to learn more about those who that exists and our profession has probably been ae
are more expert from those less expert. His last com- tardy as anyone in finding out that this is a closed
ment indicated clearly that people differ quite widely system. The academic world is one world and the world
in their planning and forecasting talents, which is the of the professions and other high-level talents is an-
heart of the selection problem. Let us extrapolate from other world and there is comparatively little relation-
what we know in some other high-level talent areas and ships between these two worlds. In one case, we have
from what little we know in planning and forecasting 800 correlations between performances in the academic
talents as a way to anticipate what likely will happen world and the professional world and the average of
as we do more R. & D. work on these newer talent areas. these correlations is .00, with a random error curve

First, let me make an apology for our field for around zero describing very well the histogram display
having made a contribution some 60 years ago and of all these correlations.
then having oversold the public, or perhaps used in- We have also looked at educational practice in terms
appropriate words to have misled the'public. If we of the basic research on human characteristics. We took
should sketch a large circle to represent all the various several views of it, one of which states that in this third
things that this tremendously complex brain, or man's perspective, education is viewed in relation to the actual
mind, can do, we put together some 60 years ago a test world-of-work requirements. Then we talk about the
and we called it by the big word "intelligence." Now Ph. D. on-the-job being a higher degree than the Ph. D.
that we have hindsight, which is far better than our in the academic world and how certain effects of the
foresight, Ke can see that intelligen definitely does academic world have to wear off before a person can
not measure that entire large circle ] ut measures only attain the real degree which is only earned by becoming
one small circle within the much 1 rger circle. With truly productive scientists.,
this little circle being intelligenc but with people My doctoral professor was L. L. Thurstone, a
thinking we are talking about the/Aig circle instead of mechanical engineer who worked for Edison before
the little circle, then you realize/he confusion that we becoming a psychologist. He did most of the initial
have created. The total researc to date indicates that basic work on what were called primary mental abili-
something like two-thirds of t7at large circle has been ties, stretching the number of these talents or abilities
explored. We have found 7' least six or seven other beyond the seven or so in intelligence tests to about 20
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before his death. Guilford and his students have since the Nation. The signs will advertise: "A Nursery School
picked this up and developed it much further. If we for Creative Children Only." Then someone says, "You
want to consider Guilford's periodic table of the mind still have a problem in selecting the children. How are
(The Structure of Intellect, see Taylor, 1964), approxi. you going to select them?" I have a very simple
mately 80 out of a possible 120 cells in his periodic answer: "I'm just going to let the parents decide."
table can be identified to date. The intelligence test That's how it all starts as far as creative talent in one's

includes about six to eight or if we are very generous, life is concerned.
we could say almost 10 out of the 80. That gives you a There has been a lot of research on what happens to
feeling that we have gone a long ways in the talent area potential creative talent as people move through their

I beyond what we knew 60 years ago, except it, com- academic world and into the world of work. Every time
municating this to the public and in widening the we review these findings, we always want to go back as
practices. early as possible to start at preschool ages and shoot

One of these other new talent areas on which we have the works to implement all we have learned about cre-

been working very hard is creativity and another one ativity so far. Tomorrow I will work with the Colorado
is communication abilities. A further talent area which State program for gfted and creative children. Colo-

we are now tvying to open up oncerns planning abili rado is a leader in being aware of and recognizing

ties or talents. Frankly, we have not yet paid much officially at least two kinds of giftedness. We are going

attention to the equally challenging talent area of to try and open further tomorrow this awareness of

long-range forecasting. their 4C0 workers throughout their State to include

Incidentally, my most recent experience in planning multiple types of giftedness.

was in planning this speech. At times I couldn't help Researchers in creativity h,.ve been asked how to
but wonder if I had a goed enough plan and pondered start having our findingo I.mplemented into classrooms.
if I should abandon it and start over. As indicated One way I responded was by writing a series on some
earlier, I was sparked to a new se- of notes from the clues to creative teaching, on some hints about teaching
first presentation and maybe I will wish afterward that for creating activities in the students. This is a pattern
I had changed the plan in order to speak from these I would like ta see followed in planning, too, by writing
newest and freshest notes. a series and by developing demonstrations on teaching

* Let me tell about some of these later approaches our for planr.;ng activities in the students. Through these

profes-ion" has generally used in these newer talent steps eventually the students can have the opportunity

areas. Creativity, very appropriately by its nature, to experience creative processes and planning processes

represents our breakaway talent. Through our findings and can develop their creative talents and also their

on creativity we are trying to break away irom this planning talents during their regular classroom

st .)ngly held but erroneous notion of one and only programs.
one kind of talent, one and only one kind of giftedness. Recently we have been doing many biographical
Contrary :4, this widely held notion, the overwhelming studies, life history studies of creative people, especially
evidence is for multiple types of talent and multiple scientists and engineers kas published Mar. 3, 1967 in
types of giftedr.:ss. "Science"). From studying their life programs, i.e..

Let me open up the work on creativity with my story how they have been programed to date, one can fore-

about a plan for geeti g rich quickly, though obviously cast whether they are likely to be creative or productive

I haven't put the plan into effect yet. I will tell you or not. This is probably rs good a single approach as

about how it all starts, in terms of life and creative Available for forecasting whether a person will be pro-

talent on this earth for a given ind:vidual. I h,-ve a ductive and even creatively productive in science. It

plan to open a national chain of schools, so although is also our best single approach for forecasting perfor-

I am here oflicially to make this presentation, on the mances beyond the academic world in any field. Inside

side I am laying the groundwork to open another one the academic world, the usual study has been to predict

oi my new schools. That is my real agenda here. Of school grades. Most studies have done that and most

course, when we think about schools, we ask at what studies aren't worth very mudl because grades don't

level should we start applying our creativity work. We forecaAt other things well, except other academic

always come up with the answer of starting at preschool grades. This is one of the real dilemmas in the field, so

levels. I will use the best psychological advertising. All I am pl-psed to work with you to atart breaking further

at once I will open up a nationwide chain of thes away from forecasting performance, only within the
nursery schools and turn on flashing n~son sign' across academic world.
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Recently we have finished some work for the Peace and executive activities; we also found that many of
Corps in which we were trying to identify those with these important communication talents are often being
talents and characteristics that are needed overseas in ignored in usual educational programs. Sucl, programs
the Peace Corps, new talents like sensing problems, tend to emphasize reading and writing much more than
resourcefulness, iritiating action, innovativeness, and revision or oral communication, including talking and
creativity. We have been studying what characteristics listening abilities. Even though students do take Eng-
are needed to be top performing physicians and nurses, lish and language arts courses from 12 to 16 years in
too, so we are not studying low level and applied fields school, we have evidence that the kind of communica-
after one leaves a so-called high-level academic world. tion abilities which are important in the world of work
but instead we are focusing vpon very high level fields are not ones in which they get much training. Revision
and professional performances and accomplishments, abilities is our best single example of a high-level

With AFOSR support we have done several studies talent in the total complex set of communication abili.
on communication abilities and creative abilities just ties which is generally neglected in educational
published as a GPO monograph (Taylor, Ghiselin, and programs.
Yagi, 1967). In these studies of ,ommunication abil- As shown in figure 1, our theory for education entails
ities needed in large organizations we found several a multiple-talent approach. We are learning how to
high-level talents, such as revision abilities and talking develop creative and other new talents in classrooms.
abilities, to he needed in several important supervisory We have strong evidence from many demonstration
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studies that two things are happening simultaneously different people bh,:ig the star students; it was one
in the etude-its. One is that they are acquiring subject where students are thought of as thinkers rather than
matter and the other is they are using some internal merely learners, or absorbers. So, we are ready for
processes to deal with and acquire that subject matter. another type where the students are to be thought of
There are many different internal processes that stu- as planners, and still another where they are to be
dents could use while they are acquiring subject matter forecasters. Those gifted in the learners classroom are
and these different processes could be and are right- not those who are gifted in the thinkers classroom and
fully called different talents. So students can acquire they in turn are not those who will be gifted in the
subject matter by the academic talents (sometimes planners classroom or in the forecasters classroom. So
facetiously called the tape recorder talents) or they can much for my introduction to the matter of talent identi-
acquire subject matter by creative talents or they can fication and .A'tivation in education. Let us now move

acquire knowledge by decisionmaking talents or by toward the world of work.
their planning talents or by their forecasting talents, As a consultant with the Stanford Research Institute
and so forth. I have had many challenges in dealing with several

Some early evidence even suggests that ` students groups of vice presidents in charge of planning. This
are given opportunities to practice these talents or has been a delightful experience. After working with
processes, these talent processes are likely to show more people of all ages. I must honestly say that I have

transfer of training and be more valuable in later life rarely run into a group of people more hungry for
than will the sheer knowledge that they acquired, information and insight, who are more searching for

partly because of the exploding and changing nature of capabilities and techniques on how to do things. than

man's knowledge. We suspect that schools have focused this group of vice presidents in charge of planning.

almost so hig'ily on knowledge acquisition that much Lei m0 explain with a brief story which will illumi-
of the meaning of knowledge has been lost to students: nate, through perhaps exaggerate their predicament. It
too often we teach them the dead corpse of knowledge goes like this: Whenever a person holds jealc.usly unto
after all the "life" is out of it. We now have some fairly himself any activity as his own sole prerogative, all
strong hints that if we focus more en talent develop- others around him will be deprived of experiencing
ment in students than we do in knowledge acquisition, whatever that activity is. In oth,-; words, whatever
then interestingly enough, the students acquire more talentts are called for in those activities will tend to
knowledge as a by-product than when we have them remain dormant in other persons who are deprived of
focus so highly and directly on its acquisition. participating in those activities.

The X's in the first column in figure 1 shows that When a person is born intO this world, he has poten-
generally students have developed primarily their tial planning talents that could L_,come active and be

academic talents and have stayed within this narrow used. But he soon hnds that as an infant and as a child.
band of talents while they are acquiring subject matter, he does not get too much of a chance in his own home
As a breakaway we are doing all we can to learn how to do much planning because someone else considers
to add another column of X's by having them develop planning to be their function and duty and holdh this
their creative talents while they are acquirin~g subject planning function ealouslv unto themselves. But he

matter. We have made similar progress with corn- snr grows up and finally he gets a chance to :eave his
munication talents. We are now starting to gert ready home during the day and go to school. When he gets
so we can give students experience in dvelopihng their in schol, he may think, "N( w I will be able to use myv

planning talents, their forecasting talents, and their planning talents and they will become active instead of
judgmental or evaluative (decisionmakinrw tal,'nta, a4 dormant talents." But he soon diw'ivers that sontc-nl
referred to earliev. lse does all the planning arou nd the-re. InI fact the

All research an(' the classroomn denioltitrat tons are evidence ik that lie is prl),idlv working toder ex-

leading to the conclusion that list is nee.ded in edirca- tr!lr-lv -los' sUpervii, ion II .. hool and is highly dorni-

tion is not just more of the saine, but instead to trN to nate, hk the t-a-her. In ahbuo 801 peri'rtt or so of the

develop creative and plannirg and other trliernts. One of time, the teacher is talking or ,therwise dorninating tire

our demonstration studie% by llutt-hinsoin is quite (le- class. S,, :ipparertitl he doesn't vcet too mnuch of a

vastating to .ume edutctors. lie had two comparison chancc to do am p1lantirng therr.

Q i * groups. One was the typical e-asroomn where students After tie finishes sc-hrol. Ihe get% a ari dl hir.I in at
are thought of as learners. Thre •cond t•,yw of -las,- the lottom of the laddler and thinks. "Now I'll get a

room which was found to be tiq ite a different t. pe A ith cIhanT-Ce to tIf, srn1V 3IIrinn;n ." Iluit •tdlit'h•lI lis 1 oers
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that someone else does all the planning there. (One of utilization of resources and new means of production of
the audience suggested the next possibility to me.) So energy and so on? Where will the populations of the
the person decides to get married and does so, but he future be located and distributed?
soon discovers that someone else does the planning This gives you an example of how they could both
there, too. (Incidentally, it has been said that two plan and check up on their plans from the past and in
people get married and they become one. The problems the second case, how they could map out a long-range
start when they try to decide which one.) forecast or plan for the future. We could also check and

If he is a good worker, he eventually is promoted to see if any of their future plans were any better than

be a first-level supervisor. Now he feels he is going to the plan of the moment of our exper's. Maybe they can

do the planning, except he soon finds that the first-level think more freely. There is some evidence that when

supervisor doesn't do the planning. It is apparently students get into school, they learn how not to be

done higher in the company. So he continues to be a inquiring as they go further through school. Maybe

good worker without doing any planning and he again the earlier that we get them started, the better they can

is promoted upwards. After 30 or 40 or more years of use their natural planning and forecasting talents

his life in programs where he is deprived of all experi- without built-in restrictions from their negative life

ences in planning and by having done so well in non- experiences and training. No doubt, all of you could

planning activities, he suddenly is rewarded by being suggest many more planning tasks that could be used

appointed vice president in charge of planning. And in testing and training the planning and the fore-

bclieve me, he and others like him are hungry for casting talents of students. We should soon need such

information and skills in planning. suggestions.

In our educational chart (fig. 11-1) let me give you As we look at these multiple types of talent, there is

an example of how we might fill out one of those X's for a possibility that the really top persons, the "true

planning talents in students while they are acquiring experts," are those who have a high profile not only in

subject matter. I will deal with a known rather than planning talents, but also in one or more of these other

unknown area of subject matter, since teachers, by and pertinent talent areas, too, such as creativity (including

large, are not yet prepared to deal in areas either at the flexibility) and communicating and decision making,

fringe of knowledge or out beyond where no one yet and in effective integration of these various types of

knows the answer. One possibility is to give students a talent activities. So particular talent combinations
map of the physical and biological resources of our could produce a very interesting approach for studying
Nation without any markings about the population the selection of experts.
distribution. Show them where the mountains, forests, I think we should realize that whether we have used
rivers, the fertile ground, and all the natural resources good experts or poor experts, in any event we do have
are. Then ask them to plan a nation, saying: "Where a plan and this plan can and usually does shape the
would the people start cities and where would they be future to some large or small extent. It does affect
doing different kinds of things." Let the students plan people and most of them tend to work within the plan,
where the people would be and what kind of activities not outside the plan, and the plan is imposed almost
would occur in which places in the nation. The teacher as a restriction upon them. So the future is partly
would keep secret from them where these things have shaped by a plan, whether the plan was produced by
already occurred. After they map out the whole thing, people with a high degree of planning talent or not.
chances are that they will be eager to check up to see In the same vein, I am told that the President of the
to what degree the nation had really developed accord- United States can always guarantee that he can get
ing to their plan. We suspect that they will be much advice. What he cannot guarantee is that he can get
more interested in acquiring this information than they wise advice. So you see some of the talents that the
would be if we had just dished out all the answers to psychologists of the past have ignored and postponed
them as is often customary, on a silver platter to learn for the future have been some of these other high-level
(memorize). Then, after you did that, you could lead talents, like exist in the wise men or in those that have
them into the unknowns which will emerge from popu- great foresight and vision and prophecy ability and
lation explosions by having them make long-range judgmental ability, creative ability, and so on. We are

forecasts through these instructions: Now, where is the starting to move more vigorously into plowing these
rest of the expanding population going to go? What fertile talent areas that were largely ignored uril a
are we going to do now in light of man's latest knowl- decade ago.

edge-in terms of what he can now do in the way of Man has a tendency to narrow a problem down so he
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can cope with it, so some people often work in a very performances plus 'arge individual differences in the
narrow frame. Certain persons may have fewer ideas various planning and forecasting activities. I felt that
and can only juggle fewer ideas and less information Dr. Dalkey presentcd some evidence on this point of
and less variables in their minis at one time. This is great individual differences. In a lot of his group
one of the potential bases for differences in people's studies, it might be quite possible to tease out studies
creativity and it may be true about differences in of individuals as well as of groups. Perhaps ways
ability to plan and also to make long-range forecasts, should be found for iome of my research staff to team
If a person deals with fewer variables at one time, his up with Dr. Dalkey's group so that findings onresulting plan or forecast may be equally restricted by individual difference-, can also be extracted from his
his lack of dealing with all pertinent variables. Maybe group studies.
those who are best are those who can juggle and Another feature in which we are interested is whatmanipulate many more variables at one time, and would he called variability within a person from one
eventually work with them all at once and then sud- timr to another. This variability is in contrast to what
denly pull them together into a plan or a forecast, we are most often gpeking, namely consistency and

One incident in the history of the behavioral sciences reliability within a person. In some cases, variability
in this Nation should be recalled in which they made within a person mnight alternately be described as flexi-
some forecasts. After the forecasts, they got together bility instead of inconsistency or unreliability within a
and took stock nationally and professionally about this person from one time to another time. Some of Thur-
business of forecasting. This was the time when the stone's last projects before his death dedlt with psycho-
newspapers erroneously printed that Thomas Dewey physical me sures of what might prove to be important
had been elected President of the United States. One temperamental traits such as flexibility in individuals.
bit of advice that the forecasters from the behavioral I noted in listening to Dalkey's comments that we have
science gave themselves was that it wouid be quite a lot of psychophysical techniques which could be
possible to retreat into only those areas of forecasting applied to the kinds of things that are now occurring
where there is no severe checkup on their work and in his on-going planning and forecasting activities.
where they still would be able to make a good living. When groups of pi-ople are making judgments and
Or they could carefully avoid making anything but the we see that they differ individually, one of the things
longest range forecasts which would be so far ahead we might ask is Should we weigh their opinions equally
that they would be safe since few of their generation or should we give them some differential weight? Some
would still be around alive to check up on them. In- might facetiously say, "One way we can give them
stead, they argued to stay in the election and other differential weight is to give greater weight to those
tough forecasting arenas where they would continue to who had higher school grades or who have higher
encounter severe checkups on their forecasts. IQ scores." But, as the previous speaker indicated, it

A great deal of our research effort is spent on the is amazing how their talents in one area are not par-
criterion problem of measuring the total complexity of ticularly related to their talents and performances in
career performances and accomplishments of profe,- another. This is our finding, too. Good things go to-
sional and other people. For example, we obtained 50 gether slightly, and not by any means synonymously.
mea3ures of what research -tnter scientists had con- This is indicated by a little hit of overlap between
triboted in their career. We have 80 measures of what circles sketched to measure talents, with only 10 percent
physicians accomplish in their career and we are told overlap between two talent circles-and you know 10 or
we didn't cover enough, so we have a new project to less percent is not much overlap, With good things
move further into measuring their performances and going together only slightly, we must avoid or le veryachievements. We have a somewhat different set of 80 cautitIS about weighting according to what may be an

measures to date for medical faculty than we do for ahnost irrelevant characteristic. For example, we
specialists in medicine, and also a particular set of B0 ihouid try to avoid lettinu the greatest weight be given
specially for general practitioners. Thus. wr are sorug- to the perswn who talks the most on the topic in thegling with a great complexity of human perforrmances grou,. Just the fart that he talks thr most does not

and human charaiteri-Aics in an' given professilo. meanA he is the best planner or the beat forec'aster or
Another result that we always find when we stud thc b~et judge or the one with the most creative ideas

human beings is that there are always individual differ- or with the highest quality of creativeness of ideas.
ences and often they can be great diffe-renc'es. v, I arn I honestly have the imprcssion that there are very.
persuaded that we will find great ',11plexitie.% in th,- very few psychologists who are worki.ng in these im-
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portant live world.of-work planning and forecasting and noise in the discussions were coming out from the
situations. Many others would defend themselves by participants. I would bet on tremendous individual
saying such things as, "You are playing with prob- differences in how much people contribute to the

lems that are too applied or too uncontrolled," and so irrelevancy and noise because some have a strong

on. We almost walked alone when we initially started screening process before they speak, while others are

to study the world.of-work performances of scientists, almost nonstop talkers and at times have no barriers

of physicians, of medical faculty, and of nurses. Almost on what flows out. (There are even suspicions that some

everyone told us that it couldn't be done, but we tried people talk maybe even faster than they think, although

ayway. One of the deficiencies of our profession is the reverse is most usual.) To the degree that this

this overstrong tendency to continue to work only back irrelevancy is going on, the ability to select relevant

in the old areas and not being very willing or able to from irrelevant might be one of the important things

move into new untouched areas. The notion that the in the group planning activity and therefore one of the

field is ready to be plowed is a good notion. There are things in the profile of the high-level talented people

lots of old fields now being plowed, but some of the upon which we should focus.

potentially most fertile ones are oftimes the ones that Rethinking is also interesting when it occurs because
are not being touched at all. revision ability in our communication studies was the

We do have, I think, a lot of techniques that might best single device we found for predicting performance

be effective in helping us delve into these new fields. in world-of-work communication situations. You can

I sense in al! of Dalkey's cases, that we could obtain nearly always rework your communications because

multiple scores on the performances of each of these they are usually somewhat ambiguous the first time. If

people on an individual basis. Most of the few tests in you don't believe it, start expressing yourself by writ-

the field of planning so far are largely restricted to ing a long program to a computer and see if you can

paper.and-pencil (schoollike) tests. From our research ever get it completely clear the first time without

experiences with situational and other tests, we could needing any debugging. So this rethinking is one

also set up situations of various kinds of planning instance in which we are asking for variability within

activities from which we could obtain multiple scores a person. Variability is likewise needed in flexibilities,

as an effective means to analyze the behaviors, of ex. including the ability to get new information and adjust

perts in practice. In our recent study of Peace Corps oneself and have a change in reactions and plans and
abilities we built some live situational tests and found forecasts in light of the new information. Just plain
they called for a lot of abilities (or talents) that paper- scrambling is another form of variability in perform-
and.pencil tests could not or at least did not get at. ance that may appear to be unplanned and disorgan.
These abilities tend to be the live complex, world-of- ized, but as in the case of quarterbacks it can at times
work situations and activities because they do not eventually prove to be quite effective.
overlap much with the academic world where most of A potential complication is that some people have
the psychological research work on talents has been pretty well convinced themselves that they don't want
done so far. to play the revision or rethinking approach because

In our work on scientists, self-ratings on creativity when they take a test their first overall impression is
were very good, compared to other scores, and we could often better than their rethinking impression. When
get them almost instantaneously. Our hunch from this they change their answers, they say they run into
is that self-ratings are very promising, but with one trouble. We should recognize this possibility, too, in
most important condition: people have to be given planning and forecasting. If a person already had a
many opportunities to experience their talents on which first overall impression before he got into the group
we eventually want their self ratings. For example, if discussions, sometimes his initial impression had more
the students who started in my hypothetical nursery validity than one he might change to after he looked
school were to practice their planning talents and to in detail at all the relevancies and irrelevancies and
continue such practicing throughout their school and then mixed them all up together as the basis for his

work careers, by the time they got to where they were change.
contenders for vice presidents in charge of planning or Pressures in a group may be worth studying to see

vice presidents in any other kind of activity, these who produces the group pressures, who gives in to the
people would be able to give you quite valid self-ratings group pressures, and how these pressures are related
on their planning talents, to the final actions of the group. I do not know what

I also sensed, in Dalkey's studies, that irrelevancy would happen in the area of planning but in the area
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of creativity, the people who do not give into the group and speakers to some degree; secondly, you are record-
pressures, and who are willing to tell t6e truth and ing the discussions, so that they are published instead

report it as they see it, independently if necessary of of screened out by the inner circle; and, thirdly, you
the pressures, are the most creative. So I suspect that are using cross fields persons, such as those present,
two or three creatives in the group might move farther who will provide a further protection against the type
sway and diverge from the consensus rather than con- of errors and distortions described above. At least, this
verge when group pressures emerge. I am wondering has been my experience.
whether maybe some of our most expert planners, those In turning to the planning processes within a person,
highly gifted in planning, might also show some of including the input processes, the central processes, and
these rugged individualistic tendencies when working the output processes, the cycle can be repeated in terms
with groups in the area of their own greatest talent. I of checking up on your plans and your forecasts and
doubt if anyone knows; it would be interesting to find revising them. In other words, you can repeat the input,
out. central, and output processes in doing planning work.

In our communication ability studies, we felt that I suspect that the input can be mighty important. The
much of group activity could be accounted for on an input could include the whole past life history and ex-
individual basis--not all but much and probably the periences of a person and all the immediate things that
majority of the group phenomena. If we knew each are coming in that do or could bear on what he is now
person's individual profile of communication talents, doing. I suspect this total input, both past and present,
we felt we could account for a lot of what would happen might be much more important than we have given it
when groups of such people got together because of credit for. The total reservoir of inner resources of a
the individual characteristics of each in terms of their person would, at least potentially, be available to draw
communication talents. I would suspect that we might upon if a person knew how to do so and had the central
also find some of that in the area of planning: That processes working well to use his large inner library of
much of the group behavior could be accounted for if resources. The central processes, I suspect, can be very
we knew each individual's profile of the planning and complex and the studies that have been done on plan-
other relevant or irrelevant talents elicited in the nirg indicate that the more complex the planning ac-
groups. Then there would be some other distinctly tivities, the more complex the set of talents that are
group factors above and beyond the individual (non. needed to work in the activity. Since some of our tests
group) ones that would remain to be explained, but I are very simplified tests, we would have to use a collec-
suspect these remaining aspects would usually entail tion of these tests to get at all aspects of thiese central
only a minor part of the total phenomenon. processes. The output (expressional) processes, too,

Since all of you are pioneering this new area, may I can be full of interesting problems in each area of

comment about problems you may encounter based human activity, including planning and forecasting.
upon experiences I have had in trying to help pioneer Let us examine, for a moment, the input processes
in the field of creativity. One idea came to me when I together with the flexibility of the person engaged in
was working in the National Research Council, whose planning. Can a person continue to listen and receive
full-time business is research counciling. I sensed that new information as well as he could when he first
there was an in-group for each specific science area started to plan after he has progressed some distance
who wielded an influence as well as some control on toward making a plan or even after he has crystallized
the progress in their area. I wondered what the chances a plan?
were of a new person ever getting invited into the When a person an8/or a group has completed a plan,
in-group council meeting and if he did get invited, what to what degref have they fully and appropriately used
chance would he have to contribute to the short report the available inputs. Are the facts, ideas, suggestions,
of their meeting that went to the outer circle. Further- and even something so far out as suggested plans of
more, if he were invited but proved to be a young up- others fully listened to and utilized? One of the human
start who made some comment that didn't fit the ideas tendencies, I fear, is that whenever someone comes up
of the leaders, those who currently owned the field, so and makes a suggestion to a person in a crucial posio
to speak, what chance would he have of getting in his tion in the organization who is responsible for plan-
idea and having it received by the inner circle and also ning, that person in the status position may make a
included in the writeup sent to the outer circle. On these human reaction such as: "That's my business, not
points I think you have some protections in this seri!s yours, to make the plan. It's none of your business."

2of two conferences: First, you are rotating membero 'It the suggester goes too far by using his own talents to
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form his suggestions into a suggested plan and comn- mation, almost the better the information we were get-
municates only his suggested plan, the official planner, ting from these usually least expected sources. Some of
of course, may feel threatened or even feel the sug- our best information quite frequently came from the
gester is trying to sharpshoot him out of his position. lowest people in the hospital organization, from nurses'
So this kind of complexity can occur in the input aides and from maintenance people. They were the ones
processes. who gave us considerable information, but we suspect

Apparently one of the most difficult things for any that some architects won't listen to these people or per-
supervisor to listen to-and it is hard for a supervisor haps really the architects do not get a chance to listen
to listen-is to listen to a subordinate, especially if this to them. Usually they only work with their client and
subordinate has a highly creative new idea. Now, maybe their client is up at the top and perhaps the client does
it is equally difficult for a supervisor to listen to an not prove to be a good representative for all the other
extremely high quality plan from below. Maybe one of persons in the organization and does not listen to them
the problems is that some of the best ideas, best infor- or even realize he should listen to them so he can repre-
mation, best suggestions, and maybe the best plans may sent them well and make their contributions available
occur in the organization but in the wrong minds in the to the architect.
organization-in the wrong places in the organization Some of these problems may stem from the fact that
chart, perhaps at the grassroots. Hori to get the sug- architects often do not have a "live" client in their
gested information, ideas, and plans from there through training, but only their teacher. So their tendency,
a set of human communicators to the right place in the when they get into practice, is to practice like they were
organization and have them be transmitted without trained to do, except to do without their teacher. There-
erroneous distortion and be accepted effectively at all fore, an occasional client may, at times, almost have to
stages, including the last one where the responsibility fight his way into the architect's creative and planning
resides, will be found to be one of our major problems, processes to make his points (and I am exaggerating a
I believe, in this planning area. little again to make my point).

Other questions are: Who is included in the plan and The planner also has the problem of understanding
what input is included in the plan? And who is ex- the information he is getting, so there is a communica-
cluded from the plan and what is excluded from the tion process here and also one of integrating it after he
plan? The organization may have a screening process gets all of it. In architecture again, one of the things
here in which it is screening out those with the higher that comes out of the communication process is a set of
level planning talents or screening out or partially dis- drawings or blueprints, which represent a plan. We
torting the better ideas and better facts. Thus, some of have just realized it is not only e. plan-it is a corn-
the best potential information and talent resources in munication device, too, between a second and third
the organization may be organized out during the plan. person in the chain. The architect produces this plan for
ning processes. the sake of the third person in the chain, namely, the

Let me illustrate these points in terms of our new production or construction people. After the client has
field called architectural psychology, in which the archi- communicated in terms of words with the architect, a
tects design environments and the psychologists,, study problem arises if the client cinnot understand the set of
the reaction of people to these environments. As the drawings which are the pan. The architect has pro-
initial psychologist on this team, I have realized that a duced a visual plan for the production people. but the
lot of the activities of architects fall into the field of client may often have a problem of comprehending the
designing and planning. Our architectural psycholo. complex spatial drawings.
gists, including our graduate students, have made some To handle some of these communication problems in
plans about hospitals and we have run into the above design, a project on our campus is planning how to use
problems. We go to multiple sources for information a computer in graphaic outputs in architectural design.
that might be pertinent to the future plan. As we The computer can potentially handle a lot of input in-
worked in hospitals, we have found at times that it was formation, too, and can double check things that are
difficult to get much usable information from physi- happening so that it can do a lot of the structural engi-
cians. Our work with psychiatrists uncovered that they neering and other technical work. Then the architect
did not easily become very explicit in terms of the will be free to spend a higher percentage of his time in
architectural problems and secondly, they showed us creative planniing and designing and communicating at
almost anything but agreement among themselves. The all stages with the client. Potentially he can plan and
further down in the organization that we went for infor- design a higher percentage of buildings and the man-
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made space that men will occupy in the future. Thus, ning what they are going to do next with the area. But

the computer can also be a communication device to at the same time other plans are emerging at the grass-

clarify the plan to the client and can give feedback to roots level and the question arises: What is going to
the client, to include him in more throughout all stages happen to these two competing plans and are they ever

in the planning so he can ask for modifications where going to become synchronized together somehow to

necessary before the plan comes out in its final form of become only one plan?

solid cement walls. In our work for the Peace Corps. we have tried to

In terms of city planning, someone recently said that learn how to select Peace Corps voluntecrs who, when

"cities are people, and not just buildings." Again this they will go oversas, will not be the highly talented

means that someone in the past has not given enough and display their great talents overseas to become the

of their thoughts t' the people, or has not thought great performers themselves. Instead we wanted to se-

enough of the people, so something has been neglected lect and train them to be subtle catalysts so that the

or overlooked in the planning as far as the people are host country people develop their own talents and
concerned. Yesterday one of my students said, "When thereby become the great performers. We wanted our

we plan for the heart of our cities, which might become Peace Corps volunteers to spark the people overseas to

the slum and crime delinquency areas, we must con- become creative themselves, to learn how to sense prob-
sider what the place will be like at night and how many lems, how to create plans themnselves, and to follow
dark alleys we have produced both inside and around through and implement those plans. This may be an

apartment buildings as well as outside in other places." interesting challenge in city planning and broad plan-

This aspect of planning could have easily been over- ning of the future: how can we go in and be the spark-
looked in the past, leading to plans which have actually plugs to help the other people make their own plans

facilitated crimes. instead of doing it ourselves and then imposing the

There is a plan for cities of the future called the plans on them?

Model Cities Plan. The designers have been very proud In the magazine industry, the cardinal sin is to follow

and pleased with this plan, except that during the riots , the plan right out the window. I heard this when I was

last summer, a statement was made by some of the riot on a 14th floor where it had real meaning to me. So

leaders that they dismissed this plan as worthless. In sometimes there has to be some continuous checkup

effect, they said that it was a white man's plan instead with potential revisions :n the plan. In research there

of a black man's plan (even though the planners argue are times when it is wise to have a good tight research

that Negroes have had some representation). They plan and other times when i- s not wise to be so locked

want to own th(ir own communities, namely, much of in. Sometimes in power struggles a way that some

the heart of the cities. When these slum places are reno- people get control over other people is to build a plan

vated, they also want to be involved in the renovation with the ulterior motive of control and then try to hold

proctss by being crucial parts of the construction team, the other people to it. But the others may not want to

and j..nrt of those who are making a profit, rather than slav,;hly fHlow their plan.

having a white man's construction team come in and The issue in question is the tentativeness in plannL1g
largely exclude them from the work force. They maý and the capability of weople to be tentative in their
also have the feeling that they have becrn included out planning or in their following f a plan. ThIs may be
in the planning, in spite of the fact that they are the highly important for leaders t,, be capable of produciing
ones who are going to be the tfnants. People who move only a tentatis plan and really function -o it is a
into buildings as tenants art often piobabl y not even tentative instead of a firmly crvstaL.fed plan. Quite

selfcted as tenants when the buildings were being obviouslv. any nereded revision that mnav arise is more
planned. So we have a real planining problem there, likely to br welcomned if the plin is widely considered

Another kind of problem which is happening in the to le tentAive. In contrast, it r"-:v be a very diificult

city, is a grassroots n io,.ewnt, which can hAve a lot thitw hi , uncr•, stallife "I plan that is hi1hlyv r'rvstallizet.

of healthiness to it. "fli people in the Slum area want to iNe-nt res-a ;h m huinan talents mentions divergent

renovate their own area f,,r thmsteki-s : istead of being and ,nyer'rit tale't v "lie di rrcnt tv." inv%,lh s
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Sgent. Or maybe the best plinning alternates as follows: processes are functioning, then we can forecast that
converges, diverges, converges, diverges, converges, li- during the next 5 years he is going to be a good pros-
verges. The need is to find persons who are flexible in pect to be creative. We should likewise work very hard
their planning, who can alternately converge and di- to build an inventory for measuring planning talents
verge, and open up for further information by uncrys. (and another one for forecasting talents) along this
tallizing the plan to some degree and then converge same kind of line. First, we would generate a thousand
again. In th~s way, the planners are always alert and multiple choice items and try to find 150 of the best
can modify the plan, and thus have some degree of ones that we could find that display a life history lead-
tentativeness, but will also have a plan ready that they ing to a high degree of effective planning talents. We
can follow, if necessary, at any given time. could also select among those experienced in planning

Human beings are often not very good at this kind of to try to get some measure of the batting average of
. flexibility. I used this technique on persons in an or- those experiencud in each of these activities. Then we
• ganization that was highly crystallized in its plans, as would find the biographical items that select the better

the best approach to use to deal with them. I .would say, planners from the rest and then repeat the procedure

"OK, we have completed a plan today that we can use to find the better forecasters from the rest.
S and can have ready for use, but now let's reopen it and Let me point out some highlights in the work of
S rethink it again." It was difficult for these people, the Guilford and his staff (1964-65)- at the University of

powers that be, to allow us to do this. Yet i: was the Southern California in -a study of planning abilities.
I best chance I had to get in other information that had They did a first general study of basic planning talents,

not yet been includ.'d in their planning. After we did so let me give you some titles of the sets of character-
g this several times, opened it and then crystallized it istics they were studying. One was orientation, includ-

again" and again, we then put on the show. But we ing sensitivity to order, discovery of conceptual rela-
changed our plan only 30 minutes before we started. It tions, and recognition of variables. A second was elab-
just about scared the wits out of those in power because - oration icluding specifying details, producing ideas
they said that we still hadn't figured out two or three and alternate methods, and symbolizing ideas. The
more details of the plan. They asked how did we dare third was ordering, arranging, and integrating includ-
to•.open it up and change it at this late stage when we ing both temporal and hierarchial ordering. The fourth
hadn't even quite finished making the plan. But we was originality and ingenuity in new methods and ap-
never did give the participants an agenda; they never plications and adaptive flexibility. The fifth included

S asked for one; and we were keyed up creating the new an ability to put all this together into a prediction
t plan as the show kept rolling. We didn't schedule our where you have to use such talents as visualizing things

cofftebreaks or anything else but let them happen when you can't actually see, or having foresight through
" it was timely to do so, we just kept everything rolling ideas and through things you can perceive, and extra-

and the people enjoyed it very much. Admittedly, a polating from the knowns to the knowns. And finally,
couple of people who were helping us run it were under things like judging and evaluating (a high degree of
some strain; they came up to us, quite upset, because which would be wisdom), including seeing shortcom-

" we weren't following specific enough plans. Later one ings in plans, and judging the importance of variables.
friendly critic said, "Gee, you look so. unplanned and In summary, there are a lot of talents and processes

[ relaxed. Tell us how long did you have to plan to get and activities in planning, as best understood so far,
S that way?" and the beginnings of measurement exist in these above

Let me go a little into the problems of selection. As areas.
indicated earlier, we would probably use a biographical One consulting group is working vigorously in the
inventory as our best single basis for selecting those field of planning. They feel that if they would put to-
high on either planning or long-range forecasting. By gether everything now known about planning, it would
learning to read appropriate parts of the life program make a major book. Through such a book they feel
of a person, we already know how to forecast the future they could get planning training into all management

• creativity of a person. If in the past a person has largely departments in schools of business across the Nation in
kept his creating processes dormant and has not used about 3 years elapsed time. But is someone doesn't ac-
them, then he is not a good prospect next year to be a tively take such steps, they feel it will take about 30
creative person, whereas another person who has had years to get what is now known into the system because
his creative processes working and has been in climates of the slowness of the bridging process now going on.
and situational experiences where year after year these We have an organization with a group of students and
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former students who are *ready not only to work in respond properly to creative individuals and to the
creativity and to handle the snowballing of activity creative processes and creative ideas from within
there, but also to move into these other areas of high themselves; and (3) when they should become flexible
level talents as they really occur in the world of work. and adjust themselves away from their old plans toward

Let us think briefly about the combination -f'-pl•a-.. -- new-plans-and in-directions indicated by brilliant new
ning, creativity, and flexibility in planning. I have indi. ideas.
cated certain problems of communication which I think I have given you a little feel of flexibility in planning.
are very important: The ability to listen to new infor- Some organizations have had an opportunity knock on
mation and new ideas from others, and also to listen the door and their individuals could hear that oppor-
to yourself, to find value and use for that which you tunity and knew it was there, but the organization as a
already have within yourself, so it is not only listening whole officially would not listen because, for example,
and receiving from outside but also receiving rrom they were already planned and programed for the next
inside. Some of the great creative people are the ones 2 years. Instead, they could start thinking about putting
who so fully use the stuff, the inner resources already that opportunity in the program 3 or 4 years from now,
within themselves. Perhaps the same thing is true of but they could not think of adjusting the present pro-
great planners and of great forecasters. They must gram right now in terms of that opportunity. They had
know how to use their own full background of experi- what I call a slow reaction capability of at least 2 or 3
ence as well as the immediate surrounding information years lag time. I am sure some of you have encountered
that is available to them. organizations that say, "Let the present plan run its

Let me tell you a sad finding in creativity, which may course before we consider new ideas."
also be true in planning. If you try in turn to stand in There is at least one instance when for 450 years an
the shoes of the two types of people who are involved, organization had shown an incapability of listening
the person with the idea and the other persor, often before it finally became capable of listening-but that
with the higher status, you may get a better feel of the lag time is better than infinity. Those currently in the
phenomenon. The finding goes like this: the more organization would not live long enough to see their
highly creative an i-]ea a person has at any time in his ideas or plans accepted with a 450-year lag time for the
life, the more likely he is to be in trouble. Both he and organization to listen to what might be valuable for it.
his creative idea will probably be in trouble with other You will find individual differences in persons and in
people and with the system or establishment and its organizations on listening ability and readiness and
features, receptiveness to new ideas. Two of the slogans you may

A new creative idea is likely to run into an old plan have heard are: "Don't confuse me with furthei infor-
and usually someone else's plan who probably is higher mation. My plan is already made up." The other one is,
in the organization. Likewise, a new idea.will r'in into "If you don't understand it, oppose it." The new infor-
an old system built by someone else who usually is in mation or new ideas may be difficult to i'nderstand
greater power than the suggester of the new idea. because of fixed ideas about the old plans and they may

Maybe along the same vein, the more unexpected mean a new plan or replanning wruld be required
though high-quality plan a person has at any time in which might be resisted as not being worth the trouble.
his life (if he isn't sitting as vice president in charge of We have wondered how to get versatility and flexi-
planning) and the more unexpected it is and the less it bility and a variety of~plans and quick-reaction capa-
resembles the present schexie of things, and the more bility into organizations so that instead of having only
likely he and his plan are'to be in trouble with other one plan, the organization may have multiple plans. In
people and with the established organization. The peo- the military, the caiJinal sin is to have one and only
ple and the system will not separate him from his plan one plan, without an alternate plan. How can you de-
but will tend to clobber thiem both together. velop flexible plans so that they will still work in terms

Results and observations like the above ones strongly of the whole organization? This "r a very challenging
suggest that organizations are often at their best on problem.
matters that are quite routine and of minor importance. And how do organizations deal witb new ideas and
In sharp contrast, however, organizations are often so. new plans that emerge from below in terms of uncrys.
their absolute worst on matters of highest importance, tallizing plans or of having flexible or tentative plans?
such as (1) when a quick-reaction capability is sorely How can one get those in positions of control to be
needed in responding to unexpected but marvelous more flexible concerning plans? Thcy may all need a
opportunitieb; (2) when the organizations are asked to high-level profile across talents, but we often have to
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work with the people who are now in the positions, no I would like to close with a somewhat subtle story,
matter what their profile of talents looks like. which I hope you will enjoy. A young fellow had done

Let me give an example, which is both seasonal anrd well in the academic world in maeorology and felt he
appropriate. In professional football they really have ,hd a promising future in weather forecasting. So he
many, many plans for their entire organization (or got his first assignment in a place like New Mexico
team) to follow. They have many, mqny plans and where one can nearly always forecast that the sun is
every player is well versed in each and every one of going to shine. He did quite well in his first job and

these plans and knows how to carry each one out to was really very happy in his work and wan moving
form a well-coordinated team. Instead of a single plan, along successfully. The Weather Bureau also liked his
they have many, many plans, and they also have quar. work, so when they had an opening in New England,
terbacks who have a sequence or strategy of plans. they decided to select him to fill that spot. They believed
They have a game plan which is a whole series or pat- that if they could get the right inan in the right place,
tern of plays, including thi igs to carry out which are their problems would be largely over-but if they got
supposed to open up the other team. Then the other the wrong man in the right place, their problems would
thing I like about the smooth functioning professional just begin. So they selected him and sent him to New
football team is that they have quick reaction capa- England. When he got up there, he found that he had

bility. They aren't too tightly planned, though, and if a different world in which to work. The weather was
the --lay is broken up, they still somehow scramble and much more complex and changeable and unpredictable,
try to make a good play out of it. Also, when they are so that "if you didn't like the weather, you should just
in a huddle, the quarterback is open for input from wait a minute." He worked hard in this new setting and
other players. If one of the players says, "I see some- made his forecasts, but after a while he didn't have
thing unusual," they may even create a new play in the anywhere near the batting average he had previously
huddle. And at the last moment when the quarterback had in this New Mexico sunshine State.
comes up to the line of scrimmage, he is still open for He struggled with this problem and tried to perfect
input from the other team's defensive arrangement. his techniques, but could only improve them a very
And the quarterback can and does oftern change a play slight amoun~t under this new and difficult, many-vari-
at the line of scrimmage. So you see they are well abled situation. Aftzr a while, some of his neighbors
planned, but they also have great flexibility in their started kidding him and other people stopped him on
planning so that they can try to avoid getting into the street and would tease him, and then the newspaper
trouble. Those who don't have this flexibility in either picked it up and st.i,red making alternate forecasts from
offense or defense are vulnerable to being put into someone's bunion, and so on. Gradually, all )f this
trouble by a more flexible and creative though also well started to trouble him greatly. Finally, he wasn't thick
organized and planned opponent. skinned enough to handle it all, so it started to really

This brings up the point that the more we can learn get to him. He wrote to the Weather Bureau in Wash-
heington, DrC., and said, "I would like to transfer else-e that where." The Weather Bureau, after having felt that they
there is more creativity in action, the more exciting and had the right man in the right place and could stop
unpredictable the future can be. Creativity when effec. worrying for a long time, were caught by surprise.
ti vdy funtioning can change capabilities and feasibili. They immediately setst a telegram to him stating, "We
ties. So creativity can thereby upset the long.range don't understand. Please explain." He replied with the
forecasts and may also cal! for a change in the plans, simple answer that "The weather doesn't agree with
if only to keep in adjustment with the creative strides, me."
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Mr. CETRON. There ;s an old saying, "in the country them--will ,find a way to help you. Like the mayor ofs " tWe aeacnd omnt n er

of the blind, the one.eyed man is king." I don't really Fairbanks 'id, are a can-do community and we're

believe it. I think they'll poke his eye out. This is a going to find -qays to plan and carry this out."
problem with any man who is ahead of his time, espe- Dr. LINSJQiAEI I agree with Mr. Cetron only there's
cially in large organizations. If we take one of these one thing y0U *nentioned, tentative planning. It is very
creative people, that we trained from kindergarten, he'll useful and ,i khhnk it helps in a great number of situa-
get to the manager, who will say "Fine," pat him on the tions. The ;h iiýht of the planner is that he doesn't
head and forget it. We try to fo .-•e everybody into the consider or lpose to the decisionmaker how to get

same mold and it's particularly true in the military, from here to in small steps. He goes there in one

Dr. Tmi'W. J recall a statement which says, "Divide step. This n"e•p great risk on the part of the decision-

and conquer." As long as we keep our research going, maker. It helpWsiery often, and I found more recep-

where we deal with one position at h time, we can get tivity, *jheiDi yu hdicate not just a plan but also you

cooperation. If we have to deal with the whole organi- might say the". offk plans, where, if you are wrong, he

zation, we will have problems. You might call it in- hasn't comrmnted l4imself too much, In other words,
formal versos formal organizations, and we are trying there are additional points on the way.. You don't give
to work through the informal. This is very central in one single best way to get from here to there but a

my thinking. Our next book is "Climate for Creativity," good way, not as good as the best way, which permits
and my chapter is: "Can organizaticns be creative, alternatives. This is nothing more than dynamic pro-
too?" If individuals in organizations can, can organi- graming in which the decision is made on the informa-
zations as a whole? There is a whole series of charac- tior. available then. You will find he is much less
teristics you seek in organizations. Can we get organi- opposed anil is willing to take this risk because he sees
zations functioning at this high level? That's what I'm he doesn't have to commit himself for 15 years, and a

talking about: The whole team having quick reaction tremendous amount of money, which is obviously im-
capability, being able to adjust as a team to the latest portant. This tentative planning is very good.
information. In the competitive game of pro football, Dr. TAYLOR. I have two comments. First, I have been
we have reached that and in the competitive game of working with a composer and he says, "A good com-
organization, it must be functioning this way. One poser composes just the right amount; not too much,

* organization with which I met said, "The things we are not too little. Too little, he ddesrt't give enough of a
doing this year, we were not doing last year." So they pattern and, too much, he doesn't ýive the person who
changed almost a hundred percent. Some organizations is going to carry out the plan a chance for his own

do have very fast reaction capabilities in planning and individual imagination to make it really and truly
creating They are crz.ating the world of the future. It is artistic, to make a creative performance."
others that aren't adjusting who will be on high and The second, we had a dissertation in the field of

dry land. mathematics, in creativity. It's a fascinating one. The

As far as the, "can't doers" and "it's impossible," in person himself chose to be two different kind of teach-

our Peace Corps approach we built situational tests ers: the typical kind of teacher in the morning, the
where this could be a dodge and if a person took the learners' teacher and select story problems in the area
dodge out of the situational test, the sooner he flunked of work. In the afternoon, he was going to be a teacher

out of the Peace Corps, as far as our proposed testing where the studeits were thinkers. What happened? In
was concerned. So we've played this game. There are the morning the students learned the typical way. The
many people sitting in key positions who know the teacher told them the solution to the problem, the one
reason why it can't be done and are making no contri- and only way to get to the solution. There was one ared
bution except to kill things. Other people who have the only one route and that was all they were supposed to
raputation as can-doers--no matter what you take to work--the teacher's way, the textbookway, and so on.
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In the afternoon the teacher had to play a different role. thinking too fast and far and, I think, unexpectedly for
The students generated all the routes they could go to them. Many times rules are written into organizations
Rome and learned each other's routes and so on. In the by people who are more interested in controlling
end what happened was: the students in the afternoon progress, maybe trying to control creative people. The
didn't work on nearly as many problems as the students first thing plan suggestors do is say, "We've got to have
in the morning. But when tested on an exam guess who various members of the group," so they try to organize
could work the story problems better? The students in. again and ge! a chairman, secretary and a recorder and
the afternoon, who enjoyed working story problems. things ,f this type. Guess what they do with the fellow
who had to listen and learn about these different solu- who is outstripping them? Make him the recorder so
tions. The teacher had to listen to the students to see if this takes care of him since he is busy writing their
their solutions were feasible and to think with them, ideas down it gets him out of the ball game. They've
where before he had pulled out the textbook answer organized him in, unless he writes a minority report
and said, "Yours doesn't fit this so it's wrong," where and doesn't record it. The other tendency is if they
it might have been an alternate route. When the stu- can't oiganize him in, they organize him out, and use
dents were asked: where did we spend too much time group pressure which I hinted at earlier. The highly
per problem, which group of students answered this? creative people who want to be leaders also want to be
The ones in the morning said they spent too much time surrounded by a group. The whole world may fullow
on a problem. The afternoon students actually spent them later when the world finally makes enough prog-
more time on a problem than the morning students but ress to get up that way, so, if you bring in a new idea
did noi make this complaint because they enjoyed that barely inches ahead and no one has to do too
studying the routes to Rome and were interested in much to adjust to it, it is easily communicated because
finding a solution more than the morning students. The there is just so much expected and it's just a wee bit
afternoon students didn't care how they got the solu- new. But, if you are bringing a new idea that is highly
tion. just so they got one; where the morning students unexpected and is going to cause trouble and work,
were more interested in the routes to Rome than the many people in key positions won't go that route. You
final solution. We are products of this kind of training, go to all this work because you have an idea and they
If we were trained in that afternoon class, we would all are in a lower status and these are the kind of prob-
probably have multiple routes in mind, if we got this lems one runs into. He is all alone, in the first place, he
far, maybe we could go over t, another route and so on. and his idea, against the world. Whether he can get
I think we'd have a much greater flexibility in our- other people to join this idea is one of the problems
selves if we would have been trained this way. and it is sad but the higher the percentage of people

Dr. DALKEY. Let me elaborate. Where an individual against you may be an indication of the degree of
is most likely to have highly creative ideas, he is also unexpectedness and potentially the degree of creative-
most likely to be in trouble. What kind of trouble were ness of new ideas.
you referring to and were you suggesting that being in Dr. DALKEY. There is a big difference between
trouble is part of the environment that is favorable to having a talent and employing it. I was wondering if
creativity or the reverse? you had reflected at all on the long series of studies

Dr. TAYLOR. In my latest writing, it says it is hard which are gradually seeping into public view with
for this poor guy to read the symbols-the signals regard to the relationship between child order and
coming back to him•. Beag highly "clobbered" may be eminence? The studies, for example, demonstrated in
the highest form of recognition some people can get. "Who's Who", the probability that the first child is
There are about eight or 3.O research studies that add successful much higher than it is for total population,
up to this picture and one says, if you get youngsters and that this is a way of increasing the function of the
together, quite small youngsters comparatively, and order of the childbirth pattern.
have them think up new ideas in a group, and one is Dr. TAYLOR. Incidentally, my latest paper i called
starting to outstrip the others too far, the group will "Leadership toward Creative Organization and Func-
tend to say-these are group pressures-we've got to tioning." It deals with trying to get a leader to function
get organized; we aren't organized. One of the kinds so it is the creative function of a whole organization.
of thing they will do, will say: we've got to write some We have done more biographical studies of scientists
rules. When they write the rules, they don't write them and creative people by far, and have gone through the

to facilitate progress but to constrain people and the computer about a hundred times on a hundred different
one they are trying to constrain is thi.s fel!ow who is criteria of performante with 20 or more samples, 15 or
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more samples. I don't think we have found this as say anyone is zero. Most of the contributions and
strong as you indicate about order and eminence. One studies say the responsibility is on other people's
of our problems is we cannot publish this or we spoil shoulders, a whole flock of other people's shoulders. So
the scoring key. We have people write themselves up in if you can get the whole shoulders raised, you don't
the form of an application blank. Then we go back in have as far a hike to go, to go higher. So our attempts
life history to see what kind of experiences lead to to get creativity in the classroom are consistent with
being a creative person, but I don't think we found it what you are saying. Some will rear their head no
as strong. In fact, I can say with confidence, no single matter what and others won't. We want this to rise to
item by itself will give you very strong predictions. We higher levels so we want other talents to go with it. In
have to use 150 or more collectively to give a good American schools evidence shows there is a fourth
solid report. grade slump in thinking abilities but there isn't a slump

Mr. IRWIN. I was interested in the first point Dr. in height and weight and so on. When this was tested
Dalkey made-the question of whether the creative in other cultures, a slump was not indicated, however,
person is beaten down by the group. All of Dr. Taylor's Americans go around the world and try to be of help
responses were very much predicated, it seems to me, in other cultures. One place in Samoa, they tried to help
on our own society. What happens in American schools the fourth grade. What did the Americans help the
today or yesterday or even 20 years ago, when a person fourth grade to get? A slump in their thinking abilities.
or a child shows creativity? I personally want to speak Mr. IRWIN. This is one proof of the point I was
vigorously against the idea that it is a good tl ,g to making. I have a boy, 5, in kindergarten. Everybody
have this nreative person jumped out of the mass in draws a picture and they are all enormously creative,
response to the pressure. This talent is so great that he very original. There are no restrictions and all their
achieves his creativity anyway. It's true; it happens. paintings are exciting. Then they run into the attitude
But I want to refer, as my authority, to Eric Hoffer of society. He is just emerging and hardly knows he is
whose ideas affect me a great deal and I offer it for a person. As soon as he does then he finds there is ti- is
discussion: Hoffer's thesis is that everybody is creative restriction. It has got to be removed. There will be an
and if you and society encourages the creativity, the enormous increase.
mass creativity that comes from this is enormously Dr. TAYLOR. Again this is my point. Norman said
greater and he cites the type of painting that came there is a strange thing in history, a fraction of society
from Florence, out of a very small numerical group of becomes effective in terms of creativeness and rise to
people, who produced a tremendous amount. He cites help make that part of the world rise to a place in
the Elizabethan period with their tremendous flowering history. The interesting thing is, in the course of his-
in poetry and music and I am very much opposed to the tory, that same society starts turning its back on the
idea that it is good for creativity to make him jump very talents that had it rise to its place in history. They
out as a group. even try to neutralize these talents when they start to

Dr. TAYLOR. You are saying that some people say emerge. That's the alkali on the acid when it starts to
creativity will rear its head no matter what and will sparkle, so he is saying this is what the natural tend-
fight its way through. This past summer we had Dr. ency of history is: Why some people have their names
Toynbee on our campus, to give two lectures. We are in history--and you are saying that America is show-
now in the process of getting out 19,000 copies of the ing too much of this and cannot reverse itself. We
two lectures in creativity. He defined creativity as that have had our day in history.
talent which when turned into activity in enough Dr. MANZ. I think I can reconcile between the two
people in society, will create history in any field of points if you modify your statement a little, by saying:
human activity they are engaged in, and asks that more I know many great mathematicians and one in par-
Americans engage in this because they are at present ticular, Felix Line, all, has said, on ,everal occasions
neglecting its future history. He says creative talent is that mathematics could be understandable and could
the ultimate capital asset of mankind of any society and be an intellectual pleasure to everyone but it isn't, -c-
it is a matter of life or death for any society. He said if cause so many teachers are failures. They do not have
America is to have a manifest interest to spark the en- the ability to bring this pleasure to the student. I realize
tire world, then we must use all the creative potential this in my own son. He hates mathematics and physics
that we have. All the studies of creativity indicate wide and I cannot help it--he is appalled by it-because ofSindividual differences in the amount of potential or the miserable way mathematics and physics are taught
actual creative talent that we would have. It doesn't in high school. An even worse situation is facing us
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today. There have been several articles written that the Mr. IRWIN. I didn't take this as being directed at me.
present teaching of mathematics at universities indulges I thought he was talking to people who had expressed
in formalism, ugly emptiness, and therefore does not the idea in the field of creativity because I did not
really appeal to any creative mind. We have an interest- express the idea he was commenting on. I dedicate my
ing phenomeon, many of our most intelligent people career to the opposite. I wasn't aiming at anybody. Dr.
turn their backs on science and go into other areas. I Dalkey's question struck me as being fundamental. I
do not mean to degrade, they are important, but we would add, however, that many of these outstanding
do have a degradation of our scientific education. people who ran into adversity, arose from a culture
Creativity-when you make the statement "everybody which encouraged the kind of activity they were doing.
has creativity," this I would modify. I vould say In Athens everybody discussed philosophy.
creativity is something you either have or you do not Dr. TAYLOR. We almost used as one of the possible
have. Therefore, I am not sure about that statement, -lues to creativity: how much trouble the idea cost;
but if you say "talent," I Rbsolutely agree. Everybody and the other is that we are finding we do not have,
has talent unless he is a complete idiot and if it so at least on a broad scale, highly favorable comment on
happens that a student dislikes a certain field at school creativity in many of our organizations, including
or university then it is the fault of the teacher. As I schools. However, we are trying to do all we can in our
said before, mathematics is something that has so much studies and enlighten more people. I will be speaking
beauty and intellectual appeal that it must appeal to in Colorado tomorrow and Oregon the next day to
everybody and if it isn't so, then something is wrong illustrate my attempts to awaken and open the thing
with the system of education, so more people who have talent can come from the

Dr. TAYLOR. My previous itatement was a search for grassroots when they are ready. The youngsters are
a creative climate. Every study we made indicates what ready and are delighted when you try something new.
we have in the way of a climate for creativity is not Colonel VAUGHN. I am interested, Professor Taylor,
ideal. It is not anywhere near. Changes are necessary. in whether you have any information or knowledge of
In our proposal of education, we will be developing what other nations and cultures are doing or have done
the talents of the various students as they go through rather recently, keeping in mind, of course, have the
acquiring subject matters, we are trying to have these Russians a program for selection of experts and what
students experience different talent processes while they is it and how well is it working?
are working with the subject matter. They are using Dr. TAYLOR. Let's go into the area of creativity not
this infiltration test during the subject matter, trying into planning. We undoubtedly have by far the most
to got the youth to use these new talent processes. The research and most research knowledge of insight of
students are finding the schools much more interesting creativity on the globe. I am writing a paper to go to
since they get a chance tG use this variety of talents. Holland next summer as a position paper on creativity.
The students are ready-it's the system that isn's ready. I was chosen as the one in the world to write it and
The sr.udents are ready for the opportunity. have had correspondence with many of these places and

Dr. SLAFKOSKY. I think in a sense you were mis- find that we are way ahead. That doesn't mean we are
understood. I didn't think you were saying that it's a way ahead in practice, the kind of things he is talking
matter of fact creativity had to spring from a time or about necessarily, the culture that is most favorable, but
a period of held-down influence. It often has in the past at least it, the research area, we are way ahead. I
and it certainly is frequently the case now. An answer don't knov, of anyone that is doing much in other high
to the question about the function of American culture level talent areas other than us. I think we are probably
is, If you look at the scientific areas or philosophic way ahead there, too. I have pon3ered a little on cre-
areas throughout the centuries, Socrates wasn't recog- ativity when I received correspondence from the right
nized-he had to take the poison. Galileo wasn't. places: Warsaw, Moscow, and such, and way before
Neither was Copernicus. Their contemporaries ridi- some of our nations awakened back in 1955, 1957, and
culed them. This is the function not only of our society 1959 whether we send everything to them for fear they
but the whole western tradition. Granted wc want to might implement it faster than we did. Our thoughts in
eliminate or ameliorate it, but I do think the idea you creativity now is to shoot the works-send them any-
were propounding was mainly: Let's make it easy for thing we have. It will be one of the hottest things they
the creativity, first, to be recognized and for it to ever had in their hands.
flourish. You didn't necessarily say it had to be done Mr. FRIEDMAN. If I can attempt to translate what you
in adversity. Do I understand you properly? were talking about in ancient Greece when people were
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talking, philosophizing, from this some people emerged ahead and devise a better curriculum we are not
who were not primarily accepted. Let me turn that to necessarily solving the problem.
today in modern times and point to the beatniks, the Dr. MANZ. I agree as far as curriculum goes. A few
hippies, who, I think represent perhaps a throwback in days ago my son came home and had to memorize
modern times to those ancient Greeks who sat around symbols of the periodic system of the elements. I re-
philosophizing. How does our society prepare to accept member when I was in school, I learned it because I
and look upon those hippies today? I think there is a loved it. I learned it without knowing it but I never had
lot of talent and creativity in that group. How are they to sit down and memorize it. When a teacher doesn't
accepted? kn-w what he is doing-he is doing severe damage to

Dr. TAYLOR. If you think of two circles, conformity talented people having them memorize completely dead
and creativity, they overlap 10 percent. Nonconformity information.
and creativity overlap about 10 percent and among the Mr. CETRON. You mentioned the nonconformists are
nonconformists you might find some creatives but you only partly overlapping. How many individuals are
might find many others who are different. We, spent way ahead?
some time this summer with Toynbee- he writei.his- Dr. TAYLOR. You want creativity to emerge. Evidence
tory in terms of creating and emerging and talks about from the studies of highly creative people is that we
the two stages of creativity. Maybe this pattern isn't almost have to go back to energy use. If we want to do
always followed but one is called withdrawal and something with minimum expenditure of energy, we get
the other return. He talks about this establishment as habit working for us so we can tie our shoes without
tending to be conserving, conserving what we have. thinking-do you understand what I am saying?-or
John Gardner has said:" Too many people in leader- we don't pay attention to certain things. We don't
ship positions spend all their energies attending the old expend any energy. The highly creative people, accord-
operations and doing nothing to improve operations." ing to studies today, are rather typical people in many
Then people who are disenchanted or can't quite take areas using habitual responses and so on and con-
what we have in the establishment withdraw sensing serving their energies, a high percentage are available
something is not perfect, but can be improved, and for areas of battle, so to speak. Does that make sense?
they react sufficiently in, disenchantment that they break They would appear to be conforming according toawayhe woul withdraw too bese conorin accordion atutoaway and withdraw. ifou raised the question about the many things and quite a few are trying to do all they
hippies. If the second stage is going to return or create can to be nonconforming or conforming to a noncon-
a whole new society-he usually thinks of history as formist pattern.
ficiently to make history-he is raising the question: agreed with that last comment. I think lower down in

Will full scale creativity come out of this? They are the school system, the greater hope-the university can
showing the first sign-they are a product of this, a be our hardest nut to crack. I also think the excuse of
by-product, and are not satisfied with the rat race. the faculty and principals and so on is the public
What is it they say? Get out of your mind and come to because of their lack of leadership. The public wants
your senses. Whether they will be able to come back the best it can get for their kids. Take the public-they
and tackle the establishment successfully to make some are with you if you can give them the best-this is
change in the establishment is the question. The point from the research we have on the youngsters.
I was trying to make, in response to Dr. Manz' com- I made a speech at the PTA that almost all children
ment, is not necessarily the university, faculty or the a ade asee ath almost a childre

student; but perhaps the outside, the fringe society highly gifted in at least one area of talent. The public
around the university, political, social, whatever it may hgl te in atle oe area of taen the public
be, that is resisting change. Perhaps of teaching andte cdred il i t the system is

better adjusted. It is the system that had adjustmentsmethods or what have you, more than the students, or
the faculty. The constraint here is not with the uni- to make. Let me close with this story: It is an anti-
"•versity and teaching methods necessarily but that soci- killer, a killer like an antimissile missile. There are

y w many killers of creativity around. It happens so natur-Sety which surrounds the university and resists change ally and humanly that it just kills you to see it happen
within the university. especially to yoa. Someone said: what if we decide this

Mr. IRWIN. I have a feeling from listening to ,he is a highly important talent in creativity and we should
responses that the solution is not in changing the cur- do all we can to identify and develop it in our children
riculum but the other factors surrounding it. If we go for the next 15 years, and after we did, would there be
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too many creative people? The reply was made: If, at problem, there will be enough creative people around
that time, there are too many creative people and it is a to solve it.

In principle, the demographer deals with a simple item, the individual human being,
who in principle should be easily countable. However, Mr. Irwin's paper shows that
this simplicity is misleading. The actual counting of those humans who are now alive
is a serious enough problem, let alone predicting where they will move, when they will
have children, and when they will die. This discussion of the problems of demographers
should be comforting to those forecasters who have to deal with even more intractable
data.

-Editor
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DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TECHNIQUES

Donald S. Akers and Richard Irwin, Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce

INTRODUCTION

Those who make projections of population and of the In order to provide for an orderly progression of
demographic characteristics of population have made cohorts from age to age, the age detail and the time
little use of the methods developed by economists and detail must have the same interval. Thus, we must make
by others engaged in forecasting. Rather, they have projections of 5-year-age groups by 5.year intervals of
developed their own techniques, in response to the time and single years of age by single year intervals of
character of vital statistics and population census data. time.
This paper discusses some of those techniques. Let us review, at this point, how population projec.

The study of population dynamics has a long history tions are made by what may be called the cohort-corn-
of which the development of the life table in the 19th ponent method. One starts with a population at some
century and of stable population theory later, in the base date distributed by age and sex. Then one multi-
1920's, are notable examples. It has some similarities plies the number of women in the childbearing ages
to the study of depreciation of physical assets, but in by age-specific birth rates to determine the number of
general it has unique features not common to other births in the subsequent period. One multiplies the
disciplines. A population is composed of a finite num- population and births by survival factors to determine
ber of units (human beings) each progressing from the number of survivors at the end of the period.
age to age through time, beginning with birth and Finally one adds in the number of net migrants tcd the
ending with death. Thus age is central to most survivors. The result is an estimate of population' by
demographic projections. age and sex advanced one interval of time and one

Although once it was common to develop population interval of age.
projections by fitting curves to the total population. In organizing a project calling for population pro-
now it is usual to analyze growth by components of jections of one or more subgroups of a given popula-
change, by age, or by age and components of change tion, ommon prore is f a developua
combined. Population change is the net sum of births, tion, a common procedure is first to develop a
deaths, and in- and out-migration. Projections may be population projection for the largest unit under con-
made of each component separately and total *change sideration, called here the parent population. This
then obtained by summation. The presumption is that parent population is commonly the population of the
the determinants of the rumber of births, deaths, and Nation as a whole but may be 'the population of a
migrants are independent of each other. This is not State or local area or sorr, subgroup such as American
entirely true, but true enough for statistical purposes. Indians or the population living in households. The

T1he projections are further defined by making pro- population may then be distributed by area, such as by
jections for each age group in the population separately State, or by characteristics such as school attendance,
and obtaining total population by summing all ages. marital status, or labor force participation. The pro-
Each age group is at a different point in the life cycle. jections for the parent population should be. more
To keep this concept of a life cycle straight, we define acctetn for the p brent p opltio shoule t ir
an age cohort. An age cohort is all the population born accurate than for the subgroup, for the smaller unit is
in the same year orgroup of years. The cohort assumes subject to all the factors of change that the parent
different ages in different years as it passes through population is plus the factors that lead to redistribution
life. For- example, the cohort born in the years 1895 of population among the subgroups. The procedure of
through 1899 was age 60-64 in 1960 and will be 70-74 estimating the parent population first permits the
in 1970. separation of the analysis of population change into'
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those factors co~mon to all subgroups And those national population projections, next, of making pro-
factor casing redistribution between them. jections of demographic characteristics, and then of

This paper will first discuss the problem of making making State and local area projections.

NATIONAL PROJECTIONS

In making projections of the national population, far, their analysis has not added greatly to the precision
projections are first made of birth rates, death rates, of the projections.
and net immigration distributed by age and sex. It is It should be noted that the swings in births do not
believed that mortality and immigration may be follow the swings in economic activity. There have
estimated with fair precision. been marked declines in fertility in the 1920's and the

Inteinal migration may be the most important corn- 1*90's despite economic prosperity in those years.
ponent for many subareas of the population, but immi- Births do follow the 4-year business cycle, but these
gration is of only secondary importance to the growth short term swings add little to the total variance in
of the United States population. Over the past 10 years fertility. There is some evidence that young adults have
it has amounted to about 13 percent of total growth. not fully shared the prosperity of the 1960's. However,
Furthermore, it is a fairly stable component. The quota it is difflicult to convert this ,bservation into a forecast
is the most important determinant of annual immigra, of future fertility. It would not seem that economic
tion. There are many other categories of migrants to be forecasts are useful for making national population
considered such as arrivals from Puerto Rico, illegal projections.
immigration from Mexico, refugees from Cuba and Fertility may be disaggregated analytically into
elsewhere, citizens who choose expatriation, and the -,.-!rage completed size of family and the age at which
arrival of children born abroad of American parents. Women bear their children. (The age at which women
None of these are important enough to change the bear children is referred to as the timi~ng of births.)
general picture of limited immigration. The most im- fluctuations in completed Rize of family are measured
portanit source of error for the projections is the age by the completed fertility rate shown in figure 111-3.
and sex distribution assigned to the immigrants. The chart. shows that size of f. .ily, shown by the corn-

Mortality is now low, and except for the possibility pleted fertility rate, has flut.iated less than annual
of war or national disaster should not vary much. It fertility shown by the total fertilytv rate. The rest of
cannot be expected to drop much more, for it is now the change must be explained by changes in age of
close to some kind of biological limit dictated by mother at childbearing. Four distributions of age of
human longevity. Nor is there any reason to believe mother are shown in figure 111-4. Series A is an ap-
that mortality will increase. There are two schemes for proximation of the experience of the cohort of women
projecting mortality rates. One is to extrapolate past born in 1930-40, who reached the peak of childbearing
trends and the other is to set some kind of ultimate in 1960: Series D is an approximation of the experi-
level for mortality based on an analysis of specific ence of the cohort of women born in 1910-20 who
cause of death. In the second scheme, period rates are reached the peak of childbearing in I194. It is evident
obtained by interpolation between the present and that historically high fertility has b,en associated with
ultimate levels, young average age of mother and low fertility with ai,

It is the births that make population projections for older average age of mother. These changes in average
the United States so ,ncertain. In the last 50 years, age of childbearing may be measured by the median
births have fluctuated widely and proven quite un- age of childbearing shown in figure 111-5. It shows that
predictable. This may be seen ;n figures 111-1 and the median for the 1910 D) cohort used for Series I)

was about 27.2 Y'ears and the median for the 1930-4)111-2 which show the total number of births and the cohort iused for Series A was alm)ut 25.3 years.
total fertility rate (a measure of births per woman) Age of mother at childbearing affects fertility in two
from 1925 to 1990. The charts show wide fluctuation in w~ys. In the long run, it determines the length oi gen-
past births and a wide band in expected births. They eration. The lower the median age of mother, the
smggest a definite cyclic pattern of about 35 years shorter is the length of generation, and conwequentlv.
duration with peaks in 1r22, 1957, arid 1970-&4 and the higher is tIf' projeo-ted number of births. In !he
troughs in 1932 and W067-70. These fluctuations have shortrun, change-. in age of mother c-ause births to
been analyzed by Whelpton, Ryder. and others, but so bunch up or fan out.
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Frii ,ur II--4.-Di-tribution of Age-s-ecific Birth Rates Associated rith Terminal Completed Fertility Rates.

In the 1950's women w.io had delayed having Two methods of making fertility projections that take
children during tha depressioin and war years were account of this complex picture are being tested-the
having children at a relatively high rate in their later cohort-fertility method and the parity-progression
childbearing years. Thus, the 1920 cohort had a high method. The cohort-fertility method, as the name im-
median age f ",ildbearing. At the same time the plies, analyzes fertility in terms of cohort. It assigns an
younger womrt e having their children at a young average size of rcompleted family to each cotlort. It then
age. Thus, the 1930-35 cohortr, had a -ower median distributes by age ot mother the differences between
age. The high fertility of the 195W, is to be explained the completed sizc and the cumulative fertility already
in part by this overlapping of cohort fertility, a situa- experienced by the cohort. The age-specific fertility
tion that could not persist. The downward slope from rates thus generated are regrouped into ani annual
tie 1920 to the 1940 cohort in figure 111-5 is sympto- series and then fed into population projections of the
matic of this overlap. Today, the situation is reversed. cohort-component variety described above. The cohort-
Older women ake having fewer children and younger fertility method is the one that was used for preparing
women are delaying having., their families. This is the latest set of population pro'ect'ons by Lhe Bureau
illustrated once more by the' upward slope after the of the Census.
19W0 cohort. The parity-progression technicue starts with women

It may seem from this analysis that changes in 'age of childbearing age at some base date distributed by
of mother causing peaks and troughs is fertility exceed age, marital status, parity (that is, the number of
the range of variability expected for completed size of children ever born to the wonan), and interval since
fami'v. Disentargliag these fluctuations from the his- last child (or since marriage for c!:ildless women). The
torieal data an I deciding whiether to build the cycles women are multiplied ýýv a cirrerponding set ui birth
back into the projected series are two problems to be probabilities. This operation determines both the num-
resolved in project.ng births. her of births and the progress of women from o::e
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parity to the next. If mean parity is high at the base despite the sharp drop in fertility. It may be argued
, period, a peak has been passed and fertility should that the drop is due entirely to a change in timing, and

drop; if mean parity is low a trough has been passed not to a tendency for women to have smaller families.
and fertility should rise. Interval between births is a Experimental calculations show that this is possible.
measure of timing of births and determines age of If this is true, a rebound of fertility is likely. However,
mother. There has been less testing of the parity- it is hard at this point to give full credence to the
"progression method than of the cohort-fertility method. surveys.

One distinction between these two methods is similar The latest projections made by the Bureau of the
to one already made in discussion mortality projec- Census use the results of the surveys only in a gereral
tions. The parity-progression method is an extrapola- way. Three different surveys all place average com-
tion of rates of the recent past whereas the cohort pleted fertility at about 3 children per woman. The
fertility method starts with an assumption about the projections assume a range of 2.45 to 3.35 children
ultimate level of fertiliky and works backward. per woman. They also vary the timing of births. As a

The success of the cohort-fertility method depends in result the projections have a greater range in the short

part on the s, ccessful predition of completed size of than in the longrun. We are hopeful that the parity-

family. Ryder and Lawrence have suggested methods progression method will give more reliable shortrun

of doing this by mathematical extrapolation. However, projections, although probably less reliable longrun

• I more reliance has been placed on the results of national projections, than does the cohort fertility method.

surveys designed to measure expected size of family Perhaps eventually we will find some way to splice the

by interviewing women in the childbearing ages. two methods so as to obtain the advantages of both.
.Whelpton and Campbell believe that the expectation There is great uncertainty as to level of future fer-

data are highly predictive. Critics say that women can- tility. Despite the considerable current research that
i ot really assess all the future developments that may has gone into the subject, much needs to be done. There
affect fertility. They point out that within 5 years half is a need for a great deal of mechanical experimenta-
the births will occur to women who were ycung and tion with the proposed methods for making the pro-
unmarried at the time of the survey and thus fall out- jecions. There is a need for more detailed data on
side its scope. Finally, they object to a philosophy that birth interval for tie parity-progression method. There
says average expectations are predictive even when :t is a need to enlarge and refine the surveys on birth ex-
appears that expectations for individual women are not. pectations, and there is a special need to consider the

The average size of family expected by the women philosophical underpinnings fcr using expectation data
surveyed has remained very stable in the last few years for predicting the future.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

So far, we have been discussing projections of popu- to the total population to obtain the number in the
lation only. We may now consider methods of project- labor force.
ing demographic characteristics. These include school Let us give two examples; projections may be made
enrollment, educational attainment, labor force par- of school enrollment rates by age, and these rates
ticipation, marital status, and the number of households applied to projections of the total population by age
and families. to obtain the number enrolled. This is the participation-

There are two general methods of projecting rate method. Or, grade progression rates may be
demographic characteristics. One is the cohort-com- applied to the school population distributed by grade

• ponent method, already discussed in explaining the at some base date to project the number left in school.
manner of projecting the total population. The other is This is the cohoic-component method.
the participation rate method. In this method, projec- The second example is of marital status. Projections
tions are made of the proportion of the population at may be made of the percent single by age, and these
each age in some subgroups of the population. These percentages are then applied to projections of the total
proportions are then applied to the total population by population to determine the distribution between single
age to obtain the number in that subgroup. For and ever-married. This is the participation rate method.
example, projections may be made of labor force par. Or; first-marriage rate- may be applied to the si'ngle
ticipation rates by age, and these rates are then applied population at some base date to determine the number
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of marriages. Then first marriages are subtracted from errors may be reduced if a target can be imposed on

the single population and added to the ever-married each cohort. For example, the proportion ultimately
population to determine the marital status of the marrying might be assigned to each cohort in the

population at the end ot Lhe year. marital projections.
Each method has advantages and drawbacks. One A suitable method for projecting households depends

consideration is whether there is likely to be a cohort on the state of the housing market. If housing is in
effect, that is whether the previous experience of a short supply as is still true in many European countries,
cohort exerts a significant influence on its future de- the number of households will depend on the enterprise
velopment. For example, a cohort that has unusually of the construction industry. If they are in plentiful
high enrollment part way through the education cycle supply, then the number will depend on the numbe. of
is likely to continue having high enrollment thereafter adults who decide to establish their own households.
and to achieve high attainment in the future. This Since the number of households equals the number of
information will be lcst if the projettions are made by household beads, the latter may be projected like any
the participation-rate method. On the other hand, the other demographic characteristic. Theoretically, either
cohort-component method is affected unduly by errors the cohort-component or the participation-rate tech-
in the data for the population at the base date and will
accumulate errors through the repeated application of nique .r-y be employed, but the data needed for input

the transition rates to the population. Where pro- to the cohort component technique are not readily

jections are made by a linked process, as in the cohort- available. Hence in practice, as with most other dezno-

component method, errors in the data tend to cumulate graphic characteristics, the participation-rate method is
until unreasonable results may be obtained. Cumulative more frequently used.

LOCAL PROJECTIONS

SProjections for States and local areas may be made If the area is treated as a subgroup of a parent
by extrapolating past trends in population growth, by population, a common procedure is to restate basic
estimating the response to some future development, data in terms of their proportion to the parent popula-
such as the location of new industries, or a change in tion. A historical series of these proportions may be
the relative attractiveness of different geographic areas extrapolated into the future. This proportion is then
as places of residence. Often there is little really known multiplied by the projected figure for the parent popu-

about the determinants of futuire growth, so that some lation to determine the desired figure for the area.
kind of extrapolation of past trends by component is This technique, usually referred to as the ratio method,
the most commonly used method. The procedure i6 is, of course, related io the participation-rate method
strengthened by reference to projections for a parent described above. The ratio method can be deve.op.d in
population for the birth and death components. widely varying degrees of detail. A single projected

In developing projections of population or of popu- total population for a single area can be obtained in
lation characteristics for a single area such as a State this manner, or a more detailed projection for all areas
or county, a choice can be made between developing can be obtained. It may also be applied to each age
a projectien independent of outside factors, i.e., de- group, with the total population obtained by sum-

Sveloping a parent population, or treating the area as a mation. The procedure is simple and assures a degree
subgroup of a larger unit for which projections already of consistency with the parent population.
exist. Even if the cohort-component method is used, effec-

If the State or local area is treated as a parent tive reference to a parent population can be retained,
population the problems faced are similar to those for especially if projections for all subgroups of the parent
national projections, except that the component of population caa be developed simultaneously. This is the
migration is relatively much more important, and often procedure used by the Bureau of the Census in develop-
insufficient data are available to determine historical ing population projections for States. To project
trends in migration accurately. In projecting fertility, deaths,, one national set of age-sex-color specific sur-
only period fertility analysis can be used, because vival rates has been used, and the sum of deaths for
migration obliterates cohort fertility analysis, and the all States derived in this manner is forced into agree-
data needed for parity progression techniques are not ment with the number of deaths developed by the
available, national population projectikns.
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Fertility rates are also linked to national values, however, can be obtained by noting population change
although raies specific to each State are employed. The from one census to another, explaining some of the
ratio of each State's general fertility rate to the national change by reference to registered births and deaths,
rat., at the base date is computed, and projected values and inferring that the remaining change is due to net
are obtained by assuming convergence to national rates migration. Net migration determined in this fashion is
at some future date. Values for intermediate projection sometimes called residual net migration. Unfortunately
dates are obtained by interpolation. The births are migration values obtained in this manner include errors
generated by multiplying the projected fertility rates by of census underenumeration, age misreporting, or
the appropriate population at any future date. Births errors in the registration of vital statistics. None the
are then summed for all States and forced prorata into less, net interstate migration is often so heavy as to
agreement with births projected for the Nation. dominate the picture.

The component offering the highest degree of un- Although net migration statistics are readily avail-
certainty in State and local projections is migration. able, their use in population projections is not entirely
Although an error in the projection of the birth com- satisfactory. There are certain technical difficulties
ponent over d 10-year period could cause a deviation (discussed below) in balancing the sum of net migra-
of up to 10 percent from the total population that tion for all areas to zero. More fundamentally, net-
actually develops, the error would tend to be of the migration represents only the surface effect of two
same sign for all areas, thus not changing their relative powerful streams of out- and inmigration. When one
position a great deal. The migration component could probes for causes of migration, the search leads not to
cause a deviation of from 10 to 20 percent of the total one question, "Why is the net effect of migration thus
population or even more, and the differences in the or thus?" but to two questions, "Why do certain
actual growth rates from th-c projected would be people move out, and others move in?" For example,
accentuated from area to area, since the gain of one even in areas of heavy net outmigration, there is con-
State through migration is a loss to the others. Further- siderable gross inmigration, and in areas of heavy net
more, net migration rates are subject to much greater inmigration the rate of gross outmigration may be as
fluctuation in the shortrun than is the case with birth high as for areas of net outmigration. Thus gross
rates. For these reasons, considerable attention has migration has recently come under increasing scrutiny.
been given to the analysis of internal migration by If the necessary basic statistics are available, gross
demographers, and by economists .and members of the migration as greatly to be preferred over net migration
business community. The economists and businessmen as a basic projection technique.
are drawn into this field by the desire to forecast Projections of gross migration can be handled either
economic variables, many of which are heavily by calculating the migration streams between each
dependent on population size and composition. pair of areas, or by calculating outmigration regardless

In making population projections migration between of destination, and inmigration regardless of source.
areas within a parent population can be calculated By this latter technique a "migration pool" is developed
either as net migration, that is the excess or deficiency by first computing outmigration for all areas and then
of inmigration as oppos"d to outmigration, or as gross distributing this pool back to the areas as inmigrants.
migration, where separate computations are made for To our mind, the pool method of projecting migra-
out- and inmigration. tion is to be preferred at this time over the place to

Under the gross migration procedure the sum of the place stream method, taking into consideration the
projected outmigrants must equal the sum of all in- character of the basic statistics and the imprecise
migrants, and when net migration is used the sum of nature of present knowledge about the determinants of
the net values for all areas must be zero. Thus migra- migration. It is believed that outmigration is a function
tion for one area cannot logically be calculated in of specific population characteristics, especially age,
isolation, for it must affect the migration for some other and is relatively constant from area to area, while in-
area. migration is moie sensitive to the different levels of s

attractiveness of alternative destinations. But themon than ietions of net mgros mration, because th precise functional relationships involved are not known,

data for estimating net migration have been more and it may be impossible to determine them without

readily available. Since the mobility of persons in the more precise data. If place to place migration streams

United States is free of political restrictions, event by age are projected a complex model with a very
Sreporting of migration has been meager. Net migration, large number of cells is the inevitable result. On the
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other hand, the migration pool method separates outmigrant becomes an inmigrant, and the sum of net I,
migration into the two chief dynamic factors of out- migrants for all areas is zero. Net immigration to the
and inmigration, yet remains simple enough to permit parent population can be added to the migrant pool
the analysis of the relationships involved and to correct for distribution among the areas, or handled separately.
for shortcomings of the data with relative ease. Due to the distinctive character of net immigration into

A number of problems exist in connection with the the United States, the Bureau of the Census makes a
basic gross migration data obtained in the 1960 separate allocation of this component in its projections

Census. Only 92 percent of those persons found in a of State population.
reinterview study to have been interstate migrants were The same set of proportions can be used without
so indicated by the regular census results. This repre- change throughout the projection period. This pro-
sents misclassification of those enumerated by the cedure has the automatic result that net migration for
census. The overall 3 percent net undercount for the each of the areas tends toward a level common to all,
1960 census may be presumed to be considerably as the projection proceeds through time. An area grow-
heavier for migrants. Of those enumerated, another 3.3 ing more rapidly than the average because of net
percent of those who moved did not indicate their place inmigration tends to have its rate of net inmigration
of former residence, hence are not included in the out- decreased as its population base grows. By contrast the
migrant statistics. Only partial information was ob- slower growing areas fare better as time passes since
tained about mobility of members of the Armed Force, they retain a constant proportion of the inmigrant pool
college students, and institutional inmates, yet move- while their relative share of outmigration is declining.
ments of these special groups often obsQure migration The tendency toward equilibrium obtained by treat-
more directly related to basic economic and social ing out- and inmigration in this manner is in accord
factors. with the general assumption that net migration streams

When migration is projected for all areas of a parent will tend to eliminate differentials existing among the

population by the application of rates, the sum of the areas at the beginning of the projection period. Ii this
inmigrants projected for the areas tends to exceed total assumption is not desired, rates of inmigration can be

outmigrants and the values for the various areas must developed for the base period, and inmigration com-

then be adjusted to zero (or to a control total repre- puted for each projection period, with the resulting

senting net immigration to the parent population). As values converted to proportions of overall inmigration
the projection proceeds, the imbalance becomes pro- for the purpose of distributing the out-migrant pool.
gressively larger, requiring larger and larger adjust- The sum of net migrants for all the areas will still

ments. This difficulty is brought about by a paradox balance with the overall total, but the migration as-

implicit in the use of migration rates. Specifically, for sumption here would be of continuation of net
areas of net inmigration, which grow faster than the migration differentials among the areas.
national average, the computations produce larger and We have said that internal migration is best pro-
larger numbers of net inmigrants. For the outmigrant jected by the applitation of rates to a population base.
States, however, the computed number of net out- This is true of the majority of migrants who move as
migranst increases less rapidly, since their population individuals or families in response to economic oppor-
base is growing mr ore slowly than the national average. tunity or social factors. It is not true for certain large
Since the sum of net interstate migration for all areas groups of migrants who move in response to admin-
must equal zero, it is necessary to adjust the computed istrative decision, and are often concentrated in large
in- and outmigratita in some way. group quarters such as military barracks, college

Various techniques have been employed to bring the dormitories, or institutions. Regardless of whether the
computed number of migrants into balance. When projection is in terms of net migration, gross migra-
working with net migration rates none of the techniques tion, gross migration, or place-to-place streams, account
available for this adjustment is entirely satisfactory, should be taken of movements involving the Armed
but we have found one that seems quite satisfactory for Forces, and if possible, college students and inmates
the gioss migration pool method. In this metltod, out- of institutions. It is particularly important to remove
migration is computed from gross outmigration rates these groups from the base data from which the rates
applied to the population of each area to form a pool of are calculated. The need to take account of these special
internal migrants. This pool is distributed as in- populations becomes more acute as the geographic

rmigrants among the areas in proportion to the distribu- detail and ag:z detail becomes more precise. Thus at the
tion of inmigrants during the base period. Thus each county level, the presence of a major university can
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"dominate migration statistics for the age groups in- changes in the national level of fertility can be expected

volved. To leave these statistics unadjusted, thus to affect all the States to some degree. Alternative

allowing them to be converted to rates of the population migration assumptions have been developed in project-

of the area, can seriously distort the results of a poru- ing both gross and net migration for States. For gross

lation projection. Interstate movement of college stu- migration it has been possible to adjust projected

dents is not such a serious problem, although pro- out. and inmigration in 3uch a way as to gradually

jections of State population could probably be approach an equilibrium of net migration among the

improved by adjusting for this factor. States at a selected future point in time. This provides

In the case of the Armed Fores, however, an an alternative value to that obtained under the assump-

adjustment is almost mandatory at either the State or tion of continued differentials among the States. For

county level. About onesixth of all males aged 20-24 both gross and net migration projections the length of

in 1960 were in the Armed Forces. Since a standard the base period can be varied, or two base periods can

tour of duty is about 3 years, practically every member be used, averaging tha migration rates for each period,

of the Armed Forces can be assumed to move to a and using different patterns of weights to achieve an

different State in 5 years, or at least to a different alternative migration assumption.

county. If movements involving the Aymed Forces are The customary assumption that migration will con-

allowed to remain in the base period 'statistics used for tinue in the future according to some pattern of be-

t computing rates and/or Droportions of migration, the havior in the past has been felt by many to be a weak-

implicit assumption is that the military developments ness of demographic projections for State and local
during the base period, both for the area and for the areas. It is widely believed that the future population

parent population, will be duplicated during each development of a community is heavily dependent on

projcction period. Thus, if a new military base is the economic potential of the community, and that once

established during the base period, ai, unadjusted pro. this potential is determined, the approximate popula-

jection will build it anew during each projection tion level which can be maintained is determined.

period, like a sorcerer's apprentice. However, projections of economic activity for an area

A complete adjustment for the impact of military are often an extrapolation of past trends. There is little

movements ideally should allow not only for changes reason to believe that this kind of projection should be

in station strength of military bases, but should also more reliable than projecting population from past

adjust for movement between the civilian and military trends in population growth. It may well introduce an

population. Adjustment consists of removing these additional source of error; much migratior. is not in

streams from the statistics for the base period, then response to economic opportunity.

making some assumption about future size of the More meaningful projections of economic activity

Armed Forces and adding or subtracting an adjustment may be made from a careful inventory of prospects for

for each area consistent with this assumption during the growth of primary industry within an area, espe-

the projection period, cially of those that produce for export to other areas.

The basic data required to make these adjustments This information is used to estimate pro.3pects for sec-

are difficult or impossible to obtain in full detail, and ondary industry, employment in secondary industry

in practice it is usually necessary t- apply a partial and construction, employment in services, excess un-

correction. It is felt that such corrections improve the employment, and finally tY.e ?opulation dependent on

projections, even though falling short of a perfect the labor force. This is known as Hoyt's economic base

solution. In developing an adjustment for sany special method. It is very time consuming to ap, and the

population it should be remembered that census migra- increase in accuracy may only be moderate.

tion statistics are subject to errors of census undercount A projection of economic activity for regions can
and misreporting. The 1970 census will provide im- also be developed by working from a parent projection
portant new detail as to the migration of Armed Forces of the economy and allocating industrial activity to the
personnel and their dependents. This detail will contri- various areas according to locational factors, princi-
bute to the understanding of census misreporting as pally the location of resources and markets. One appli-
well as providing material for developing a more c(tion of this method allocates secondary industry in
detailed adjustment, the same manner as primary, thus abandoning this

To derive alternative projections of the population dichotomy as the explicit basis of the regional projec-
by States, the different fertility assumptions of the tions.

national projections can conveniently bc used, since It has riot yet been demonstrated that population pro.
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jections dependent upon an analysis of the economic to result in a net migration of employed persons, from
factors are more reliable than those based on purely which the net migration of all persons may be estimated.
demographic factors, and for the present demographic Finally, with respect to population projectione for
projections are coexisting with those based on an analy- small local areas, expected land use has provided esti-
sis of economic factors. This coexistence has resulted in mates of future population. Here the analysis is in terms
some cases in the inclusion of both techniques in one of areas available for residential development and ex-
projection model. An estimate of future tmployment pected density of population. Such projections are often
based on a demographic projection assuming no mi- referred to as saturation populations and are sometimes
gration is compared with one based on an analysis of presented without indicating the date at which this
economic activity. The observed difference is assumed population might be expected to materialize.

RELIABILITY OF PROJECTIONS

Statements as to reliability of projections are much It seems then that errors of census count are an ira-
in demand by users. There seems to be no way to assign portant source of error in demographic projections and
a probability measure to a set of projections, however, also complicate the measurement of the success of the
It is common to avoid the issue by labeling a set of projections. It is hoped that techniques of estimating
projections as illustrative or as true, given the assump. net census undercount will become sufficiently reliable
tions. This practice ignores the fact that some types of to provide acceptable population figures as a base for
projections would seem to be more soundly based and, population projections. A corrected population bas forpopuatio proecthns oA coreater ponulation basn forrshence, worthy of greater confidence than others. the projections 'nd corrected population distributions

One way of indicating reliability is to calculate a against which to evaluate them should make a consider-
range. It is defined by a high and low series of projec- able contribution to their improvement.
tions. They are generated by choosing assumptions that
are considered extreme, but nevertheless, thoroughly Projections of demographic characteristics may often
reasonable. Thus, the projections are something less be assigned a narrower range than projections of the
than confidence limits. Yet the narrowness of the range total population. An analysis of the participation rates
does give some indication of the confidence placed in or transition rates for various characteristics often in-
them. dicates that they may be afforded considerable confi-

The Bureau of the Census publishes four sets of dence. Hence, the uncertainty about births is the prin-
national population projections. Each set has a different cipal source of uncertainty of such characteristics as
assumption about fertility but all sets use the same school enrollment. Where birth cohorts are not in-
assumptions about mortality and immigration. Hence, volved, such as projections of marriages and labor
the. projections differ for the cohorts yet to be born but fo
not for the cohorts already alive at the base date. There
is an implication here that the projections for these reliable.
cohorts are so reliable that there is no need to indicate Alternative sets of projections are often calculated
the degree of reliability by a range. Certainly, they are for distributions of prent population among States or
more reliable than the projections for the cohorts yet local areas, but there are methodological problems in
to be born. Nevertheless, a check of the projections calculating the migration component in such a way as
against subsequent census counts shows important to provide reasonable ranges for every member of the
errors in the older cohorts, too. For example, projec-, distribution. To provide maximumr and minimums of
tions of the population 65 years old and over in P)00 net migration for each area would require computing
prepared in 1957 were short of the 1960 census count as many sets of projections as there are areas. Methods
by 6 percent. The principal source of error seems to be of obtaining alternative series of projections by vary-
in the counts both in the 1950 census, upon which the ing the migration coniponent were discussed above.
projections were based, and in the 14t60 count, which Projectins of births and deaths are not a problem in
served as the standard to which the projections were (his respect, since the alternative assumptions for the
compared. The explanation of these errors has not been parent population can be used without changing the
determined, basic procedure outlined earlier.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS
Attempts are made from time to time to find more matrixes of transition probabilities, suggests that ma-

mathematical mehods for making population projec- trix algebra would be a usefui tool. However, the work
dtos. The most notable achievement was the develop- so far suggests that it can add little to what is already
ment of steble population theory by Lotka in d.e 1920's. known from the cohort-component method and from
He demonstrated that a schedule of age-specific birth stable population theory.
and death rates applied to any population will eventu- The methods employed by economists and research-
ally generate a predictablt age distribution and rate of ers in other fields seem to have little application topopulation growth that are independent of the initial demography. We find demographers making little use
age distribution. Lately, Coale and Deme~ny have ap-aie distribution.ulatitelry, C oe maknd De peryoetap-s of regression analysis, simultaneous equations and the
plied stable population theory to making projections liesocm nincnmcprjtos.heirte
for high fertility countries. like, so common in economic projections. Whetner the

More recently, attempts have been made to apply uniqueness of technique is truly a reflection of the

matrix algeb.a and Markov chains to population pro- nature of demographic material or whether it ony re-

jections. The cohort-component method, which defines flects the parochial view of demographers might well

population in terms of a population distribution and be a topic to discuss at this conference.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. There is an old adage that I always nent? There are so many Americans on passport who
felt :o be true: The rich get richer and the poor get are out of the country all the time.
children-is there any validity to that? Mr. IRWIN. We do take this into consideration as

Mr. IRwIN. The lower income groups do have larger one of the components. We have about five categories
families. In the rural South, for example, the nonwhite of net immigration. One is citizen arrival and de-
family, both white and nonwhite families the per capita parture, so we try to take this into account, and we
income is very low with high birth rates. I don't think take into account dependents of American service me,,
the situation has gotten far enough to see whether the coming back from overseas, for example. There are a
same conditions that prevailed in the thirties, when the number of places where statistics are not perfect, espe-
people who could afford to raise children did not have cially by age and sex. We have serious problems. Fur-
them, is coming true now. During the high fertility of thermore, the Bureau of Immigration in 1957 stopped
the fifties, it wasn't so true. Both 'ich and poor were giving us a count of alien emigrants--not alien immi-
having children, about comparable-sized families, grants, but emigrants leaving the United States with

Mr. CETRON. l'vv got a question. It seems that you're the announced and stated intention of staying away
controlling and comnensating. If your figures don't permanently. We do try to take these into account. The
come out the way you want, you bring in more migrants Armed Forces abroad are also taken into consideration
to make them come out right. You are actually taking -- we have a million men overseas.
in migrants to compensate for the lack of validity of Dr. FULLER. On the curves, is there any showing of
your sample. that final net?

Mr. IRwIN. No. we are not that chicanerous. We'd Mr. IRWIN. No. Once a year we have a report on the
probably ihave done something vhen we made the basic components of change which shows some of the varia-
assumptions. Just before the immigration started- tions from year to year. This is net immigration as a
that's happened in the last year, and in that blue book rate down at the bottom. This is 1')51 and that's the
we make it very simple. I musi admit we make a very absolute f.-ure of about ,W),(X) a year. This would be
dimple assumption about immigration, the national pro- my basis for the statement that it is relatively constant.
jection. The blue book you have, 286, was about But it has gone up as a result of changes in the law.
300,000 a year-it had been running around that-and Colonel VAutl(N. Not too long agn in the Washington
now in the new ones, which are going to come out and Post and other papers, there were stories asout the 3
are referenced on page 1--we are assuming 400.000 a mi!lion to 5 million Americans that weren't counted in
year. The latest computation is over .10000. But we the last census. What is that going te do to your chart?
didn't do it in order to come out right, however, we Mr. lwt,4. When you read my paper there is sorke.
would like it to come out between B aund C. thing pertaining to having a paper reviewM so that

Mr. C toh. Can You modify that figbre with figures every iitje point gets in. o made the ptatement th(t
going out-the number of human beingr on wth fiu hevse prJe-tions of I npado th pat are live on



today's date are fairly accurate. We found that projec- -- in which we will do something to the review and ap-

tions made during the fifties when compared with the proval of the Census Bureau. The idea I want to get

1960 census, for the older age groups, were not good. across is you can be worried about the effect on the

Looking further, you find the trouble is the population levels when you have missed 5 million people, or as one

is undercounted and furthermore, is differentially un- man put it, "You missed the population of Denmark,"
dercounted by age. There are some very striking things or something like that. The rates may not be affected

in the table--the base population is phony. One is 5 significantly because we don't have tot) much evidence

percent low, another is only 2 percent low. These kids to indicate that the people missed are that different

are really good. They are in school, mama is home from the people who are caught, at Ic it in the same

"taking care of the family. We do good with those kids, area--people missed are not likely to be all different

5-14. Things really start going to pot when we get in from the people caught, we are interested in rates of

the 15-19. For white males, 20-24, the undercount rate unemployment on rates of school attendance, they may

is about 7 percent and for nonwhite males, 20-24, is riot be that far off even though the levels aren't there.

20 percent. We mis&-d one out of five of every nonwhite This is always subject to some doubt. As long as you

made 20-24. Obviously that's going to throw things off have missed these people, you really don't know what

if you use as your criterion that your population pro- they are like.

jection should agree with the .,!t census. I think the Mr. IRWIN I really didn't answer your question,
next major step is to build in, and work with the Cionel Vaughn. First of all, there is some evidence to

corrected population. In other woJ2, first we correct show with respect to fertility and. for example. the

the population for undercount and we now have an difference between nonwhite fertility rates as printed
estimate of the true population, just an estimate. I won't and white fertility rates. There is a differential under-

use the words "true population." It is corrected. Then count which tends to bring thern together. But it is not

carry it forward and either state our projection in terms too much after you do it with the best figures available,
of the corrected population, which would require a the rates and the trends are not seriously contradicted

resolution on the part of everybody who used census and the point Denis made is you are not quite sure
statistics, so it is a major step. Furthermore, we are everybody you missed had a different proportion of the

not that sure about the exact undercount by age, how- characteristics you are talking about. Everybody as-

ever, we know there is a big differential in undercount. sumes that all the ,nissed people are unemployed; that's

We know some of the percentages are big but we don't not necessarily true. They may be people who work,

know exactly how big. have no children and are away from home. Then I

Dr. LINSTONE. Can't you use birth and death data to might defend the Census Bureau when the field division

correct population projections and keep them more is trying to count all these peoe. We have a lot of

current? ideas about how to do itehich are usually expensive.

Mr. IRWIN. Registered births with the native born Between 50-&) we ha& this s&me constant amount c-f

population enumerated could tot be done until about undercount, almost exactly. We missed 5 mi!,ion people

1940, because in the United States birth registrat;on in 1950 and we missed 5 minlion in 1960. We would

was not even nominally complete until 1933 when ith have had about 30 million more people, s., the rate

State of Texas enteted the birth registration area, so went down.

until that time there were no printed statistics on regis- Dr. DALKEY. If you look at the distribution of ages

tration of births in Texas and a few other States. Then in the almanac, it has some suspicious lumps. For

in 1940 a test was conducted to find the percentage of example, a lump at the age P1 59 and another lur.mp in

under-registration of births. From this we take the what looks like it might be preferred ages. I don't know

births that were registered when the area was finally whether th' is due to misreporting.

complete, corrt them for underr egitration: Apply Mr. lii. It is Pue to misreporting of 1900 as the
mortality rates; compare them with the population year of birmh.

enumezated in 1960 by age; by cohort, then comparing Dr. I 15KrY. !)id yt try to take this into account?

it with births daring a stated period of years: They Mr. luwrt. In 1960 the Cenaus Bureau had a dedi-

don't come out. cated staff so they said, 'We are not going to ask jut
Dr. JoNSsTo|. I wanted to make comment rel ating how old were you at your last birthday,- which is what

t to underrount, too. We are in the proccis of writing an I will answer if you ask me how old I am, but they are

analysis of the implication of the undercount for labor going to ask what year was he born in. This was done

statistics--that it. manpower anc1 labor force statistics in 1960 because when you ask eirc" body how old were



"you at your last birthday, there is a distinct preference before. I think this is quite a significant'figure and
for ages, like 45, 50, 60, 65, and so on. This is called trend.
age-peaking. In 1960, we asked, "What year were you Mr. MONAHAN. Why the drop in the birth rate be-
born," and this caused an awful lot of finger counting tween 1925 and 1929? You say there is a drop of the
at the door. People would say, "Let's see. I'm 18," and fertility rate.
so forth. However, it did have the effect of eliminating Mr. IRWIN. The fertility rate dropped. all through
the age preference for 10, 20, 30, 40 years and the only the twenties, I believe. The best discussion I ever heardones marked were people born in 1900. They came. out was by a fellow named Fred Chino in the State College.

as 59, but there wasn't very much preference for He gave the best analysis and I have never heard any-
1910, there was a change to the year of birth which body refute it. He said, "During the twenties, first of
added a distinct improvement on agency tables from all, the women having babies came from large families
the point of view of peaking. I just came from a pretest and their mothers were generally overworked, but more
of the 1970 census in Philadelphia. We are very con- than that, women had just achieved equality. They had
cerned about the undercount in the Negro ghetto. gotten the vote in 1919, so this was combined with the
There's no question about it; it is high. That's where feeling on the part of women that having babies was
we are missing males. I should mention that the compu. not the only aim of life and it was very popular to think

Stations of undercount give no indication of the geo. about having a career. So a woman was a woman; she
graphical location. The whole thing is predicated on a had a baby but that was the end of her responsibility.
closed population. You've got births in the United She was going to go out and make her way in ihe
States; you've got native born people and you take world. As this period continued, this attitude was the
account of the people abroad, citizens abroad. Dr. dominant one. Then in the thirties was an artificial
Fuller, and you've got a closed population b',t that's all financial restraint, so this deepened and then the war
you know. You don't know whether it was in Harlem,yno Yossissippibut dt kio wheedtoher inth w nhalem. came along with the physical restrictions on having
in Mississippi, but it is believed to be in the ghetto, children and all of these things let loose in 1946. That's

The point of year of births, I observed several inter- my answer.
views with people with low education and our schedule Major MARTINO. I would like to address what I think
was just too complicated. It is going to be tough. The was your original question-the methods you use and
year of birth requires a set of figures. If we said, "how so on rather than the content of population studies.
old are you," that pairt of the question would be simpler You pqt up a straw ma. that your techniques are
and we would get the rest:" the rest of the infor- unique to demography. I am sure you don't believe it
mat ion, and I believe it even less.

Dr. FutLLEn. Since 1960 haven't there actually been Mr. IRWIN. I sort of believe it but I am ready to be
less babies each year in the United States? shown.

Mr. IRWIN. Wasn't 1963 the highest year for births? Major MARTINO. I would like to start-at least, try
Dr. FULLER. We actually had less babies and I think to direct the discussion in that direction by making

this is interesting in view of the fact that we would have some assertions of my own. First, any forecasting must
more fertile females each of those years, would we not? of necessity be based on data from the past. That is,

Mr. IRWIN. That's right, there is no other way to make a forecast except to
Dr. FULLER.. So we would have higher potential. ignore data completely and just gues. If you attempt to
Mr. IRWIN. We are maintaining that the present drop forecast rationally, you must start with, what you al-

in the volume of births could be causcd by a change of ready know about the past, to this extent your methods
timing and age of marriage and does not necessarily muse be somewhat similar to everybody else's. Next, I
reflect a decision on the part of women t•. have smaller would like to point out that what you have called thefamilies. component equation has an analog in physics. This

Dr. FULLErR. The customs of people in America, in very same situation is known as the equation of con.
tinuity. The amount of material or whatever you havethe last decade during this period since World War 119 niesm ondr sta eiedfo h ore
inside some boundary is that derived from the sourceshas chnged--the conduct of young people. The older less that lost to the sinks, plus the ner.t influx across the

people not exercising t;heir will over the young peoples' boundary. There again is something in your model
lives. The young people have had much more oppor- which is ae least paralleled by something in somenbody
tunity, and they've lived around together and had else's model. This is to reinforce my contention that
more opportunities to make babies than they ev-r had your methods are not necessarily unique.
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Mr. IRWIN. Very interesting. What about this ques- of conclusions you want. You are dealing with a subject
tion? What we are really interested in, is whether you matter that has many variables and the kinds of influ-
people can see parallels that would help us in this ences you gave Mr. Mon~han are the overly large
question of period fertility. By that I mean the rate at problems. I have a feeling there are a lot of medium-
which all the women alive at one time are having babies, size and smaller ones that work with individuals, fami-
and on the other hand the idea of following a women lies, groups, and sectors that you will never get your
through time until she is through having babies. Can finger on and these are the ones that are always giving
we tie these together in some way? you trouble. Even if you talk about a parity for a

Dr. SLAFKOSKY. I question your definition of fertil- cohort under similar conditions, carry it through and
ity, because you are applying it only to women who always look at it in that way- You are not going to be
have proved their fertility, set on any firm basis to make your prognostications.

Mr. IRWIN. Very true. The state of our art is a crude Mr. IRWIN. We could further disaggregate. At the
way to get it. In my discussion of migration and sta- present time it is a great problem using the parity
tistics, we are quoting a rate of having babies by all progression because we are not working up good tables
women whether married or not and whether fecund or showing parity as it passes through time. We are going
not. We should quote rates of married women. I am to want to look at some trends before we project it into
realizing the dangers of having a verbal discussion, the future. As a general observation which I might
I left out one whole technique of projecting births make, going back to the undercount. The basic quality
which is the parity progression method. The completed of population in statistics is not that good. They are
fertility technique of projecting births is, we think never going to get it. People don't report well. You miss
best, in the longrun, but in the shortrun we" are not too many people and we get a lot of resistance. We've
doing so well. It is very hard to get long range estimates got 29 housing questions and about 30 population
of fertility of women to come out on the short run. So auestions, that will go to 20 percent of the people; and
when we put the computations together we very typi- plenty of studies to show that the answers jiggle. For
cally get nonsense results in the first few years. It is a example, mobility and migration, we asked them where
big problem. There is another way of doing it but they lived 5 years ago and only 90 percent of the people
unfortunately there is not enough data, even at the who actually moved interstate on the basis of a zeinter-
national level, and this is to go back to a cohort pro- view study marked it that way on the questionnaire.
gression of women in effect and use the cohiort ap. There is about 10 percent-we are talking about big
proach with the women. Take all the women of a given numbers. I feel that further disaggregation is not feasi-
age and assign them a parity: How many babies have ble at this time. It is certainly something to consider.
they already had, then you say the chance that these Dr. CHACKO. Would you be able to prove your allo-
women of different parities will have a baby during cation method by the apportionment of migration to the
the next time period is such and such. Then you say, 50 States which is 2 percent on the basis of the null
"OK. This is all women, aged 20-24, who have had hypothesis? It seems to me you mentioned two very
one baby, two babies, three babies, four and more, you important factors, those of the military establishments

It assign different probabilities and multiply these out." and universities, the actual number of students and
There has been some experimentation on this and the military personnel are nearly constant. invariant. So,
tables are hard to come by. Particularly the tables by ascertaining these, couldn't we say tfat these popu.
showing parity by length of intervals since the last lations had to come from some place and they arrive,t baby, which is an extremely vital factor, because a and use that as a refinement of the allocation of the
woman wl.o had one child 5 years ago is less likely to migrant population?
have another child than a woman who has had one Mr. IRWIN. We do make some allocationc actually
baby 12 months ago. This is called the parity progres- based on tabulation. In making our population esti-
sion method. You can read our comments in the paper mates, I have talked all about projections--the popula.
at your leisure. We would like to use parity progression tion estimates for areas generally use some of the same
approach in the shortrun and join it with the cohort techniques; and in the case of making our national
fertility in the longrun but it is quite a trick in compu. estimates by age, sex, and color, we start from the base
tation. population, add registered births, subtract registered

Dr. Sr.ArcosKi. May I suggest that-in some way deaths by age, add immigration as computed by our
you probably have a more difficult problem than most various methods, and in the process we have the Armed
of us and I'm not sure we are ever going to get the kind Forces. We get statistics from the Armed Forces which
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ars hess! on samples that are difermnt for each branch State, we compute a ratio between the fertility rate per
of the srvice, but we use thm as one unit and thh State A in the Nation and State B in the Nation, thenm

shows preservice residence of each member of the we assume those ratios are going to be 1 at a point 50
Armed Forces. Then we have to allocate them to their years in the future. This illustrates the turn of mind.
former home or assume where they are going to move, In the same sense, using a constant set of proportions
after being discharged. They are all estimates and are will, in a period of time, produce zero net migration
all pretty tricky. For example, I can get distribution because sooner or later it will even out. We liki it and
of Armed Forces by branch for the Nation, but I don't we argue that the.differentials which exist at the begin-
know what it is for Alamogordo, Randolph Field, or ning of the projection period will tmnd to iliminate

Fort Benning. I know a group of young people are at themselves as time proceeds. We don't know what the
Fort Benning for basic training but that's all I know, differentiai factors are going to be. They are going to

so when you get down to ak. ,there is a problem. enter into the future, sc we won't try to estimate them

Major MARTINO. I would like to return again to my -- we like the convergence. If I don't like the con-

previous thesis. You posed a sequence of models of vengence, it is extremely easy to use this model and

improved nature, the first being a net migration model, not have convergence. All I have to do is compute

net immigration, where you used, as I understood it, a inmigration as rates, build up a fictitious inmigration

proportionality factor-the net immigratioa being pro- pool for each projection period, compute the propor-

portional to what was already there and you have tions to the larger inmigration pool and then allocate,

shown that this had an inherent bias in the computa- using those proportions. The large States will gain, too,

tion. This is a problem in the mathematics whict has and I can assume no convergence. The basic data is

nothing to do with reality. Next you gr. to a modified important because it is hard enough to come up with

migration stream method which again has an inherent an estimr.e about the impact of special populations on

difficulty in the mathematics because it assigns a con- this model-I'm not very good at Markov chains--but,

stant proportion of the migration pool to certain States. it seems to me, it would be rougher to get into a place

This is biased against the rapidly growing States and tG place migration stream model although in my paper

for the lesser rapidly growing States and so on. I a I do maintain and I will maintain it honestly and vigor.

suggesting in effect two things: You haven't gone far ously that we should explore this, it is obviously a

enough in this trend away from the net migration direction that research should take, no disagreement.

model and, barring 4ifliculties of gathering the data Dr. LINSTONE. Do you take into account the techno-
which may be your biggest problem, what you can logical? You mentioned the economic factor. How are
move to next is to recognize that this thing is not much technological factors like the oral contraceptive
different from a Markov Procese. You actually have a business?
50 by 50 matrix of transition probabilities and the Mr. IRWIN. Speaking of employment first, we are
probability of a person in State A going to State B is looking at other people's studies of employment and
an entry in each cell. The matrix is not triangular labor force. On births, there is a lot of work being done
because above the diagonal you have from A to B and on fertility, fertility control, the impact of various
below the diagonal you have from B to A. The sum of methods of contraceptives on fertility. Work is being
the two, the net sum, must be the net probability of done it' the colleges which we are studying. We have
going from A to B. The point, however, is this would not explicitly bui!t it into a population model, we are,
eliminate the difficulties both with the net migration however, keeping abreast of the research in this field.
model and with this peculiar allocation process of the My feeling is the impact of the oral contraceptive on
migration pool model in that it creates no mathematical the birth rate at the present tim3 is somewhat over-
artifacts in your modeling, and assuming you get the rated. The fact that fertility got to the lowest period
data, it allows iou to go directly to the growth rates ever experienced in this country in 1933 without one is
of each individual sta'e. proof. If women decide they don't want children, they

Mr. IRWIN. A very good point and I think I ought managed to prevent it although I don't deny the factor
to meet it. I'm with you, but I'll go against you just and obviously it is a factor. Contraceptives will have
for the record. Firse, I like the assumption that might an impact but not a decisive one.

be argued on a philosophical basis--I find the Bureau Dr. CHACKO. Following up Major Martino's remarks,
feels that we should assume a convergence toward a your last statement about the relationship between
national unity in all of these variables. For exanmpie, economic and demographic factors brings up the simi-
births: We don't compute births separately for each larity of forecasting techniques that you use in demog- j
so



raphy and elsewhere. I think I would take issue with tempt to forecast area population or could you use
Major Martino in using the Markov Process. In order technological impact, in such things as replacament of
to use the Markov Process, you need a transition ma- coal I,,- oil as an energy source and use this to conclude
trix which has constant probabilities. The assumption that the population of West Virg-,_ia is going to drop?
that the probabilities are constant with reference to Mr. IRWIN. I am sure the Bureau of Census would
migration is too restrictive. I suggest you look at feel that is a function of other analysts. We will use the
Leontief's input.Output Table. It would be a 50 x 50 research that other people do both public and private.
table. You can derive the technical coefficients for I would ask about the idea I mentioned in the model
inmigration into California from other States. You can which was outlined. In other words, give me an estimate
apply this coefficient, say 0.35 to the next period and of employment: I am going to let other people decide
see how close it is to the actual inmigration. Because how you do it. I've got enough complexities of my
the table requires that arithmetically the inputs should own. I don't know if that is the right attitude but I feel
equal the outputs, you force the net migration to be we are in an age of too much specialization. The feeling
zero. I am mentioning this as one technique, I didn't is that we will try to coordinate our efforts with other
hear you refer to any logistic curves. Have you given people who are doing that.
up using these? Mr. CETRON. Going back to Major Martino's point

Mr. IRWIN. Well, pretty much. Just the same as our again, where is it similar to the forecasting techniques
low projection of population in i946 wiped out the that are being utilized now and I think what we are
period fertility and let us do so much work on the' using now is extrapolation basically with all that it
same technique; in the early 1900's some people named entails. If everything goes o.. as it did in the past, it
Pearl and Reed developed a complicated curve. This will be fine in the future. We should be looking at this
has been completely dropped. Again there and then, migration figure using Dynamic Forecasting Tech-
the fact that the fertility doesn't seem to line up with niques, and use these trends for efficiency where the
major economic shifts is another thing that troubles us. weights are put on. C'hat's what Joe and Dr. Chacko
But I think it may begin again. Who knows? are brying to get at.

Dr. CHACKO. In light of what Dr. Linstone has stated, Mr. IRwiF. This is a very interesting point becausn
I was wondering if you had considered the use of the I have discussed it with various people in the Bureau
exponential smoothing. What it does basically is take and one thing we have noticed: Demographers as a
and weight the data differently, giving say 80 percent general group feel rather guilty about the fact that we
of weight to the last data and maybe 20 percent to all are just projtcting those rates out, so we have a guilt
the -irevious period data. You would get a continued complex; but the interesting fact is that the people who
extrapolation which takes into account all the variance are forecasting the economy are usurlly doing the same
of the datm. Bro%:i at Arthur D. Little developed this thing, so what happens is when you eTuate these
program. Its advantage is that if you have sudden things, they are not as different as you might think.
changes such as the one mentioned-the use of oral Mr. CETRON. Yes, but that doesn't mean two wrongs
contracept~ves--the smoothing program will reflect the make a right. You are checking your standard-if the
latest and drastic changes. I have used this successfully standard is wrong, then they are both incorrect.
in forecasting the growth of chemical products which Mr. IRWIN. You are right. I would restate by saying,
are quite volatile, starting slow and zooming up. This until 1 see an economic model is going to do it better,
has been found to be useful. Have you considered that? I'm saying, "Look, give me an estimate of employment

Mr. IRWIN. We have talked about it and we have a and I will tie my projection to it but that estimate of
great need for good shortrun projection. I want to employment has got to be more dynamically oriented
figure this summary for foreign demography in the than mine."
sense that I want a publishable figure for January 1, Mr. HACK E. This is really a question for information.
1968. Well, it's a little embarrassing for us. We have I have the impression and it may be simply that rve
a rather crude extrapolation which goes into the census been brainwashed, when you go to a smaller aggregate,
for 1970. We don't have any consistent way oi fore- neighborhood, communit) or metropolis, that the peo-
casting, say, 3 months or 6 months aherd. We do feel pie in the utilities plannirng do a very worthwhile job
we should do that. This is a very good suggestion and of demographic forecasting. I want io know first, do
we are interested in this line of reasoning. you believe this and second, is there a microstructure

Major MARTINO. I would like to add to Mr. Linstone's of demographic forecasting for people who move where
comment regarding technological impact. Do you at- there are utilities and therefore fulfilling a prophecy.
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Mr. hwM. By utilities, what do you mean? never get one pe-cent of. There is the danger. On the

Mr. HACKSL Sewag, water, lights. other hand, there is a kind of doubt that these things
Mr. lawi. I think the building contractors do tt, are not independent; when you come at it from the

as to were you put thehoues, to tie extent thateter top--for instance, thL gentleman mentioned finding a

MUMe where the people go; I think its very true. With way to make a good economic employment projection,
starting with an input-output projection in the national

respect to local projecting, from the national point o picture for 1970 or 1975, manage to work thiG down to
view, I can represent both positions because rve only the States by a good allocation system and then plug
been with the Bureau a year. I worked for Oregon and this into niy demographic model and get it al lined up.

California and there is a lot of feeling on the part of On the average, we are going to do better than these
a local person that he can better assess the individual areas would do alone. "On the average" is a weasel
potential and factors Jf his area. I do feel at the Fed. word. It reminds me of the only joke I know about
oral level ore great danger is, you lose contact with the statistics. A statistician is a man who when he comes
local things. For example, if I were to retain the same in the room and finds a fellow with his feet in the
kin,; of contact with each State, making State projec. icebox and his head in the oven, says, "On the average,
tions, it would take a huge travel budget which I'd you are x-ery comfortable."

Dr. North has applied the Delphi procedure, dlescribed earlier by Dr. Dalkey, to
the task of preparing plans for his company. His description of how the Delphi pro.
cedure worked in a practical situation should be of interest to those contemplating
the use of it.

-Editor
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TECHNOLOGICAL, FORECASTING AND
ITS ROLE IN PLANNJING

Harper 0. North, Research and Dsvelopment, TRW Inc.

I first first met Joe Martino at a conference at Lake proponent is ready to say, Forget it! but just short of

Placid, N. Y., on May 23 sponsored by the Industrial that, he will say, Let's try it. So, tentative plans to

Management Center of the Harvard business school. probf. TRW's future were presented to about 200 of

Joe invited my participation in this conference, and I our key technical people at dinner meetings in Los
still feel, as I felt at that time, that the setting of corpo- Angeles and Cleveland. The response before Los An-
rate goals in any company and the establishment of a geles engineers of the systems group was encouraging
sound research and development program constitutes a but reserved. In Citvelaad, the experienced and con-

chicken-and-egg situation. Today, I want to elaborate servative automotive engineers were merely reserved,
upon that statement and to describe a program in but we had enough to start on.
which I-and more recently my peers and superiors- I asked the executive vice presidents of our four

have expressed considerable interest and to which my TRW groups: Automotive, electronics, aircraft equip-

office is devoting considerable time. I hope that you ment. and systems for five of their most imaginative
will forgive any flavor of advertising in the event that but practical engineers and scientists to serve a* pan-m
I become carried away and mention TRW. Any refer- ists for an exercise in the Delphi technique of predict-
ence to a specific company living or dead-and TRW ing the technological future with which TRW would
is certainly living-will be in the interest of making have to cope in the 20 years ahead.
real an exercise which might otherwise be classified as During the short initial meeting with each of the

pure theory. group of experts (whose spare time had been prom-
Those of you who attended the Lake Placid confer- ised), Don Pyke and I established the following

ence may sleep through the first half of my talk, as I ground rules:
plan to start from the beginning of our technological 1. Each man was asked to list-independently-
planning, if only to use some of the excess time which those technical events which he felt might take place
Joe Martint, has allocated to me. In fact, many of you between 1966 and 1985 and which %auld have a sub-
will recognize our exercise as a variation and extension stantial impact upon the current or potential product
of a study conducted by Major Martino and his group lines of his group.
in the Office of Scientific Rasearch. Their stu.dy pre- 2. Each panelist was then asked to indicate, for each

dicted events :n politics, economics, and the military, event, a date by which he felt there was a 50-percent
Ours is confined to temnology. probability that the event would have occLrred.

Late in 1965, my assistant, Don Pyke, called my 3. He was invited to consult freely with anyone

attention to the now well-known article in "News throughout the company, but his lidt of events would
Front" fir Apr-il of that Year b• Olaf Helmer of Rand contain only those which he thought would occur.

and Tet' Gordon of Douglas entitled, "Probing the 4. Although we recognized at that time that tht,
Future." I was quickly persuaded that the Delphi environment of the •uturr would have a major impact

technique could readily be adapted to research and upon the directions which technology would take, we
development planning, but persunding even an imagi- bad no accepted or official picture of that environment
native president and chairman of TRW of the value of to offer. We did supply each panel member with what
the project required a little" strategy. My entri %as scanty data we had at hand. inclueing a McGraw-Hill
through Dr. Simon 11amo, longtime friend and asso e,',nomic foreca.:, the r"suhs of the Helmer-Gordon
ciate and vice chairman of'TRW'R board. On the human study, a "Time" magazine essay on the future, and a
side, Si Ramo is a friend hut devil's advocate. He will "U.S. News arid World Report" article blueprinting
pose probing questions one after another until the the future United States. Beyond this, each person was
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advised to make his own assunptions concerning the primarily for the aircraft, but also for the aerospace
future environnent, excluding only all-out nuclear war. and defense industries.

About a month was allowed for the return of predic. Figure IV-5 lists selected events which will have an
tions fr•m all panelists. Event descriptions we.re edited, impact upon our systems group. As you may know, this
combined, an, grouped according t, technologies, and group cut its teeth on ballistic missile systems ard then
a cross-indexe' first draft was returned to each panelist turned to spacecraft, participating in 90 percent of
with the requt • that he edit freely in areas of his own U.S. space h~unches. At its inception 14 years ago, sales
expertise (1) defining events more precisely,. (2) were 100 percent software. They are now two-thirds
deleting, adding or otherwise modifying event de. hardware. Recent software activities (part of the one-
scriptions, and (3) indicating his own estimated date third of sales re maining) include the study and design
of occurrence in case of disagreement with the dates of such civil systems as hospital systems, high-speed
predicted. At th-s point, we should have know,- better ground transportation systems, economic land-use
than to furnish dates, offering the opportunity to con- studies, etc.
cur or disa,,ree. Human nature being what it is resulted Upon completion of Probe 1, the exercise had caused
in concurrMce much more often than disagreement, 27 of TRW's most creative engineers and scientistr -
which requires careful deliberation, and the additional technical people with whom they

Comments of the panelists were carefully considered, had talked-to extend their imaginations beyond the
combined where appropriate, reworded as necessary, specific demanding tastks of the moment. Not much
and listed under 15 categories chosen empirically to more had been accomplished.
encompass all events. Events which could be included In July of last year, I presented the results of our
in more than one category were placed in that category study at TRW's annual management conference in
through which the greatest impact upon TRW's future Vermont, using the figures which you have already
might be felt. seen. The response was encouraging-12 copies of the

The result of our exercise was a 50-page booklet probe, which I had left on a table near the door, dis-
covering 401 events and entitled, "A Probe of TRW's appeared immediately. Since that time, more than 400
Future/The Next 20 Years." copies of :our first probe have been distributed by

ts request throughout the corporation. A sanitized version
of the probe was prepared in response to requests fromwere categorized. These relate to techi.ologies, sub- our public relations group and from people in finance

systems, and systems of interest to TRW. as background material for discussions.
By way of illustration, I am going to quickly cover The climax in publicity came in an article which

figures which I presented to TIW's 1966 management appeared in "Business Weck" for May, 1967. In that
conference. Figure IV-2 lists 6 of the everts which we article, we read in print for the first time that tech-
fel would have a significant impact upon our automo- nological forecasting was a part of TRW's long-range
tive group, which is the principal supplier of vslves for planning effort. The probe hbd been launched as an
the United States, and furnishes chassis parts for auto- official document for TRW.
mrobile manufacturers. Figurr IV-3, IV-4, and IV-5 Don Pyke and I knew of the shortcomings of the
show the results for the other six groups. The lines indi- initial experiment:
cate the spread of dates estimated by all ptnelists, and 1. There had been no formal use made of the probe
the median estimate is indicated by u dot. Where there in corporate or group planning.
it no spread, artificial concurrence due to laziness on 2. Some very important areas were sparsely coy-

Sthe part of our pa.el members can probably b,- ered. These included Inficroelecto'onics and automotive
Sassumed. developments.

In figure IV-3 are some of the predicted events 3. There were many inconsistencies. Events were
which are certain to have an impact upon divisions in predicted at dates which preceded other events that
our electronics group. You will note that the nature were necessary for their completion.
of the events predicted is compatible with the concen- An exercise is currently in process which i6 designed
tration 61 this group upon components rather than upon to correct errors made in the first experiment. The
systems. results will be entitled "TRW's Probe II-A Guide toGrowth Throu gh Technology." Several improvements

Figure JI1-4 illustrates selected e~ents which wi!l GrwhTrih ecngy"Sealmpomnthave been made in t0 , thod used for this secondhave a substantial irmpact upon our equipment group. edition which will b more than fine tuning on
This group, as you will recall, produce" equipment Probe I.
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1. It assumes a socioeconomic environment left to 2. In round two, each panel member will be pro-

the panelists in Probe I. That environment is the one vided with a list representing our composite of all pre.
assumed for TRW's 1975 Long-Range Plan. dictions of his own panel plus those of other panels

2. It will focus on areas of prime interest to TRW, which also relate to his category. In this round, he will
however romantic and e•-sational other possible spec- be asked to evaluate all events with respect to the same
ulations may seem. three factors as in round one. Self-consistency in the

& Specialists will be concentrating on their ape- list, particularly with respect to the order of anticipated
cialties. dates of occurrence, will be a primary objective.

4. It will be extended into formal plannrig as prac. 3. In an informal third round, resolution of differ-
tical. ences of opinion will be sought. Subsequent attempts to

5. It will involve members of TRW's teclnical staff, resolve such differences, if necessary, will be conducted
and, I hasten to add, on a spare-time basis. Thinking on an individual basis.
of the kind that is required here is not done at the Present plans call for the production of these items
expense of current assignments. It is almost entirely the (all of which will be labeled "TRW Private"):
result of off-campus thinking by people who are already 1. A series of monographs--one for each category
well acquinted with their fields. -for distribution to panelists involved and to TRW

For figure IV-6, matrix for Probe II, panelists have employees concerned with a specific category. They
been chosen to make predictions in each of the 15 will contain a list of all events developed during our
categories shown. The categories shown on the left were probe which may have an impact upon TRW's opera-
chosen as a minimum number into which we could fit tion in that particular category.
the predictions of the panelists involved with Probe I. 2. Probe Il--a documern similar to its predecessor
One or two categories have been added, and a few have (but more complete) in which each predicted eveat is
been combined. The rest of the chart illustrates the fact listed only once under that category in which the impact
that a matrix was used to identify areas of interest to

eachof RW' diisins.Wher suh iterst as di. upon TRW is likely to be the most significant. Probe
ced bygroup captadivisns, oneormore su intelists wee i II, as such, will be used principally by group executives
cated by group captains, one or more panelists were and their planners. For the convenience of these people,
chosen from that division. By this method, we are predicted events will be indicated for group attention
hoping to involve each of TRW's divisions and to in columns marked for that purpose.
spread the word about Probe 1I, making it a part of
the planning of every division in the corporation. We have still to deal with the problem that major

events to appear in Probe II will be of little use to
This time, we are asking more penetrating questions. planners unless subdivided into more manageable units.
As we now plan it, Probe II will be conducted in two We found that Probe I was similar to a road map on

rounds plus a followup as required. which only the locations and names of large cities
1. In round one, panel members have been asked appeared. The predicted events were so all-cons,'ming

to list their forecast events on the form shown in IV-7. that TRW was unable to participate in them as a sole

Each event is to be weighed in accordance with the developer and financier. The roadmaps containirg only
factors shown. Desirability is to be considered from large cities needed further development. My industrious
the viewpoint of the cu3tomcsr. Accordingly, this rating assistant, Don Pyke, invented logic networks which
shculd reflect an estimate of the potential demand plotted the roads and intermediate cities with the help
which would indicate the importance of the event from of technical people acquainted with the areas in ques-
a marketing standpoint. Feasibility, on the other hand, tion. Having the plots of intermediate cities of impor-
is to be considered from the viewpoint of the producer. tance, or developments prerequisite to the final events,
It should reflect an estimate of both the technical feasi- engineers pointed out to Don that there were many
bility and the difficulty likely to be encountered in pre- fallout products which should be considered. I look

requisite developments. Timing should reflect both an upon these as interesting little villages surrounding the
estimate of the date by which the probability is 0.5 intermediate cities, and it is in just those villages that

that the event will have occurred and the degree of TRW will probably find its greatest rewards, It ib ,here
uncertainty associated with that estimate; i.e., for that th•4 the food is grown which may find its way to the
date by which there is a reasonable chance that the big cities.
event may have ,ccurred: p=0.2, and for that date by By this time, we had dubbed the charts with the
which the event is almost certain to have occurred: highways, intermediate cities and villages, "SOON
p=0.9, charts," the word being an acronym for Sequence of
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Opportunities and Negatives for the company. We mission of redundant information. On this SOON
decided to plot logic networks and SOON charts for a chart, the "N", or negatives, mre not identified as such.
couple of important examples. Our first covered the They are the threats to current product lines
event, predicted to occur about 1972, "Holographic At the company's Vermont conference in July of
techniques, utilizing two or three color lasers for re- this year, I presented SO01 T charts related to develop-
cording, and ordinary white light for viewing, will be ments required for the wideopread availability of elec-
used to produce 3-D color movies." tric automobiles. The specific event was "New personal

Figure IV-8 outlines the logic network for this and mass transportation vehicles powered by battery.
event. We have tried to identify the sequence of devel. electric systems will be in common use by 1980." The
opments which would have to precede the occurrence negatives presented at that time were associated with
of our event. Those in the upper part of the chart relate the fact that cectric automobiles (except hybrids) will
to the development of lasers and pulsing technology, use no valves. We are the leading producer of auto-
"Thle middle band traces developments required in pro- mobile valves in the United States. Thus, the electric
duction techniques, while the lower part of the chart is automobile poses a threat in that area, as it does in the
concerned with projection for small- and large-screen possible obsolescence of current suspension systems and
viewing. steering mechanisms, which we produce in volume.

The next step as shown in figure IV-9 was to expand There is another step which can be taken in SOON
the network to include the logical spin-offs which might charting, namely, the production of what we call
be expected by wiy of corollary developments. For Phase II SOON charts. These consist of the superposi-
example: tion of those portions of Phase I SOON charts related

1. As a result of the development of techniques for to a specific technology. This should help identify the
achieving the desired intensity and coherence of lasers key developments in that technology which are corn-
required to produce holographic movies, exploration mon to a number of final events, even though TRW
under water with green lasers and pattern recognition may have no interest in those events, per se. Back to
technology will be enhanced; laser machining tech- my analogy, though, the villages of interest are those
niques will be improved; and complex synthesis of whose produce finds its way to several cities.
microcirc;uits may become more practical. It is too early to assess merits and shortcomings of

2. The development of appropriate pulsing tech- Probe II. At the present time, however, we know that
niques should open a number of new possibilities in enthusiasm is high among some 140 technical people
stroboscopic applications; telemetry; and communi- whom we have instructed not to neglect their day-to-
cations. day job commitments in the course of imagining the

3. The development of recording media should lead future. We don't think that this will occur. In fact, weto improvements in: information storage capabilities; look upon technological forecasting as a very healthy
filter and light technology; high-speed photography; vision-extending exerrise which will place in contextand text illustrations, the current activities of people engaged in the exercise.

4. The development of techniques for the protection In closing, I would be remiss if I were not to locate
of actors and viewers should contribute to defense our current effort in the framework of a corporate
against laser weap6ns. planning effort. Figure IV-10 shows the locatdon of

5. One can't think of movies today without con- our technological forecasting in the planning cycle,
sidering television, and a logical extension of the pre- with a little art work thrown in to show that it is a
dicted event would suggest the possibility of 3-D color chicken-and-egg proposition as claimed in the Lake
holographic TV in the home. Before this can happen, Placid conference presentation. If I were to choose one
howevr-, it would have to either (a) achieve the ability egg whicL. had to precede the other thiee, I would pick
to transmit information at a rate of approximately the one under the hen, entitled, "A description -if prob-
2.5x10 12 bits per second, or (b) develop alternative able environment of the future.", From there we can
techniques which would eliminate the need for trans- complete the cycle clockwise.
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THE R & D PLANNING CYCLE
OR WHICH CAME FIRST-

THE CHICKEN OR WHICH EGG??

A FORECAST OF A PROPERLY
THE SIGNIFICANT ORIENTED LONG-
TECHNICAL EVENTS RANGE RESEARCHSWHICH MAY BE AND DEVELOPMENT
"ANTICIPATED PROGRAM

lA

A DESCRIPTION
OF THE PROBABLE •
ENVIRONMENT OF !

Fxucu IV-lO.

Dr. LfsToNi. I am a little concerned about your don't have to worry about this, corporate goals and the
statement essentially that the market analysis is done by facilities among other things. I am wondering: Is this
emginers. This puts the engineers in a superman cate- integrated and the other aspects being done in a com-
gory on the entire job and particularly, of cour-o, there patible way so we can put this all together?
are the n~nengineering aspects of the environment, the Dr. NeaTh. I think we obviously have not done tho
market and so ,on. Engineers have been wrong in the hole j -r let me talk about the use of---
pat and I am a little hesitant to rely on them that w olj. Fit, f engers.

much. The other point is that the entire approaci is I think. eve6 marketing people are being chosen from

techoogy oriented. This is a' tchnological forecast the ranks of technical people these days because of th,

meeti6g so maybe you covered this part, the facilities large technoiogical content. Ilese teiows can do a
for planning and personnel development as a mix By pretty good job. Grotz they have ban wrong in the
1900 you may need diffnt Uix of people, so you past and they can be agan.
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Dr. LINSTONE. I am less concerned about the market- dropped much faster than I would have pedicled. I
ing people than the economists and the sociologists, think that is the all-encompaming factor.

Dr. NORTH. I think it is very important that we have Mr. FRiEDMAN. Have you come up against a situation
it in there. I doubt whether the economists and the where someone in the decisionmaking place in the
sociologists should make predictions with respect to organization simply decided they did not want to put
the technical events. They certainly should feed into money in a certain area which later turned out to be
the background with respect to the socioeconomic or could have been profitable?
environment. The other comments are certainly valid, Dr. NORTH. Yes, very definitely. Not in connection
that is, that more needs to go into decisions to proceed with a particular forecast, because it is just 2 years old,
than just the technical factors. Our company is a little but I have known many people in the corporation who
different. We are highly decentralized so that each of have foreca3t "that is going to be a very promising
the four groups has its own problem and laws of re- field." Only last week, one of them -Ad me we would
sponsibility and the screws are put down on them pretty have in that area instead of about $50 million sales,
hard to meet their goals. Therefore, before they would $250 million sales and I think I believe him.
engage in anything-these are merely suggestions for Major MARTINO. I believe the experiment with the
them-but we are counting on them to do their own use of the Delphi procedure you are now conducting is
charting or use the information in any way they see the biggest in history. I know of one which was r-aun
fit. If they are not using it, we will complain and say, with a panel of a hundred people but youre is even
"You should be using this and here are some sugges, more complex in that you have apparently a litile over
tions to guide you." It is going to be up to them to a hundred people divided into several panels. I am
introduce such things as markets, availability of plant pleawd to see that you are able to manage it with two
space, availability of engineers, plant workiers, and profesionals part time and some administrative sp-.
whk,' have you. We are not trying to put those factors port. Th-s is very interesting from the standpoint of a
into it. They will be parts of the business decisions number of other tests that I am aware of to rheck the
made in the selection, feasibility and the useability of a Jelphi method.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Do you have any data, historical data Dr. Dalkey may have some other information on the
primarily, upon which you can base the validity of size of the panels in the past, but to my knowledge this
your tech forecasting? For example, something yoL is the largest that's ever been run.
might have thought of 5 years ago and today stop and Dr. DALKEY. This is, I believe, the largest tudy both
look at what happened? with respect to the number of participants and the

Mr. NORTH. No, it is too young. This is only a 2- complexity of the kinds of questions and action that are
year-old project. I may not even want to come to the involved. I must say the most interesting statement you
meeting next year because they do so poorly, but I made is when you went on from Probe I to Probe 2.
don't think it's going to do that badly. We have seen From the standpoint of thiz group, I think this is vcy
within this 2 years some things change. All of them significant: that you didn't find it expedik-nt to quietly
have been brought in closer, and all the changes we forget it after Probe 1.
think should be made now. I think people have found Dr. NORTH. Some people criticized us by saying,
in the past, who haven't done things this way, that they "you haven't used Probe 1 yet. nhy are you going tohave been too conservative in their estimates. I have Probe 2?" My response was "I didn't feel that the
no background figures on it. foundation was sound enough becauw of the speed

Mr. F'•jEDMAN. Do you have any i•formation con- with which we put through the first one, and it was
cerning that which affected your forecast most, things lacking in the most important areas where we needed
which perhaps suggested what you have forecast is not it." I might adi that I don't think we are going to have
exactly the rule? Was it economic within the 140 people in the end. There are many people who just
corporation? can't meet deadlines then we say "forget it," and if we

Dr. NORTH. You mean things that brought it in end with o hundred, II1 be happy, a hundred good
closer ? thoughtful inputs.

Mr. FRIEDMAN Yes. Dr. SLAFKOSHY. I couldn't help but agree heartily
Dr. NORTH. No. The things I was referring to were with Linstone, but in terms of economists and sociolo-

the technological pace being greater than we thought. gists, I would like to pose the question very simply.
I mentioned in passing the microelectronics in tele- Why did you only use engineers? I asdame you have
vision that coats have dropped much faster; prices have other types available, systems analysts, scientists,
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physicists, mathematicians, who were not engineers, Dr. DALKEY. Secondly, do you intend to include in
who might make better mixes between what is now Probe 2 any consideration on the part of the re-
available in terms of basic, and applied research and spon;ents on a logic network? Are you going to let
would be available in t&e future. Engineers are no. that remain .until after the responses?
toricus for doing things the way they were taught in Dr. NORTH. I think we will let it remain and not
school and doing the simplest things as a matter of cause the panelists to call out their pet project but letfact. I am not as convinced that they are the ones who the management exert sedme prerogative as to what they
have the best knowledge of basi', research and applied may or may not be interested in.
research in ascertaining and foreseeing the forefront. Mr. CEro. You have a foreeat now, of what

smy would be feaible in technology. Now how do you
Dr. NORTH. First, I included scientists among engi. determine what you're going to do, out of all these

neers; scientists awd engineers are together. Secondly, possibilities?
analysts in our company are engineers and tCere are Dr. NoRTH. I would say: that out of the total picture
a lot or system analysts included. We don't have many which will be indexed for groups, group planners will

Seconomists, per se, on our staff. There are a few and whcwilbinedfogrusgoppanrsilheyconomisuts, p hreonouh sta.Ther arcieonoc ba c flook it over and decide what they would like to detail
theyncontributedtroughle th socioeco5pano hich b - first. We will give tlhem help in detailing. I should have
ground that is a preamble to our 1975 plan which we t mentioned earlier I don't think these SOON charts are
are also using for this guide. I don't think we've put the only way of going about this, but people will have
to bed all of the problems, or all the shortcomings. different ways of looking into this. We will give them

Dr. DAIEY. I would like to ask a couple of ques- help where they want it. If there are things they don't
tions about the timing of the exercise. In Probe 1 you look at that they should have, we will do them our-
wound up with categorization of events and with the selves. The planning of the functions of a group,
logic network tying together those you did after the company, or division is a function of opportunity as
Delphi part of the response. As I understand it was well. For instance, we hope that some thought would
done by a small group of analysts working with that have bean given before a person makes an acquisition,

let's say, of a company that gets them into a whole raw
Dr. NORTH. The group is even smaller than that. The field. Is it really promising? Does it look promising?

inputs we received from panelists were rather loose the This should be used there, but I think it will be up to
first time; some were unbelievably loose, such as, there those people to use it as they see fit and we hope it will
would be quite a few electric automobiles by this date. give them some guidance. That's just where it stands
Don Pyke and I took it upon ourselves to change that now: guidance to be used, if useful.
to read whatever is read here. It would be a major Mr. lIwIN. A l'ttle bit along that line. The chicken
factor to the industry and will go as far as to say that and egg was very interesting to me because a couple of
53 percent will be electric, but we sharpened it a good times when I've gotten involve e in gting the demo-

deal and panelists in the second round did a inirther graphic population progression with an economic one.
sharpening job. The next step was cross-index fashion We were always severely pressed by the men who
so a man could look at the portion he was best equipped wanted to project economics for a population pro-
to handle- there were some 40 categories; not 15 as gression, so at the start we might base our own popula-
here. Theq when we had all the results we said, "Isn't tion on his. I'm not completely familiar with the
there a small number of categories in which we can put procedures of the National Planning Associati - but
all of these; we're not going to char ge them, we're they seem to solve this by going around the circle once
going to categorize them." Don and I sat down and or twice. My question would be: Is that a good way
worked up these first 15. We seemed to, by a little to handle it? It doesn't matter so much which part of

shoe-horning, get the comments in one of them and we the circle you started but maybe you ought to make a
talked to the people subsequent to this and they didn't circuit or two.

Dr. NorTI. I think that's true. Any corporation that
see any way--before this (probe 2), we •-did, "Are does this has prety good ideas of what kinds of busi-
there any categories that we need in here?" Yes, there ness they are going to be in, so the top one is filled and
were a couple to be added. As far as the logic network then you go around the circle or back up and realize
is concernd, that didn't come until Probe 1 was com- you don't have enough foundation and then move back
plated; the early part of ýhi- year. Probe I was com- to that, and a lot of that amounts to going around the
pleted last yer. circle.
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I
Dr. Linstone has pioneered in devising an approach to forecasting, known as

Mirage, and has applied this technique iteratively over a series of years. With three
completed Mirage forecasts behind him, he is in an excellent position to discuss the
aituation of a forezaster who has to live in the time period he once made forecasts for.
His description of what he learned through these iterations of the Mirage procedure
should be of value to all forecasters.

-Editor

i
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THE MIRAGE STUDIES AND SOME IMPLICATIONS

Harold A. Lrstone, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

The requ,-A to discuss the Mirage studies fills me Strategic planning may occur at both the division
with considerable trepidation. Studies of this type are and corporate levels, or at the corporate level only,
part science and part art. I fear that analysis of such depending on the degree of decentralization of the
studies is likely to be as superfluous for those who organization and the size of the particular division.
have the knack as it is inadequate for those who don't This planning requires a long-range perspective and
have it. must be concerned with meatis to achieve the growth

Byron Johnson of the University of Colorado tells and evolution set forth in the statement of objectives
the story of the philosopher troubled by a certain prob. of the corporat'on.
lean. In the years before psychedelic drugs become oftecrrai

Stimulation of imaginative interaction between new
common those desiring to expand the consciousness of
the mind were forced to rely on primitive substitutes-- neds, nd wtherhnors, one a eink thi
still in fairly wide use-containing alcohol. One process. In other words, our thinking has "opened up".
philosopher imbibed freely of this primitive mind. Sjch endeavors should help identify "good risks" and
expanding drug. As he sat in solemn, but uasober, "poor risks" in a future environment characterized by
reflection, he realized he had finally found the key to great uncertainty.
the problem which botheree him. Fearful that he might The timing of the studies has been as follows:
forget, when sober, what had been so clear to him when Subiect
drunk, he wrote feverishly up-,&n his tablet before Performed Perica
turning to bed to sleep it off. Miragr 7001 .................................. 1959-60 1965-70

The next morning, as he puied himself out of the Mirage 75 -. ---------- --- 1963-64 1970-75
fog, he realized so, ething quite important had hap- Mirage 80 -.......................... 1965-66 1975-80
pened the night before, but he could not remember Althuugh the studies exhibit differences in execu-
what it was. So, he struggled over from his bed to his tion, their general approach and content is similar. The
desk and there he found, written in his own somewhat MIRAGE 75 study also include a supplementary "mis-
shaky scrawl, this pregnant sentence: "Think in 3ther sion flow chart approach originally developed by the
categories." author at the Rand Corp. (B) This model was ex-

This is precisely the thrust of our effort in the panded in a study performed at the request of the U.S.
Mirage series Armny Electronics Command in parallel with MIRAGE

In a corporation, each division invariably undertakes 80. (3)
planning studies of its ow,. There are always tactic-! It s' Atld be noted that Mirage 70 can be assessed
plans which tend to be dominated by: (a) medium- today in hindsight: h concentrated on the period in
and short-range projections, and (b) extrapolation of which we are living today.
czrrent lines of business or normal system improve- In commenting on these studies I shall view them in
ment cyclks. toto.

I. GENERAL FEATURV

A. In-Houme Sponsorship. can be maintained in this manner. A disadvantage is
All studies have been done with private fundinr. the unavlailability Af much pertir'ent analysis data.

The foremost advantage is that complete objectivity Mrage 80 was a -..e year effort with an average of
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15 technical people.1 Obviously, a small organization Disadvantages
has neither the financial nor manpower resources to e difficulty ;,I developing a cohesive team (desir-
undertake such a project on its own. able individuals often unavailable).

B. Organization. o scattered physical location of participants.

The focal point of each study has been at the C. Contents
corporate level. The chapter headings of Mirage 80 are representa-

In the case of Mirage 80, the study was authorized tive of the content of all studies.

by the president of our corporation and his staff at the I. Introduction

annual long-range planning meeting in 1965 and IT. The World Environment of the Seventies

reported at the same meeting in 1966. Il1. Basic Needs

Staffiing represents a major challenge and few iV. Strategic Lift

general guidelines can be provided. V. Tiectii .tl OperationsVI. Strategic Offense and tkfense
Youth is an advantage--but brilliant young Rhodes VII. Conflict Management and ctntrol

scholars are difficult to corral. In MiRAGE 70, the VII. nASa

oldest team member--the author-was 35 years old. IX. Summary and Conclusions

The seven-man group had worked as a unit at the X. Implicans forck ds e t bo

corporate level for several years before tackling this volume for internal circulation only)

project. In addition, a total of 21 backup reports was
A disadvantage was the noninvolvement of the produced.

divisions, making implementation of recommendations It is evident that the studies are restricted to national
difficult. For the larger Mirage 80 project, an ad hoc security areas, i.e., DOD and NASA.

team was formed and individuals from several divi- A schematic of the structure of the Mirage 80 study
sions participated. A small nucleus remained with the shows the logical relatic-ships (figure V-I).
project throughout the year but most participants were The stuly of the environment (ch. II focuses )n the
with the study for a few months only. The group denin. gap as the most crucial issue for the 1970-80
worked physically together for 3nly a limited time. period. This leads to an emphasis of problems at the
However, the deputy project leader. Dalimil Kybal. was extremes of the conflict spectrum:
located on the premises of the division furnishing the (a) unsophisticated warfare involving the under-
largest le iel of support. There are also significant developed areas.
advantages--and disadvantages-in using an ad hoc (b) sublimated technological warfare involving the
group. s',perpowers.

Advantages The search for new concepts then leads to tie "de.

"* communication with, hence implementation by. velopm,-t force" aod "rapid action control : I strike
division is facilitated. f,:ice" (ch. 11).

"* little chance of staleiess in succeeding versions The following four chapters (ch. IV-VIID consider

of study. the operational needs and new technological possibili-

"* wider basis of technical support by info:mallv ties in th,- recognized military categories.

tapping other expertise in livi.ions. Chaptet VIII takes up the NASA programs and the
surnmary and conclusions frnrm chapter IX. The stress

'This is by no means the largest in-house effort undertaA,.-, by is o good risks and on the crucial technological bottle-
a manufoacturer. .finne.'olis.lonc~icels Pro jert Pattern. for neckst in satisfying the needs for the 197(-"0 period.
examn;ple, included "20 full-time tecl-nijcl per.sonnel ., plus

many ot:tside rorsulZints" at a ,ost of $.0Oi/K1 (".niatiopt - sAip, -,,nwer is defined as one haring the capahility of an-

Werek." Pce. 28, 10.4, p. .7). nihilatin. an other country.

II. THE STUDY PROCEDURE

A. The Work Plan. earlv roundtlalc discussions on the basii of the needs
Figure V-2 sho,%s the general work program of both a"-4 technology ,nteractions. Thr, then formed the

.Mirac 8) and the iara~lle m.ission flow chart b, ss for anaksis by smiail team! Clearly, judgment

.spp,'oach.
A key feature was the drvelopnirnt 4 h l1 ,,th-i-, had t,; 4c rercrw-d it ,vrr.- iunctiire to maintain good

Thresc were potential c-onclumins hainmered out in inalanre in the ,'oice and al!owalion of res .
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Ficux V-1.

SB. The Analysis. War gaming is a fine tool for teaching, or for gather-

There was no single formal model or methodology ing data on, knowr tactics; it is rarely the source of

employed for the various hypotheses with exception of new ideas. Fornalization tends to impose a certain

the supplementary mission flow chart analysis deý rigidity. Another problem with vuch models in tech-

scribed below. nological forecasting and planning is the danger of

The reasons are twofold: self-delus;on. Dubious input combined with superfici-
ally complex mode~ls may ultimately be more misleading

(1) no generally satisfactory model is known to US. al ope oI a liaeyb oemsedn
than illuminating. Our point is not that all such ap-

(2) formalized procedures tend to constrain free proaches are useless; rather, a technological forecasting
interaction between needs and technology, and/or planning effort 3hould not be basd on any one

The second point requires amplification. Formalized such model no mnatter how sophisticated it appears.
models cannot substitute for creativity. The morpho- Thus, we observe no uniformity in the tools for
logical approach to new concept formulation, proposed analysis of the various hyotheses. A few examples
many yearb ,go by F. Zwicky of the California Institute from Mirage 80 will suffice to iLdicate the diversity
of Technology, has proven e-sappointing. of techniques.
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Example 1: Basic Force Needs--New Concept tingency planning cannot be performed with compatible
Derivation. speed. There is little need to consider a SAC-type strike

The interaction of needs and technology in the force response speed if the revision of a contingency
analysis of scenarios and derivation of concepts of plan requires months. It is therefore necessary to study
operation appropriate to the future environment is the automation of planning. Figure V-3 illustrates the
facilitated by stipulating a variety of artificial con- result of one feasibility analysis. There is throughout
straints. This is entirely analogous to the consideration a conscious attempt to avoid the trap of considering a
of alternatives 1-y President Kennedy's "kitchen" new concept and ignoring the needs which it, in turn,
cabinet in the Cuban missile crisis. T. C. Soronsen generates.4

reports (4) that the President was presented not merely (b) Land barriers are indicated in table I as one of
with the conventional alternatives (1) do nothing, (2) the neutralization concepts. Two avenues are pursued.
invasion, and (3) air strike, but with an ejual number First, a theoretical Lanchester.type analysis is per-
of unorthodox courses of action, (4) diplomatic pres- formed to determine the relation between cost of troops

sure, (5) secret approach to Castro, and (6) indirect in combination with a barrier and cost of troops alone,
military action (blockade). to maintain equal degrees of permeability along a

The imposition of constraints is an effective tech. certain line segment (see figs. V-4 and V-5). Second,
nique to avoid the familiar more of the same response the technology is explored and a rich lode of ideas is
from the user and to elicit more imaginative concepts struck, suggesting entirely new systems possibilities.
from the technologist.3  It is noted that there was at the time (1965) no sign

It was found in Mirage 80 that two capabilities, of the very visible interest in this subject which is
(a) rapid presence, and (b) control ny neutralization currently displayed.
without destruction, are central to many scenario.re- Example 3: Strategic Offense/Defense-An Option
spouse combinations. Matrix.

A list of neutralization concept candidates is shown The problem of China as an nth country leads to a
in table V-1. most difficult analysis problem. As Herman Kahn has

Example 2: Implications of a New Mission. pointed out, list making can be a useful tool even where
(a) A rapid reaction control capability of the kind quantitative analysis is not possible. Figure V-6 shows

mentioned in example I may prove useless if con- the matrix of nth country and U.S. alternatives. This

"it is, for example, most unlikely tiaa the U.S. response to a ' The search for interactions between new capabilities and new
Vietam.type conflict situation in the 1970's should-or will- needs leads to other areas of vital concern, e.g., "hiding tech-
resemble the current response.

TABzL V-1.-Some Neutralization Cuncepts.

Elect moma Elect Means
L Military operational capability: Capture or dismantle Deep raids.

Ilhibit mobility ....... Create land harriers (see VA3), force materiel (eg.,

down aircraft, incapacitate ar nulb nuclear weapons).

and vehicles (BW/CW), stop ship 2. Population and governments:
moment (e~g., antpmopeller de- Disrupt governmental Kidnap or assasinate leaders and
vlim). Jam navigation or guidance control. guerril.a warfare.
systems, and -hoke vehicular en. Weaken will to 6ght. See item 1. guerrilla activation, sad

giftscommunications control.
Prevent resupply . By above means, plus deep raids and Weaken economy Blockade ad embar.-

guerrilla wararre.

Disrupt com.-and and Jam communications, kidnap leaders, 3. Natural remources:

comatr capability. and destroy radio equipment (e.g.. Animal and fish Alter ecology by local climate r,'di-
CW against electrical wiring). 5cation or introduction o. new

lIolate (e.&.. separate Cretwe land barriers (me VAS), jam species, and alter breeding pattern.
two hostile forces). ao ,i-sicatanioms. sad quar•a•ae. Aglriculture fliven irrigation water temporarily.

Prvq cover Destru" ast••z cover by fre cc other Ene1,y Capture dams and incapacitate power
operations. means and marking of parmnnel. lines. rerariers.,

Weeks* wil to filgt Temporary imcapacitation by om- Minerals Disrupt mining witi,"t incurrian
(lacluisng lethal ,, ICY (*&. ILS) ad pay- permanent da-as.
pemdsoomn) ch c hlogical wuarfa



AUTOMATION OF MILITARY OPERATIONS PLANNING

-' 100'ý

A. CURRENT PRACTICE AT MOST COMMANDS

70 30

B. CURRENT PRACTICE AT SELECTED COMMANDS

20 20 60

C. CURRENT TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITY

10 10 80

D. PREDICTED 1975

D MANUAL SEMI-AUTOMATIC

COMPUTER ASSISTED AUTOMATIC

Fmtmu V-3

matrix has so far defed solution. It his not been poo- offense/defense trade-offs to 1980 have been subjected
sible to determine a good wey for the United State, to to detailed quantitative analysis.
divide any given b et among the available ,lterna- Kwpl- 4" S.."&egic Lift.
tives in light of the threat uncertainties, although it is The steps in the analysis proces in this case are r.,
eviden that themr, a good and poor mixes of U.S. follows.
options, Ste v.-Review of Mirage 70 and 75 aea!ysee a"

On the other hand, the United Stases-Soviet strtegic DOD program in this area.
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THEORETICAL BORDER SEALING OPERATION

~~113

COSTS jCOST.TROOPS & BARRIER1.

I ____

COST-TROOPS ALONE

1.0

ITROOP REQUIREMENT- TROOPS ALONE
TROOPS

ITROOP REQUIREMENT- TROOPS & BARRIER

Ficunt V-S.

We observe in Mirage 70 (1960): (r) For example, the rapid action conLrof iwd strike frtce
It is a paradox that weakness in a pro.Qic area-transport- must perform unique task&. The most likey bottle'-

may drastically cmutail tht entire U.S. limited war carability in necks in deploym-ent for the post-1970 period are
1965.-70. extimated. Thesw miglz be ;n the form of software or

T7his is compared with post-1961 changes in DOD aweraccsr'0s.iritosh 1 ,;pi

plannng fr thi fied.5  plo~inent er strady state U~t. The rmult is the forma-
Step 2.-Development of hypotheses. ulu,.tion of bvoheasiyliganoe prto
The impact of authorized new systems in the p'A Concept in pi Doteses ymnt.liganve prto

now force concepts in the environmentt and basic needs Step i. -Arlalysis.
discssio areassesed n tems o lif req -,eentn 4cfsdrý e quanititative analysis is Possible in this

discussion ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ prbhm ar:sesdi-em f itrq'enna.. typical analysis concerv-A the compa-;eon
'Aa* i~dcation is provided it, the paPtI6,9ed ~elase re ofti -wapdepyne meswhk ooeNS 

ervcts C oim ssitsieRep 
orts: Air lif's teaia f orces b sig -f i

onoiul jes "a 62-0.9 F-'cd ?w 5 , .5 10,Octondeployment !,a r!n rai mm

Fina A"yea 62 .2 tc~ yea 661.6 X is to be amcmplishrd with a closure ~i-ae nf 30~ Ov~f*

Ficl..- 1.4 Fiii;ya 7IS or less. Which tuodt, represents the )owed ,xt bytsw1?
FiAcst YW 44 I FiNC.I ýear 68, 1.6 Reiog':tion is given tc. be tact 'hat ceftan r .Amp-

TAMA W An thei crawsprnil"s abo '0w a" th tions have a critical impact ott tS..i resclt. For saxmpqi
oiidA y-196 -gr the practicability of land prv~-positiouing an the arww-
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N th COUNTRY AND U.S. ALTERNATIVES~5

DETERRENT DEFENSE OFFENSE

U. S. COUNTER~ 1#(

Nth COUNTRY (0 V
ACTION 0~ .%te OfkrN6

F I1 polticaol exsploitation

5 2 Increasedlowilevelmilitary action '.~

3 Doer U.S. useof
nuc low weapons,/

4 Deter threatened cmm. 6
from requesting U 3."aid 4

LAlliance %Ath other

6 Escaiction of convnioa

to7Nuclear first strike
0.!9 02inst 'other, cuntry

!WIWweapo use

F9  Deseation attack 2
5 0Catalytic Mtack ~

Accian tal r attckW
4eotoi~ ottoc

SHAOING SNOICAT92 911TSMATEO 916MIFICANCC OF CQOAiINATIOP42

ftunu VA4

ehmpeecstine enaming power of the miliary transport may be necesary to make the preferred alternative
aircraft have a vroy signifcant efad. Next, the cloessre meaningful. Ezampkus: Cargo handling, comprehensive
iMe is redeced to 2D days and 10 days. The results may 6 iecnrlsdm

be dopkftd as in figure V-7. Sensitivity of the results
is cacd.Other .zzaznple of tools which have been wmed:

Sbp #.-The imptications of the rembe~ are con- * Historical trmnd: Ratio of initial opposing
id & Iaugen in oth erupn of tho towa lift syii ground fore.. and its relation to battle out-
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I.

come; relation between mobility, firepower, he has not previousey been close to, by calling on his

and dispersion in put ground wars. general systems experience. After development of the'

0 Simulation of tactical operations: Armor- general outlines of the chart, standard source material
antiarmor combat (assault and defense, direct is consulted. The chart-drawing exercise forces the
and indirect fire support), analyst to think hard about the mission under study,

frees him from standardized approaches in a given
0 Decision diagrams: Graphic means to show field, and acts as an organizing t~ol? Following this

indifference points in decision alternatives with filadctasnornzngzol Flwnghs
step, experts are consulted (1) to pinpoint the crucial

major uncertainties, weaknesses and (2) to indicate new alternatives made
0 Program analysis: Analysis of programming possible by technological achievements. At this stage,

under uncertainty with determination of de- the relative weakness ranking within a mission is inde-
cisior. timetable which permits maximum pendent of the need of the corresponding mission
flexibility in future choices (e. g., NASA itself.7 In general, a weakness that cuts across all
programs plan). alternatives for performing the mission will rank high.

In the final assessment, two factors are of overriding Weaknesses will vary in nature according to mission
importance: judgment and quality of the analysis. A level. Those at the highest level pertain primarily to
Rand.type "murder board" provides a most desirable policy; those at low levels involve both hardware
review technique for the various component studies. (e. g., lack of equipment) and software (e. g., obsolete

C. The Mission Flow Chart Analysis. standard operating procedures).

The supplementary approach grew out of the dif. The charts greatly facilitate and stimulate the dis-

ficulty (1962) in coming to grips with needs for cussions and the interaction between the technologist
general-purpose forces. In this field ev.rery system can and user or needs analyst. They act as a provocateur
perform many tasks and every miss.;on can be per. for brainstorming purposes, keep the discussion

formed in many ways. Further, in any given mission focused, and assure that weaknesses are not confined
the glamorous systems tend to receive major attention to the glamor items. Not infrequently, after several
while the most crucial bottlenecks may be in small, un- iterationi, the final version of the chart and its crucial
glamorous phases of the mission, weaknesses yields significant surprises.

The approach is summarized in figure V--8. On If a relative ranking of weaknesses is desired the

basis of the environmental analysis a hierarchy of following steps are followu"':
missions is defined. The scenario suggests alternative (a) relate the missions at one level to those at the
concepts of operation; concepts lead to strategic leve adjacent levels by means of relevance numbers.
missions and these to operations missions; finally, we (b) assign weights to all scenarios in the conflict
are led to support or besic service missions. spectrum.

After the hierarchy is developed an anatomical flow (c) combine the -,alues in (a) and (b) to obtain
chart is created for each mission. The chart shovs (a) mission need values for aii missions.
the alternative means or systems for performing the (d) rank the ctucial weaknesses in each mission
mission step-by-step. and (b) the location of major flow chart.
weaknesses in any of the systems. The general structure
of a flow chart is shown in figure V-9 and the cor- e) combine the values in (c) and Wd) to obtain
responding detailed chart is reproduced in figure V-10*. relative overall weakness values.
Columns of each chart indicate the sequential activities Table V-2 shows a sample ranking of mission (c)
while the rows represent alternative approaches. at each of the three levels and (or three different

Problem areas are indicated by verti-ally written sccnari, weightings (bW.
comments superimposed on the functional floi lines. - .....

*;t is tht., nnt u nlike Helmer's ,-o•,xt&a1 map ("Soria! 7ech.Those problem areas canside.ed most critical to thep not,,r.'" Ba•,". 860A.., 1W,6 p. l1.')
mission perforn.ance are furtier emphasized by Tio.'The ranking inay depthS, howere-., on whi( , portion of the
dosing the vertical 'omrrents by arrows. stectrum the mission ii to be used wit.. T,•,.j W",Iness " RWy

It is found that the most incisive results are obtained be rutcial for all lov intensity ronflirt srenarrcs but no' for t.ny

when the analyst deduces the initial version of the char high inftesity*V sce;4rio7. A dirision of Ike seaenrio spectrum

structure without extensive prior externai in"..z. The int s is hertlore itsvied. e4 rho, 'ormalised wak is
wti,triK]t a . 3,decifie ýW.h, reference to the applica~le ;cewmio

analyst can intuit rather complex ch.-..rts, even in iields - ,r.a
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RANKING OF MISSION IMPORTANCE

Situations

Mission Category

Strategic Missions Emergency NeutriaAzation Emergency
preparedness (population and preparedness

Neutralization government) Strategic warfare
(population and Counterinsurgency
government) Peacetime tceoni- 0

cal ast; !stance
* Emergency

preparedness

Opirations Missions Barriers Barriers Barriers

SNeutralization Neutralization Defense of

(military opera- (military opera- natural resources
tions capability tions capability
and natural and natural
resources) resources)

Destruction of Destruction of Destruction of
ground targets ground tar-.Ats ground targets
(by air and (by air and (by air and
ground action) ground action) ground action)

* 0

Service Mssions C'm•ibt surveil- Combat surveil- Communications
lance and lance and Combat surveil-
rcconnaissance reconnaissance lance and

Communications Communications reconnvaspance

Target acquisition Target -cquisition Targot acquisition

Intratheater Intratheater Electronic warfare
mobility mobility

TABz V-2.

It is also iHteresting to group the weakne.ses accord- DOD include Joint Chids of Staff, Lbe, theater com-
"ing to the v.rious levels of authority that should be mander, etc. Figures V-Il and V-12 augga" the con-
oncerned with the problem and its solution. Levels in tent of the problem i'nd solution matix. (7)
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S~ Activity
oI GROUND COMBAT

Author

FIELD LEVEL Problem Category: (B5) Lack of special capability

Problem: Most currently available barrier devices are
destructive in nature; sensor barriers are not
emphasized enough

Mission Chart Reference: Chart 3. 10

Impact Level: Important in low and medium level warfare

Solution Reference: See Matrix below

Ftu"a V-ll.-JProblem hfawx.

AuthoritGROUND COMBAT

DEPARTMENTAL New interservice doctrine will be required if extensive
LEVEL use of barriers is to be made. For example, special

coordination will be required between the air sower and
the ground troops

FIELD Special field tactics must be devised to exploit barriers,
LEVEL e.g., the relation of sensor barriers to indirect fire

support capability

SYSTEMS Sensor barriers must be coordinated into overall sur-
PLANNERS veillance and perimeter defense systems

LABORATORY Research on sensor barriers should be empihasized
LEVEL

Mun V-I2.-Sa&. HMork&

Ill. SOME COMMENTS

A. The Forcing Function-Need or Technology? If we identify. the events which were motivated by a

It was noted that we stressed the early interaction clearly perceived DOD need, we wee that they add up to
ofned ndtchoog.W fn hr acasia 9'5 pertent Of all events. ... It becaune clear early in the

Sof needs and technology. We rini here a clasaal sudy that technological innovatiun was highly corn-

chicken-and-egg argument. Which comes first-the lated with aeed-recognition.

need or the technology? The problem is with the terms "clearly perceived
Quinn, in the "Harvard Business Review", (8) states: demand" and "clearly perceived DOD need." They

"Clearly perceived demand-not excess technological can prove quite misleading. Perception of a new need is

capacity-tends to be the primary force stimulating not a dramatic peak in a flat landscape- In 1939 the
technological change. In fact, a technology is only U.S. War Department clearly perceived the need for
utilized if it responds to a need." tanks but not for atomic bombs. On the basis of m.IProje- Hindsight statts: (9) search advances in nuclear physics it was the tech•-
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nological community which suggested the need for Military response also faces the complicating factor
atomic bombs. that the poor world, has a 2 : 1 population advantage

Clear perception of a need by the user usually occurs over the rich world and by 1980 will have a 3 : 1 edge.
years after the ideas are first proposed and discussed. On the other hand, we see tiat in Vietnam a 300,000
The initial impetus may come from either technology enemy force (including 60,000 North Vietnamese
or need (fig. V-13). troops) are tying down 1,200,000 U.S./RVN troops. A

Imagination must be ressed on the needs as well as ratio of 10 : 1 or even 15 : 1 may be necessary for

on the technology side. Several years ago an issue of military victory--a neeessary, but not sufficient, con.

tie U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings ' was devoted to dition for total victory. The United States simply does

a series of articles on the Navy of the 1970's. Inter. not have tl'! manpower resources to invest and a citizen

spersed in this isaue was a set of artists' conceptions of army may be unavailable for Vietnam type military

new naval systems for this period provided by the duty in this period. Reliance for strictly military tasks

Martin Co. It is curious but significant that we find no may have to be placed on an elite professional army.

relation whatsoever between the pictures and the text. It matters little whether technology or need provides
Whereas the former are highly imaginative technologi- the original spark. But it matters very much that an
cally, the discussion of needs is conservative and never imaginative and continuing dialogue between the user
refers to the illustrated concepts. and technologist be assured so that we do not find

In 1961, I was invited to participate in the Army's ourselves with future technology to satisfy a current
annual national strategy seminar at Carlisle Barracks, (but not future) need.
Pa. There were more than 10 teams of officers com- The problem of planning a balanced growth for an
pleting their term papers on a national strategy for underdeveloped country system without the stresses
1971. To my amazement, the significant differences and temporary reverses which produce mass revolu-
between these efforts were in such items as numbers of tions is today largely unsolved. It is hoped that this
U.S. divisions in Europe (e.g., five or six divisions in challenge can be met by social technology if the
1971). massive U.S. intellectual resources are brought to bear

Part of the difficulty stems from the education on it. The point is that the bottleneck is on the tech-
system. Just as the civilian schools are -iow to adjust nology-not the need-side.
to changing needs (e.g., obsolete engineering curricula) (b) The very rich verus the rich.
so military schools are slow to alter their curricula to
place proper emphasis on material suitable to the the wienin ap ween th Ueited State and
future environment in which the graduates will operate. the Soviet Union as well as Western Europe in ropie

1970-80 period suggests two alternatives to European
Today's academies still consider wars between near
equals characteristic of the period 1800-1945 (e.g., or Soviet long-range planners:

Napoleonic Wars, World Wars I and II), as the norm. (1) Passive.-One may wait for the historically

For the period of the seventies and eighties this seems inevitable reversal of this widening gap. The pattern

strange indeed. We observe that in the last 3 years the of exponential growth followed by saturation, so

world has witnessed over 1,000 days of unconventional familiar to biologists and technological forecasters,

war and 6 days of conventional war. seems to apply to nations as well as to cells and

Another soumce is the traditional approach of the technological improvements.

State Department which does not tend to encourage the (2) Aczive.-Mirage 80 considers the possibility

kind of research on ftture worlds done, for example, of a close tie betweea the Soviet Union and several

by Herman Kahn's Hudson Institute. major West European countries. This could lead to

The unsophisticated warfare iitvolv'ng the under- "isolation and decline of the United States by severe

developed areas is not likely to restrict itself the economic competition in Europ-, Asia, Africa, and

guerrilla warfare now familiar in South Vietnam. A Latin America. It would constitute a unique way to

sea of poor surrounding a few islands of prosperity negate the widening lead of the United States." (13)

will develop other means. There are already some clues. This appro.-ih may be described as strategic economic

Exwm•e: the recent Soviet-Chinese border incidents warfare against the United States.

along the Amur River--4houtands of unarmed Chinese It is evident that here, too, there is first and fore-
peasants forced at (Chinese) gunpoint to cross into most a requirement to marshal our resources toward.
Soviet territory. (10) social technology to address this potentially serious

lmvWy 1963v threat.
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Thee two examples suffice to illustrate the impending developed countries. However, the presm nt and planned efforts
bottleneck on the technology ,ide. As if this were not to apply these resources are entirely inadequate to forestall

enough, we must add that the entire gap problem is widespread violent upheaval."

gravely exacerbated by the inevitable widening gap in We are not simply talking here about larger funding
communicaton as the societies grow apart. Effictive of AID and Alliance for Progress progranms or about
bsllistic missile defense against a Soviet threat was conscientious native reformers. More massive assistance
enunciated as a clearly perceived need almost a decade and rapid improvements may simply increase the
ago but hard science technology could not develop an violence.
adequate solution. We now face an even more serious There are striking clues: (a) In the dozen years after
challenge to find answers in social technology, the death of Louis XIV, French trade increased nearly

B. A Crucial Weaknem: Social Technology. 100 million livres-4here followed the French Revolu-
Our own analysis of needs points to a rapidly grow. tion. (b) The Russian economy experienced rapid

ing dilemma. The new needs pose requirements on growth in the period 1895-1913 (e.g., exports 5.5
social technology ' which we may be incapable of meet. rubles per capita 1895-99, 9.1 in 1910-13--there
ine due; to lack of requisite advances in the social followed the Russian Revolution. (11) (c) Violence in
sciences. our ghettos has come hard on the heels of the moe.

I shall illustrate this with two examples from dramatic progress in civil rights legislation in 50
Mirage 80, both related to the most salient char. years.
acteristic of the 1970-80 period the widening gap The outstanding research by I. K. and R. L. Feiera-
(see fig. V-14). bend (12) and W. W. Conroe on 84 countries for the

(a) The rich vs. the poor. In Mirage 80, page 15, period 1948-62 clearly supports the hypothesis that-
we read: The faster the rate of change in the modernization process

A strictly military response in any conflict involving the under- within any giver society, the higher the level of political insta-
developed countries is at best a palliative. Without a massive bility wtihin that society.
attack on the underlying problems, even a decisive military vic-
tory may lead to an equally decisive final defeat (e.g., Algeria). "The world is spending over 5150 billion per year on military

The 30 plus advanced countries have the scientific and tech- estazbLahmenits; the transfer of reso.rces from developed to
nological resources potentially adequate to alleviate the social, :snderdevlopd countries is $6-48 billion per year. There is, in
political, and economic causes of unrest in the 90 plus under- addition, the time element: simple calculation shows that it

takes a country with $100 GNP per capita and 6 percent growth
*A term popularized by Olaf Helner (cW. "Social Technology," rate 88 years to catch up with a $3,000 CNP per capija country

Basic Books, 1966). growing at only 2 percent.
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Mr. FRIEDMAN. One thing that prompted us was the revolutions. It's only in the last 12 months that

bnsed on needs, not technology. Technology was de- things have been published on the problems that have
veloped as a result of needs. I will fortify that by this been involving us for a long time. The importance of
statement. The Germans were developing A-bombs and looking into the system comes in gaining understanding
if we didn't, we would be in trouble. Therefore, as a and that is the fir-t step to solution. The reason for the
resuit of the need, it was a triggering factor and had theory in one paper is: When you get an improvement,
more of an impact towards getting action; that's what hopes go up and people assume this is going to continue

I am talking about. It is true that later it becomes hazy but you have an unbalanced growth, then their ex-
and difficult to determine where the beginning point pectations are upset and this becomes what is called
lies, the revolutionary gap.

Mr. CMOrs. Is there a near orientation or a tech- Dr. JOHNSTON. This appears to be an example of
nological feasibility? Aren't they made up of both technology creating need, because in many countries
parts? Even the A-bombs are part of both. they have advanced far enough so that every peasant

Dr. LufsTon. Looking through forecasting, a clearly family is going to have a transistor radio, bicycle, boat,
percieved need, not innate technological change. This and even TV. The point is they have found this gap;
was from Professor Quinn. If we identfy the events see it; are aware of it, even though they can't under-
that were motivated by clearly perceived need, they stand this kind of chart. Their notion of wanting a

wculd add up to 95 percent of all events. Early in the Mustang 10 years after they gnt bicycles is important

study the technological innovation was correlated with to understand, and they think more about transistors

need recognition. What do you mean by clearly per- than hunger.
ceived need? This is a critical question where one can Dr. LINESTONE. When you begin a curve and essen-
get into a tremendous number of arguments. tially have to tak. off at a point--that's when your

Dr. EBER. You should change needs to deficiencies, aspirations are high. Further research may contradict

Dr. LmSrONE. I want to be careful about future de- it but this seems to be central. Coming up with the

fieiencies, not necessarily current deficiencies. We came crucial needs of the seventies is the thing that needs

up with 10 years as a solution to the problem. There number 1 priority.

will be other problems of deficiencies. In Vietnam, at a Mr. IRWIN. I was interested in whether you have

manpower ratio of 4 to 1 over the enemy, we still have plugged age-distribution analysis into this type of
K problems. Past experience indicates it ought to be thinking?

10 to I for success. I don't think anything has happened Dr. LINSTONE. No, we have not. This is a very simple
in Vietnam to disprove this ratio, curve, the GNP per capita type of thing. We have to

Colonel r E t. I'm trying to figure out that chart. I consider for China. the impact of changes and assump-
see the little underdeveloped countries and China and tions for instance population control, 1 percent per year

it is on record that we are going to spend $5 billion growth instead of 2 percent. We contradict Professor
because of something done by a country which has a Fuller because it is impossible to see China industial-
$150 per capita income. We have Vietnam and don't ized, as he said, in 1975. Even if they get good eco-
know how to solve the problems. It se-ms you can have nomic growth and strong population control, they are
this but in the context of combat, to the people of the still under the $300 level.
world, it doesn't mean a thing. We may be richer but Mr. IRWIN. The point is the last 20 years have seen
we are not necessarily smarter, the most dramatic changes in age distribution, prob-

Dr. LINmsTONE. That's right. The fad, that the ghetto ably in the history of the world, by enormous levels.
problem, for example, surprised so many people. Why For instance, the Japan situation. There is a negative
do we have the riots right after the biggest improve- side to this and comment was the Japanese have over-
ment in civil rights legislation in 50 years? There was done it rapidly by lowering the birth rate, and drained

rapid improvement in many past prerevolutionary themselves of young people which has had a serious
periods. You say we are not any smarter but thio paper effect on the pwhole industrial sysm and the way
is important because we are beginning to learn some- people think. The alternative age implications, in those
thing. First, it is quite apparent we don't just spend two population assumptions, are enoriv."s. You are
money in these areas and expect to close this gap. Even going to have a huge mass of young people or few.
if we could get Congress to appropriate it, it would be ThI impact of military and government employment,
a foolish way to spend the money. We are just begin- the Air Force, has created a tremendous impact on the
ning to understand the interactions and what causes age distribution in the State of New Mexico and there
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are so many children in the 5- and 10-year.old groups. is to make every spot equally unattractive. We have

I imagine I will find they are having problems with superior resources to look into these problems. In long-

schools and other things. I'm thinking in terms of very range military documents you see the need for addres-

general psychology, if you will, mass psychology. The ing these. But some of this doesn't get implemented; it

population-how it is changed by these alternative isn't attractive. Unfortunately, in some way it is like

shifts and the relative number of people in different the problem that President Eisenhower talked about:

ages. That neither military nor industry find it particularly

Mr. CETRON. How can we solve these problems with attractive at this stage. It may be, as Professor Fuller

inadequate social technology? alludes to all kinds of possibilities. Imagination is all

Dr. LINSToNE. We have done a study of Sudan due we are trying to stimulate and in a sense, in a small

to the unpleasantness last year. In order to study trans- group like this, we shouldn't be--4here should be other

portation we had to look at the entire national planning groups far superior in addressing the military. Wrat

and the entire economy. It is like climate control. always strikes me is when I gave the actual Mirage
People used to make tremendous technological fore- briefing, I say "these are new missions that we have

casts in the 1950's: How to retard evaporation and considered." I asked, What are th-k new missions? What

make Florida more pleasant? Then it occurred to are the new kinds of things you wsnt to do? And you

people: What will happen to the vegetation if this is get a blank stare. I'm not saying these are correct

changed? You have to know what you are doing here missions but things to look into and it looks like there

as well as in climatology and in these different coun- ought to be significant departures from the current

tries. You don't understand the interactions well ones.

enough so that when you make a change it is a con- Mr. CETRON. How do you know you can get so many

trolled change. An article I read-I think was in the things in? Red China sent all the people across the

"Columbia Business Review," by Pincus from Rand, border and if they kept walking until they reach Viet-

pointed out that the most effective assistance has been nam. what would we do with them? You can't put that

given where the countries have been small. Taiwan is up as a mission. Yet the problems involved could be

an example. I suspect one reason is that it is easy to horrible.

understand where to put the money in a small country, Dr. LINSTONE. We have this barrier problem because

a smaller problem than India. We'll see what happens very often you want to stop large masses of people from

on the research. The social structure has a system: moving. You need a different approach from past tradi-

Where do you put the money and the technology? This tional approaches to the whole barrier concept. We are

business, as Dr. Johnston pointed out, about creating making some beginnings in Vietnam. It is a different

problems with technology and creating revolution by order of sophistication in the thinking of the subject

the assistance which in many cases we tend to do. and the China problem. You just can't handle or forget

Mr. CETRON. Something came up in a meeting about about the Chinese masses.

4 months ago and I think it had a great bearing. Gen- Dr. CHACKO. You feel there should be adequacies in

eral Marshall said the war in Vietnam is going to be a social technologies. I was trying to find the latest word.

long war in the wrong place at the wrong time--we all You referred to an article and all I could gather was

agree with this. A briefing was given the Marine Corps there is a gap between the expectation and the realiza-

and Colonel Vaughn, we asked him, Where would you tion. Is this the extent of the report?

like to fight least? He said, "The war in Detroit is the Dr. LINs'roNE. The other phase of having it stay at a
one I would like to fight least." Naturally, anyone with fairly moderate pace doesn't have the crash program

any brains is at least smart enough to know you'll fight funding approach it deserves. We are doing a lot in

the war you are not prepared for, or the one you want Thailand in having anthropologists there and people

to fight least and what you are really doing in all your who are soft science technologists, researchers. You

Mirage is using an old adage ot "least regrets." Where can't solve this if you don't know the interactions, Let

do I lose least? If you are not building a capability, me give you an example from a U.S. Office of Education

Dr. LiNSTONFI. The point is that you have to do the study made recently. What would be the right way for

planning. In this country it is certainly possible to have legislatures to spei.d more money in depressed are"?

a balanced capability. Isn't this what our military An obvious technological view is build attractivt school

friends constantly thought about, having a balanced buildings so the children would like to go to school.

force, so you won't have any particular weakness? An Somebody else would point out, reduce the teacher-

enemy will look for weak spots but, what must be done student ratio so each student gets more attention. In
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this pathbrelaing ctudv, both factors were minor in ing. The returns were always the same familiar ap-
significance, but the one key ibsue was the attitude proach. It isn't just the Marine Corps, our retired mili-
toward education in the honie and everything paled to tary are the same.
nslganiic- "e in comparison. This in a sense is re- Dr. SLAFKOSKY. When I was involved with the CNA

search. When you want to spend money every problem (Center for Naval Analyses) on a study, there is a
at the preseai: time is quite a shock to a number of broadening just in the Navy Department, in terms of
people recommending expenditures for new school having officers do this. CNA has available approxi.
buildings. It came as quite a shock to the legislature in mately 80 Navy officers who are parceled to each study
California. In the underdeveloped areas we have an the CNA does. They are actually in-house workmen.
obvious gap. We've got to understand the problem Marines also have their allotment. This study was
better than we do at present in order to come up with a started some time around 1960 or 1961 and finished in
technological approach. There are the quick-fix sole- 1963. 1 am familiar with the reluctance to do th; kind
tio.s "Yes, we've got some technology. Let's give every- of thing. I think this would be more widely recognized
body a TV set, modern bathrooms, and so on, to make on the part of the military, certainly those of us con-
them happy." But this would be disastrous because cerned with studies from the civilian side working with
putting money in the wrong way gets you into more the military to open these doors, considerably, and I
trouble than you were to start with. am sure they are being opened. I suggest that it may

Major Sw.cr. I am intrigued with what you are be a new way of getting some military people. You
saying. We ran a study similar to Delphi except we have enough military people to help you and they
sorted for problems instead of solutions. The problem would not make it official in any sense of the word.
is identifying future Air Force missions. It boils down The i3ea of an r perational concept doesn't need official
to a demand problem which is the same phenomena sanction. All you need is to be aware, which not only
you are calling needs versus technology. The demand makes your study worthwhile, but more attractive to
side of the equation rests ultimately on the theory of the military side.
utility, human values, human needs, attitudes; the Dr. LinSTONE. There was an issue of the Naval Insti-
arm that are nominally covered by the social sciences. tute Proceedings in 1963 or 1964 which was very symp-
The supply side: Technology, aircraft capability, et tomatic. It was strange indeed. There was a whole issue

era, rests on the hard sciences. For our purpose, the devoted to the Navy in the seventies including articles
areas moat relevant were the least developed and the by admirals. The most imaginative one was a Marine
least relevant were the most developed. On social tech- Corps article by Colonel Saxton. In the same issue were
nology, it might be correct to say that technology is ;llustrations of new concepts provided by the Martin
hasd on a science and the present status of the social Co.-and the interesting thing about it was there was
sciences makes it a matually contradictory term. The absboutely no relation whatsoever between the new and
requirement for our purpose is philosophy-of-science- interesting technological ideas and the entire written
type basic research and especially the concept of utility, material. I say it is symptomatic, because this is the

Dr. SLAiKosKY I am interested in one aspect of the kind of things we were up against.
technique used with the Mirage. You implied this was Major MARTINO. Another problem mentioned during
primarily your in-house people who were part and par- your talk was that the work on United States-Soviet
eel to this. What association did you have with the nuclear interchange had been studied with a great deal
military? Were there retired military working with you of precision.
and bow was the military side brought in? The reason Dr. LINsTONE. Compared to the limited war, it was
I am asking is not that they should dictate anything an earlier analytical problem.
but I have a feeling that your engineers and personnel Major MARTINO. In many problem areas which have
may not be as familiar with military operations as they been intensively studied, I find a phenomenon best
mih be required to be to do this work. described as ibreeding, where a stuyv becomes an

Dr. LmsroNr. Let me give an illustrution of what art form like the modern detective novel. There is a
happened during the time I was at Rand. We asked the certain way to write a detective novel and if you depart
Marine Corps, when we were working on the flow chart from the standard form readers won't like it and the
concept and gave them 16 scenarios, to do one for 10, same thing tends to happen in area, that are studied
S, 1S years ahead. not a 6-month's scenario. They con- intensively by the same people.
wsted to comse up with the responses for each sc-enario, Dr. Lr'osro'. The mdelitis problem, in the Mirage
and what happened. The results were very disappoint- 70, we studied intensively with an entirely different
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group cf people and a different approach, and they vice presidents to look into what was being done and 4
stood up well. We ate happy to use those results. They as we look at these 10-years plans we see there has been
are still quite reasonable. You are correct. The in. an impact. It has been particularly strong in a couple
breeding is to be avoided. We did not use the same small divisions, because they don't have the opportunity
techniques as Rand, but the emphasis was on the -ction, to do this themselves. They used our stLdy in orienting
reaction, and counteraction. We got it to what we their resources or research resources. Definite actions
called technological warfare. We went right to 1980 have been taken in the large divisions. One recommen-
to our scientists and said, "We have a multiple inter- dation had nothing to do with anything military. The
action here; as a scientist, what do you think can be only recommendation was to completely operate in the
done on both sides" and as we go to this point, the system in-house capability in your own organization.
1980 point, you get into a set of alternatives for de- Colonel VAUGHN. I was on a Marine Corps long-
fensive action, offensive strategies and so on, and when range study panel. It was formed in 1963 as an ad hoc
you are through make sensitivity checks and realize group by our commandant who gave us a charter tocertain conclusions you can draw. I admit the inbreed, look at where the Marine Corps wants to be in 1985;
ing problem is always there. It was quite a problem and he said take a look in the future and come up with
I don't know if we were entirely succesful tearing them some ideas, examine everything, and it possibly might
loose from that kind of orientation. There are bound be revolutionary. Thoqe wee his exact words "possibly
to be traces of parochialism, revolutionary." He made 'the headlines shortly after.

Dr. LIýSTONE. We learned another lesson in Mirage wards for his idea of sending a battalion of marines by
70 on this. For example, we made strong statements rocket anywhere in the world in 45 minutes and has
about guerilla war in 1959 and 1960. Two and a half concluded that by 1985, it was technologically feasible
years later people asked us about the feasibility of but not practical. They came up with the Marine Corps
starting a little guerilla warfare laboratory. By then, of 1985 document which was a concept. From the con-
any possible advantages you might have gotten were cept they derived certain objectives which was the start
lost. Everyone is a prophet except in your own house, of the long-range planning process. I might say as an
It always looks better when an outsider says exactly aside, in looking over the history of what has happened
the same thing. The only reason for the difference be- in the past 41/2 years, it appears there has been a tre-
tween DOD studies and our study was we were not paid mendously increased interest in long-range thought.
by DOD money and were really interested in see-.ng the A few years ago long-range was thought to be 5, 6 or
outcome. We learned a lesson from the first study and 7 years-later up to 10 and has jumped to 20. The
this is an advantage of having people from the division Army has gone up 25. Dr. Helmer and Mr. Gordon
take part in the study. The doers are more closely tied from Rand go even further. It is spreading throughout
in with the corporate office and not working in an ivory the entire United States, but one thing of particular
tower. Actions have been taken by the divisions very interest-informally discussing this document and
much in ii-,- of the recu., mendations. We can see the came up with the concept called 1985 which was pro-
evidence. There are a number of areas where things duced about 1960. How often should we do this and
have not been done but %- don't expect a perf-ct bat- how often do we want inputs? One of the prime inputs
ting average. Obviously, the divisions have an option. was the Syracuse University Research Corp. The
I agree, if you do this it is your responsibility to be Marine Corps actually got the contract. i believe it is
able to communicate, and if you can't, don't blame the used as a basic document by a great many people called.
boss for not understanding and not taking action. We "The World in 1985: Technological and Environmental
have one advantage-we briefed a study for the plan- Forecast." Dr. Linstone you mentioned that Lockheed
ning meeting i year after receiving the g,-shead, ta the has a 10-year plan, on a 10-year basis, and I was won-
top level of the corporation including the chairman of dering how often this is revised and then, if it is not
the board. About 2 months later, at a regular staff proprietary. Since you have gone through this Mirage
meeting the president made it a point to ask what we cycle several times, do you have any feelings on how
were doing about this. He didn't say "Are we inmple- often it should he revised? Do you have any comments
menting everything?" He said. "What is being done? on whether the same group of people should be used
What are the divisins doing?" We had to have a coin. over and over again or are you getti"- this inbreeding
mittee of vice presidents in a couple of the areas where process?
we were making recommendations for the corporation. Dr. Lz.,-roxr. I think the bigges advantage of this
After the study was completed, they formed a council of kind of center corporate office--this kind of Mirage
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study and having people from the division-is at least higher level of business if you are going to get the
inbreeding in terms of a long-range planning group, is level you are talking about? You know you're not
minimised. B sically it is a help if you use a different going to be succefbd in everything you do. The ques-
group the next time except possibly one or two for their tion is: What is your range of certainty? How much
experience. There tends to be kind of a defnsive atti- do you have to aim for in order to get a reasonable
tude from the group that did it first; it isn't going o iikelihood of getting what you are after? Thisa hocked
completely coutradict itself the next time. It is like a people a little. Then we asked, What is the impact of
comedian who has had a TV show for a long time where one area on another? For example, if you do Project

there is a limited number of jokes and routines, and A, does this increase your probability of doing Project
you have exploited them in one study. You just have to B and so on? I think Dr. North indicated something
get another routine. The 10-year plan is a fairly recent similar in TRW work. They were . "-tant to do this
innovat'on which is required a* an annual document but we are getting better each time, I might say.
and is still being revised. It's an evolutionary process Regarding the substance of a 10-year plan, the vas-
in a sense, the first time it was a very poor document. tion from year to year is important but at this stage I
the next time it was better, and the third time around don't think it is the key element. What is important is
bAtte yet. I say poor because people don' take into an exercise and each is a trial run and we will give an
account the uncertainties and problems. We are begin- improved set of instructions each year.
ning, and I am very deeply involved, in trying to im. Colonel VAUGHN. Your mirages were spaced-Mirage
prove our own operation. We are using systems analysis 70 came in 1959 and 1960 and then 1963, 196d,. 1965
now to look inward rathi" than outward. If it is good and 1966. You're out 14 years in the last one. Where
enough for McNamara, why don't we use some of these do you think is your peak? How far out do you want
tools in our decisionmaking. For example, there has to go?
been the risk analysis which I might say the aerospace Dr. LINSTONE. I'mn not particularly concerned about
industry has not been a leader in--it's been outside the
erpace: risk analysis; ecision trees, l these kinds going too much farther out at th point. Within a

of things, all thes kinds of tools that we are beginning couple of years we might want to look up to 198 but
to use. Some amusing and some serious. For the first at the moment it is not the redoing of the Mirage study

that is the problem but finding the technology. I suspecttime smie of the results were used by our nmanagement.

We weren't happy with this 10-year plan, for example, if we did it over again now, the results would not be

they came up with certain goals and essentially filled much different. In a sense, the problem is rI )re: you

in the business to reach theme goals. We asked the better suggest some answers than state the problems
question: Isn't it true you have to aim fnr a much again.

Dr. Johnston's paper looks at a specialized aspect of demography, namely the
forecasting of the labor force. The Department of Labor has been involved in this
effort for many years, and han developed an approach to their task which has a
number of aspects that might be of value to forecasters in other subject areas.

-Editor
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"LONG RANGE PROJECTIONS OF LABOR FORCE*

Denis F. Johnston, Bureau of Labor Stafistics, U.S. Department of Labor

I. SELECTED TECHNIQUES OF PROJECTION

One of the more intuitively appealing ways to discuss by assuming the same direction and amount of change
techniques of projection is, of course, to range them over the projection period as occurred over an equiva-
from simple to complex. Such a ranking is a sensible lent period in the past, up to ti.e date or bnase line from
pedagogical device, but it is not without its dangers. which the projection extends. Zy this simple tochnique,
The simplest techniques, when applied to projections, if the labor force increased by 12 millions between year
are commonly labeled "naive" while the more complex x-10 and year x, it will be projected to increase by
approaches come to be regarded, at least by .implica- 12 million between year x and year x+10. Although
tion, as sophisticated. While the users of such terms this technique at least recognizes a time trend, the rate
might deny any pejorative intent, the connotation that of change that it implicitly assumes is of a very par-
it is bad to be naive is inescapable. When econometri- ticular and implausible nature-one that decreases
cians refer to a projection as naive, they mean that it regularly through time with the increase in the size of
has been developed without a theoretical grasp of the the base, such that the amount of increase (or change)
underlying mechanism. As we shall see, extr.aolative in each period remains constant.
techniques are typically naive in this sense. However, The next degree in cotoplexity is introduced by as.
the term is still unfortunate, particularly in view of the suming a constant rate of change over the projection
fact that the superiority of the sophisticated techniques period. This technique, like the one preceding, requires
is by no means clearly established either in economics as a minimum two observations in the past, from which
or demography, at least according to such conventional An average rate of change can be computed. By retain-
criteria as the accuracy of the results. We shall there- ing a constant rate of change, this technique yields
fore refer to simple and complex techniques, with the changes of gradually changing magnitude as the size
admonition that true sophistication consists in knowing of the base changes through time. This is perhaps the
when to use each of the available techniques. simplest technique enjoying any degree of verisimili-

The most simple projective technique is to assume no tude. Among human populations, rates of change re-
change over the period of the projection, from the lating to many social and economic phenomena do
time of the last observation. Such a forecast (since it remain approximately constant over considerab!e peri-
provides no range of values, it is, ;n effect, a forecast) ods of time, particularly if we ignore minor iluctua-
is of course among the least likely to materialize, since tions. As we have noted, the above techniques are
the occurrence of some change is surely one of the most typically employed in obtaining forecasts. However,
dependable of expectations. Where change is so gradual such forecasts can readily be modified from point to
as to be insignificant over short periods, a forecast of interval predictions by the simple expedient of intro-
constancy is of course perfectly defensible, but such ducing a range of error or probable variation around

circumstances are rare indeed, the specific forecast values. Where such simple tech-
niques are called for, however, an assumed range of

Next in simplicity is a projection (forecast) obtained probable variation could only be ar-Aved at by guess-

0Th7s paper contains the major part of a study carried out by work.
the writer during fiscal year 1967 under the provisiuls of the Somewhat more complicated to carry out are the
Department of Labor Career Service Award program. The opin- extrapolative techniques which involve superimposing
ions, intv-pretations, and cosiclusions expressed herein are those
of the author, and do not necessarily represent the views--offi a curve pf some kind (of which a straight lne is of
cial or unofficial-of the Department of Labor or the Bureau of course a limiting case) on a time series of observations,
Labor Statistics. deriving the forecast by reading off the curve where it
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inter s the time axis at each forecast date.' Since represents the most l.gidimate employment ,f curve-
most time series show some fluctuation in either or fitting techniques to obtain extrapolations for projec-
both the magnitude and direction of chenges between tion. Unfortunately, theories supporting the existence
successive observations, any curve-fitting technique e- of cycles in the field of manpower analysis ere ti pically
tails some kind of averaging or smoothing of these too general in their formulation to provide specific
fletuations. The conventional procedure is to fit a line guidelines as to the type and phasing of the cycles
of Iums squares or one of its variants through tle given which may he operative.2 Meanwhile, extrapolative
series of observations, reading the forecast from the techniques typically suffer from an absence of theoreti-
extrapolated line in the usual manner. When a set of cal underpinning, and thus represent little more than
projections (or range of forecasts) is ,esired, it is the assumption that the future will be an extension of
sometimes possible to fit such lines through the peaks past trends.
and the troughs of the given eAservations, thus ob- For the technician, these curve-fitting extrapolative
taining a high and a low series surrourding the basic techniques offer the sole advantage of being quick and
extrapolation. Unfortunately, if the amplitude of the easy to e.mploy, and readily defensible, at leagt in a
fluctuations in the given time series is changing through superficial sense, given the usual "ceteris paribus"
time (i.e., if the data are heteroscedastic) this proce. clause. However, he can learn very little either from
dure will yield absurd results. forecasts which prove to be accurate or from those

In fitting turves to any time series, the techrician which fall wide of the mark, since his efforts are notmust seek a tiad•,off between a curve of higher order based upon a theoretical grasp of the underlying
which closely lo0ows the fluctuations in the observed mechanisms in operation. For the policymaker, on the
series and one which averages out these fluctuations in other hand, these simpler techniques can provide a very
order to provide it more straightforward forecast. h'le useful ch-xk on the reasonableness or plausibility of
more simple curves (including the straight line as a projections derived from more complicated procedures.
limiting case) are commonly favored intuitively. They The basic difficulty with any extrapolative technique is
can also be defended on theoretical grounds, insofar as its inability to forecast structural changes which may
the fluctuations in a time series can be attributed to modify past trends quite drastically. The central prob-
irregular changes, sampling variability, the occ'trrence lem in long-range projection is therefore that of devel-
of random shocks, and the like, all of which would oping an understanding of the dynamics underlying
tend, in the longrun, to cancel each other out. Hence a structural ehanges so as to determine the likelihood
mnoothing procedu-e which, in effect, accomplishes this that such changes will occur over the forecast period.
cancellation by an averaging process is sensible. Pro- A theory which could take account of these underlying
jections derived from higher.order curves which at. factors in a systemadc fashion would provide a power-
tempt to capture some of these fluctuations involve the ful tool for purposes of projection.8

more questionable assumption that the pattern of fluc- A promising extension of extrapolative techniques is
tuations observed over a finite segment of past time the technique of cohort analysis.4 This technique can
will be repeated during a finite future time period, best be illustrated in terms of population projections,

Time series relating to social or economic phe- where it has already proven its worth as a substitute
nomena commonly reveal a strong cyclical pattern, or for more conventional techniques of projection. In ex-
else the operation of tich a cycle may be assumed on trapolating the size of a population group by conven-
Stheoretical grounds. In such cases, thc technician may tional methods, successive observations over time of
wish to employ a higher-order curve which reflects the the size of each particular age-sex group are obtained.,
cycle and carries it forward through time. This usage 'Significant progress has been made in this area. See Simon

Kuznets (102) and, more recently, Richard A. Easterlin (48).I 'There is considerable literature relating to the fitting of expo- Easterlin's more extensive work on this subject, entitled "Popu-
nential, logistic, and similar curves to time series of data on lation, Labor Force, and Long Swings in Economic Crowth-I aggregate ;opulation size to obtain projections of total popula- The American Experience," is forthcoming.tion for different future items. A detailed summary of earlier 'On this issue, see V. Lewis Bassie (7) and Rex F. Daly (36).
efforts in this area is Joseph J. Spengler (180) For a critical 'A useful summary of the application of cohort analyais in
review by one of the rediscoverers of the logistic curve, see projecting the fertility of a population is provided by Jacob S.
Lowell J. Reed (150). More recent analyses of the problems of Siegel et a]. (171), pp. 12-23. The technique is also described
population projection, tempered by the sobering experiences of in Pascal K. Whe]pton (200). Pioneering work in this tr~a in-
the 193re' and 1940'W, include Harold F. Dorn (46), John Hajnal eludes the study by Whelpton (201) and by Norman B. Ryder
(81), and John V. Grauman (65). For a balanced summary of (157). For a detailed evaluation of the cohort-fertility method
current developments in the field, see Grauman (66). of population projection, see Whelpton et al (202).
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From this time series, a measure of its average rate of The techniques employed in short-range economic
change over the base period is obtained and applied to forecasting offer a wider range of approaches than any
the latest available estimate to yield a projection for other area of forecasting. Furthermore, the preponder.
the desired date in the future. Since the age-sex cate- ance of effort in forecasting, particularly in the United
gory to which the successive observations relate remains States, has bein expended in this field. Therefore, a
fixed throughout the base period, the actual population review of these techniques, aimed at assessing their
observed at each point in time is changing constantly. potential applicability to long-range forecasting, pro.
In contrast, a cohort analysis involves successive ob- vides a useful supplement to the techniques discumed
servations of the same population group (or cohort) so far.8 In one of the beat critical summaries of these
as it passes through time. For example, the number of techniques, Roos distinguishes five approaches: 0
persons aged 10 to 14 hi 1940 is linked with the num- "naive," "leading indexes," "comparative pressures,"
her 15 to 19 in 1945, 20 to 24 in 1950, etc.8 The "opinion polls," and "econometrics." The naive tech.
obvious advantage of cohort analysis as a source of niques as outlined by Roos are essentially those fnat
trends to be used for projection is that each cohort have just been summarized, with the addition of cycli-
Peries represents the actual historical experience of a cal or harmonic analysis of deviations from trend and
specific group of people with respect to the parameter the use of autocorrelation functions. Cyclical or bar-
being estimated. This provides greater theoretical justi- monic analysis aims at removing the effects of cyclicalfication for the assumption that past trends will con- fluctuations from a given time series, so that a cleaner
tinue into the future, description of the basic trend can be obtained for pur-

The principle disadvantage of this technique is that poses or extrapolation.1 Autocorrelation functions pro-
it requires a great dal of historical data of comparable vide a means of projecting a given series by correlating
quality with observations at frequent intervals. Decen- it with itself at selected points in the past.
nial census data are generally unsatisfactory for this Without trying to defend the use of naive extrapola-purpose, since they yield observations only at 10-year tive techniques in forecasting, Roos does recognize oneintervals. However, it is possible that useful data might reason for their persistent employment, besides the
be obtained from a series of annual-average observa- advantages of simplicity and speed: they turn out to betions of the current population survey, classified by correct more often than not, for the simple reason that
single years of age, provided thst the sampling vari- over the shortrun, persistence of a given trend is more
ability of such disaggregated data would not be pro- common than reversals of trend. Hence the sophisti-
hibitively large.6  

cated forecaster may well prefer the naive technique,
The experierce gained by demographers in cohort insofar as his performance is measured by the ratio

analysis during the past 15 years should serve as a of his successes to his failures. Unfortunately, it is
warning against its uncritical application in areas precisely the reversals that most concern the policy-
where the available data are less adequate than in the maker, and such techniques are useless i1 forecasting
field of population, where its use has given rise to a reversals.
number of problems despite the apparent wealth of The method of leading indexes involves a search for
available data. Nevertheless, with the improvement in data or some combination of data in the form of an
both the quality and quantity of data that might be index whose fluctuations through time regularly pre-
expected in the future, techniques of cohort analysis cede those of the series to be projected. It is not difcult
offer great potentiality for the development of improved tc provide examples of this kind of precedence in the
projections in a number of areas related to population,incl dinglabo for e..trealms of economic activity and in population dy -
including labor force." namics as well. For examples, new orders precede sl,;p-

'A "birth-cohort" or "age-cohort" is a group of persons born ment of goods, shipments precede sales and earnings,
within a specified time interval (usually 1 or 5 years). Simi.
larly, a marriage-cohort, often used in the analysis of trends in nsing cohort analysis in both senses include James M. Beshers
fertility, is a group of women married within a specified time (12) and Karl Taeuber (190). For a critical comparison of
interval. The term "cohort" usually refers to a birth-cohort, cohort-fertility and parity-progression methods in projecting
unless otherwise specified. fertility. see Donald S. Akers (3).

'Exploratory research in this direction has been undertaken 'Useful summaries of these techniques are provided in Crox-
by Dr. Malcolm S. Cohcn of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. ton and Cowden (35), and in Ferber and Verdoorn (53).

'Quite apart from its use in projections, cohort analysis pro. 'Charles F. Roos (153). For an earlier discussion of extra.
vides information of great interest in historical studies, where it polative techniques, see Albert G. Hart (85), pp. 78-82.
is inherently superior to period analysis in delineating the actual "This is effected in labor force projections by using season-
historical experience of a group of persons. Examples of studies ally adjusted data in their development.- -
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an upsurge in marriages precedes a rise in births which enlivened by considerable controversy. The fundamen-
in turn precedes a rise in school enrollments, etc. In tal idea, of course, is that the behavioral scientist
practice, however, such indexes are of limited value should avail himself of the unique opportunity afforded
beeaupe the period of the forecast is necessarily limited him by the fact that those whose behavior he studies
to the length of the timelag between the last observation are capable of rational action and can communicate
relating to the leading index and the corresponding their plans and intentions to the observer or inter-
successive observation on the series being projected. viewer. For the forecaster, the obvious course is to se-
In general, the longer the timelag between the leading lect a sample of actors or agents in the area of concern,.
index and the variable being forecast, the less precise obtain from them information as to their intentions,
is the association between them. On the other hand, if and develop his forecast on the basis of this informa-
the timelag is short, it may not be much longer than tion. The usefulness of this approach in the area of
the delay in reporting the last observation on the corn- labor force participation has yet to be tested, although
ponenta of the leading index. In other words, by the information collected on reasons why persons are not
time the forecaster has obtained the latest data relat;ng working or looking for work does provide some insight
to his leading index, much of the period over whic, he into the circumstances under which such individuals
can safely p:oject may have elapsed. This technique is might become active workers. While this approach
useful, however, in the development of target projec- might be of some value in developing short-range fore-
tions, wherein one or more dependent variables are casts, such as forecasting the retirement decisions of
projected by means of their association with a selected older workers, it is of doubtful value for purposes of
independent variable whose future values have been long-range projection.
projected separately. For example, given a hypothetical Roos' criticism of opinion polling as a technique of
projection of the gross national product, it is possible economii forecasting takes a different turn. He argues
to derive projections of growth in the several sectors that because the expressed intentions of most business-

* of the economy. men (and, a fortiori, of most consumers) are formu-

"The method of comparative pressures implies a some- lated by naive extrapolations of trends and are greatly
what greater theoretical grasp of the processes govern- influenced by strong bandwagon effects, any sampling

ing changes in the series being pr, ected. Examples in of these intentions is likely to yield results closely
the field of economic forecasting, as given by Roos, similar to those obtained by no-ve extrapolation. In
include the use of trends in the ratio of inventory to addition, the strong dominance of trends observed over
sales, production to capacity, now orders to shipments, the period immediately preceding the time at which
and inventory to new orders." Comparable examples the forecast is prepared makes it highly unlikely that
in the field of labor force analysis are not easy to vis- this technique could reveal a turning point in advance
ualize. Trends in the ratio of school enrollments to new of its occurrence. On the other hand, where a band-
labor force entrants might be of some value in short- wagon effect becomes dominant over current trends,
range labor force projections, but the former are largely the resultant forecast is quitei likely to predict a false
a function of population size, at least in the United reversal.1 s
States. Thus, this technique is not promising for labor The experience gained in surveys of establishments
force projections so long as no simple stimulus-response whereby information is obtained on anticipated em-
mechanism can be found to rule over significant seg- ployment ne-ds casts further doubt on the utility of this
ments of the population of working age.12  technique as a means of developing reliable forecasts.

The hope that better forecasts might be developed In his study of the employment forecast survey in
on the basis of opinion polling has motivated their Canada, Hartle concludes that these surveys cannot be
recurrent use, and the accompanying literature has been expected to provide a suitable basis for reliable fore-

o ocasts of employment.' 4 His findings reveal that a num-
s .ber of ingenious efforts to improve the forecasting

""1The application of the additional worker theory in forecast-

ing labor force growth under stipulated conditions of unemploy- reliability of the data obtained in these surveys proved

ment would belong under this rubric, insofar as the growth of unavailing. For example, efforts aimed at eliciting more
the labor force was pr-dicated on some assumed ratio of addi- -

tional workers to unemployed workers. Such methods have had "Roos op. cit., pp. 381-386. The central problem here, as
only limited success to date, because of the difficulty of separat- with most opinion polling techniques, is that expert or carefully

ing the additional worker effect from a host of other factors iormulated views tend to be submer~ed in an averaging procem

w:lch operate simultaneously to encourage or discourage labor which is heavily weighted by the laroer mass of inexpertt.pinion.

force participation among the more marginal workers. "Douglas G. Hartle (86), pp. 93 and 105ff.
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careful responses were not successful. Most schedules provide their content and thereby provide the crucial
are filled out hastily, and often by persons well below linkage between theory and empirical reality; the sta-
the decisionmaking levels in their organizations. Also tistical techniques permit the expression of the potu-
unsuccessful were attempts to adjust the responses to lated relationships in testable form--typically as equa-
take account of aft apparent seasonal factor in the re- tions to be solved. A basic requirement in all
ported intentions of the establishments surveyed, econometric procedures is the detailed explication of
Hartle's analysis of the individual forecasts of par- the assumptions and procedures adopted in a given
ticular establishments showed that they were actually operation. Hence the strong reliance upon quantitative
less accurate, on the whole, than they would have been expressions and measurements of relevant variables."'
had they been derived by simple extrapolation of past Insofar as forecasting or prediction is concerned, the
trends. Furthermore, these forecasts were characterized basic requirements of the econometric approach are
by the same regressive feature noted in an earlier study readily set forth. The difficulties commonly encountered
by Ferber-i.e., a pronounced tendency to forecast in trying to fulfill these requirements are not so easily
reversals of trend in employment.15 Hartle is unwilling summarized.' 7 According to Christ, the equations used
to end his analysis on a negative note, and suggests in econometric analysis should have the following prop-
instead that information on employers' forecasts of erties: relevance, simplicity, theoretical consistency, ex-
employment might be incorporated into a larger model, planatory power, accurate coefficients, and forecasting
rather than being used to project employment directly. or predictive ability."' Relevance means that these equa-

The use of econometric techniques in the preparation tions must have a direct bearing on a significant prob-
of projections, forecasts, and predictions is a very large lem. Simplicity means workability-i.e., the equation
topic in itself. The term "econometric" refers to a com- system must be amenable to manipulation and must be
bination of economic theory, quantitative economic comprehensible. Theoretical consistency means that the
data, and mithematical-statistical tools of analysis. relations postulated by the theory muat not be contra-
This definition at once suggests certain limitations in dicted by those expressed in the equations. Explanatory
the applicability of econometrics to labor force analysis power means relevance to actual phenomena, as re-
or labor force projections, insofar as the labor force flected in available data. Accuracy of coefficients means
activities or proclivities of a population cannot be fully measurability within a finite range of variability.
subsumed under a scheme of economic determinism. Finally, predictive ability means the ability to generate
However, it does have great potential for fruitful appli. accurate forecasts with the given equations. Christ
cation in labor force analysis inasmuch as it becomes makes it perfectly clear that the latter objective cannot
possible to incorporate measures of appropriate be. be attained unless the former requirements are met.
havioristic variables into the econometric equations. The implications of these requirements for the prob-

Broadly conceived, econometric techniques comprise lem of projection can be brought into focus in terms
an even wider spectrum of approaches than those dis- of Christ's useful distinction between forecasts (pre-
cussed up to now, ranging from simple regressions to dictions) designed to guide the policymaker and those
highly complex models and model systems. Econometric designed to test hypotheses.'9 A forecast is most fruitful
techniques cannot therefore be distinguished by reason "An elementary introduction to econometric techniques is
of complex~ty. What characterizes these techniques is Michael J. Brennan (18). Three works which place particular
the systematic integration of quantitatively expressed emphasis on the practical techniques of economic forecasting

economic theory, the methods of mathematical statistics, are Henri Theil (194, 195) and Robert G. Brown (21). A re-
and data in the form of quantitative measures or cent, somewhat advanced presentation of the statistical methods

indices of economic phenomena. The theory is the being developed to cope with econometric problems is E. Malin-
source of the models that are constructed; the data vaud (117). An excellent and somewhat more general treat-
source ot mdsh aement of econometrics is Carl F. Christ (26).

"Hartle's study revealed that over a 3-year period, 388 manu- "As noted earlier, most econometricians use the ierms "fore-
facturing establishments experienced about 1,700 individual cast" and "prediction" synonymously. Both Christ and Theil
turning points, while predicting over 3,000 of them. (Hartle, use either term in relation to statements about behavior which
Ibid., p. 102.) The earlier study cited by Hartle is Robert has not yet been observed (although it may have occurred in the
Ferber, "The Railroad Shippers' Forecasts" (1953). An excel- past). In the English translation of his work, Malinvaud uses
lent collection of articles on the uses and limitations of data on the term "prediction" exclusively.
expectations is Mary Jean Bowman, ed. (15). More recent "Christ op. cit., pp. 4ff.
studies include Franco Modigliani and Kalman J. Cohen (1,3) "Christ, Ibid., p. 293. Christ repeats Pigou's apt phrsseoogy
and Andrew S. Ozga (145). For a careful review of the pre. here, distinguishing Letween forecasts which are designed to
dictive value of consumers' attitude surveys, see Eva Mueller yield fruit and those which aim to yield light. Compare Knowles
(140). (99), p. 7.
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to the polcymaker if it is conditional upon variables detail in the explanation of one's procedure-require-
whose values reflect alternative policies or whicb can ments which are fully satisfied if and only if the model
be #ffected in predetermined ways by such policies. can be described by means of equations, inequalities,
Idelly, such forecasts, granted the inevitable ceteris or similar mathematical constructs. The advent of com-
parib.s caveat, will tell the policymaker that the adop- puters and their rapid improvement has greatly reduced
tion of policy A is likely to produce condition X, B the restrictiveness of another simplicity requirement,
will yield Y, etc. These forecasts must also extend far that of computational facility. Nevertheless, the finite
enough into the future to allow the consequences of capacity of existing computers shall always constitute
givuu policies to work themselves out, and to allow the an ultimate limitation on the complexity of models or
policymahlr some freedom of decision. equation systems which can be handled effectively.

The needs of enlightenment in hypothesis testing are To the users, particularly those lacking in technical
somewhat less restrictive, since forecasts which extend training, the clearest econometric model is typically
only from an earlier past period to one in the more the most opaque, and the greater the mass of quantita-
recent past frequently afford highly useful tests of tive detail offered, the less intelligible the totality be-
specific hypotheses as well as complete models. Never, comes. The common reaction of the technician to this
thelesa, confi-"mation or disconfirmation of an hypo. dilemma is inadequate: He would merely insist that
thesis in the light of purely historical data is seldom persons who use the results of his work be equipped
entirely conclusive with regard to its possible status to understand it in his terms. But this view either
in the future, at least in the behavioral sciences. underestimates the intellectual achievement of the tech-

With the above uses of forecasts in mind, we can nician, or overestimates the time, energy, and possibly
now summarize the problems encountered in satisfying even the capacity of the user. A more promising alter-
the six requirements for econometric equations as set native, and one which often yields beneficial side
forth by Christ. First, the requirement of relevance effects, is to append a nontechnical or verbal account

imposes the severe restriction that the zeal to simplify of the work. This task requires considerable skill in its

matters by means of arbitrary classification and arti. own right, since it is necessary to explain technical
ficial quantification must be tempered by a willingness matters without distorting them by oversimpification,

to struggle with the complexities of the real world, and yet without writing a basic textbook for the unini

Highly abstract models provide neither guidance to tiated.21 The beneficial side effects are readily apparent

the policymaker nor tests for the hypotheses of the in Baumol's apt distinction between explicit premises

researcher. In his highly critical exposition of economic or assumptions and transparent ones. The great power

methodology, Schoeffler questions the relevance of what of mathematical expressions lies in their explicitness

he terms "mechanical behavior models" on the grounds and economy. However, the implications of these terms,

that they necessarily assume fixed patterns of response when they purport to relate to the real world via the

to given sets of environmental factors. He argues that equations of a given model, are often hidden from view.

in its actual operation, a firm (for example) may or Thus their interpretation in ordinary language may

may not act to maximize its profits, minimize risks, etc. often bring to light the full implications of a given set

Thus any model which assumes a necessary rather than of assumptions and procedures in a way which cannot
voluntary response to given conditions is artificially be accomplished by a purely mathematical statement.22

mechanistic.20 aA small but growing number of econometricians seem to be
The simplicity requirement must be considered at endowed with sufficient patience and expository skill to reveal

l the workings of their models in readable English. See, for ex-
two leve- at of the technician and that of the user. ample, Christ, op. cit., Clapper Almon, Jr. (4), Daniel B. Suits
For the former group, simplicity is largely a matter of (187), and Jack Alterman (5).
explicitness of assumptions and sufficient clarity and 'William J. Baumol (8), p. 94ff. One of Baumol's examples

I -elates to the assertion that the supply or demand function, ex.
"Sidney Schoefer (161), pp. 18ff. The employment of sto- pressed in terms of price only, is homogenous of degree zero.

ehastic models wherein patterns of response are fixed only in a As he points out, this assertion is persuasive in that it seems to
probabilistic sense would appear to overcome this objection, argue only that the unit of currency chosen is of no economic
See, for example, the admittedly grandnise Markovian model for significance. However, its uncritical adoption comes to grief
the analysis (only in principle!) of historical processs, as out- when it is recognized that it implies that a doubling of all price
lined by Franklin M. Fisher (54). Earlier descriptions of the quotatioqs would not affect decisions even if the number of units
general nature of stochastic models in economics include Trygve of currency failed to double also. Only a fuller explanation of
Heavelmo (80) and Jacob Marschak (123). Marschak's article the assumption in question rather than merely listing the appro-
is reproduced in Schoeffier' book. Schoeffier's criticism of the priate function as an element in the model, would avoid this
probability approach appears in Schoeffier, Ibid., pp. 124ff. kind of difculty.
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In short, the demand for greater explicitness, which is The inability of existing theory to fulfill the demand
the road to simplicity for the technician, must be for causal understanding poses a dilemma for the fore-
matched by a demand for transparency whereby the caster whose insistence upon methodological rigor out-
user can assess the true implications of the assump- weighs the felt need for immediate results. For those
tions which are so neatly expressed in the form of with a more pragmatic orientation, however, the di-
equations. lemma is avoided by recognizing that reliable forecasts

This leads us to the requirement of theoretical plausi. can often be made on the basis of perceived regulari.
bility. As Crossman puts it so well, a theory which can ties in the absence of a complete theoretical understand-
provide a basis for adequate prediction or forecasting ing of the underlying mechanisms. In other words,
must not only explain the static relationships among reliance on simple techniques of extrapolation will often
the relevant factors, but must also provide a quantita- yield good forecasts. Unfortunately, as we have already
tive description of their dynamic interaction and change noted, such procedures assume structural stability and
through time. This is indeed a tall order.2s The mani. provide no basis for determining either the suitability
fold difficulties to be overcome before such a theory. of that assumption or the likelihood that a structural
can be developed are brought out in Schoeffler's critique change will occur.25 This problem is less serious in
of macroeconomic models. Schoeffler stresses the weak. relation to hypothesis testing than in relation to fore-
nesses of their theoretical underpinning, particularly casting, since hypotheses can often be tested over past
in reference to their use in forecasting and prediction. periods known to be structurally stable. In practice,
He points out that the need for manageable equations however, oui. inability to discover long periods of struc-
reduces the number of variables whose effects can be tural stability in the past hardly supports the conven-
determined, so that many influences are ignored or ient assumption of such stability in the future.
subsumed under a residual "error" term. Furthermore, The requirement of explanatory ability amounts to
the parameters in the given equations necessarily re- the assertion that an equation system cannot be prop-
flect past influences only; there can be no assurance erly designated "econometric" unless it correlates with
that these will remain fixed in future time. Most dam. empirical reality according to certain rules of con-
aging, however, is the fact that the equations reveal gruence. The internal, logical consistency of such a
nothing concerning the chains of causation which system is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition forunderly the statistical estimates that are obtained. In its designation as a model. A further implication of

other words, the macroeconomic approach still involves this requirement is that the data to which the model
the manipulation of a black box whose inner workings refers must have a wider domain than that of the
remain hidden from view. Schoeffler concludes with an model's definitional properties; otherwise, the model
expression of qualified pessimism. While he recognizes can have no utility except as a descriptive summary of
that any judgment concerning the future development its internal structure. Obviously, the usefulness of any
of econometric models is premature, he argues that econometric model in forecasting is largely dependent
in their present form, they cannot be expected to pro. upon its explanatory power. What is perhaps less
vide dependable forecasts.s" obvious is that a model lacking significant explanatory

power cannot be used to test hypotheses either, since
"E. R. F. W. Crossman (33, 34). The latter report provides a such a test necessarily requires some extension beyond

more detailed development of his thesis. the model's definitional properties."S'Schoeffler op cit., p. 116ff and 130ff. Of course, no other The need for accurate coefficients, as described by
technique can do better, unless by accident. Comparisons of
forecasts made judgmentally with those produced with econo rt, is equivalent to the familiar statistical require
metric models are generally inconclusive, partly because these ment of significant associations or correlations. It can
techniques are not really as distinct as they appear in formal only be met by the discovery of explanatory (indepen.
descriptions. On this point, see George JIazi et al. (94). In dent) variables whose estimated (nonzero) coefficients
actual practice, the judgmental forecaster typically uses what-
ever quantitative data and techniques he deems appropriate, 'The underlying structure must be partially known, of
while the actual work of the model builder is infused with judg- course; otherwise, the notion of structural change would be
mental decisions at evesy step. For an enlightening comparison meaningless. For a more thorough exposition of this issue, no
of the more "judgmental" British economic forecasting tech- Marschak (124).
niques with the more rigorous Dutch techniques, see R. L "A recent summary of the relations between theory and data
Marris (122). Both Marris and Jani and associates recognise in science is that of Henry Margenau (121). Marganan has ae.
the superiority of the more rigorous econometric techniques "in pressed these principles in relation to a variety of behavoual
principle and in the long run," while admitting their practical sciences over the years. Also useful in this regad is the excel.
limitations at present. lent article by Fritz Machlup (116).
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be acceptably low estlmae standard deviations. The The advent of automatic data processing via com-
smess for muc variables is of course a central concern puters has given rise to another promising projective
of d applied edestlic research. Unfortunately, none technique--4he development of projections by means
of th prescribed resesrch practices can guarantee the of computer simulation. The essential idea is clearly
discovery of independent variables displaying the described by Orcutt and associates as the construction
sogt-for regularities in association with the given of behavioral (or econometric) models whose elements
dependent variable. Even when statistically significant comprise data on the observed behavior of a sample of
and sdently precise coefficients are obtained, the individuals or household units (or firms)." Conven-
question remains as to their economic significance. In tionally, the elements of a model are integrated accord.
terms familiar to social scientists, we can say that ing to the postulates of a given theory and the hypo-
reliability of a measure does not imply its validity, theses derived therefrom. Since the model is designed
The Iatter, like the question of economic significance, to reflect the patterns of interaction postulated by the
can only be determined on the basis of a broad theoreti. underlying theory, it can be ubed to predict the out.
cal and practical understanding of the subject area. come of specified hypotheses derived therefrom. By

wThe lat of Christ's catalogue of objectives for econo- using a microanalytic approach, the model can be con-
merics is the requirement of forecasting ability itself- structed to reflect actual behavior of the microunits
an objective which, as we have noted, implies the others (individuals, households, firms, etc.) as they interact
and is an ultimate test of their achievement. The ability over time, rather than being confined to the dictates of
to forecast within tolerable limits of error is essential a theory that has been adopted a-priori. Once such a
not only to provide some notion of probable trends or behavioral model is operative, it can be used to simulate
outcomes of current decisions, but also to test hypo- the probable responses of outcomes reflecting a variety
theses by comparing the model's prediction (reflecting of specified initial conditions, thus, in effect, testing a
a specified hypothesis) with the actual outcome. In variety of hypotheses or a range of predictions.
short, some forecastsin ability is essential if econo- The basic requirement for the construction of such
metric techniques are to be u&3ul either in policy- dynamic models (given the requisite data processing
making or in the testing of hypotheses.27 Here also, facilities) is the availability of disaggregated data of
Schoeffier's comments express the current situation sufficient quantity and quality to provide a series of
with respect to forecasting ability in blunt terms. He comparable observations through time. As might be
observes the familiar classification of econometric expected, the construction of a dynamic model (dy-
equations into four groups (technological, behavioral, namic because it incorporates changes in its constituent
legal, and definitional) and notes that stability Over elements occurring through time) involves some trade-

time, which is crucial in determining the reliability off between the desire to maximize fidelity to the
of a forecast, cannot be guaranteed for any of these, complexities of the real world as observed and the

save for the definitional group, which is arbitrary to need to retain a model of sufficient simplicity to be
been with.2 manipulable. Greenberger's recommendations for han-

"TMAs Tel points out, the problem of determining te a - dling this problem are threefold: First, the construction

racy of a farecast must be distinguished from that of verifying of the model requires the services of a subject-matter
the forecasting procedure itself. The latter problem can bp specialist working in concert with a computer pro-
handled, at 1att in the case of point predictions, by testing the gramer. Unless the model to be used in simulation takes
asll hypothesis that the observed prediction errors are memberst
of a psaent population whose errors have zero means, et c account of whatever peculiarities the data may contain,
Henri Thell (193), p. 30. In their discussion of Theil's paper the resultant simulation is unlikely to be sufficiently
(ibid., p. 47), Lehman and Knowles stress the further distiuc. realistic to have much practical value. The subject-
tien between the accurwy of a projection md Its uaefulneas in
serving the purpose for which it was prepared& metric forecasts. Jouvren. indicates that the bulk of the fore-

"Schoder op. cia, p. 1301. Schoefer's stricturf lose some casting errorn disappeared when actual values for the model's

of their fore when applied to current efforts at model construw- esogenous variabse were substituted for the projected values
don. where reater attention Is paid to the moan limited infer- origioetly used in farecesting. Jouvenel coocIndes., therefore.
am whih can be drwn under conditious which only ap. that the problem of 'easing the proper values to insert In the
pzamaa the theoretical requirements of the liven model. See, ore.astag model remains a s,'iou. limitation in the use of such

for ezample, Albert And* et al. (6). For Schoeers detailed mode for loatrange projectiols. See Bertrand de Jouvenel
scellma for scloelftc preddtion in economics, see cbs. 4 and 8 (9s). pp. 194L
of his study. Guy H. Orutt at al. (143). pp. &-l A wore recast sm-

Jeewal's commeant a•s pertient in this re•grd. In sum- mary of curreMt trade "Ad prmbledme in computer simulation in
inarisig Th s analysis of the Dutch experience with wmao- the behavioral scienes is James I. Boehe (ed.), (13).
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matter specialist alone can provide the necessary infor- interaction than can be hoped for through the analysis
mation as to the peculiarities of the data to bo used as of aggregated data alone. In short, experimentation
inputs. Second, the model should be constructed incre, with models via computer simulation may represent a
mentally, so that comparisons between the model and useful substitute where eiperimentation in the social
the data can be made at each stage, and new data be system itself is impossible.
incorporated as they become available. Third, there is A further stage of possible development is already
need fcr an on-line programing system associated, evident in the on-going research of Richard Stone and
ideally, with a multiaccess computer installation, so associates. Stone's efforts are directed toward the de-
that the researcher can enjoy easy and frequent access velopment of a system or hierarchy of econometric
to the computer.30 models representing, in their totality, the functioning

The outlook for the satisfaction of these three re- of the British economy. As this system is developed,
quirements is highly favorable at the present time. The each submodel is designed to reflect the operation of
development of Fortran and similar computer Ian- some major sector of the economy. These submodels
guages, together with the rapid proliferation of are linked together so that their exogenous portions
"canned" programs, greatly facilitates the use of auto- acquire input from the composite model, and, in turn,
matic data processing machinery by subject-matter ex- provide output which modifies the exogenous portion
perts. The major obstacle is the unavailability, at least of the main model at a later stage. One advantage of
in convenient form, of microdata (i.e., disaggregated working with a number of submodel. is that each of
data) in sufficient quantity for large-scale analyses.-" them can Le kept at a manageable level of complexity.
If such data as are available prove to be adequate for Another advantage is that subject-matter experts can
this purpose, and if future data-gathering processes can be utilized most effectively in the contruction of sub-
be readily geared to the needs of microanalysis, com- models relating to their particular specialties." We
puter simulation techniques offer great promise as a shall return briefly to the far-reaching implications of
means for generating a wide variety of projections re- this kind of long-range research in the concluding
flecting many different combinations of specified con- chapter.
ditions and assumptions. Of even greater promise is The preceding discussion of techniques of projection
the possibility, through computer simulation, of ex- has dealt exclusively with quantitative projections--at
perimenting with changes in a variety of social and least, with projections which could be expressed quan-
economic factors under conditions which approximate titatively, even if arrived at judgmentafly. To complete
the potential impact of alternative policy decisions in the discussion, it is necessary to consider one more
the real world.' 2 The inability of social scientists to technique, one which is designed to yield reasoned
carry out meaningful experiments on large-scale social judgments concerning selected features of a possible
systems has long been recognized &s one of the funda- future in qualitative terms. This approach has been
mental obstacles to the development of social science. termed the "Delphi technique," recalling the Delphic
While no model can ever be a fully adequate substitute oracles. The basic purpose of the Delphi technique is
for the reality it represents, the patient accumutlon to express a systematic pooling of expert opinion with
of the results of experimentation with a variety of respect to prospective outcomes of current trends and
models, each of which captures a selected aspect of developments in a particular subject area."4 The pro-
social reality, may eventually yield far more reliable cedure ii~olves, first, the preparation of a question-
information regarding the processes of change and naire relating to the subject area of concern. The

"Martin Greenberger (68), pp. 148 and 15Sf. "Richard N. Stone (182), p, 29 Prelimishrm . Its of an
"j. E. Morton's recommendations are relevani in this regard. rxercise designed to yield estimates of the apply asad demand

See J. E. Morton (138). for labor in 1970 are given in Ri•hmAd N. Stone and Alan Bmeeu
'The advantages of computer : aulation in a variety of ex- (183), p. 74f. For a brief accounl of the as•tipdted beads of

perimentO research projects are summarised by Richard F. an economic model system for purpoe of social and oeoac
Dawson (.39) and Guy H. Crcutt (144). Also see Diana Crane planning in Britain. see Staoie (I).
(31). Crane's article includes a useful bibliography on the sub- 'T J. C(;nrden and Olaf Hemrsa (63). In tn m
ject. Suggestive indications of thr- directions which might be itudy. the authors report !'p rcsulta obtal via the Dllpbl
taken by computer simahtion of socioeconomic behavior are technique on a wide range of anbject4. incluinig such divem
contained in Herbert A. Simon (175, 176). A more !echnical matter, as anticipated population gmwth the prooapts for
and very general lummary of the potential unap of simulation 't p,'.e, anticipated weapons d4evelloweat. asiticipmed ptow is
An&rw S. Scott (162). For a report of specific experience with spac exploration. and predicious of sicei6c kbrakathroa in
such simulation in demography, wee Jeanne Claire Ridley and a number of fields, For an excellesi mmwn thi tohi e
Mindel C Shlepa (152). and it, limitations, see Daiel eIl (10).
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phrasing of the items on the questionnaire may consist obtain a mix of older and younger minds, so that
of any combination of statements with which the panel exclusive reliance on the criterion of established repu-
of exMt can press agreement or disagreement, or tation may be self-defeating. Further difficulties stem
questions which they can answer by slecting the most from the inevitable delays in obtaining responses from
appropriate of the responses provided, as in a multiple, laggard panel members, and the attrition of the panel
choice examiation. The respondents may also be per- itself.
mitted to write in their views or answers to specific A more serious problem is the design of the question-
questions. Next, an appropriate panel of experts in the naires themselves. In the Gordon-Helmer study, the
pmticular area of concern must be selected. When the questionnaires consisted mostly of list of statements
Panel members have received, filled, and returned their expressing possible future developments in particular
questionnaires, the first phase of the operation has subject areas. The panel members were asked to check
begun. The remults of this first phase are then pooled, one of several boxes expressing their opinion as to the
coded, and averaged. For the second round, the panel effectiveness of the development in question in achiev-
receives the pooled tesults of round one, and those ing a specified goal (the categories offered ranged from
whose initial responses differ markedly from the group nil to high). They were then asked to express their
norm are asked either to modify their original response opinion ss to the probability that the specified develop-
if they wish to do so, or to provide a defense of their ment wou!d occur by checking "never", "maybe", O:
position by stating their reasons more fully. These "certain". Where appropriate, similar categories were
responses are again pooled and circulated once more, offered relating to the expect,,1 time that the de-elop-
The cycle can be repeated as long as the process yields ment in question was deemed likely to be achieved, its
significant changes in the expressed opinions, overall desirability, and the like." Although the com-

The Delphi technique is an outgrowth of the long, position of these items reflects the careful work of
term interest of Helmer and Rescher in the development experts in the fields of concern, the desire to minimize
of projective techniques appropriate to the inexact the use of the panel experts' time, and the interest in
scidaes. Its chief advantage is its avoidance of time- facilitating the construction of averages and similar
consuming committee meetings which are the conven- summaries were met at the expense of open-ended
tional substitute for this kind of intellectual inter- questions which might have permitted qualified re-
change. The avoidance of meetings affords a further sponses. One problem with exclusive reliance upon
advantage in that it minimizes the effect of psychologi- box-checking or multiple-choice questionnaire tech-
cal pressures commonly induced by a committee setting, niques is that they invite rapid, off-the-cuff tesponses
such as the familiar "band wagon" effect (giving rise to w3;rh may lack the careful reflection which is actually
spurio onsenmaus, or what might be called the "hail- called for. A further problem which the authors
to4he-chief" syndrome). A further distortion that is recognize is that both the questionnaire items and the
sometimes observed in the committee process is the response alternatives provided are too brief and cate
rigid defen of publicly-expremed views because their gorical to permit serious qualification. Hence there
subsequent modification is thought to imply lack of exists considerable ambigu:ity and imprecision in both
conviction or egregious error. In addition, the repeated the stimuli and the responses they elicit.
circulation of pooled responses to all panel members is. Finally, it should be recognized that the conventional
in itself, a powerful educationLl device which serves to committee setting for which the Delphi technique is a
create a common fund of knowedge and opinion on substitute offers a number of advantagco as well as
which to ban one's forecasts. The committee setting disadvantages. The interplay of judgments and inlu-
a*#ords no opportunity for the leisurely contemplation ences that occur in face-to-face association can he a
of divagerg views. so that its educational value is valuable i'-4junct in the development of reasoned view
seveiely linked. on a given subject. Only through such contact can each

The authors r,•,cguiu certain difficauties with this member of the group perceive the nuances of meaning
technique, to whkic may be added one or two criticims and intensity of convictions which are of vital ia-
of cwr ovwa. TVey admit to the dificulty of deciding, portance in asseing the true significance of expr. d
WnODia Y, who s as exat. PmO who eajoy the ideas. Much of this contextual matter is lost when we

igs mof mlo saiptation in a gives faid may resort to written communicatio. Nevertheless. ina
be hly in tin with th preau, bethey m not world whose experts are always in short suppy and

lo n-r; n gefoes t m a f ym pa irara to Ga do. eav demands. the Delphi telmi i
se kki lo-rainv towasto, it my be dvairal to Ocr"a eo, hi.,,~ nir
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certainly a worthwhile approach to consider in eliciting in general and economic forecasts in particular is I
some systematic expression of considered views on the fundamentally a criticism of the widespread tendency to
future prospects in any area of interest.8s ignore or underestimate these enors in arriving at

In concluding this discussion of techniques of pro- results which are spuriously precise. His concluding

jection, it may be helpful to return to a brief con- recommendations are especially incisive: First, good
sideration of first principles. It is axiomatic that no data are needed if economic (or any other) theory ts
projection can be more reliable than t-be data on which to enjoy any testable relevance to the real world.
it is based. Much of the criticism and controversy Second, if the errort found in the data are attributable.
surrounding long-range projections involves differences to inherent difficulties of observation and measuremenit
whose magnitude is smaller than that of the band of they can be reduced only by a gradual improvement
error surrounding the underlying data. If, for example, of the pertinent methods; but if they are due to inten- I
the eutimated current population of working ages tional falsification, fauly memory, or the inability to

reflects an undercount of, say, 3 percent, the derived obtain truly random samples for observation, the data
labor force, ceteris paribus, will have a similar error, in question must be discarded or interpreted in the
It follows tCiat a projection of the population and labor light of a statistical theory (yet to be developed) which
force will reflect that much error as a minimum, so that could estimate and correct for these distortions. Third,
alternative projections which differ by that amount far greater effort must be expended by data-producing
cannot be differentiated meaningfully. In other words, agencies to estimate and publicize the errors associated
even our point predictions should be regarded as with the statistics they issue. Finally, economists (and,
interval predictions wherein a range of values are by implication, other social scientists) must devise
equally consistent with a given set of assumptions.s7  more flexible techniques for handling data with a wider

The problem or errors in the original observations range of accuracy, rather than proceeding on the
is far more extesivc than merely the undercount of assumption that their data are sufficiently accurate to
the population in a given census. All observations of warrant the analytical techniques that happen to be
social and economic data are afflicted with uncertainty currently in favor.18
due to errors of measurement and classification. For the practical forecaster, Morgenstern's critique
Morgenstern's criticism of economic research activities contains little that is new or particularly shocking. As

"- More recently, Helmer (Helmer.Hirscbberg) has linked his noted previously, the forecaster might usefully apply

proposed use of the Delphi technique to a far more sweeping the estimated hand of error surrounding his basic data
proposal for the establishment of an institute for social plan- to the forecast values themselves, thus obtaining a kind
ning, similar to that proposed (but in softer terms) by Bertrand of minimal interval estimate instesd of a point pre-
de Jouvenel (op. cit., chapter 20). See Olaf Helmer-Hirsch- diction. He might also draw certain comfort from the
berg (89). The initial ideas for this technique and its applies, realization that thc researcher cannot escape uncer-
tion were developed by Helmer and Rescher (88). The findings c a nd
of an earlier study on the use of experts in developing forecasts tainty merely by confining himself to the pad and
are informative in this :egard. See A. Kaplan et *l. (97). These present.
authors found thai group discussion and the requi-ment that In the next chapter, we turn to problems related
specific predictions be justified or explained by the predictor specifically to long-range projections.
led to improved predictions.

'A classic analysis of errors in decennial census coverage is "Oskar Morgenstern (13S), p. 3021. For a brief summary of
Ansley J. Coale 127). A careftl analysis of the cocerag" of the this work and its severe recommendations., we Morgenstern
1960 census is that of Jacob S. Siegel and Melvin Zclnik (172). (13m•. Morgenitern's criticism of data-producing agewie par-
The recommtendations of Joseph Steinberg following the Siegel. tic;tiarly those o! the Federal Government, for their failure to
Zelnik paper, p. 861, are noteworthy for their implications re- concern themselves with errors in the data they publish mta
gardinsg delmographic and labor force projections. For a more wi'h a sharp rebuttal by Raymond T. Bowman (16). Bowman's
detailed discusmion of the policy implications of census under- most telling point is his long but partial listing of g•vernment
coverage of particular population v-up. ore Jacob S. Siegel public-tions relating specifically to errors in the data protluced
(173). by the particular agaecims.
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If. MAJOR PROBLEMS IN LONG RANGE PROJECTION

71m developtnnt of long-rang projections gives rise prtssion of assumptions can only be improved by the
to a variety of problems, mume of which are primarily exercise of greater care in their formulation. One can

technical while oth.,s involve broad philosophical argue that the kind of statement referred to above is
lesmm and questiosm of policy. Furthermore, these essentially a way of saying that a long-range projection
problems ane commnusoy interretated, so that solutions is usually prepared on the assumptior. of underlying
which are technicaly feasible may be problematic for structural stability. If so, it could only be made more
reasons of policy, or on philosophical grounds. explicit by means of a detailed description of the

In considering, first, tho technical problems, it may specific structural elements whose continued stability

be helpful to distinugish four major problew-creas: is asumed, together with some estimate of the probable

(1) The statensent of the anunuptions; (2) the selec- impact upon the projection as a whole. of a failure of

tion and evaluation of the data; (3) the treatment of any of these elements to remain stable over the

the dama; and (4) doe cltes-mination of the number, projection period.

range, and time span of the projections themselves. When we consider long-range projections of labor

A. St. mens v/ de asswptionu force in this context, the demand for greater explicit-

'The most common plea of those who seek to under- ness oi assumptions is, in effect, a demand for a re-

stand .ow a projection was developed in order to use: search effo.-t of t- :eLcedented scope. Consider, for ex-

it intelligently is that the underlying assumptiont3 ample, the projection of labor force participation rates

ahoald be made more explicit. Since technicians are for young adult men and women age 16 to 19 years

usually greatly concerned to do likewise, it is surprising to, let us say, 1985. In developing such it projection,

that they seldom mat the demands of their critics in netialBSpccehsentoxmneat
this respect. One difficulty may rest in the meaning of trends in the worker rates of the major subgroups of

the term "explicit." Its ambiguity can be illustrated by this population. These subgroups are themselves de-

means of the conventional statement of assumptions to fined, within the limits of available data, in terms of

be found in many publications of long-range projev- major social, demographic, and economic characteris-

tiotis of the labor frce." The statement typically tics which have been associated in past experience with

asserts the aammiption that "there will be no, major important differences in the propensity to enter the

war, prolonged depression, or other profound disturtb- labor force. The more obvious of these charact -

anee during the period covered by the projection." istics are age, sex, school enrollment, and, for women,

Such a statement is formally explicit in the usual senfe marital status and thc pretence of yountg -Uidren.

of the term, but when the user or critic demands ex- According to the usual BLS procedure, th1e projected

plicitrtess, he 'is asking for more than the use of clear labor force for this age group in 1%85 would be pre-

language and an open statement of the celeris paribts pared bv the following procedure:

assoumptions. Ideally, he watits to know the precise effei t Step 1. Since, in 1967, not all of the individuals who

of the adoption of the assmption in question on tl-e will be 16 to 19 years old in 19865 have yet been born, it

recultant projection. In other words, to use Biumnol's is nec-essary to reN iew existing population projections

distinction once more he waists the assumptions to be for this group in ýhe light of available evidence con-
transp~arent as well as explicit. This ideal can only le cernirg current trtnds in fertility, in order to select

met when an assumrption can be expresse~d as a quanti. the most plausible ipopulattu. series to be used as a
tative element in an equation, so thait the effect (If base in the proiection.

retaining, removing, or saltring the given assumptirn Slep 2, The group as a whole is then classified into
can be readily measured. Short oif this ideal, the ex- the srvt-ral subgroups defined! by the major differen-

tiatine , a aract-t.-stics noted above. This categorization1
~ec oi-aaspleSopiia oopr a~f ~uaf (~~nU' ~ is limited, of course-, by the available data. It isi im-

p. 24 sab tiw N(atiwaa Mataaing A...eiation (W),* p. 2. Crn ot~n . observe, 3t .this ponthat thepetnt
iwr', vc~ie imvenA ou this type of -rn.-r, cara it poatt ontoprinn
by lqyaorus~ ga Giaply that 'an, 0ez"aoac Ior-raf.t Mtade UDat- characteristics nf this are igroup i its school enrollmnct.,
tb. r.mitioni lue Wtther a dV~pnasaon *or all inflsiý>ft halld marital status, ete) relate to OILS, not to the pre-sent.

acril *f ltatle pnvd-tiwr PCe 1.' F" Emie Grufthera 1761 Tis implies that separate projectior.9 must be made
Mom, rwcs'u4y. f6e sat,. of I4 h.w 5Ceti"*c has sttet~pftiA !a -f -nuch of theme ýhararteriotics to the tarwe dtr, or

a pftvij* M .WV itaiw emwaamo 21W atheauau'is Cor4st,.
- .5. ~~a . I~ exmpl. foms4 , existing proie.1 no must Iie utilitze1  Common RLS

Stambkt 151) practice has iWecn to utilize the available projections Of
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the Bureau of the Census in this work so far as possible, absorbed by the users of a projection. One virtue of
Step 3. Past and current trends in the rates of labor this kind of detailed recital is that it alerts the user of

force participation of each subgroup are then obtained the projection to the network of assumptmns which is
and extrapolated to the target date. all too easily overlooked when he quickiy passes over

Step 4. Past and current trends in the distribution the glib assertion that the given projection assumes that
of the total group among the several categories, as no radical structural change will take place. However,
projected to the target date in Step 2, are then combined no matter how'detlailed a verbal account of assumptions
with the projected worker rates obtained in Step 3 to may be, it cannot 'provide the user with the kind of
obtain a projected labor force for each of the com- information he needs in order to assess the real sig.
ponents of the total group. nificance of the projection. For this purpose, he would

Step 5. The projected labor force of each subgroup need to know, in quantitative terms, the effect of
is then combined to yield a projected labor force for different parameters relating to each of the assumed
the total age-group as of the target date. characteristics upon the resultant projection, together

When the demand for a more explicit statement of with the probabilities relating to the likelihood of
assumptions is considered in the light of the above continued stability of the factors to which each of the
account of conventional procedures, it is clear that the assumpticns relates. 40

pursuit of greater explicitness can only be terminated The above considerations bring us to the second
arbitrarily, or by the limits of available time, patience, point in regard to the demand for more explicit
and resources. In the above illustration, one might state assumptions--namely, this is in effect a demand for
that it is assumed that men and women in this age more quantitative procedures. As such, it can only be
group will continue to pursue formal' education met to the cxtent that factors which are believed to be
through the equivalent of 4 years of high school for the re!evant to a given projection can be expressed quanti-
overwhelming majority and on into college for a tatively. In seeking to accomplish such quantification,
growing minority. Further, it is assumed that a sig- the technician runs the very real risk of imposing an
nificant minority of young women in the age group will artificial structure upon the data. If, on the other hand,
continue to marry and begin childbearing. It might well he eschews consideration of non-quantifiable factors in
be added that the projection assumes no radical change order to avoid the charge of subjective bias or im-
in the structure of financial assistance offered in sup- prec; non, he runs the still greater risk of ignoring
port of educational activity, so that substantial propor- sign Ificant factors which affect the phenomenon he
tons of students in this group will continue to seek and seeks tc -,roject. The heroic solution t, this dilemma
find paid employment while going to school. It is also i,. of course familiar to every graduate student in the
assumed that there will be no radical change in either behavioral sciences; if a factor of alleged importance
the desire for marriage, the desire for children, or the is in fact significant, its impact must be measurable.
ability to avoid childbearing among these young Hence only those factors whose impact is measurable
people. This implies an assumption of stability in value:, should be regarded as significant. Uniortunately, where
and motivations regarding marriage and family growth. the available data are of limited scope and quality, it
Further, it is assumed that prevailing conditions of '0A further complication, particularly in the case of long-
work, study, leisure, prevailing definitions of these range projections, is tfie reversahility of causal sequences among
activities, and prevailing opportunities for choosing associated factors. For exampie, conventional projections of
imong them will remain substantially unchanged. iabor force supply assume a givw. population projection as L
Finally, it is assumed that the prevailing definitions of starting point. However, fertility, mortality, and, a fortiori,

migration are all affected by the economic situetion, whichthe labor force as it relates to this age group will therefore influences the labor forno directly, via job opportuni-
remain in force, ties, and indirectly, via longrun denotgraphic changes. We are

At this point, one could take up each of these as- thus confronted by a causal network rather than a causal chain.
sumptions so as to reveal the further assumpticias The two-way relationship between population growth and eco-Sanomic development has of course been recognized in a largewhich they entail, in an effort to justify their adoption number of studies. See, for example, Irma Adelman (2), Robert
in preference to possible alternatives, and so on ad M. Dinkel (45), and Stephen Enke (50). An excellent sum-
nauseum. The point to be understood here is that one mary of the development of theory relating to demographic-
must consider the very real )imitations of time, re- economic interrelhtions is A. L Levine (108). For a recent
sources, and publication space available to those who analysis reflecting some of these interrelations, see Peter E.Haase (79). An early exposition of population change as aprepare projections, and the equally real limit to the factor in labor force growth is the classic study by Seymour L.
amount of detail of this kind which can usefully be Wolfbein and A. J. Jafie (204).
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Y.... i ossu to ,dy upon "i priori theory, experience, cannot be understood or explained without resort to
and, eve intuition in order to determine the signifi- theory. Furthermore, w yan~yt who seek to derive con-
Cane. of factors whose operation is hidden from view. clusions on the basis of associations discovered in this
It is sometimes possible to incorporate nonnumerical manner tend to engage in the -dubious practicu which
ie.eints in the foim of "dummy" variables and thu3 Professor Mostefler used to deride as "capitalizing on
inlude, in some sense, factors which would otherwise chaice." That is, thei seek to attribute significance to
have been excluded because they could net be expressed meaningless associations that are bound to appear
quantitatively, but thi parctice is not always adequate eventually, given a sufficient mass of input, particularly
or. feasible.' 1  when the obaervatioiis relating to the several variables

A third point concernting the demand for more are not entirely independent of one another, as is corn-
Sexplicit assumptions relates to the criteria whereby mon in economics.

clarity is to be determined. Here, we encounter the Unfortunately, theory relating to the factors in-
dilemma discussed previousiy-& carefully worded fluencing the entry or withdrawal of persons from the
statement of hasumptions such as those described in labor -',ce is not entirely adequate for the reeds of
regard to a projection of the labor force of 16- to 19- long-range forecasting. Furthermore, the kind of in-
year-olds may be perfectly clear an( exp1i;it to the formation that is available itself reflmts the paucity of
practical user, while remaining full of ambiguity to the relevant behavioral theory, so that the analyst is
technician. Convese.y, a statemnent which is adequately forced to woAk with economic data primarily, even if
explicit to the technician will commonly mystifv anyone he suspectN an does the present w-iter, that the major
lack;ng ;ae requioite training in quantitative methods influences on the propensity of persons to enter or leave
and terminology !i short, it is aiecesaary to recognize the labor force are social and psyclhzlogical as much as
that projections are used and must be undeCqtood by economic in nature.4 2 In short, the development of a
nou-technicians whosw demands for explicit statements more adequate basis for labor force projections is
of essumptions cannot be satisfied by a list of equations. hampered by the* relative absence of relevar,- non-

SeB. lectin and Eiekhgion ol Data economic data.
As noted previously, reILgce upon simple extrapola. In this situation, two courses of action may be

tive techniques in developing projections oilers one recommended: First, it is necessary to work with what
important advanta, -- mucn a projection can be ob- is available in the knowledge that both our failures and
tained on the bat past trends in the phenomenon succeasee will prove instructive. Second, it is necessary
being projected, wanout resorting to an anna ,sir, of its to devnlop a more adequate behavioral theory relating
underlying mecanisms or causdl prc esses. However, to labor force activity, n the basis of which we can
the ultimate interests of neither the umr nor the tech- speciiy the kinds of information needed. Thiu implies
nician can be met in this manner, since it does r~oz a need for far greater collaboration between eco-
prenride an understanding of the factors which de- nomists, who have dominated the field largdy by
termine the temporal movement of the phenomenon in default, and other social scientists. We shall ehrborate
queetion, Thus attention is turned to the tiscovery of on this point in the concluding chapter.
factors associated with the phenonemon of primary C. Treatment oj the Data
interest, and to the measurement of their impact. At In making projections by extrapolative tecnniques,
thiu point, the need for theory to guide tCe aialyst in one encounters all of the problems associated with time
the selection of reievant variables is paramount. In the series, sooner or later. The 7 8st of these is the problem
absence .f adequatc theory, and given the availability of changing definitions and changing coverage which
of automatic data processing equipment of growing impair the comparability of data through time. In
versatility, the analyst cani now feed all his data into working with population esiimates for the United',States
the hopper and passively await tCe -omputer printouts
which will tell him which variables are significantly "Despite the limitations of available theory and the even more

s ty erou limitatScns of available data, a number of analysts have
made significant inroads toward explaining the factors affecting

• ,iculty with this approach (apart ftom the very real the labor force ac ivity of particular subgroups of the popula.
possibility that the analyst can be overwhelmed by the tion. See, for exLnple, Glen Cain (23, 24), and Jacob Mincer
computer output) is that the occurrexece of associations (129, 130). Professor Mincer is continuing his research into

the relation between labor force participation and unemploy.
"This is not always a happy solution, since most qvalita.ive ment. Among .Ne others who have made important contribo.

factos, by their very nature, are not readily classifiable as dions in this are& are Clarence D. Long (113), Alfred Tells
merely present or absert in a given instance. (191, 192), and W. Lee Hansen (82).
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over the postwar period, for example, a number of a whole. He would therefore be likely to discount the
elementary but easily overlooked examples come to increase from 1947 to 1952 as reflecting an unusual
mind. Do the estimates include or exclude Alaska tnd condition which he would not want to incorporate as
Hawaii throughout the period ol interest? Are the one of the assumptions in his projection. Unfortunately,
worker rates based on the total population, including not all of the quirks in a statistical time series are so
Armed Forces abroad, or are they based on the total readily explained or dismniasd, so that the role of expert
resident population, or the total civilian *Oopulation, or judgment is crucial. This implies, first, that the tech-
the civilian noninstitutional population? ýSimilarly, the nician must either possess a thorough knowledge of the
recent change in the definition of the !population of subject matter with which he deals in preparing a
working age from 14 and over to 16 and over necessi- projection, or be able to work closely with subject-
tates caution in comparing statistical aggregates matter exjerts. Second, the judgments which are exer-
through time. cised in making projections must La recognized as their

A second problem relates to the treatment of observa- most essential component. Except for mechanical errors
tions that are out of line or atypical in a given time or trivial differences in procedure, any projection can
series. In developing an extrapolation, the technician is only be criticized in terms of its underlying assump-
confronted with a decision here, and one which re- tions and the judgments that have been made at critical
quires the exercise of considerable jpdgment. He can stages in its development.
simply retain all observations as giveni(thus avoidinrg A third problem regarding the treatment of long
a judgment that may be both complicated and hard to st~gstisal time series is the relative weight to be given
defend). However, he thereby runs the risk of seriously to earlier and more recent observations. Here again,
distorting his results. Alternatively, he can examine the the.iimplest and most easily defended procedure, that
historical circumstances surrounding the deviant of equal weighting throughout, may not always be the
observation to determine whether it can be explained mhost judicious. It is possible, for example, that the
by actual social or economic conditions or must instead more recent observations are obtained through irn-
be attributed to chance fluctuation or a peculiar com- proved procedures or from a better sample, and thus
bination of distorting factors. Whatever the outcome provide a more accurate picture of reality than the
of this examination, the technician must then decide earlier observations. The analyst must also consider the
whether the observation in question should be acceptW' possibility that one or more periods within the entire
and given its full weight, assigned a reduced weight, time series may reflect underlying structural changcs
smoothed into line, or left out'of consideration entirely, which are inconsistent with the assumptions of his

A familiar example can he seen in the labor force pr3jection. An obvious example is the projection of
participation rates of men 20 t4 24 years old in the im- labor force participation rates for a population group
mediate postwar period (194Q7-52). These rates rose whose worker rates are sensitive to the economic situ-
very rapidly'from 84.9 percent in 1947 to 92.1 percent ation. In such a case, a projection derived from rates
in 1952-an increase of 7 percentage points in 5 years. ,Abserved during a recession period would be inconsist-
In extrapolating these rates (which have declined ent with an underlying assumption of high employment
slowly ang irregularly since 1953) the technician must levels. In developing such a projection, it would be
decide whether the rise in the 1947-52 period should necessary to discount or adjust the group's worker rates
be allowed to influence the extrapolation proportion. during the recession period. Once more, the crucial role
ately or whether it should 6e left out of consideration of judgment is evident.43

entirely. If he chooses thelormer course, he extrapo- The above problems are multip'ed when simple
lates on the basis of a trend line through the observed extrapolative techniques are abandoned in favor of
rates for the 1947-66 period, obtaitiing a constant or more complicated analytical methods. In fact, a
slightly increasing trend into the future. If, on the other fundamental reason for the hesitation of experienced
hand, he leaves out the 1947-52 period, his extra-
polation, derived from the trend for the .953 'This problem, and tht development of techaiquts to over-

come it has been a central concern of Thomas Dernberg andperiod, will yield a gradually declining rate (of labor asaociates. See Thomas Dernberg and Kenneth Strand (41) and
force participation for this gronp. Thomas Dernberg, Kenneth Strand and Judith Dukler (45).

In the above example, the analyst can readily surmise For a brief summary of their argument, wee Thomas Dernlmr
that the postwar enrollment of vaterans unhter the GI and Kenneth Strand (42). Concern with the possibility of hid-

den unemployment during economic downturns Is not recent.bill held down their worker rates, and hence accounted For an earlier analysis of this phenomenon, see Harold Wool
for the low 1947-48 rates of the 20-to 24-age 1 roup as (205).
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W to prepare project~ons beyond short- middle one. More recently, therefore, census projections
range pelods (3 to 18 months ahead) is their knowl, of population have appeared in four series, labeled
0*p that such projections entail separate projections with the greatest possible neutrality "A", "B", "C", and
ofmoat of the variables in the econometric equation "D."45 This has afforded the several government agmi-
syteim or model. In such, a ease, the judgments em- dies who use the projections the great satisfaction of
ployed by the econometrician are likely to be even .xpressing a conservative optimism by adopting series
more numerous and complex than those of the B, the second highest of the four.
judgmntal forecaster using simple extrapolative An alternative approach to this question is offered by
techniques." the National Planning Association, which has prepared
D. The Number, Range, and Timespan of the Pro- economic projections in three series--a target or goal

.jedions projection, a present'policy projection (derived by anDecisions relating to the number of alternative extrapolation from past trends), and an intermediate

projections to he made, their range (i.e., the extent to judgmental projection, reflecting the attainvents which
which the alternative series differ from one another) are deemed the most likely outcomes of the comn-

and their timespan (how long into the future they promises to be expected among the inertia of custom,
extend) can only be reached upon a careful considera. the pressures of conflicting goals, and aspirations
tion of the data and resources available to the tech- toward higher achievement. 46 This approach is far
nician and the purposes which the projections are more useful to the user of the projections, particularly
intended to serve. In its most general sense, a pro. in the formulation of policies, since it affords a
Jection is some function of the available data, so that a plausible description of a goal to aim for together with
onsideration of pa•st trends and variations in the some notion of the probable "gap" between the goal
relevant data provides a good initial notion of the and what might be expected to ensue in the absence of
number and range of projections which are needed to a directed effort. This gap is, in a sense, a measure of
capture the likely variations in the future. For example, both the need for a particular program and an estimate
the trends and fluctuations in ýhe labor force partici- of its maximum potential effectiveness. As such, it can
pation rates of men and women'35 to 44 years old over be useful to the policymaker as an expression of the
the 1947-66 period reveals a range oi 0.9 percentage magnitude of a given task and the stakes involved.
points with a high of 98.2 percent for the men. For the For the technician, the instruction that he is to pfe-
women, the range is 10.6 percentage points, with a high pare two, three, or four projections is hardly a solutifL
of 46.9 percent. Obviously, projections relating to the to his problems. He must still select from among a very

omen in this age group -shonld be greater in number large number of assumptions those few combinations
and/or far wider in range than those for the men in which best reflect the alternative conditions which are
the corresponding age group. deemed worthy of separate projection. The naturA, of

The question of the number of projections to be this task can be readily appreciated by considering
prepared is problematic. In preparing population pro. long-range population projections. The population of
jections, the experience of tle Bureau of the Census an area is of course a function of only three variables:
has been that two alternatiw sets (or series) of pro- fertility, mortality, and net migration. In view of ob-

jections tend inevitably tobe labeled "high" and "Lw" served past variations in these variables, one might
or even "optimistic" and "pessimistic". with. the decide to work with, say, four sets of fertility assump-
obvious pejorative connotation of the latter term tiHuns, three sets of mortality assumptions, and three
affecting the decision to adopt the series so labeled. sets of migration assuLiptions. In their several com-

Three altern3tive sets or series are little better, since the binations, these assumptions would yield 36 sets of
users then feel an overwhelming pressure to adopt the projections, a number which is obviously excessive for

any practical purposes. Of course, it is likely that many
" 0It1s only fair to add that experienced econometricians r of these combinations would resemble each other

unlikely to take long-range projections reriously for the same

reasons that they are reluctant to try to make them-the neces- closely, but the point to recognize is that the task of

sary assumptions must be determined judgmentally and are diffi- the technician is not limited .o spinning out the impli-
celt to quantify or defend. On this point, se John R. Meyer
and Robert R. Glauber ý128), pp. 240-257. For a defense of "Jacob S. Siegel, et al. (op. cit., 1964).
the role of judgment by an economist whose qualifications as "National P~lanning Association, op. cit., p. 2. For an excel-
scientist and eepnometrlcian are above reproach, see Nicholas lent account of the rationiale behind the .NPA's alternative sets
Georgescu.Roegen (58), pp. 274f. of projections, see Sidney Sonenblumn and Louis H. Stern (178).
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cations of a large number of alternative assumptions. personnel. In the anticipating future needs for highly
He must at some stage act decisively in reducing their trained manpower, such as scientists, engineers, and
number to manageable size, and in doing so, must physicians, "tomorrow" means 10 to 15 years in the
exercise judgment as to which sets of assumptions best future. Even greater leadtime is required in planning

. illustrate the plausible range of expectations regarding for financial and institutional support of such programs
possible futures. In fact, he may be expected to push as the Social Security system and other private and
his selective process to the limit, inasmuch as he will public pension and retirement systems.
often be asked to identify the single most likely pro- The broader philosophical issues which arise in
jection-in other words, he will be asked v) make a regard to long-range projections relate to their pur-
forecast. It is at this point that his technical expertise poses, their uses, and their social consequences. Since
is of little help, and his general familiarity with the these considerations are interrelated with questions
subject-matter, viewed in its broadest social and his- of public policy, they must be viewed in the context of
torical context, becomes an essential asset. One implica- social and political action designed to maintain the
tion of the foregoing discussion stands out: No matter society and guide its progress in a changing world.
how many alternative series may be projected, the Perhaps the most fundameatal issue is that of the basic
practical needs of the users will usually require the model to be used as a guide in developing long-rangeselection of a single series for use in the formulation projections. The central argument of this eassy is that

of policies and programs. That selection requires the long-range projections cannot adequately fulfill their
closest cooperation and mutual understanding between most important functions if they are prepared solely in
the technician and the policymaker. accordance with the dictates of scientific method, with

Two considerations are paramount in determining the ultimate goal of achieving predictive significance.
the timespan of a projection. The first is the purpose This is not an easy argument to defend, particularly
which the projet.2on is designed to serve and the second in an age which equates truth and rationality with
is the degree of uncertainty that is acceptable. Here science. However, this argument is not an exhortation
:,gain, some kind of trade.off must be achieved between to abandon scientific procedures. It is rather a claim
a relatively confident projection that extends over too that the act of projection must have an extra-scientific
short a period to allow for practical use and a less aim. The chief value of a projection is its delineation
precise projection covering a longer timespan. When of possible futures, not its conditional prediction of
we consider the rapid expan-ion of the band of un- more-or-less likely outcomes. Projections should serve
certainty surrounding any projection as it is carried to open up possibilities and explore their consequences,
farther into the future, it is indeed questionable that not reduce them to a single, seemingly inevitable path.
any long-range projection is worth developing. How- The use of scientific methods is indispensable in assess-
ever, their continued development is assured by the ing the range of possibilities and determining the
growing demand for long-range planning in all sectors probable consequences of alternative courses of action.
of our social existence.47 Furthermore, such plans are But insofar as science seeks to discover either deter-
typically developed with sufficient flexibility and gen- ministic or probabilistic laws on which predictions can
erality that a considerable range of error in the bc based, its ultimate purpose differs radically. from
projected magnitudes can be tolerated, that of projection. This difference and its significance

In the manpower field, the timespan of projections have been aptly summarized by Bertrand de Jouvenel,
is dictated by the leadtime required to plan and estab- when he points out that the ability to predict the future
lish the educational and training facilities needed to implies its inevitability, which in turn remov•s the
meet tomorrow's requirements for highly qualified need for projection. For this reason, he argues, our

interest rests with uncertain phenomena, since only in
'On the need to recognize this demand as a necessary and the r.-alm of the uncertain can we act to influence our

legitimate function of government, see Jart Tinbergen (197), PP. destiny. 48

74f. See aled the remarks of Henri Theil (op. cit., 1960), The advocates of greater scientific rigor in the de-
Alfred Sauvy (158, 159), and Richard A. Lester (107).

The advantages of medium-range manpower prejections (ex- velopment of projections encounter a further difficulty
tending about 5 years into the future) are well described by when they consider the impact of public projections

R. R. Crossley (32). For e'mployment forecasts in particular, upon that public. That is, they encounter the dilemma
Crousley argues that the 5-year forecasting period affords suffi- with which social scienti3ts are familiar--the' public
cieat time for effective implementation of specific policies to. (i.e., social) expression of the predicted behavior of
,gether with sufficient precision for meaningful manpower
planning. "Bertrand de Jouvenel, op. cit., p. 51
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do W P of. a society becomes an added dement in nor the sole criterion of the worth of a long-range
m�ation of that behavior, which then causes ptojection. Hence, the attempt to incorporate into a

In: 26 behavior from what it would other. projection a chain of anticipated reactions to it implies
wiv 6bees. n Ahort, we are confronteou with the the sacrifice of a major objective for the achievement
P *" 'of the self-fulfilling and self.denying pro. of a minor one. 1 A second and more scrious objection
V phbl In eosideri this problem, it is important to is hAdt any public projection loses its effectiveness
beur In mind that it is only problematic for those who either as forecast, target, or warning insofar as it comes
*6 identify projections with scientific procedures and to be regarded as an effort at manipulation or pro-
04 tho they uphold the scientific aim of successful pagandizing. The best way to avoid the suspicion of

projection. Obviouly, a projection which is either self- manipulative intent is to avoid all attempts to manip-
fulling or salf-denying cannot meet this criterion. ulate. This means that target or goal projections must
However, when projections are viewed as statements of be clearly announced as such. There purpose is to in-
social goals or as descriptions of possible futures which form the public of the possibilities inherent in the
may be regarded as harmful or threatening, their self- society. A projection is manipulative only if it is
Wfuilling or self-denying character becomes potentially designed to create an artificial atmosphere of progress

useful. If a projection serves to raise aspiration levels and prosperity, or to exhort the public to adopt certain
so that the attainment of desired goals is realized, or goals by concealing or downgrading other alternatives.
if it provides advance warning of impending difficulties The attempt by any government agency to alter its
so that plans are set in motion to avoid these difficul- projections by incorporating the anticipated reactions
ties, it has fulfilled its most important function--one of the public to its announcement might, in theory,
that burs little relation to the predictive aims of improve its predictive accuracy, but it would hardly
science, contribute toward easing the credibility gap.

Thaee who espoue a rigidly scientific -onception of Even if we grant that the procedures followed in
projections are led into a consideration of the above conventional scientific investigations do not afford an
problem in terms of highly convoluted speculations re- adequate paridigm for the construction of projections,
J arding a potentially endless chain of stimulus and the fullest possible use of scientific methods remains
response, in an effort to incorporate the probable re- the best protection we have against the tendency to
spouse to a public projection into the projection before reduce all projections to exercises in politically-in-
it is made publit. One consequence of such speculations spired wish fulfillment. Indeed, many of the funetions
is the assertion that long-range projections of man- of projections call for no more and no less than the
power should be discouraged or at least regarded with utilization of appropriate scientific methods.52 For
great suspicion, since thr r consequences cannot be example, projections may be developed as a quasi-
foretold, and may be harmful.4 ' Other partisans of experimental substitute for the kind of hypothesip test-
scientific rigor have arrived at the optimistic conclusion ing which occurs in a laboratory setting. Tle para-
that it is possible, at least in principle, for the tech. meters of the independent variables of a given equation
nician to incorporate in his projection the probable may be set in accordance with a given hypothesis and
response of the public to his announcement of the then changed to reflect a number of alternative hypo.
projection, thus avoiding the dilemma of self-fulfilling
or self-denying statements.50 'Roger C. Buck (22). In their reply to this article, Grun-

On the basis of our argument as to the proper taskc berg and Modigliani voint mut tlhat their theorem expressing the
possibility of incort_,. ing the anticipated public reaction to a

of projection, the above view is subject to two criti- prediction in the prediction itself does not imply an endless re-
ciams. First, predictive accuracy is neither a basic goal greuion of action and reaction, nor does it require that such a

regression be convergent. All that is required, they assert, Is
"W. Lee Hansen (83), pp. 1311. Hansen's comments are fol. that the public reaction is a known and continuous function

lowed by an excellent rejoinder by Sol Swerdlof, pp. 25f. It Is (termed the "reaction function") of the stated prediction, and
an unfortuaite aruism that all knowledge may be misuied, in- that the predicion Itself has finite and real upper and lower
eluding the uncertain knowledge which takes the form of pro- bounds. The authors conclude that the possibility of correct
jedoa. On the other hand, *he concealment of knowledge is public prediction exists whenever correct private predictions
simost certain to have harmful eonsequences, can be made, and that the very real difficultice in ths ;attea

msaIle Grunberg and )raeo Modiglian, (77). Compare thi sphere are "unrelated to their potential reflexivity." See Emile
apt remarks of GeOrge C Smith (177). In sociology, the prob. Grunberg and Franco Modigliani (78).
lem of he self.fulilling prophecy and of reflexive predictionus On the dangers of allowing projections !o be reduced to
somsnlb has loam been reoignised. See, for example. Robert KL mere rationalizations of current policies. see the commets of
Morton (127). Gerald Colin (28), pp. 381,
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theses. The more plausible of the resultant outcomes a differentiation is that it permits the technician the
might then be regarded as a confirmation of the hypo- free exercise of his talents in working out the impl-
thesis expressed in the underlying equation. Similarly, cations of a wide range of alternative assumptions
any projection is, in its purest sense, merely an without the onus of having to explain or defend the
elaboration of the consequences entailed by a specified government's interest in these alternatives. Under such
"set of assumptions. As such, its development must not a policy, the only published reports would he forecasts,
be influenced by non-scientific considerations. In short, rather than projections. They would reflect some kind
the proper but crucial role of value considerations in of plausible compromise between the goals a given
the development of projections is not too different from administration might hope to attain and the most likely
its role in scientific undertakings. Initial value consid- outcome in the absence of governmentally-inspired
erations dictate the selection of assumptions to be efforts. As such, they would resemble the judgmental
expressed in the projection, just as they dictate the forecasts of the National Planning Association, but
selection of problems to be investigated in science. without their alternative target and present policy
Then, after the technical work has been carried out, projections.
values determine how alternative projections are to be Our objection to such a policy rests first upon our
identified, used, and interpreted, just as the findings of basic aigument that projections should provide a
a scientific investigation find their chief practical use- public awareness of possible choices or alternatives and
fulness only in terms of the values they help to advance, their probable consequences. A single forecast, what-
Thus, the proper role of values in the development of ever its ultimate accuracy, tends to create an atmos-
projections can best be understood by recognizing that phere of false determinism which discourages critical
the most important purpose of long-range projections reflection. One should note, in passing, that this effect is
is to express our values within a framework of environ- as likely to be found, and as dangerous in its implica-
mental constraints so that their attainability can be tions, within the government itself as well as among the
assessed and realist;c priorities established. However, general public.
the projective techniques must themselves be "value- A second objection relates to the needs of the policy.
free" in that they must utilize scientific procedures to maker himself. A single forecast is of course required
the fullest possible extent.u by him for use in the formulation of plans and pro-

A final issue in regard to long-range projections is grams. However, the policymaker must also estimate
primarily a matter of policy, though it carries signifi- the effort required to attain particular goals, and he
cant philosophical implications. The issue relates to must consider alternative paths toward these goals. For
the question of public versus private projections. Once instance, he needs to know not only that the national
again, the fact that the issue arises in the first plac.- is economy should be prepared to offer, say, 80 million
telling evidence that projections cannot be regarded jobs to its workers by 1970, but, in addition, whether
solely as scientific or academic exercises, since one of that goal can be reached by mrAns of a continuation,
the hallmarks of science is the free dissemination of relaxation, or intensifica'ion of current growth rates.
findings. But a projection is always in some sense a In addition, the methodological requirements of the
model of a possible or probable future. Its publication, newer Planning-Programming-Budgeting systms with
especially by a government agency, inevitably carries their cost-benefit accounting schemes demand a system-

with it the authority of an official pronouncement, with tir compaisnof prounam tarets and t achiev-

at least some connotati'on of administrative approval. ment costs with probable outc",,ets and related costs

It is therefore tempting to differentiate between pro- in the absence of such programs. This requirement
jetions designed for internal use onlyanpulifoe
cats todbescirculated fo nat lge. one and pulilic fore- can only be met by the development of alternative

ceadvantage of such projections and a publication policy which gives these
"This position in regard to !he role of values in behavioral alternatives equal publicity.s

science is a familiar one. For a brief exposition, see Richard
Rudner (156). In economics, the need to supplement "value- "The n_,ed for alternative projections in carr-7ing out ot-
fre" techniques with value-inspired definitions of goals is well benefit analyses is brought out in three articles by Abraham S.
set forth by Adolph Lowe (114). Also Ree Lowe's more recent Levine (100, 110. 111). The dangers of an exclusive reliance
work (115), pp. 160 and 313. For an excellent critical discus- upon cost-benefit analyses In determining the feasiblilty of pro-
slon of Lowe's thought, see Robert L Heilbroner (87). Philipp posed policies in the manpower field are well stated by Robert
Frank'a insightful discussion of the "extra-scientific" purposes Lektchman (106). For a balanced statement of the uses of cow-
which can be served by scientific theories is highly pertinent to benefit accounting in evaluating manpower policies ad pro-
this Imme. See Phllipp G. Funk (56). grams, see Richard A. Lester, op. 6L., chapter 7.
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Ultnmty, the argument favoring the free publics- awareness of its own inescapable freedom--he free-
t• of dll projections deemed worthy of preparstion dom to "invent the futre.m""
In th first plae rests on the notion that an informed "This tempting phrase is the tide of a provocative essay by
public is in thd hoa run, our heat safeuard 1 Dennis Gabor (07). Using Jouvenel's apt ternicology, DamnelBell states the issue very sharply as a choice between decidoe-
,thp pursuit of unwis objectives or the adoption of nklng by serallo or forum. See Danel Dall (11). Cenir
W inWopriate means toward desired ends. Particularly the remarks of Alfred Sauvy (op. cit., 1962). For a challeng
"hI regard to the future, the public needs to recognise ing discussion of the potential dangers in the schievemuat of

reliable prediction in economics, we Gregor Sebha (161). Is his
tiat the growth of scienee and technology does not modest and temperate commentary on Sebba's article, Cad F.
imply an Increase in determinism but rather an in. '-"rist suggests tLat the danger is not on the immediate hom,
"CRSI in the ran and scope. of the alternatives before a lest. For a profoundly pessimistic analysis of the universa

trend toward greater rationalization and control over the future,
us. If projections are freely developed and published in see Roderick Seidenberg (16d). Seidenberg, like Herbert

al their diversity, they will perhaps serve their most Spencer a century earlier, foretells a world which has achieved
total predictability at the cost of surrendering the last vestige

vital function in educating the public to a conscioub of meaningful individual choice.

1I. THE EVALUATION OF PROJECTIONS

Both the improvement of projections and the de- its worth? Replication is of course useful in discloing
termination of their status as forecasts or policy mechanical errors, but it does not affect the plausibility
instruments depend upon the criteria whereby they are of the underlying assumuptions. Unfortunately, it is
evaluated. Such evaluation cannot be confined to the precisely the more subtle features of an expert's
simple quatmon of their accuracy because, in the first judgment which are most diffiult to exprem or dupli-
plac projections often serve other functions than that cate, so that the demand for totally explicit assumptions
of prediction, and Secondly, the evaluation of a pro- amounts to a demand that experts should utilize only
jection cannot always await the actual occurrence of their most pedestrian, readily quantifiable talents in
the events it seems to foretelL The following discussion making projections.
distinguishes four areas on which evaluation of pro- The assumptions which underly a projection can
jectons may be focussed: Their assumptions, their also be taluated in terms of their internal consistency.
methodology, their outcome or content, and their For ex"ple, a labor force projection which postulates
usefulness, given their intended purposes. a continuation of military expenditures as a constant
A. The Evnluaeion ol Auumptions proportion of total output would be inconsistent with

As previously neted, thc most glaring deficiency of the assumption of a drastic decline in the size of the
most projections is the insufficient specificity of their Armed Forces, unless accompanied by the further dip.
stated asumptions. This suggests the ptimary criterion ulation of increasing automatio, in military tech-
to he employed in evaluating the amumptions: Are they nology. Obviously, this evaluation for consistency
suffciently explicit to permit an adequate understand- requires a certain specificity in the statement f the
ing of their implications? This is of course a matter assumption&. "Global" statements relating to the as
of degres. Insofar u any projection reflects human suned absence of worldwide conflict or depression are
judgment, it is bound to incorporate a complex inter, of little value, since they permit of a wide range of

relation of factors which cannot be fully expressed or plausible interpretation.
Wesighted. Even in the cae of the more obvious judg- A third criterion for the evaluation of assumptions
me, such as the selection or rejection of a particular is that of plausibility. This criterion must be applied
variaisl for a particular equation, a detailed exposition with caution, because with projections in particular,
of the reasons for the decision might well exceed the what is deemed plausible tends to be greatly infl
capacity of both the technician's memory and the by what is regarded as desirable. Furthermore, the
reader's powers of absorption. expressed purpose of a projection may be to spell out

Furthermore, the practical value of a full explanation the implications or consequences of a highly improb-
of the assmptions; underlying a given projection can able set of circumstances. Such an exerise may be
be questionedL. In theory, such full disclosure would valuable heurisically, and should not be criticind
permit a faithful replication of a projection. What because the stated assumptions am unlikely to oe=r
thme? Does the ability to duplicate a projection affect in fact. Nevertheless, given the limited romrm
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generally available for this work, the bulk of projec- 1monly done so becamuse of limited resources, nnd not
tions must be designed to provide a reasonable picture because of a deliberate policy of restricting publication
of potential realities, so that the plausibility of their to a single sries. Given these inevitable constraits,
assumptions rem iins an important consideration in however, the technician always faces a choice betwean
their evaluation. 3ince we are concerned here with better or worse methods, and a review of his method.
making judgments about other judgments, it is diffi- ology is therefore appropriate in any case.
cult to establish definite limits beyond which a projec- Two further considerations must be stressed in the
tion may be rejected as implausible. However, the evoluation of the methods employed in projections:.
attempt is worthwhile, if only to force the technician to The appropriateness of the methods giver the quality
defend the adoption of assumptions which appear to of the available data, and their suitability in termn of
fall outside the range of plausibili"y."e tle purposes the projections are intended to srve. It
B. The Evaluaion o/ Methodology iknot necessarily incorrect io employ elaborate methods

The evaluation of a propection's methodoloby does of analysis with limited data or data of poor quality.
not differ from that of any scientific procedure. Such In fact, such data may require the kind of careful
-valuation should consider, first, the technical accuracy tailoring which such methods can provide. However,
of the results obtained; second, the appropriateness of a common effect of elaborate methodology is to convey
the analytirle methods employed; third, the adequacy a sense of greater precision than exi•s in fact, and to
of the data and their treatment; and finally, the validity conceal the deficiencies of the dats benemth an ima-
of the results and of their interpretation. pzmsive scaffolding of quantitativc analysis. There are

Considerations of technical accuracy comprise both no simple safeguards againt the misuse of statistical
the mechanical or arithmetical accuracy of the pro- methods other than the slow improvement in the
jection it- -If and the correctness of the definitions and methodological sophistication of technicians and users
categories of data that were utilized. While these alike. One helpful device im the routine-applcation of
matters are ob'viously the responsibility of the tech- simple measures relating to the accuracy of the data
nicians themselves, independent review by potential (where such measures can be devised). It is now
users may often disclose discrepancies or errors which standard practice to show such msures alongside the
might otherwise escape detection. A frequent problem, pertinent statistics in all statistical Publication., TIe
particularly where time series are being used exten- publication of equivalent memsures in connection with
sively, is that of definitional changes or changes in projected values would aert both the technician and
coverage which impair the comparability of major the user to the limitations of the data and might warn
categories of data through time. A r-lated problem is them against drawing unwarranted inferences from
the need to fully explain the adjustments to the data the given results.5T
which may have been deemed necessary Such adjust. C. The Evaluaion o,' Costeat
ments are frequently made in haste and inadequately The actual results of a projectio.--the levels and
recorded, so that analysts wrrk~ng with long historical distributions which are shown for future dates--must
serier of data are commonly tintble to determine the themselves be evaluated directlv, apart from considers-
nature and magnitude of the Adjustments that may tions of assumptions and methodology. lis evaluation
have been made at the time the dats were being may be carried out in three directions. First themr
originally processed. is the question of the consistency of the outcome with

With raspedt to the ad~equacy of the mo.khls used, the stated assumptions; this is a separate i, ane from

it is necessary that they be considered not only in that relating to the plauslblity of tht asmnmptions M
comparison with possible alternative methods, but also such. If, for example, a lahIr fore. projection ssm
in terms of the time and resource available to the a continuation of early marriage and childbearing
technician. The ease with which the inclusion of ad- practices, a major rise in the projected labor force
ditional variables or the use of alternative methods participation rates of yomg adud wome shoald at
may be suggested is not matched by the ease with which least be questioned. A secnd direction of inquiry
these elaborations can be carried out. Where govern- covcerns the ability of the Projectiom to seti@ pur-
meet agencies have presented a single forecast rather poem for which it wasie do If i smim purpos is
than an elaborate at of projections, they have com,- to provide a public predirtiom or foreceat, the publics-

"S, for enample, Thoma NDenberg &ad agcisae (op. cit.. *A& atced preiritmuly. t0i& is a imemi• re m.odstha f
196) and thi c&rtla review by Sophia Cooper sad Peas F. Oshak Mor erm. On ike Accmucy i icsssmik O4w iees,
Johnstoo in the ame irene, pp. 69-7MW P. 302.
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"tM af a rungs of values reflecting alternative sets of Practical purposes, their evaluation must include some
eWmqple wil not AM uff estism one of the series is consideration of their usefulness in meeting these
uhad liW iidW a the MoM liel or Judgmental purposes." Since many projections serve a variety of

Osldow n, do.th other h6nd if a ptojection is designed uses, such evaluation requires some notion of priorities.
be ProVid sothmsa ol the probablh luapect of ulterna. When projections are designed primarily to serve the
tive Polcies, It should ludleat. the difuarent effec. of needs of the pollcymaker, their evaluation must recog-
thus policie by mesw of separate projections reflect- nise the constraints imposed upon the technician by the
ing .ana of the akernstiyes pressing demands of policy formulation. The bssic

A ame 41l6=16 probbun In evaluation of content is function of the poficymaker is to map a course of action
to &Wdtrmn the mouod of detail and accuracy that is into in uncertain future. He is not merely called upon
beth sulicinat and necessary. The needs of the user to make prognostications from time to time; he is
may ohm, he met by a single number-for example, he immersed in the future all the time, and must constantly
may require a projection of the population of the formulate and express his outlook on the future in
Country in the year 2000. However, such a figure can relation to specific objectivas and policies. He must

*b ba e obtained by working with individual age-sex therefore be provided with a variety of statements
cohorts, and aggregating the resuls as a final step. having a future reference, but related to current trends

*Thus~, the amount of detail required in developing a and policies. Thieme statements must often be prepared
projection is more a function of the methodology on very short notice, and may commonly be 21tered
employed than the purpose of the projection itself. The quickly, with little chance for more than the most super-
real question is therefore whether the results of a Iriven ficial research. Hence the evaluation of such statements
projection reflect an optimum compromise between or forecasts cannot be carried out in terms of the thor.
what the available data can offer and the detail required oughnms of the methodology and underlying research,
to smom the purpose of the rrojection." but must consider instead their timelimseu and over all

A third direction of evil tation of content relates to consistenc-l

the recognition given to tne band oi uncertainty or The aimplicity of a projection technique may itself
error which surrounds any projection. Above all, pro- be an important aet to the policyrnaker, since he is
Jeatlons should avoid giving the impression of greater often required to convey some notion of the msump.
precision or forelasowle'Ile than is warranted. This is tions underlying his forecast briefly and in nontechnical
only partly a question of semantics. One can argue that language. Projections designed to meet such purposes
a projection is not a prediction, and that a reading of should not be evaluated in terms of criteria appropriate
the text will invariably disclose a convenient escape to the analysis of the more recondite research efforts in
chause in the forat of the usual 4'oateris paribus" the field.
proviso, and that, in any event, "let the use beware." In contrast, projections designed to provide the
However, in the practical world, iorecaAs are used as policymtaker with detailed guidelines, measures of
given, and the attendant qualifications teud to drop out progress toward a specific goal, or elaborate delinea-
of consideration. This danger can only be minimised tions of the possible consequences of alternative courses
by giving equal promiaence to the estimated band of of action must be evaluated by considering their as-
uncertainty surrounding a given projection as to the sumptions. methodology, and overall consistency in
resnks thanselve.. the fullest detail. Such projections should open up
D. Ensah"Mg eke 1'mWluhe oI Pro jeceoa options; their asumptions must be sufficiently explicit

Because. projections arn typically devvioped for "As noe prvony th prnil popw fgvrasa

"COMOMmMiai. ofs"ee gksav. rim to the question of the proiec.-ioma. re *dmirubi7 summrinmJmed y]as V. Knovles
"Uge agr.oe of as everelatlte VMsru a WWad eestue. For op. cii. (99). Alum we lamnes V. Knowles (100). p. 41. For
w0 - m IUapre" plaaftiag. as uaderesmimste may pero" San V OIU 416 of a goup of recent Aaho term. ecoaolc, tote-
son ass*. 0. abo pOOLawe mth. teuarks of Sdu" SOMMUeM wen9 Vkt ZafIol.itz (W7). A inner dePiWO expIosition

Ioaat3As1*SW1 m.1-W2 a ealir hele had im*y the an of aPlmpe ot istabbM' mehod.. !f a Foreceatlag

uihadcale ema isms b .4 o specifi swiasam @e sew projections wader * wide rW of 9pecie "mmwp
dusts. the bee" of arye, wMAc any wumme them. 7Ura T 0Vr k"odr f06.vayo he ml fre
dwpe Is always thea aiabmade A Ie wil he esetued with oe-m ths swe deumanded sat too wanqu. sand yI t
""ewbkailssy be readily fitted is" sany coumples model
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to permit a clear distinction among the alternative projection of an impending problem which sets in
series. Tlieir evaluation should therefore focus on the motion a course of action which overcomes the problem
explcitness of the assumptions, the clarity with which will have served a vital function although it turns out
their likely consequences are described, and, most im. to be highly inaccurate.

• portant, their variety and imaginative composition. Evaluating the ability of projections to elucidate the
Projections which beat fulfill the above purposes probable consequences of alternative policie or pro-

must actually serve in two capacities, and should there. grams requires some decision as to the appropriate
fore be evaluated accordingly. Their overt function hAs limits of the technician's professional competece. For
already been emphasized-to alert the policymaker to example, current laber force projections show mubtan-
the scope and range of the alternatives before him and tial increases in the labor force p6rtkipation rates of
offer added insight into the attainability of desired .young adult women. Should such projections be accom-
goals, or the desirability of attainable ones. Their hid- panied by a discussion of the posible unintended cou-
den function is, however, just as important-to provide sequence of such a trend, such a- a possible rise in I
an awareness of the limitations to action which exists juvenile delinquency or other strains on the structure

in a given situation, the constraints imposed by limited of the family? " The fact that such speculations cut
resources, political exigc.icies, the weight of habit and across conventional disciplinary boundaries does not
custom, the occurrence of unpredictable events, and the affect their potential usefulness to the policyinaker. In
like.42 the longrun, the noneconomic consequences of particu.

As was discussed in the second chapter, projections lar manpower policies may turn out to be even more
serve a number of purposes additional to those men- significent than their economic impact.
tioned above. Following the sequence of purpose sum- A far more stringent criterion for the evaluation of
marized there, appropriate criteria for their evaluation projections is the consideration of their success in as-
can be suggested in each case. First, the ability to signing probabilities to the possible outcomes of speci-
provide advance warning of impending strains or im- fled assumptions or alternative policies. Only strictly
balances given a continuation of current trends affords quantitative projections offer even the possibility of
"a stringent criterion for evaluation. The evaluation of meeting this requirement with any precision. However,
"a projection on the basis of its success in thi, respect it should be possible for technicians who develop alter-
necessitates an ex post facto analysis, since it presup- native series of projections to accompany them with
poses knowledge of what did or did not occur over the some kind of rough probability ranking, arrived at
projection period. Even with such knowledge, this kind judgmentally, on a scale from hbghly probable to highly
of evaluation is diicult. It is always posible to detect, improbable. The use of such a scale would also be
with the advantage of hindsight, signs of impending helpful in selecting a single most likely series for fore-
events which were not at all obvious prior to their oc- cating purposm"
currence. Furthermore, forf.ats which turn out, by the Where projections are designed simply to extrapolate
merest chance, to be remarkably accurate are likely to trends from a specified period in the past, their evalua-
convey to both the forecaster and his methods n tion is more straightforward. Herem the relevant criteria
undeserved reputation of forecasting ability. The rtpu- are the adequscy of the statement of assumptions. the
tations of many traditional soothsayers and oracles appropriateness of the technique seected to represent
were largely built up in this manner. Since their prog- the central tendency of the observed data, and the
noetications were commonly expressed in suffciently accuracy of the derived extrapolation itself. Similar
ambiguous term as to be consistent with a wide variety criteria are appropriate in evcluating projections de-
of outcomes, their forecasting ability is not surprising. veloped to prescribe alternative paths from a fixed bae
Today's quantitative forecasts do not umally allow such line to a predetermined objective or ta"tgt level. The
generous bounds for forst ing error. adequacy of such projections rets ultimately on their

In evaluating projections oa the basis of their ability consis.cy with the specified assumptiont.
to provide advance warnbigs of coming change, it is
necemry to recall their "self-denying" possibilities. A -Tkio h e iste. to 6 pw* i.arusw. eA pa.•ppoo.

Ow teexiaorm of eevdiw ebwia a psuu mca-bo be
"The the&fW h ewAim of SiWon Kmmt prvd& a riear tIL price lap of Worki mothme nd the, mmncide of juViVei1

now tite dil6rute of eOvJustisq l ojmctio is the Contest d •nqmti. We art Nmesi two qwotioa hei---Co* ahs
o cains socal and polktkl reAdliee See S nimu omets accistioe isot? amAd. if r2. doe it imUpy what we aw eina
(11). The same probkm. mm from the viewpoi of the bui. it to impl'?
am foreemer. ie tsefuly discned is dW&Ar J. Ckuaber 'An imermuia exak of thhi kind of sralia is to be lfond
(5). CL 12. ia T. I. Gordom and Olaf Heimer (op. ciL)
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The inROWsing as. of projections aw elements in a to fulfill a public information function brings into

laugar ModM or in a chain of related projections aug. consideration their potential audience. As previously

POt furthe Criteria for thei evaluation. An obvious noted, the requirements of technically trained users
Comadlds"o isathe mutuosalacnitency of the &asump. differ markedly from those of either the policyinakeri

doms01 whish iedal ac& of the projections which are or the general public- Both multiplje nrojections and
VOWd %qstb. to pgmuar* amy projection, some at- single forecasts are apt to mislead the gcneral public;

IsMion shouldl he paid to the more obvious usages* it the former because of their indefinite quality and the
wl hbs given in sasociatlom with related projectiocs latter because of their apparent determinism In addi-
For exNampe a pokoulation projection is more useful as tioa, a forecast, when publishied, carries the authority
a base for bhlor forcea projections if it provides greater of the publishing agency behind it aa.3 tends *o be
age detail for perveots age 16 to 24 and 55 &M' ovee, interpreted,'in some sense, as agency policy. For these
sohm the worker rates of persons in thesm ages change reasons, it is necessary to evaluate both projections and
rapidly. By the -sn tokes, the usefulness of population forecasts in'tenna of !he balance they maintain between
projections would Ike greatly enhanced if separate pro. the theoretically pousible and the historically probable.
jections could be show-n of the civila, noninstitutional While both projections and singular forecasts are
popolution, for use with projected civilian labor force, rooted in hislorical trends, the former can only be given
Similarly, projections of total and civilian labor force an appropriate range by emphasizing theoretical possi-
should be made availble to meet different user needs. bilities representing departures from past trends. Thbe
Although the tailorin of a projection to meet special forecast, on the other hand, must reflect a seJection

requirements of this sort may add considerably to its from among thise possibilities with emphasis upon the

codt, the ad hoc adjustsonets which must otLerwise be historical trend. Unlike projections, forecasts should
made by the -ne himself are likely to be both costlier not be exp#,cted to depart radically from past trends
sad lass accurate. unless the departure can be supported by strong¶ Most dileuck to evaluate are the projections which evidence. The burden of proof in a forecast (again,

offer the gretst~ polusbal defibm onlike a projection) should rest on the assumption of
Iinventions or somarica of the future which seek to a major change in underlying structure rather than on

explore the coneommms of a ou of hypothtia cir. a continuation of past trends.
Cindanwa Nr the grante danger in this kind of The primary needs of the general public in regard to
imaginative - P A a is the amo sequitur. However, we projections and forecasts are for clarity of exposition,
we d@Lling hboe with possibilities, not with neocessitima careful lAbeing of results, and an understanding of the

sota a weaker aliteneer of evaluation than strict ini- vital educational role to be played by any pronounce-
piaion is calied for. Perhaps we are again left with meats about the future. In evaluating projections as

plausibility as the only cAierion which affords a basis public dociiinms therefore, primary consideration

for cuiticim wkila recognizing that any conceivable should be given to their expreusion in nontechnical
future is poss"ibna a momdaetnniinisfic unhivere. The language with only a necessary minimum of expository
problem with plausibilt is that it, too, demands an (eWail regarding methodology and assumptions and
operationally asesmimgfui de"nitio; otherwise, it re- "raer emphasis no purposes and uses This require-
Sects little wone the. ones cultural background, values, meat cannot eiandy be met wlýo projections ore the
and p diMacioins Since. to the ordinary critic, no product of technically aoe'~plu econometric procedures,
faturs is plous"bl Nml it sdct an idealization of but eve. here a nontcchnicq7 summary of their as-
the pemwi time -itic i of houristic projectio.-s of the auniptions and procedurms followed by a careful state-

Pounds of thieir phss~bifity would introduce a power- meet of thfir intendedJ uw3 is eseential if the projec-
ful conservative bias Wno their evaluation and thut% tions are to be usetd intelliptntly by those wh i lack the
greatly wuahos their potential contribution. A better technical training of the cronomstneian."

basis for evalaion my be found in considering the To the infarnme public, forecast are comnmorly the

tbougdfulsen sd 6qMwity of their develpopmen and object of amused scepticism. reflecting the common-

the osuru-l adsqmy of the structure of their hy.pe- mass view that a Forecast is o.4 good if it is sccut lte.

thefical adrsaissa sod and this quality can never he determined beforehand.

Mie evaluatio, of projections in trsof their ablt Furthermore. forecasts are seldom the object of wide
ipud public interest at the timec they atv jisved; only

*~'o %6e tie ohm. ofw. 9"" Detr .G (72). For
sh4 myW .1MNC Of eblMA1600 Virv% 8M ROme GVVss 'Ttv isucs "work of -serelary Wins ame PetMi-.ei4 ka Ik

(nI). rvp',M. sm winwi W. Tun (MJ).



when, with the passage of time, they turn out to be and, to use Shackle's terma, the current "rig" of the
glaringly wide of the mark, or, more rarely, surpris- society-i.e., the set of tensions or prussure arising
ingly close to reality, do they receive great pubticity. from gaps which exist at a given time between the
lit .I,,- latter instances, the aura of certitude which actual situation and our values and aspirations-s T7he
comes to surround both the successful technician and construction of such a frame of reference is coming to
the successful technique may be more harmful than be recognized as a crucial task for the behavioral scaien
complete scepticism, since it promotee slavish imitation titits during the remaining third of the py as nt century.
rather than innovation. For these reasons, the educa- Such a framr of reference would require the develop-
tional purpose to be served by the publication of pro- ment of st system of social staistics supplementary to
jections rather than forecasts is of great imrportance. the economic statistics on which so many current esti-
Only when informed irndividuals understand the differ- mates of the society's condition must rely. Given sLch
trnces among projections, forecasts, and predictions can a system, seleced measures could be used, separately
they be expected to examine projections in the light of or in combination, as social indicators-i.e., readings
more relevant criteria than merely thecir predictive of the current status and evident trends of the society
accuracy. When projections are recognized as accounts in regard to specified goals or program objectives-s

of possil-le futures or "futuribles" (to use de Jouvenel's T1he primary significance of this development for
ten'1 ), they -'an properly be viewed as possible exten- projections of labor fo.rce is that it affords both a chal-
sion3 of human valup% an(& goals (i.e., as target projec- lenge and an opportunity to bring the problems of labor
tions) or as extrapolations of trends which may force growth and manpower development out of the
threaten these values and goals. Only then can the constricting framework of a conventional supply-
expression of public reaction to given projections serve demand calculus into a broader perspective of social
to inform the policymnaker of the public will in regaAd goals and aspirati-ns. Only within such a perspective
to the essential task of guiding the future growth of can the potential costs and benefits of alternative man-
those aspe-'s of our society which are deemed appro- power policies be estinzrgted in social and psychological.
priate objects of national planning. as well as economic term&?*

The above considerations lead us to conclude; that-
projections cannot be adequately evaluated on technical ereLSShce(16.p.1-11Tsesyia

grpunds alone, and d fortiori, they should not Le evalu- pecptv commentary on three lec'ý.res by Bertrand de Jon,.
ated~~ onn by tehnica of conjectt re."

ate olyby ecnialexperts. Tlwie: ultimate signifi- A gen,-ral outline of suc~h a system is developed by Bertram
cance czu. ý.nly be perceied within a broader frame of Gross (73).

reference, comprising the society's goals and values, "A challenging account of the plurality of rationalities which
must be considered in the development of social policies is Pmo

"The dangers of self-serving governmental secrecy in this yidr-d bv Paul Diesing t44). The need to incorporate non-
vital arcs are well summarized by Alfred S&,iry (op. cit., 1962, economi- factors ia the solution of economic probkman is also
p. 12Sf). As one of France's leading demographers, Sau-y ht-3 well stated by Allan C. Grnchy (75). Also see Melvin L G:-en-
had etensijve experience in the application of demographic and hu. (64) and Alfred L. Thimm (196) A clear statement of the
cctltonomic trchniques in th- developmoent of economic policiea. transecenomic nhturr of manapower problemii' s giver in Henry
For a Iliirf exposition of b~i thinking onomgrpi-eooi David (.18). Also *ee the discussion of 11 , ie by Harold L

projections, wee Alfred Sativy (op. cit_ 1%9). eprdi8.

These erferrw"e havv been cvracted !rmm a larccr biblios- 14bor. Bureau of t.akoe siatistic,' Bill'. N& lS3X
Whply and the otilinal itumblaenas kat been reraasw'. 'a) A'vw. A1.aar. FRAML111 X. r~sUa and Hntswa A.
* f'Aoaugs.31A tax&, "An Fxcaon-intric Adslvtas of Popaultina StCowmx Essays en the S&Vr,u'g- .1 S6i~d winaef

Cnw*. (:r w, Aec~at Fcomomic Review. S3ý 3 (Juar Wodefi fC~anibar: T1e X.I.T. Pre%&. 1950.
%3 i pp314-3 A" ) DAUM. V. lawt. -A Critique of [oaa-Reaac Foivinau-

tI) AwaIS. DONA"t S.. _CAhoft Feritity 's. Psri~y Prafrrr.- ias- Qure'ry Review off F~rssm.c a~ Nzssawst
Sion *I %lect),"* of PTOJ4Stima R~it6. Neplvery. fNoraw I % I~I pVp41 _16
svol 2 1 19M i Mp 41442L .8) Krstwot. Wtt&iA% I_ F-1rX mse ModeL, and MowI-

IF, Atwo's. Croree JaL. The America Es-emwmr a. W9S tsatic-%" in qwrra% Rov Krxpp fed.) The S&Ursr-ar
404 rites'iadasi' or Eswerl (N" 0 Yoarl: Herpes & Row. -0 Fsisauw .Scr1~fr 1 £aciv.0d Clids. NJ.: Prentice
puhlieAwv lam6). Hart. Lbc_ 1%6 1. Mp at 10i.

(5) ALTIMIAN. JACK, Proleche..s 19"r In1cifvaut4*43 K.1.- tI w-)w 54idy .f the Fsnor 1. Clan We Predict? 7 -76

tvtAakip.. Potratial DesarAd. F.sMploymea (VNAmbg- Oerele &t flelpiu., Tk*Pi. N -.- att'eSt. Fael la's. Pr.

ime. D.C.: rfcpL.eevke 1%61 -U3% Deparimat of ll%-l34
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Mr. IRwtN. The smart bird at the Bureau of Census judgment calls although I would add a parenthetical
pushing all those buttons is smart enough not to kill comment: We represent B and C as more reasonable
the dumb bird; keep making projections we want to and probable and A and D as extremes, which is a
use. I don't know if thet dumb bird is quite that dumb. minor point. I should have elaborated on the expecta-
He is liable to get the idea he can make the projection tions and stated we are basing the choice on this na-
and do without the Bureau of Census. I am personally tional survey which has been carried out three times:
sympathetic with the idea of a forecast figure. a prefer. in 1955,1:960, 1965; asking women how many children
ence choice. I think the tenor of my remarks indicated they expect to have in 5 years. This survey goes no
we would if such a statement is made. This is an old further than 5 years and the data has remained constant
argument between monitors making projections and the at three. knowledgeable people in the field working on
people who want to use them, but the basic assumptions the exp4ations data pointed out we were talking only
put into the population projections are these ones of to young women of childbearing age, we don't inter-
completed family size: 3.4 for the high (A) and 3.1 view an one 10 to 14 years of age. Within 5 years these
for (B), 2.7 for (C), 2.4 for (4). These are strictly girls piduce a number vf babies. If we get a range of
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probability around one 6ire, I'm sure we would do it. to know when we have a goal to agree on and how we
I 'eel we ought to try. measure our progress toward it. "Social Indicators" by

When Lkenis was showing the problems which beset Al Biderman has a chpter relating to the Uniform
him with the iemale participation rate 25 to 29, I would Crime Reports of the FBI, and tries to show ho- mis-
take '.he official bureau position, the one he hab pre. leading the statistics are. You get the idea they do
sentea. He presented a series of assumptions. We say more harm than good in informing the public about
they are bald assumptions: If they come true the popu. the phenomena from this article. I'll try one measure
lation will be thus and so, but since our assumption of the effectiveness of a projection to my way of think-
becomes his starting point, with the mental torment we ing: Has it given more fruitful directions to search for
put him through regarding the number of babies to be measures of attainment, progress or advance? Does it
produced, which series to select, I wonder if this is a give us insights? Does it open possibilities of seeing
useful exercise. Our position is, "Look, folks, we don't relationships we would otherwise overlook? Does it
know exactly what is going to happen; these are your open possible alternatives we %ould not have consid-
alternatives. You have certain situations; use this, the ered? The idea of giving every potential Viet Cong a
way you want." IThis is what we did and why, which is Ph. D. is a typical far-out stupid irrelevant remark, but
quite involved. I feel sympathetic because before 1 20 years ago this might not have been unfeasible. When
came to the Bureau I was irritated to find they were political relationships were sufficient we could take
giving me four, not three. You can't even pick the some of the leaders of these underdeveloped countries
middle one and I had to read this long detailed ex- and educate them. It might have been feasible in China
planation. It is tough and I am not really presenting a 20 years ago when they were still friends. These are
position so much as asking a question. far-out alternatiw-i; projections may serve to open

Dr. JdHNSTON. I ended by saying whatever else pro. possibilities. I'm sure concerned about the ones that endwith a prediction. One thing about a 'rediction:- You
jections do they educate us and I don't say it as pro. P
fessional training, can be sure it will be wrong.

Dr. SLAFKOS•Y. What do yousuggest as the proper Dr. SLAFKOSKY. Let's talk about your projections. If
alternative criteria for projectio.i. You are saying you you are interested in the insight you theoretically get,
can't use the fact they were either c01rrect or wrong in you internally are doing projections and you may get
some sense. The proper criterion sbhuld be internal as some. It -eems the value of these insights are only as
I understood it. You stated they were educational, good as your projections. It is only afterwards they
Kindiy elaborate as to the kind of education you are receive any value. It you agree then one of the values
referring to. in this procedure is looking at how good your projec-

Dr. JOHNSTON. I don't know. I get to t- tions and forecasts were. Only by this reflectivity canyou profit internally and, as matter of fact, see the
of my own ability to canprehend the area in which I implications of various variables or interrelationships
earn my living. We are groping for a sense of social that might exist in the area you are discussing.
goals, social indicatlýs or jrogress toward social goals.
There w•as a book published last year, "Social Indica- Dr. JOHNSTON. You prompt a reply that makes me
tors." As my old professor,at Harvard used to say, sound a little schizophrenic. I agreed with Dick Irwin
"'T"e only thing that gives this beok unity is the cover," when he said if you had a choice between a wild pro-
but in the book is a very goad coilection of work relat- jection and an accurate one, he would werk on the
ing to the problem of the social s'iences--how do we accurate one. This schizophrenic element is here. The
get even measures to our goal, much less the goals we future is something we are inventing. It is a function
all agree on. We want healthy and peaceable people all of the past but also a function of decisions we need to
over the world. We would like people to be educated, make and the question is what do we want to be and
so they can fulfill their creative potentials. All these what do we want to do? There is a book by Dennis
goals I state, may sound clear enough but they are not Gabor aod I quote the title: "Inventing the Future," 0
transparently clear. You can have something that
sounds clear when you read it but it's ambiguous in its whi.h can sell the book. I read it and I'm not as satis-
implications and its connotations. All of our social ith the inside as I am with the title. We are
goals are ambiguous in a sense. What do we mean by ...v. ,ved in the business of invention and not just
health, education, peacefulness, and social order. We technological invention. Our best inventions in thc next
want gowth. This contradicts the notion of order. 50 years are going to he in the social area. We have
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Major MxAnRo. How does an internal criterion ,if Mr. CETRON. I was glad to hear you mention the var
information measure the usefulness of a forecast, other ard the ones who will understand the work in the future.
than how accurate it was as viewed years afterwards? Daddario, in our Congress now, in a briefing a few
Another problem-you choose what you consider to be weeks ago said he was pushing to have a group set up
the most likely set of assumptions and then make a reporting directly to Congress, indicating what the
single projection which becomes a forecast. I have hud possible future world will look like. What is techno-
experience with problems where one set of assumptions logically feasible, socially acceptable and the second
had a likelihood oi 10 percent. This was the most likely group, not this same in Congress saying, "Now, not
set of assumptions. But there were others quite widely i984 we will do this and this, but how 6o we pull to-
spaced that had a likelihood cf 9 percent. So I had one gether and coordinate various people going in different
most likely set of assumptions but it wasn't much more directions to make sure the better goals for thir country
likely than something radically different. The point is, will be achieved." Part of the rationality brought out
I'm changing roles for a moment and speaking not as was Daddario said, "You are talking about 1984; you
a forecaster but as a consumer of forecasts, the de- brought it back over here; you are going to direct us;
cisionmaker, the 'dvisor to the decisionmaker who has we're going to have a ruling group-not an aristocracy
to use the forecast. The statement, this is the single -telling us what the future will be," and I think he
most likely set of assumptions, is not nearly as useful handld it well by saying, "No, I'm not. I'm trying to
as telling me: Here are three, or whatever the number, say what would make the world a better place to live in,
about equally likely things that could happen. Al, how especially the United States, what we can do by coordi-
do I judge the utility of the forecast? I judge it in nating the technology, the social implications, to make
terms of how well it helps me plan for the disasters sure this will be available and, how is this going to
that might happen, and do this within my budget. It put us iri a better position to take care of the country
may be that the disasters never happen. If I have as a whole." I believe this is the point we are trying to
optimally deployed my resources, I have not wasted bring out. Your output, the labor force, the input on
them on an unlikely disaster. But I have deployed them the census, these things are inputs to them because
in defense igainst reasonably likely disaster; then if they've get to use this as part of their rationale. The
this is not the case i.nd they don't happen, the projec- better your figures are, or the poorer, take your choice,
tion and the forecast was inaccurate but, nevertheless, the better their projections will be with the social
it was useful to me. implications, which, is where you start your projections

Dr. JOHNSTON. I think you made the point better of technoldgical forecasts. There is a major turning-
that, I could. Sometimes you make a projection you around on the outside, a ferris wheel in a sense, and in
hope will be self-denying and sometimes you make one the center is your future environment. Things are
you hope will b- self-fulfilling. The government in its happening and we are trying lo clear the focus on this
infinite wisdom is always doing this. When a projection crystal ball. We are on target but every year we adjust
about a labor force is made we are, in effect, trying to and I think that's what you are trying to do.
announce: "Look, folks, we are going to have a hun- Dr. JOHNSTON. It should be a continuing p~ocesa.
dred and five million people that are going to be work- Mr. FtIF.DMAN. Those of you who do not live in orin, or looki.g for work. With more than 5 percent of around Washington, D.C.,

r, kiaoudWahngo, .. may not be aware the localthem lookirig for work, we will have troubles. We've tabloids devote considerable space to the Federal em-
got to get a hundred million jobs." We hope it is self- plovts of the nation. You also may not be aware of a
fulfillrug in the "ens" that we don't know of any viable recent article which suggested we extend the work day
alternative to being able to make your way in the one-ha, hour by extending the lunch period from a half
world-of-work. Someday everybody may tie educated hour to an hour. and the Federal Government would
to leisure but that would be an alternative. This self- save a bhllion dollars. What does this suggest to your
denying prophecy is also useful- -the one you look at projected labor force figure? How does this affect your
10 years later and say, "Gee, that was all wet; we thinking?
didn't have an atomic- war." It was useful at the time Dr. JOHNSTON. One of the biggest weaknesses in our
because it IM to policies and programs which made labor force projections is we treat each person as a
war less likely and cansel it not tc happen. Certainly a unit and a person could be working for pay or profit
great d(e" of your work is in the area---I hope all of i hour a week or more and he is in the labor force..
your work forever will be self-denying in that sense, if The biggest mnknown. and this may be an advantage,
you prevent what everybody hopes won't happen. it gives some leeway in planning for jobs because if
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you are getting people who would be working part time ingthe labor force and the damage that would be done
and, some won't work under any other conditions, you by stretching the rubber band is far more acute in the
may talk about a hundred and five million peoplc in lower age level. I suggest if we consciously said, "This
the labor force, but in terma of hours of paid employ- is one position, the error will be more damaging than
meat, that would have to be prcvided-yot might have something else." This is what you are doing by default,
a plus or minus factor of 10 ot 15 percent depending simply saying everyone is equal, but this will be intro-
on the willingness or readiness of the people to work ducing a design having a format. There is one which
shorter or longer hours. We do need to refine our pro- could work for projection purposes, which is the com-
jections by introducing still another variable, which pleted families. I know you have had thi,. snalysis, but
has to be projected, namely, an average of hours I don't know what you are doing now. If a round figure
worked. We think of two thousand hours as a con- of three children is taken as the standard, it is clear the
venient work year pattern: 50 weeks, 40 hours a week, family has two children and is likely to have one more
give or take a week or so. But it is not 2,000 hours rather than two. This again you can differentiate. If the
because wore people in the labor force are coming woman hrd two children before the age of 25, the
down to 1,800 and for others it is iLalf of that o- a probability of having an additional child is higher
third. We need to have that variable and we don't. than if the woman is age 30 when she has two children.

Mr. FRIEDMAN. If the purpose was to extend the work We can narrow the area with this information and
day a half hour, eliminating the need to hire ten thou- check the actual data of family completion as we go
sand additional people. thereby saving a billion dollars. along. By watching this variable we can improve our
That was the implication. If you do not hire ten thou- projections. You spoke of the econometric projections
sand people what does this meat, to your unempioyn.ent and later you talked about the insensitivity of the lzbor
force? force to economic factors and birth rates. The only way

Dr. JOHISTON. Much of our work is at cross purposes to reconcile the two statements is to have an equation
because what you are saying is: You are going to of the form:
reduct zhe demand and demand being reduced in Gov- b, 1.. k
eminent is still a small component of the total economy. alxt-a•.2X2± .. - ,
Labor is a very expensive c,)mponent. You have every- Dr. JOHNSTON. Yes, I did it in a paper for a course
body reducing demand then what are we going to do? in econometrics. The result was a little beyond my
One possibility is this leisure world that David Reisman capacity to analyze but the professor, Martin Abel, a
has been talking about. I daresay it is going to take worderful teacher, was rather disappointed. Everything
more education to handle leisure than it ever has taken was directly contrary to what we would be able to
to handle work-education at knowing ourselves and explain on the basis of what we understand about
what we are like, becoming acquainted with ourselves, human motivat;ons. Maybe we are wrong. We are
Most of us can't find out about ourselves because we approaching the results of sn equaiion with notions as
are too busy earning a living. Maybe that's good. It to how people respond. Everyth;ng increases through,
looks like WPA, disguised under different initials. The time, we are dealing with many serisa correlations. You,/
Government has been suggested as an employer of last get beautiful correlations and yGu may get pretty tigh4
resort, to which the cynics comment: It already is coefficients without too much variance. A standard de-

Dr. CHACKO. I think you have informatin-a which viation term might he accepted but you ire left with an
would take you out o! that. I would like to point out independent variable, which you have to make assump-
two things. You have been avoiding your responsi- tions about. I don't want to disagree with your criti-
bility-not you personally-by saying the projections cism. that you don't mean persorally, but I ake them
will be checked against numbers. We could care less personally because we are an underdeveloped world.
about that an-i should be more responsible to our This is a world of soft -cience technology and I am in
obligations to the social affairs. If you were to say what a position whereby I cnn art on what I learn. There
errors, in one projection, are going to have the worst are qnly four of us working on this and we can do
effect. For instance, ii you were 10 percent off in pro- something about is thi. discriminate analysis, but focus
Jecting the labor force in the age group 50 to 60, this or, the groups that are impcrtant and you are exattly
would be le" of a calamity than the same kind of error right. Fron, 16 to 24 years is a problem. Beyond this

in predicting the labor force of people bnween 16 and age people have settled into a routine or have the
24, the reason being the older age group have the wherewithal to cop.-. The young entrants are the cra-
wherewithal to find a place better than kids just enter- cial point. I am making an educational projection, tied128



to the Census Bureau's projections, for the population systems. The way out would be to increase the efforts
as a whole. Education is one variable that is subject to to verify or deny the assumptions on wlifch -hes,! pro-
policy manipulation to a certain extent which we can jections are based.
introduce at a faster or lower rate. I don't know about Dr. JOHNSTON. We think of this as the ego problem.
lowering it, but we can increase the educational growth Yoj have to reach in and out.
to an extent. You are right, our projection is deficient Mr. HACKE. The reported unemployment r&te under-
because we have over-quantified. A person in the labor estimates actual unemployment and is self-limiting be-
force who is going to work 40 yearS, 40 hours a week, cause-particularly to certain structural elements of
52 weeks a year, is one; and a person drifting in and population-no one zan receive jobs after a certain
out at random, working a few hours at a time is also point. Would you comment on this?
one, which is misleading. Dr. JOHNSTON Yes, the claim is valid. You can al-

MAJOR SwE'rT. A quick billiard with Dr. Slaf- ways suggest alternative measures but the measure we
.. xy's question and Major Martino's response. We are use on unemployment makes it impossible for this to

addressing the problem of validity of forecasting and be valid. You were talking in terms of the real world
what we have is this: The nature of all forecasts and and we are talking in terms of how we make a measure.
projections is essentially deductive. The sophistication We measure unemployment by surveying a sample of
of technique can increase the validity of the product up households about one out of every 1,100 households a
to but not beyond that of its entering assumption. The month. We cover around 52,000 households, the best
weakest link in the chain of social sciences is the enter- sample of any survey in this country-and I want to
ing a-sumption. In trying to establish criteria to evalu- compliment my census colleagues on the wonderful
ate forecasts, we find assumptions have to be verified work they do in that area. They do a survey each
against data. Data varies by credibility with time and month. We measure unemployment by responses to
we have none for the future. This is one reason you questions: What were you doing last week9 Was he
can't check a forecast against the future. The other is looking for work, or unemployed? We miss the people
the feedback effect. If anybody knows about your fore- we undercounted initially, maybc 5 million people. Are
casts to th,-t dTree it is a steering signal that changes those people more likely to be unemployed? We can't
the future condition and has a self-defeating or self. junip to that conclusion. It has been tried by or.e con-
fulfilling aspect. The future is no good to evaluate ference. Your question addresses itself more sensitively
forrcasts, even when you get there. As far as checking and our Secretary of Labor is putting it in these terms:
against present data is concerned, you don't have it How many of our people are underemployed? You can
and it is not instantly available. There is an optimum be underemployed if 'ou are not using your educstion.
point in the past but you can't go back for data to Then you can easily slip from that to the psychologist's
verify your assumptions because data becomes expo- point: We are underemployed if we are not using our-
nentially uncertain as you go backwards. The farther selves to the fullest capacity. 1, personally, don't like
you go back the less is known about specifics to check to be utilized to the fullest capacity because it makes me
your theory against. There is an optimum poih" in the feel tired all the time. There is such a thing as over-
not distant past where data is most valid for the veri- rnployment and I am overemployed but we don't know
Scation of assumptions or premises. In the area of how to measure it. Some people are discouraged. In the
international relations, which is my field, data is best survey of 50,000, under age 65, we found a small num-
at 5 to 8 years past. The criterion we are using to ber of these. Many people are discouraged because
evaluate forecasts is the degree to which entering as- they are getting one day older every day. This is dis-
sumptions have been empirically verified. The interest- couraging for all of us. We can attribute this discour-
ing thing is that some basic assumptions in my disci- agenient to something else, but it is discouraging to
pline have been er,.pirically denied, but continue to he get older and we don't know how to measure this very
used as input. to scenario generstrs and forecasting well.

Mr. Ifacke describes a study he has recently completed, that required him to in-
vestigate severai forecasting techniques which alo involved trying to forecast "what
might have bren", if history had been different. his ,cautionarv words about how

difficult it is to find out what actually happened in the past, let alore make forrcasts
for the future, should he taken to heart by all forecas-,rs.

-Editor
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ANTICIPATING SOCIOECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF
A MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL: INNOVATION

James E. Hacke, Jr., Stanford Research Institute

INTRODUCTION

This is a report on two related research projects. released for publication.1 In broad out!fine, the research

One was to produce a manual on technological fore- plan was to assemble, analyze, evaluate, and organize
casting methods for the long Range Planning Service existing methods for forecasting technological ,change;

(LRPS) of Stanford Research Institute. This project to assemble, analyze, evaluate, and organizeexisting
has produced two volumes, now in galley proofs, en- methods for assessing socioeconomic impags of past
titled "Forecssting Technological Change: Exerutive technological innovations; to combine tho two sets of
Overview and Forecasting Technological Change: Man- methods into methods for anticipating socioeconomic
ual for Analysts." impacts of future technological innovations; and to try

The other projecilwas for the National Science Faun- the methods out on a past ilnnovation to see how they
dation to assess the feasibility of anticipating economic work. '

and social consequences of a major technological inno- This paper therefore falls naturally into four main
vation. A paper that I gave last year at this symposium pr.rts, following this introduction: Technological fore-
embodied preliminary results of this study. Its title was
"A Methodological Preface to Technological Forecast- casting, assessing socioeconomic impacts, testing the

ing", and it sought to prove the thesis that technological combined methods. and conclusions." First, methods of

forecasting has the some epistemological warrants as forecasting technological change.

such other applications of scientific knowledge as engi. 'James E. Hacke, Jr., "The Feasibility of Anciclpating Eco.
neering and medicine. nomric and Social Consequences of a Major Techhologlcal Inno-

The final report on this NSF project has just been vation" (SRI, May 1967).

TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTIMO

In his monumental volume,2 Erich Jantsch described and not diffusion and leave goal formulation and
more than 100 techniques that he calls methods of planning to others.
technological forecasting. But, in the first place, he Technological change is not a process that goes like
includes s11 human activity, from basic science to gov- clockwork, with every tick highly predictable from the
ernment, in the subject matter of his forecasting; sec- sequence of past ticks. Individual technological ad-
ond, he includes diffusion (among disciplines, indus- vances are almost completely unpredictable. So, if you
tries,, nations, and cultures), along with innovation, will, technological change is like human birth. Eachi
as somethinig to forecast; and, third, he advocates what birth is the result of!highly unpredictable activities;
he calls normative forecasting, or goal formulation and but the birth ia't:e is ot complptely ui:predictable.
planning, among the forecasting tasks. We cainnot foi cst technological change with com-*

Both for methodological and for practical reasonsi plete confidence a accuracy, any more than we can
the scope of the forecasting task here studied is much, forecast the birth iat .'with, complete confidence and
more limited. We differentiate technology from science,., accuracy. At mdptfwW e pan forecast that technological
economics, sociology, and politics; study innovation change will prolaib1811 '-within a certain range. ITe

'"Technological Forecasting in Perspective" (OECD, N4 real question is Y',Jzhei such "iffy" forecasts are usefuL
1967). Technological/change does not go on in a vacuum. It
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is largely the result of technological effort, and that necessary, he should modify the socioeconomic fore-
effort is motivated largely by economic and social casts that he started with, and repeat the process until
concerns. Technological innovations in turn have eco- the socioeconomic and the technological forecast arc
nomic and social consequences: think of the Bomb, the consistent.
Pill, and LSD. In my opinion, nevertheless, technologi- The analysis, evaluation, and classification of fore-
cal development is much more dependent on socio- casting methods in this study resulted in 10 generic
economic developments than vice versa. This is a basic classes of forecasting methods, five qualitative and five
contention underlying the whole study. quantitative. The qualitative methods yield a picture of-

In the light of this contention, the rational approach the probable fiitire pattern of technological develop-
to technological forecasting is to start with forecasts ment. Quantitative methods yield the prr-'able future
of economic and social _onditions, goals, values, be- change in parameters descriptive of the state of the art
liefs, and concerns. These forecasts can assist in judging in a technological discipline. A parameter is meaningful

.-whether specific technological efforts are likely to re- only in the context of a known technological pattern;
ceive more, less, or the same support in the future as
in the past. These estimates are the principal bases for
estimating whether future technological trends are change in pattern may become possible or necessary.

likely to follow historical patterns or to diverge up or So you can start either with patterns or with param-

down. eters. Either way, you must continue investigating the

Hav'ing made a technological forecast, the analyst probable effects of each on the other until you have a
should investigate possible economic and social con- forecast that is qualitatively and quantitatively con-
sequences of the forecast technological chiges. If sistent.

QUALITATIVE METHODS

The five qualitative methods are those that forecast his authors try to draw conclusions about the space
the probable pattern of fiture development. These effort and about the general nature of social invention
methods can give insight into such aspects of the future and technological effort. One of their conclusions:
as the layout and organization of the metropolitan area; Innovations do not move from one industry to another
the nature of future transportation and communication primarily through literature, but in the minds of trained
systems; and relations between men and machines in employees.
the future business organization. The third kind of qualitative forecasting method is

The first of these five qualitative methods is delineat- perhaps the most widely used: expezt opinion. At first,
ing the boundaries of the possible. These boundaries are it seems reasonable to go to an electronics expert and
set by the definition of terms, budgetary identities, the say, "Give me a forecast of the future of electronics";
laws of science, the present technological situation, and but this procedure is not so wise as it seems. First, he
the nature of human utility. Budgetary identities ap- is not necessarily an expert in forecasting. He will
ply not only to money but to manpower and material almost certainly invent his own forecasting methods,
resources. Any future development of the U.S. railroad without being aware of what has been learned about it.
system must start with rails that are now 4 feet, 81,4 In the second place, he is likely to be ignorant of
inches apart. Telephony between the United States and developments in other fields that are going to have a
India will be of limited utility as long as they sleep profound effect on his own. In 1957, when I forecast
while we work and vice versa, the future of global telecommunication, I did not take

The second qualitative method is historical analogy, space communication into account.
We use it whenever we use metaphorical labels like It is therefore usually bc. er to rely on the technical
"iron horse" and "industrial revolution". But the only expert only for the present conditions in his discipline
systematic attempt to apply historical analogy to tech- -including the present rate of development and the
nological forecasting of which I am aware is -n a book nature and severity of presently visible barriers to
edited by Bruce Mazlich.3 future development. On the basis is these data, the fore-

By comparison and contrast with another great social caster can erect a projection of probable future develop-
invention, the transcontinental railroads, Mazlich and ments. He will want to check this forecast with the

"'The Railroad and the Space Program: An Exploration in expert, to assure that he has made no technical blunder;
Historical Analogy" (MIT Press, 1965). but the responsibility for it is his.
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By contrast, the fourth qualitative forecasting as far as 50 years hence. Young people in school today,

method, using consensus, makes deliberate use of the for instance. may still be working in A.D. 2020. Edu-
intuitive forecasts of a variety of experts. The assump- cators would appreciate an inkling of what skills known
tion here is that the experts can bring a lot of knowl- today will st'll be useful then.
edge, rem-ribered and unremembered, to hear on the The last method of qualitative forecasting is useful
forecasting task. If the group includes a wide variety for discerning wbat is discernible about such a remote
of disciplines and economic and social viewpoints, they future. It has been called inventing alternat-ve futures,
can help correct for one another's prejudices and and involves writing as many different, plausible, in.
blindnesses. ternally consistent future histories as possible: of the

Many ways of arriving at a consensus are open to world, of this Nation, and of relevant technology. From
the objection that the experts can influence one another these alternatives emerges an envelope enclosing the
psychologically as well as logically. The Delphi tech- long-range technological changes that may be expected
nique developed by Olaf Helmer and others at Rand to occur.
helps to obviate this limitation. As a matter of experience, only about a score of

Consensus does not necessarily mean unanimity. The reIly different alternative world futures have so far
experts may agree to diss-ree. This spread of expert been invented. That there are so few may reflect the
opinion can serve as an ertainty measure for the b
forecast, limits of human imagination rather than of the possible.

These irst four qaiitative ,rccasting methods are But they surely embrace more alternatives than a less

useful as far as we can reason in. the future from the extensive and systematic effort would produce, and

present and the past. This time span is adequate for thus yield the best available basis for preliminary long-

almost all planning activities. But on some occasions it range planning. And there will be plenty of time to
would be advantageous to have some idea of the future change plans to deal with the unexpected.

QUANTITATIVE METHODS

Before discussing quantitative forecasting methods in titativ, method: inductive trend determination and
detail, consider for a minute how to select and collect extrapolation. It is inductive because it requires no
dato on quantities to forecast, explanation of why the trend is as it is. It just is, and

A quantitative measure of a technology should indi- that is enough for the forecaster.
cate something about how well we are likely to be doing In 1957, James E. Rosenzweig 4 plotted aluminum
something tomorrow, as compared with today. The consumption data for thie United States for the years
chosen quantity should therefore actually represent the 1919-54 inclusive (see fig. VII-1). He extrapolated the
technology in question. Speed records, for instance, do observed trend to a forezast demand for 8.59 billion
not represent how fast our transportation Eystems ac- pounds in 1965.
tually move goods and people. Deviations from a straight-line course are probably

Unfortunately, most technological data were not easier to see then deviations from anything else, so
gathered for forecasting, but for accounting and con- the analyst is happiest if he can manipulate his data
trol. They are not always particularly appropriate as a to show a straight line trend. Rosenzweig used a loga-
base for forecasting. rithmic scale for alurminum demand. Other transfbnna-

Early in the development of a technology, there is tion:, are possible.
considerable uncertainty about what data'are suitable Then trend line can be drawn arid exiended by eye;
for any purpose, and there is little or no systematic bat almost always the analyst will use statistical
effort at collecting data. The forecaster must then be methods. There are two pitfalls to watch for in such
satisfied with very approximate methods, until system- use of statistical method.
atically collected and organized data become available. The first is to take the trend line as the forecast,

Quantitative forecasting methods also fall into five without realizing that future values may vary from the
generic categories, trend by as much as past values have. A main reason

When you have collected and organized your data, for my using Rosenzweig's aluminum forecast as an
you can hardly help plotting them as a function of time 'In his "The Demand for Aluminum: A Case Study in Long-
and .oeeing what the trend looks like. Forecasting by Range Forecasting" (University of Illinois "Bulletin," 54, 63,
extending past trends into the future is the first quan- April 1957).
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FIGURE VI-1.--Calculated alurninurr c s,-mption in the United States, 1910-65.

example is his calculating and supplying the standard me.sures of %ariance too seriously. These riteasures
error of his forecast. His forecast of demand for were derived on tbe assumption tl it ueviations from
aluminum in 1965 was one-tenth of a standard dovia. the trý:nd are independent of one another; and hib6orical

tion off from the actual demand. time series rarely show randon' deviations. Rosen-
But the second pitfall to avoid is to take statistical zweig's aluminum data show a coefficient of serial ccr-
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relation of +0.80. Each point is like a moving average tive and theoretical. It consists in applying to the data
over a period significantly longer than a year, and so growth curves derived from theoretic-l assumptions
the actual fluctuation in demand for aluminum is much about the mechanism by which the parameters change.
greater than the data reveal. In a pay,-r at the Lake Placid Club last spring, for

So don't take a trend line as representing what is example, falph Lenz applied to military aircraft speeds
going to happen, without allowing for variance; and a curve derived under the assumption that the speeds
don't take statistical measures of variance too seriously of which aircraft are capable change annually by a
if serial correlation is present. Taken together, these factor proportional to currently achieved speed, times
considerations may make a good-looking trend line a factor that goes to zero as achieved speed approaches
rather useless. A 95-percent confidence interval thhL orbital speed (see fig. VII-4.)
covers a 100-to.1 range may be of limited utility. Forecasting by use of theoretically derived laws of

The second kind of quantitative forecast is even more change is subject to the same statistical limitations as
subject to pitfalls than inductive tiend determination trend extrapolation. Slight changes in the assumed

and extrapolation. It is the attempt to find and display mechanism of change can yield large differences in the

periodic fluctuations in the value of a parameter. forecast. But testing a variety of plpausible assumptions

In two circumstances, searching for periodicity against the data may yield some insight into what is

makes sense. One is when some reflexive mechanism going on to cause the observed change.
behind the phenomenon under study makes it fluctuate The three preceding methods seek to express the ob-
periodically. For instance, some diseases may at one served and predicted changes directlv as a function of
time have traveled around the world, returning to the time. The fourth quantitative methoi, trend correla-
site of a io.mer epidemic when the population there tion, expresses the measured quantity as a function of
had lost most of its immunity. This may have caused other, intervening variables, themselves considered
periodically reurring epidemics. But technological functions of time.
change has largely destroyed this reflexive mechanism, At first, this might seem like exchanging one fore-
if it ever existed. Diseases, as well as people, now casting task for many, with no clear advantage.
travel faster; but immunization and antibiotics offer But if the intervening variables chosen are actually
new controls of epidemics. important influences on the parameter under study (or

The other circumstance warranting search for period- conversely), the residual variance can be significantly
icity is control by a naturally recurring phenomenon, reduced. After his inductive trend determination and
such as time of day and time of year. For example, the extrapolation of aluminum demand, Rosenzweig inves-
average daily production of electricity in the United tigated the effect of several intervening variables and
States shows a regular secular trend; but it also shows chose two as significant: GNP and aluminum/steel
a 5-percent semiannual fluctuation about that trend, price ratio. A multiple correlation with these two inter-
peaking in summer and in winter (see fig. VII-2 and prcrai.Amlpecoeatnwthheewone-VII-3). vening variables reduced his standard error of esti-

mate, for 1965, to 20 percent.
Cyclic analysis has become highly sophisticated, for Tat e for 15 o 2p rcent.

example, in analysis of communication traffic demand.
A somewhat different technique, harmonic analysis, has tion apply to multiple correlation as to those methods

been borrowed from communication theory by C. W. J. that study phenomena directly as functions of time. In
Granger to forecast the sunspot cycle.' But in all of addition, the form of the relationships among the de-
these instances the physical basis of the periodic fluc- pendent and the intervening variables is uncertain and
tuation is evident. Human beings are so prone to see is not often investigated in any great depth.
cycles where none exist, and have wasted so much time The final method of quantitative forecasting consists
trying to forecast the stock market from sunspot cycles, in making a complete model of the process under study.
that the warning is probably justified: Don't use The modei may be analytical, digital, or stochastic.
periodic analysis unless you know how the periodicity kny attempt to be rigorous and precise in such a model
comes about and why. leads to many equations and many variables, and there-

These first two quantitative methods are largely in- fore is best trepted with a computer.
ductive and heuristic. By contrast, the third is deduc- The demographic projection methods described in

'In "Spectral Analysis of Economic 'rime Series" (Princeton a preceding paper by Richard Irwin were complete
University Press, 1960). modeling techniques, of the particular variety that
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uses difference equations. As his discussion illustrated, inevitably back from considering quantitative to con-
the attempt to erect a complete model leads you almost sidering qualitative changes.

IMPACTS OF INNOVATIONS

So much on methods of technological forecasting. There are just forecastirg methods. Most of the meth-
More detail, and more justification of some of my ods I have outlined were in faLt developed first for
statements, is available in my NSF and LRPS reports. biological, economic, or social forecasting. The method

As you remember, the basic idea was to combine appropriate in a given set of circumstances does not
methods of technological forecasting with methods of depend so much on whether it is technological, eco-
assessing economic and social impacts of past innova- nomic, social, or demographic phenomena so much as
tions. I thought that assessing past innovations had on the morphology of the data.
been well studied, so I tackled forecasting first. Then 2. A method of assessing socioeconomic conse-
I turned to methods of assessing socioeconomic impact. quences of an innovation that escapes at least partly

To my surprise, all of the studies I could find were from the post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy is as
guilty of the post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy. If they follows:
were studies of hybrid corn, they blamed all the Describe relevant developments following introduc-
changes in American agriculture on hybrid corn. If tion of the innovation; describe relevant following de-
they were studies of farm mechanization, they blamed velopments were the innovation not introduced; and
all the changes on the tractor. And so on. I got an take the difference between the two sets of develop-
economic historian to make a more exhaustive literature ments. This is the impact of the innovation.
search an( analysis for me, and he came to the same 3. It makes lit"te difference whether it is past or
conclusion, future impact yau are studying. When it is past, you

In this impasse, I arrived at th-ee propositions: have one extrapolation irto the unknown to make:
1. There are no technological forecasting methods. What would have happened had the innovation not
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been introduced? When the impact is in the future, JETEC-later EIA-had accumulated and circulated a
you have two: What will happen if the innovation is lot of Jata, but they were proprietary and therefore not
introduced, anI what will happen if it is not? available for this study. It proved necessary to tabulate

This, thea, ". mf rLod developed for anticipating what data we could from the trade press and from
socioeconomic consequences of a major technological advertisements.:
innovation: In this way we were able to develop four time series

Using the forecasting methods analyzed and organ. that gave some basis for extrapolation: Total transistor
ized, describe what might happen, or might have hap. production (fig. VII-5Y transistor/tube price ratio,
pened, were the innovation not introduced; describe number of transistor types, and performance parameter
what happened or might happen after its introduction; (fig. VII-6). This parameter, pdf,2 , where Pd is device
take the difference. The remaining task was to test the power dissipation and f, is maximum operating fre-
method, by applying it to a post innovation. quency, is a quite generally appropriate figure of merit

Example: The Transistor.-After consultation with for active electronic devices originally developed for

the National Science Foundation and a fair amount of microwave tubes. In addition, we had some data on

analysis as to what would constitute a suitable innova- foreign transistor producdion, but not enough for

tion for study, we chose the transistor. The transistor meaningful time-series analysis.
could be fairly unambiguously defined; I could under- Analysis of and extrapolation from these data led to
stand it; and we felt that plenty of data would be avail- the following quantitative forecast of the state of the
able. At the same time, it was not so minor as to con- transistor art:
stitute no test of the method. By 1965, U.S. transistor production will have reached at least

The idea was to go back in imagination to some point 6 billion units, and may possibly reach as many as 600 billion.
in past time and use only data available at that time, They will have become thoroughly competitive in price with

and see if we could make a forecast using that data vacuum tubes, the ratio of transistor to tube prices will average
gto some point in the more recent past. Coin- somewhere between a third and three times as much per unit.

extending tIn these circumstances, performance characteristics will be fully
parison of the forecast with actuality would constitute as important as price in -dictating which device is chosen. Tran-
the test of the method. sistors with a dissipation rating of 1 watt will have cutoff fre-

Our first intention was to cut off at the end of 1956, quencies as high as 50 Gc/s. There will be at least 2,650 regis-

thus allowing a forecast over the decade 1956-66. But tered transistor types, and the number may possibly run into
the hundreds of thousands, although it is difficult to see how so

the available information through 1956, both qualita- many types could be registered, kept track of, and advantage-
tive and quantitative, was just not extensive enough ously used. Other free world countries will compete effectively
for meaningful forecasting. So we moved the cutoff to with the United States in producing and marketing transistors.

the end of 1957. This gave us two 9-year periods: from Of these, Japan, already producing a fifth as many as the United

the announcement of the transistor in December 1948 Sta:es. is in a particularly strong posiion.

through 1957; and 1958-66 inclusive. Two of the quantitative forecasts proved greatly over-

I began by describing economic and social conditions optimistic. Transistor production in 1965 was only

in 1957, giving evidence that would ju. tify a fore- one-seventh of the minimum prediction, and the power-

caster's tf,'*king that major social and economic trends frequency capabilities of current transistors are orders

would contits.- for a decade as they had in the recent of magnitude less than forecast. These predictions
past. A~nong this evidence was a forecast made for therefore were not quantitatively fulfilled. They might

Tempo in 1957. stili have served as useful indicators for the planner.

Between 1941 and 1957, the electronics industry bad The other two extrapolations-number of transistor
grown about 11 percent per year; but there were signs types, and transistor/tube price ratios---fell comfort-

of stagnation o: maturity in 1957. Production increase ably within predicted confidence limits. Japan's 1966

between 1956 and 1957 was only 4.6 percent, and many transistor production was ?2.4 percent of that in the

indexes were off. But three technoiogkal developments 'United States.

often associated with the transistor were already in The application of several different methods of fore-

being, and had arisen independent of the tranAstor: casting qualitative technological changes led to this

miniaturization, printed circuits, and computcrs, forecast:

Historical quantitative data on the early history of The weal:h of possible transistor materials and configurations

the transistor proved unexpectedly difficult to come by. tiha, knowldedgeable experts could have enumerated in 1957 as
worthy of ex.ploration would have given a forecaster grounds for

""1970: Challenge to Planners" (General Electric Co., Santa expecting that transistor technology would continue to advance
Barbara). over the ensuing decade at a rate comparable to that prevailing
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through the preceding one. Shockley's expectation, first pub- ducers, and not more than six account for a majority of the

lished in 1950, that semiconductor electronics would compare in transistors produced in the United States.
magnitude and complexity with all of the rest of electronics, Although quantitative data are not available, there is quali-

seemed well on its way to fulfillment in 1957. The pattern of tative confirmation of the "forecasts"... of the revival of stand-

applicability, already highly complex in 1957 .... could be ex- ard-band, amplitud- modulation broadcasting and of the shift in

pected to continue tp increase through additional applications. consumer repair services almost entirely from radio to tile-

However, in none oý the applications ... had the transistor be- vision....
come dominant. Atfthe point for each of several important ap- The major impact of the transistor on industry in
plications--hearing, aids, computers, and domestic radio receiv- general was through its influence on the cost and there-
era, for example-when transistor prices and capabilities made
them better than competitive with vacuum tubes and when de-
signers had acquired the skill necessary for designing with easy to see (and was foreseen) in 1957 that one major

them, design effort would switch from tubes to transistors, impact of automation would be on the size of the

These forecasts were borne out by developments civil-service force and in the distribution of demands

through 1966: for skills in the labor force. Interestingly enough, there
Every one of 40 hearing aids evaluated in Consumer Reports, were forecasts about a decade ago that automation

January, 1966, was !ransistorized. in the 1957 Spring and Sum- would produce large-scale unemployment as its first
mer [Sears] Catalog .... every console phonograph and radio-
phonograph and every portable radio, radio-phonograph, and effect; but these forecasts were not made by people in
phonograph listed is transistorized. All but 4 of 19 table radios the electronics industry. In electronics journals, the

are transistorized.... Only in the television set has the tran. forecast was that automation would sustain employ-

sistor not taken over from the tube in consumer electronics. ment, at least at first, through its effect on productivity;

The partial success of these forecasts of transistor but that it would cause increased difficulty ivith struc-

technology !ends some credence to the assessment of tural unemployment. These forecasts, which I embodied

the impact of the transistor on the electronics industry: in mine, have been fulfilled.
... the U.S. electronics industry continued to grow at its his- This was about as far as I could go with anticipating

terical rate of 11 :ercent per year, instead of "slowing down," the social impact of the transistor. The reason had to
as it might have had it not been for the transistor. Consumer do with the fact that this was a feigned forecast, not a
electronics products continued to grow in sales volume. Produc- real one. I could speculate about a wide range of im-
tion in the United Statv of transistorized radio receivers in-

creased in volume by 9 percent per year, but deciined somewhat pacts, from the effect of the personal portable radio on

in total value. This relatively slow rate of growth of volume and teenage culture to the effect of Japan's economic
decline in total value of receiver production is undoubtedly due growth, partly due to the transistor, on Far East
in large part to Japanese competition. ... stability; but I could not demonstrate that I was not

The expectation that by 1965 there would be a half-dozen or sta ding but I ac nt moretat I w ot

less major suppliers of transistors in the United States has only just reading hbtory back into my forecast. So I could

partially been borne out. Some 41 companies produce some not go as far in the feigned forecast as would be

transistors. But not more than a dozen of these are major pro- possible in an actual one.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the feasibility of anticipating eco- all methods described, in the literature that are strictly

nomic and social consequences of a major technolngical forecisting methods-as over against planning

inniovation has in my opinion been demonstrated. The methods.
anticipated consequences are not exhaustive or abso- 3. These methods are not peculiar to technological
lutely accurate, but sufficiently full and precise to be of farecasting, but are applicable to economic and social
sighificant value to the planner. forecasting as well.

The process of demonstrating this feasibility has forecayting as well.
yielded the following methodological results: 4. They are also applicable to answering the ques-

1. Forecasting is an application of the results of tion, What will happenr----or would have happened-had

empirical science on a par with engineering and a given innovation not come along?
medicine. S. Answering these questions is necessary in order

2. There are 10 generic types of forecasting methods, to avoid the post hoc, ergo propter hoc fallacy in

five qualitative and five quantitative, and they embrace assessing the socioeconomic impact of an innovation.
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Major MAIRMO. I found your comments on the Mr. HACKE. You pulled these five States out and ran

technological fields quite interesting. I presume you the correlation again? What happened?

include in this demographic forecasting, which is a Mr. IRWIN. It dropped way down. The point is:
little different from the others? S. posing I go to !he next step and use my multiple

Mr. HACKE. Yes, by implication I answered that regression eqv:,*ion or a simple regression equation as

query. The demographic foro-asting system is one a predicter. I can say for sure I am going to predict

model, these five dynamic States pretty well, assuming the

Dr. JoHNsToN. I think you probably covered this future will be like the past, but what about those in

technique as well, but I wish I had been able to an- the middle? Granted they are not changing as much

ticipate some of the things about your paper. You and I can't make as bad a mistake because you are not

mentioned the qualitative techniques-I guess it was actually forecasting change, bu,- it puts the use of

this trend correlation technique. Have you tried the regression equations in question and this is the

lead-lag indi,-ators for shortrun purposes? That is, if question I am raising. 4
you have a technological factor which is a close relative Mr. HAcIE. No, I don't think it does. You are saying

of one and the other is going ahead. Have you had any essentially is you don't have enough data on the migra-

luck with this? tion of these in-the-middle States to make a medium

Mr. HACKE. I haven't used it; just analyzed it. I for prediction. We're going to have inmigration or

would include this lead-lag as a form of trend cor- outmigrationi. That's about all I can say, however you

relation. have to do a more detailed analysis. It is not the form

Mr. 'IRWIN. I have a question of detail regarding of the regression that's at fault. It is just that you need

trends correlation. This is with respect to using re- more data.
greswon analysis, either simple or -nultiple regression Mr. IRwiN. We took a sarvey for the Office of Eco-
and concerns the case of extreme values. The ones I nomic Opportunity. Collected data and found one
refer to P-re related to employment and popu!ation datum missing. We have an imputation procedure
change by Stste. In all the data I have, 1940-1960, are whereby we impuv! characteristics to a person on the

"three Sta'es that drove very fast: California, Arizona, basis of six or eight other characteristics. However,
and Florida, and a couple of States are losing like the imputation procedure did a bad thing on pro-
crazy: West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Usually the fessional policemen. They used what they called "a hot

other 45 States or so, are in the center and very often deck". People are coming and going .,i the imputation,
are not correlated. It looks like Denis Johnston's chart. then when characteristics are missing, you look in the

But with those five States that spread in a line like the hot deck to see who was the last one in that followed
moons floating around Jupiter you get very good cor- these characteristics and the implication is a geographic
relation value when you put all the numbers in, like connection, which happened to be haywire, so this
3.98, 0.97.. Take them out and it goes dowi to rbout full-time professional policeman of fairly high talent
0.6. Is there a recommended technique for dealing with received a salary of $100 a year-the consultants
this? What would you suggest? working with the data were extremely unhappy and

Mr. HACKE. What are you correlating with? said it was going to ruin thr:!: regression equation.

SMr. IRWIN.. I usuall' have migrat-on as my dependent Sh-'uld we use a tool where a crazy valiue will ruin it

variable. For example, take regional sh;ft in the share especially when you start getting complex models that

of each industry by State in the forties snd correlate it use stepwise multiple regression with say 50 variables,

with net migration in the forties and you get very fine and makes a choice on an I--test of every variable when

correlation if you leave all the States in, but Califorria you don't know what goes into it?

is always there, Arizona and 'iorida way n;'. every- Mr. HIACKP. Nothing comes out of a thing better than

thing going up, and on the other side. everything going what goes in.
down. Mr. IRWIN. There is nothing I can do about the input.

Mr. HIA:KE. I think what you are saying is thewe five Mr. HAC.Er. A committee is a group of people who

States are obvious in their advance, but if you include individually do nothing but when thea meet, they

all the other States in you get a higher corrttlation !han decide .iothing can be done. IA me say this: I think

if you include them out. Is that right? one of the major advantages of tech forecasling is how

Mr. liwim. I didn't think of doing that. I said, much you know about it.

"Look. I've got to see this value about these States, so Mr. SurrMi. In answer to Mr: Johnston. we have done

I pulled them out." some forecasting using trend correlation and corn-
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ponents, I guess you'd call it, component trend corre- do more jobs and still use the same number of people.

lation and I have a report that was published before. Would you care to comment on either of these prc-'lic

It is an old report but shows that using this component tions?
trend correlation that in the past year and a half since Mr. HACKE. I think there has to be recognition and

we accomplished work, our forecasts seem to be quite all of us in forecasting are niuch Ico fond of linearity.
valid with this particular method. I've given the report If one man can build a house in 30 days can 30 men

to Mr. Hacke and I am sure he would be glad to haveý build a house in one day? There is an'optimuin beyond
you look at some of these curves, which this total force would increase. I don't know

Major SwETr. I have a definitional question. You whedtler this is what you are suggesting, but there is

were describing extrapolation as inductive. Would it an area of compensatory magnitude in many situations

be correct to say the fitting of a curve by regression that operates to reduce tfe impact of the socioeco-

technique is the inductive process whereby you would nomics of many technological innovations. If we put

have a hypothetical function, but then the extrapola- the effo-t on miniaturization and rniggedization in

tion itself is i. deduction based on the hypothesis? vacuum tubes that we have p " in transistors, I don't

think our electroni-s technology would be greatlyMr. HACKE. I've been around this semantic merry.

go-round a couple of times and don't know a better different from that which we have today.

way to say what I want. Of course, drawing the line or Dr. LINSTONE. There is something that affects fore-

making a particular forecast is a deduction from the casting. We rarely see any document or discussion of

mathematical expression you generate, but generating negative needs. What do I mean by negative needs?

the extrapolation itself, the mathematical c-rve itself We all talk about what new thing will be added.

is an inductive process. Looking at the data, you say, I don't know what pyschological factors are operating

"Gee, it looks like this. I assume the gentrality is going but I think there is a real problem. People are not going

to be as follows." te give up anything. I think that'3 mor,' true than

Major SWETT. What occurs is a hypo'heý is bases on people recognize as the negative forecasts.

the data points. Mr. HACKE. One example which illustrates what I

Mr. HACKE. Yes. think you mean is-there was an ingenious new type
Dr. LINSTONE. The sociological consequences of ma- of vacuum tube developed about 8 years ago with a

jor techno!ogical innovation brings to mind something 4-year lifespan and that was a low-anode-voltage
we experienced during the Mirage studies. The first one vacuum tube. It worked fine as an RF amplifier in con-
in particular where, you might say, military technology junction with transistors in the audio section. It was
invaded the military area and its impact. An analysis used for a while and then suddenly transq;toi
of the rapid deployment with a Lanchester-type technology passed it by.
analysis has shown the implicatiorn was quite evident Dr. LINSTONE. It isn't precisely like that. I'm not
that the faster you go into a situation and nip it in the talking about a new item that might not be the best.
bud, the less force is needed. As I say, this was kind For example, in the Delphi there was forecasting of
of in our innocence. I'm more and more skeptical that breakthroaghs. rhe-e are new advances the positive
such a result is meaningful, because this is a socio- side of the ledger, so to speak. I would like to see a

implication or psychologica! implication. It doesn't ,'irresponding list ol things to discard' or things we
always work the way theory predicts. All that happc-,s won't have.
is you tend to go into more plaees. Nothing apparently Mr. HACKF.. Are you talking about things that have a
reduces the deployment of troops. disfunction, a disutility?

Mr. liAcKE. You go into more places with less and Dr. JINSTONE. Yes.
iess u-ntil You end up with nothing. Major Swr.rr. This discussion belongs in a class of

Mr. l.INSToNF:. You have the desire and the capmbility problems involving waste, and accumulation generated

to use mnre and never therefore economize with less. bv thc existing system.
I don't know if it's true but it is kind o[ a feeling now- Dr. l.INSTONE. When you have supply over demand -

adavs. This ie-autiful argument for more airplanie,. et,-. vou have more of sonmthing around, then you have a

Major MARTINO. I think Mr. l.instone's qu•.,ion is disutilitv functior, awl it i' the aanwe problem with

the nme regarding social implication, lie is soggesting ,.liminating atomic ast , and bacteria; and
the naive pri-diction, from a b1e!ter military caoal'd. o.,r own ,te that you can't gr: rid of. this is an arta

Sis that You do the PIb with le-s people and a nmoee that has bween vractically unaddres,,d ý far. This prob-
sopihitircated implication is t01at you will contract I,: I-,' cam, up at one of the lhoww boarrds. O-c of the
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ouvions questiors Mr. McNamara wanted answered the same tinie assess the impact of th3se technological
was: What don't we need and what can we get rid develpments. You said, you thought you could makeof?--this caused more agony than the whole new an as-if kind of assessmen!' of what would have lisp-
concept. It was decided R narrow gage locomotive was pened if the transistor had not been put in the tech-
something you don't need. nological stream. If we take this notion that lies behind

Major MARTINO. This is something about vested the use ,f the growth curve, which is that a form of
interest axd all that implies, technology will arise and keep that cuh'e going, if the

transistor hadn't been invented, then presumably
Dr. CHACKO. I would like you to comment on some-

thing which is related to both questions and problems something else would have kept the growth curve
that have been raised recently. As you know, Congress- goiug; in which case you might szy the impact of the
man Daddario introduced a bill for technology assess- transistor is to the first order of approximation null,
menit. He told me Congress bought •ff oi the idea of because if it hadn't been invented something else would

3upersonic transport without much critical review, have taken its place.
I Th-n SRI showed there will be a sonic boom when the Mr. HACKE. I would not make exactly that assump-
supersonic transport travels over landmasses as opposed tion but go ahead.
to water surface. This was not practical, the question Dr. DALKEY. There is a slightly amusing paradox
arises: From your study of this transistor radio or because if you go back in the past and ask the question:
allied work, is there any methodology we could see that What would have happened if such and such hadn't
will address a more general question of technology been invented? You would he in an interesting position
assessment, or fallouts, of any innovation? Do you of having to invent what would have been.
have any words of wisdom to offer? Mr. HACKE. You are precisely in the same predica-

Mr. PACKE. In the first place. we were trying to ment as the forecaster who cannot imagine the inven-
demonstrate a method or develop a demonstrated tions or innovations that are actually going to be made.
method, rather than produce a study that may have The railroad system and the way it has been developed,
some words of wisdom to come from this kind of for example, might well have been an invention that
question. B&t from other work that has been conducted never would have been needed because of the horseless
at SRI on educational policies, research centers, I am carriage. I don't know, I'm just a forecaster.
speaking for mysel; as a participant in the study and Dr. DALKEY. If you are trying to evaluate the impact
not for the study, this series of questions relates to the of a named item you can say the impact of any given
question of values. When you get into the area of named item is essentially zero because if that named
human or humane values it is easy fcr things to become item hadn't arisen, something would have taken its
superficial. There has been so much superficial writing place.
and speaking on this topic. A second point regarding Mr. HACKE. Let me use the transistor as an example
Daddario's proposal was for a technology evaluation and incidentally, the choice of the transistor came as
adjunct to Congress. We were saying that undoubtedly a result of a study of a fairly large number of nomi-
the time has long since passed when we needed a staff nated innovations because it was completely defined.
in Congress to give them a way of acquiring, It was fairly unambiguous. A border has to be drawn
at least as a planner or decisionmaker, some between other solid state devices and the transistor,
insight into the technological process and a means for but otherwise you have a straightforward job. There
evaluating the approach goals and objectives thruugh are many innovations that are hard to define. Specifi-
the use of technology. The new scientists have an idea cally with the transistor which is noted in the report,
of setting up what amounts to a technocracy to formu- I think you can say: had the transistor not been
late goals and plans but it is ideologically dangerous. developed, true technology would have continued to
At least in a democracy the feedback process from develop at approximately the rate it did before the
goals to plans should include the populace. I think transistor came along, therefore, some compensatory
Congress has the responsibility and it cannot escape. mechanism would have operated with penalties in terms
They can have a staff but its line function is goal of weight, cost, an] power consumption. The forecast
formulation and plan adoption. of the transistor is not nil. You say something else

Or. DALKEY. You partly answered my question but I would have been invented. I can't answer that; I can
would like to get it on the record. There is a rather only carry it as far as I can investigate the alternative.
amusing pataoox particularly in the use of growth Dr. DALKEY. I don't want to push it too far but if
curves to forecast technological developments and at you are going to apply things like growth curves in the
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future, wouldn't you be willing to apply them to an curves, everybody gets unhappy. Will you assume a
uncertain past? mechanism of change and investigate mathematically

Mr. HACKE. Yes. what that method means? These have been derived by
Dr. DALKEY. It seems this would be rather an amus- analogy, from bacteria, and I'm' not happy about

ing exercise, bacteria.
Mr. HACKE. I think methodologically also you are Colonel DAvis I took the opportunity after your

on the same ground trying to forecast what will happen. lecturc, Dr. Dalk,'v, to show where it seemed feasible
Colonel VAUGHN. You disci ssed 10 different methods to fit a growth cu -vt ,i logistic curve to the outcome of

but I imagine none of them are used in their pure and a prediction by a g.- )up of Delpi i experts, and since
sole state; that there's always some mixture, all of the Delphi curves have this characteristic, one

Mr. HACKE. There are a couple that are used alone, might think it possible to do that with others. Conse-
or in a fairly pure state. One is the use of experts, quently, the results of Delphi people may lead to a
inductive trend determination, induction and extrapola- phenomena which can be described or a description of
tion. These occur to everybody to try first. I think I can a phenomena that could be characterized by growth
anticipate what you are going to suggest but you should curves. I wanted to remind you so you won't be too
use as many different methods as possible as a check. unhappy with growth curves in the event they would

Colonel VAUGHN. I was 'wondering if that is good be useful to characterize mathematically some of
policy? It appears to be good technique for a person Delphi results.
to use one against the other and hopefully use several Dr. DALKEY. I hope I didn't giv'! the impression I
to check against, was unhappy with growth curves. On the contrary,

Mr. HACKE. Yes, you can. growth curves seem to have a great deal of validity
Colonel VAUGHN. We sponsored a study at Syracuse and have a life of their own. This is what results in

University, which was basically an expert report bound the paradox.
together and more or less correlated. At least they all Dr. CHACKO. You asked for another word for
used the same language; but I can imagine that each "growth." I have used "life cycle curves."
person in his own disciplinary area probably used all Major MARTINO. That is a good terminological
10 and found more. suggestion.

Mr. HACKE. My experience from use of-experts and Dr. CHACKO. One of the major technological innova-
I have been an expert in a forecast and have seen these tions is probably t. better nuclear detection device and
things-many of the books you read, from H, G. Wells when we sign a test ban treaty, we will know who is
on, are expert opinion books--is that the expert gen- cheating. The technical means to detect this should be
erally operates by using historical analogy and in- available. Should this come about and lead to a de-
ductive trend determination. The expert uses the escalation of the current armaments race, one of the
"method and his methods are subject to analysis as are major problems is that of econon'ic impact. I am bure
anybody's. you have studied the report that was published about 2

Mr. SMITH. Colonel Vaughn, on using several dif. or 3 years ago showing the probable impact on several
ferent methods, from the experience we had--we used firms largely dependent on defense contracts. I suggest
growth curves, trend correlation and experts and put this will be a major technological innovation and will
together a tech forecast about a year ago. We found have serious major socioeconomic consequences.
almost complete disagreement between the expert!, Would yo! comment ,-n how you look at this problem?
growth curves and trend correlatin, almost 100 per- Mr. HACKF. Although this is not a quarrel with the
cent in every forecast, We finally resolved it by taking problem you pose. I don't think the question is a tech-
the growth curves and trend correlation, becatve we nological innovation. However, an economic and
could document it against many opinions, and found political innovation is there We have adequate test
experts quoting historical analogy to contrmlict our devices for all practical purposes. One of the things
curves. You can't mix the three, not in our experience I think you are asking is: that this would be. as all
anyway. for-mats have to be, a conditional fretk-st based on the

Colonel VAUGHN. It might be interesting to try the decisions made 1) sigaificant actors in the situation.
Delphi technique. The United States will undoubtediy adopt -9ome pro-

Mr. HACKf;., I am unhappy about the title growth grains ,f ore' kind or another to ameliorate t- - ermplov-
curves. If yo, discuss growth curves Nou also have to ment impact and the like of partial or total dt,*Cala-
talk about decay curves. but if you discuss decay tion. It will devend--the forecaster should give the
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planner in the light of the innovation what the probable because it is difficult, on a time scale, locating yourself

consequenees of the visible alternatives would be so on that curve.
that he could make a selection, and could exercise Mr. HACKE. Yes, until you get to the inflection point'
judgment to decide which and what strategy to use. you don't have enough information as to where ypu are

Major SWETT. I'm not sure correlati'rn would be of going, and then it is too late.
interest. The Delphi pattern of convergence through Major MARTINO. The same is true of Zipf's Law.
reiteration shows a split logistics curve normally. Because of some fundamental mathematical tbings it ¶

"Mr. HIACKE. What do you mean by split curve? turns out to have wide applicability. But you run into
Major SWETT. A split curve on both sides. If you are the same kind of a trap. You never know whether this

looking at the convergent cone, each half of it looks is one of those cases.
like a logistics curve normally. The technological de- Mr. HACKE. Until it is too late.

velopment curve oftentimes Jso shows a logistics
shape. Psychologists use the same term and found it

made in 1932 regarding fr-quencv modulation. The
repeatedly in their learning phenomena. They called it reason Terman was wrong in this case was in the 1920's
a learning curve. It seems both pyschological and tech- pepl fis1tre okn tfeunymdltonological progress show a characteristic of learning. people first started looking at frequency modulation

no .loica .p wrogressshow a characterisi of lreaornhin. and not understanding the situation. They believed one
Mr. HACKE. I wrote a section of this report which cudtesi h aeaon fifrainoecould transmit the same amount of information over

attempted to demonstrate this. The normal curve of
a narrower bandwidth which would be wonderful.

error can be deduced from very general mathematical
Finally, they understood this was not so. that, in fact,

assumption. FM would take more bandwidth or as much. All the
its description and I think the same general assump- erts soured
tions can be made by the nature of technological exp on FM. They were completely against

it because it would not give the advantage originally
progress, and will yield the same kind of curve. It is hoped for. The advantage of FM lies in another field. It
not accidental that the estimates people make of an allows you to --t rid of noise and the problem is that
imperfectly known quantity in the learning curve and Terman was aswering the,wiong question.
many growth curves are all the same shape.

Dr. JOHNSTON. I remember in the courses where we Mr. HACKE. Yes.

have anything normally distributed we accumulate the Major MART-NO. You have to be aware of this prob-

normal distribution by logistics and this was discovered lem in dealing with an expert. Make sure he is answer-
in the 1920's again and found to apply to a vast range ing the right question.

of phenomena and it is dangerous to forecast from it Mr. HACKE. I agree.

One of the most widely used forecasts currently being prepared by the U.S. Govern-
ment is that of the weather While weather forecasting has been practiced by farmers,
sailors, and other for centuries, the use of scientific tools for forecasting is a com-
parati--ely recent innovation. The problem of the weather forecaster, since the intro-
duction of scientific methods, has been that he can have acce¶- to more data than he
can possibly use, in the time he is allowed to make his forer The advent of the
digital computer is already changing this situation, however. Commander Hamilton's
piper, on numerical weather forecasting, presents some of the problems of a forecaster
with a plethora of data, but whose thefory about the meaning of the data is not always

adequate to the task of preparing reliable forecasts.
-Editor
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NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING TECHNIQUES i

Comdr. G. D. Hamilton, U.S. Navy, Fleet Numericul Weather Fv.cility, Monterey, Calif.

The development of numerical methods of weather equations could be solved in principle, and if necessary,

analysis and forecasting is one of the most significant by purely numerical methods and sheer brute force,

and spectacular advances in the field of meteorology appears to have first occurred to L. F. Richardson, a

in its long history. highly original British meteorologist-mathematician.-
The numerical prediction process attempts to fore- economist-statistician who also had a lively interest in

cast atmospheric motions by formulating them in the new finite-difference methods. During World War I,
mathematical terms. To accomplish this, Sir Isaac between ambulance trips to the front, he designed and
Newton's laws of motion, which were developed for carried through a finite-difference scheme for solving
bodies or particles subject to impressed forces, had the nonlinear hydrodynamical equations for meteor-
first to be applied to a fluid medium. This was done in ological purposes-the first genuine attempt at dynami-
1755 by the German mathematician, L. Euler; however, cal weather prediction. Anticlimaticall), Richar3son's
it was not until the latter half of the 19th century that results disappeared in the general confusion of the war,
Euler's hydrodynamical equations were applied to the together with the computations he carried out labori-
study of the atmosphere. A treatise, published in 1888 ously by hand over many months. They were later
by H. 'von Helmholtz, a scientific genius of his period, found under a coal heap and published in 1922.
applied the hydrodynamic equations to the atmosphere. Richardson's experiment was not an unqualified suc.

It might be wondered, therefore, why our interest in cess, since his calculations predicted th&t large-scale
solving these equations is so belated, weather disturbances would travel at about the speed

The answer is probably twofold. In the first place, of sound and in the wrong direction. In addition, he
the equations are simply so difficult to solve. In mathe- estimated that it would take 64,000 human computers
matical terms, the difficulty is one of solving a general operating simultaneously just to predict weather as fast
boundary-*and initiai-value problem for a simul- as it happeiied. Numerical prediction could not, there-
taneous system of six nonlinear partial-differential fore. become a practical reality until the development
equations in three dimensions. Even today, there are of high-speed electronic computing machines.
no known methods by which the solutions of such Another very important factor in the development of
equations can be related explicitly to general boundary numerical prediction was the establishment of an inter-
atid initial conditions. national network, of upper air observing stations. Our

Exact analytic methods failing, the most satisfactory present day network while still sparse over ocean and
course would have been to solve the equations by purely tropical areas, is fairly dense in many land areas.
numerical methods. These, however, were not fully Furthtrmore, the observations are not confined to the
developed until early in the 20th century and, In any earth's surface but data throughopt most of the vertical
vase, would have required an enormous volume of extent of the atmosphere's mass is obtained by balloon
computrtion. svundings. Thus, a three-dimensional picture of

The second and probably more important obstacle to atmospheric motion is obtained.
the early development of dynamical weather prediction By the end of World War II, the stage was set for
was the sparse meteorological data. the dynamical rapid progress in numerical prediction. The design of
meteorologist of that day did not really kno, what kind the necessary high-speed computers was still in prog-
of phenomenon he had to explain, and could not fully re,-s when a numerical prediction group was formed in
test any theory that he might propose to account for 1W46 under the leadership of i. Yon Neumann at the
the behavior of the largt-scale weather disturbances. Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. Sponsored

The realization that the general hydrodynamical by the Office of Naval Research. this group simplified
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the hydrodynamical equations under certain limiting sophisticated models appeared which could predict theconditions, so that they could be solved with the aid of formation and strengthening of new pressure centers.

computers. Several solution schemes or modeis were However, they rarely predicted the occurrence at the
developed, tested and successfully applied to predicting right times, at the right places or at the correct rate.
large-scale atmospheric motions. Discouragingly, the more complicated models have not

There were two serious defects in Richardson's work. shown significantly better skill than the barotropic
First, it is a matter of experience that the atmosphere is model.
always very close to a state of mechanical equilibrium; At Fleet Numerical Weather Facility (FNWF) a
i.e. the horizontal pressure-gradient force is almost modified barotropic *model is in vise as no known
exactly in balance with the Coriolis force, and the prognostic model hae proven capable of consistently
vertical force of buoyancy is almost exactly balanced outperforming the FNWF model. A great deal of the
by the virtual gravitational force (the resultant of the success displayed by this model comes from its having
earth's centrifugal force and pure gravitational forces). been tuned (i.e. adjusted for maximum accuracy) over

Accelerations of air are dependent upon the small a period of several years.
difference in these forces and pressure gradients and The Weather Bureau has recently instituted a numer-
winds cannot be measured with the required accuracy. ical model based on the hydrodynamical equations in
Second, the hydrodynamical equations are general and their unmodified or primitive form. With the speed of
include high-speed sound and gravity waves as well a!. the third generation computers, it is now feasible to
the meteorologically important long atmospheric waves, integrate the equations in short time steps. However, all
This may lead to computational instability and the models suffer from the lack of observational data.
solution will blow up unless the time increment is less Among existing operational centers, differences in
than the time required for sound waves to travel the initial analyses are often as great as differences in 24-
grid distance over which the finite differences are taken hour forecasts. Without a correct analysis, any forecast,
to approximate derivatives. To provide sufficient reso. no matter how good the model, is going to be ir. -rror.
lution of the pressure field, the grid distance must be A plateau has seemed to be reached in numerical fore-
taken in the neighborhood of 200 km., which therefore casting and any substantial increase in accuracy can
requires a time increment of about 10 minutes. only be attained with an improvement in initial data.

From physical considerations, there is little reason to The greatest increase in forecast accuracy since 1960
expect that such high-frequency waves would have was achieved recently when the U.S. Air Force imple-
much significance in large-scale meteorological phe- mented its Automated Weather Network (AWN).
nomena, and it is therefore desirable to filter out these Observations are collected from regional teletype
waves. When this filtering has been accomplished, weather circuits terminating in computers at High
larger time increments (of the order of an hour) are Wycombe, England and Fuchu, Japan. This data is im-
permissible for the individual steps of the forecast. mediately transmitted by high-speed communication

This is the type of filtered model that was first com- links to a collection center at Tinker AFB, Okla. From
puted by von Neumann's group in 1950 on the ENIAC there, it is relayed together with western hemisphere
computer. The modified hydrodynamical equations data at approximately 6,000 teleiype error-free words
describe a relativciy simple model atmosphere (baro- per minute to FNWF with drops also at the Weather
tropic) and it has rather serious shortcomings. It Bureau at Suitland, ad., and the Air Force Global
implie" that the number and intensity of cyclonic and Weather Central at Offutt AFB, Neb.
anticyclonic vorticities cannot change and accordingly Within a few years, this initial stimulus was followed
cannot predict the formation and growth of new dis- by the establishment of similar research groups in
turbanceo. Thus, in order to deal with these problems, Sweden, England, Japan, and Germany. In the United
more general models have been synthesized. Many of States, a landmark was reached in 1956 when an upper-
these models have been developed, tested and shown air numerical forecast map was disseminated via the
that relatively crude methods of dyntimical prediction national weather facsimile network to replace a sub-
were as effective as subjective techniques in the hands jectively prepared one.
of a skilled forecister and were accurate enough to It is natural to ask what makes the problem of
justify putting them into practice. Today, computing weather prediction so unique and so demanding of
machines have taken o-,er major segments of the human wit and brute machine force.
routine weather forecasting job. First, the atmosphere exhibits undulatory and vortex

With the advent of larger and faster computers, more motionis on a trrmendous variety of length scales. These
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range from millimeter-size eddies, spinning along a creased to 16,000 points, for the northern hemisphere
windswept ground surface, to the thousand-mile-size from a depth of 1,500 feet in the ocean to 100,000 feet
vortices or cyclones associated with major storms. A in the stratosphere. Hemispheric forecasts are made out
typical hemispheric weather map is shown in figure to 72 hours for upper-air levels and 48 hours for the
VIII-1. All of these motions, small or large in scale, surface. These forecasts require about 30 minutes of
are directly or indirectly essential parts of the weather- computer time or on the order of 2 billion computa-
producing mechanism. Thus, many observations of tionq. The fields are transmitted at 4,000 words per

* variables are required simply to describe the details of minute to Fleet Weather Centrals in Guam; Pearl
the current weather. Harbor; Norfolk, Va., and Rota, Spain. It is planned in

Even assuming that the overall effect of very small- 4ie future to shift to communication satellite channels
scale eddies is determined by events )n a larger scale, at up 40,000 words per minute. At the Weather
it is conservatively estimated that the values of at least Centrals, the data is tailored for the areas of responsi-
five variables (pressure, ttmperature, huwiidity, wind bility and transmitte-d to fleet user%. The Naval En-
speed and direction) would be requi:ed at 5,000 vironmental Data Network is illustrated in figure
uniformly spaced points at each of 10 different altitudes VIII-5. Data tielines (fig. VIII-6.) on the U.S. east
to provide a sufficiently accurate description of the state and west coasts provide environmental products to
'of the atmosphere at a single instant. Naval Weather Service Commnad units and other

Another complicating factor is the solution of the Government agencies.
equations. The form of the hydrodynamical equations The growth in computer speeds from the Yeginning
is such that the instantaneous local time derivative of of routine numerical weather prediction is depicted in
each variable can be expressed in terms of space deriva- figure VIII-7. The computational mix for the curve
tives of variables in the same set. Accordingly, if we assumes ten adds for every fixed loint multiply in
can observe tht initial values of &ll variables at a net- typical meteorological work. The figure show• that
work of discrete points filling the entire atmosphere, speeds underwent a steady lo! -'rithmic increase during
we can approximate the relevant space derivatives by this period.
the method of finite differences, and can compute the Although the dollar co:1 of the computer systems
initial rate of change of each variable from the hydro- used in meteorological centers has increased in the last
dynamical equations. Knowing the initial value and 10 years. the time (and consequently, the cost) per
initial rate of change of each variable, we can then operation has shown a remarkable decrease. This may
extrapolate its value over a ver y short interval of time be seen in figure VII-1 which summarizes the time
at each point in the network. Finally, regard this very and cost of five million typical mcteorol 'gical corn-
short range forecast as a new set of initiil data and putations. Figure `Il1-f givý a 3ummary of the
repeat the process. Thus, it is po!,sible to build up a Control Data (CDC) computers in operation at FNWF
prediction over any desired period of time as a series as well as the new STAR computer scheduled for in-

stallation in fiscal year 1969. Not indicated is a CIDC
of successive forecasts over very short intervals of time. 8 9 c m nation c ompu t us ed fo a itr

Therea poblm, bvousy,'isto arr ot te oer 8090 communication computer used for data inter-
The real problem. obviously, is to carry out the over change with Tinker AFB in the Automated Weather

1 billion calculations required for a 24-hour forecast Network.
in considerably less time than 24 hours. Herein lies the With the increase in computer speeds it is now
power of the high-speed computer. possible to perform numerical integration for long

The average number of reports received per opera- periods of time to determine the atmospheric circula-
tioual run is as follows: tions. Such computations are scientifically important h:"

Surface pres~iure (land) 4000 that they require a formulation of many of the physical
Surface presaurr (ship) 550 proccsies occurring in the atmosphere. These processes
Uppr.r air soundings 510 include the eff-ets of orography, moisture, turbulence
Batihythrrmograph, (60 __hour co!lrction ,-ri4d W and radiation. Integrations have been carried out for
S pa % urfai r tc np4.tIre OU- =day coleti- on several hundred days and have given realistic results in

Figures VIII-2 and VIIIo3 illustrate the density 7 f correspondence with climatological statistics. However,numerical forecasts still fail to ahow any realistic skillsurfa-e weather and upper air relprts received for 3 after 2 to 3 days.Novembe 19t030.yNovember 1966. There are many procesaes in the atmosphere which
The data is analyzqed at Monterey each 12 hours on are poorly understood. They include relkase of latent

grids of 4,000 points (Figure VIII-4, soon to be in- heat when water vapor condenses into cloud droplets,
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TIME AND COST OF 5 MILLION METEOROLOGICAL
COMPUTATIONS

50042

$42

400

300

SECONDS

200

$15

$3 550 204

1955 1956 1961 1964 111Fiu V111-

1rcuni VIII 9. -Fleet Numerical Feather Faciiity computers.

Avrqe winor cycle

operation time lime System cost
Types (.negseco.,ds) (negmaseconds) (millions ot dollars) New Obsolete

(2) 1604 12 6 1.5 1961 1970

(2) 3200 8 1 1 1964 1973

6500 .25 .1 4 1967 1977

STAR .01 .025 4 1970
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Mr. HACKE. Are you using LF for communicaticns? same category as forecasting the future of technology
Commander HAMILTON. No, they go on facsimile and or population, but you have given many things which

teletype circuits and so forth. we suspected. The laws are not fully understood and I
Mr. SMIrrH. How are you using weather satellites for think the paper has illustrated the importance and

photography in weather forecasts? reveals where understanding is inadequate, and,
Commander HAMILTON. Tl•e satellite we feel is furthermore, reveals where data is insufficient. From

basically a research tool. Weluse it, for example, in one standpoint perhaps those of us in the forecasting
areas of no data. This can give you a pretty good idea, business can take heart, even the hard scientists are not
for example, that we don't have a storm located quite much better off than we are and we don't have to hang
right-in Washington they digitize this data or focus our heads in shame. Are there any comments or ques-
it, in other words, for the height and wt put them into tions regarding this particular papet in relationship
our analysem. This is the only operational use being w.th anything else?
made of them. It is voluable ior pie. zing storms where Dr. ORERBECK. I feel there are fuither inmplications
data is unavailable. Other than th-;' it is primarily a in this kind of paper with respect to the demographic
research tool. The satellite is vjy interesting and predictions. The motivation for establishing a large
intriguing but operationally it is not much u6e. Since -. ,:a collection and data 'processing system, is the need
this is a panel of long range forecasting, I should men- ior this kind of information. It has many operational
tion that, my specialty is numerical work, some of the uses. In the more complex case of data collection for
outlook for meteorology in the future, we.ther control, demographic projection from a census every 10 years,
I am no expert on this--it is a problem similar to that the stimulation for improving forecasting methodology
mertited this "norting, of putting oil on the water to is to find more direct requirement needs for population
stop evsporation. Somebody is going to be hurt-even data. We can conjecture these but I am not clear what

with hurricanes-first, there is so much about the the mechanism is to make this kind of data economi-
atmosphere that we don't understand, or even why a cally useful. I wonder if the people here could make
hurricane starts. Why is it transformed from a weak suggestions in the direction of what would be economi-
distuibance into a full-blown hurricane? A few years cally useful. I can make conjectures but I would prefer
ago we thought there had to be ice clouds to act as the experts do this.
nuclei to start raindrops then we realized in the tropics Mr. IRWIN. Are you specifically interested in getting
this doesn't happen. We don't clearly urnderstand the more census data?
rain-producing mechanism. Before we can do much Dr, OBERHECK. I am saying for meteorological
about the field of weather control, we have to under- science, you have an abundance of data and an elabo-
stand the atmosphere. There is a big push in research rate mechanism to collect it on r. hemispheric scale.
in these fields. For example, the rainmak, rs--one The motivation for all of this was someone needed
farmer may want rain on his field, but in the city it laps information. It was economically useful and I am sure
over, and may disturb the businessmen that people are there must be an analogy for people who need popula-
not buying becguse it is rainng. I read, the other day tion data. I was conjecturing with Dr. Eber that we
when I was in Stockholm, that the head of the Swedish have the technology in the United States and in the
Weather Bureau was president of the World Meteor- world today so we could, for example, take census data
ological Organization. He was talking about the once a week with satellites. Have population informa-
Russians firing a cam into the clouds and laughed tion coilectors out continually and let the satellites pick
about it. He thought it was very funny, but the Ameri, up their information. I wonder if your office has wie

Scan scientists are taking a very hard look at dispersing means for stimulating the use of this data and
hail-producing clouds. This would have a tremendous justifying it economically.Seconomic effect on the farmers in Nebraska if they Mr. lltwirq There has been talk of a census every 5
could do this--hail costs them millions and millions of years and I understand the House has passed a law that
dollars damage a year. This would be profitable to there will be a census in 1975 and there was consiier-
everybody and nobody would be hurt, able debate in public hearings L *aaving it in -1965'

Major MARTIN•. There was a specific reason for Whethcr there will be an appropriaktion when the time
bringing a paper on weather forecasting in this meet. comes is another story. The feeling in the field is thating. This approach fits what Dr. Johnston called pre- all people using demographic statistics apparently feeldictions. That is. in principal we think we know all the 10 yeanr is too long. It is probably the pickup in the-

laws that govern the situation and it doesn"t fit in the rate of technological process in the recent years and a
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greater use of demographic data. You may not be would be in favor of it though everyone would receive
aware that every month the Bureau of Census has a a check from the Government which would be returned
sample household survey which coiects irmportant data. together with more than you ever before put in with
The design is fundamentally to produce labor force you income tax payment, but the mechanism of putting
data for Denis's organization, and they provide most each member of society on a per capita basis-some
of the money to support it-35,000 households--- kind of a valued item like money-this might solve

Dr. JOHNSTON. It's 50,000 now. some of our undercount. It would probably give us an
Mr. IRWIN. Most of the money comes from the Labor overcount, but would serve as a possible entry justify-

Department in various months of the year-March is a ing the collection of needed information without quite
heavy month, also October. Certain questions are put giving rise to the hostility and suspicion received
in as riders; in addition to asking the basic labor force kaocking on t),- same door twice. The situation is
data in March, they ask questions about marital status, structured by the respondent in a totally fantastic way.
children they have; and varions other things and then He thinkj the FBI is on him or somebody else is after
we do a co!!ection on special order. The outfit in Census him and you can't undo this structure. You are caught,
that works up the sample statistics and runs the office as dick Irwin says, in a pathology to where you may
is much larger than the population division, and they get no information or lies. I think one of the long-range
are located in a couple of large wings. One serious prob- schemes in the UN has been for a worldwide sampling
lem is to get more cens's data. I don't think people will procedure but it is not in the planning stage. What is
hold still for a population register. I'm not sure a the stage before you plan? You evade, you conjec-
population register is a good idea because this country ture--a kind of sampling device you have in weather
moves around fast. You've got to generate a tre- but on a worldwide scale, getting at people's conditions.
mendous amount of data. There has been a discussion A register, as Dick Irwin says, is probably too much
about collecting social security numbers in the next although it seers to function well in countries like
'ensus. However, it has not been decided whether social Sweden and Denmark. It is likely not !o be feasible in
security information will be collected. In Philadelphia, most places, but a sampling technique on a i %rldwide
for example, we were testing procedures for complete scale is not entirely inconceivable. If we can process
coverage o: housing population, we're mailed question- data for 50,000 households, publish data "n about 2
naires, and later we knocked on every door to be sure weeks and if we had the real technology in operation
thaý all housing units in the area were on our mailing we ccutd probably do it faster, there's no reason we
list. About 10 days later we knocked on the door again can't do it with other households.
asking for population information. I observed that the Major MARTINO. I'd like to raise another possibility.
people were extremely reluctant, actively antagonistic: Is there any reason why the census people could not
"Go away." There *s a certain human equation in take into account the same privacy rules and make use
getting data from people. I don't know if this is the oi data obtained from banks, credit bureaus, and so on,
kind of thing you are interested in. where in general the social security number is avail-

Dr. OHERBECK. Let me amplify what I had in mind. able?
I want to draw an analogy between collecting demo- Mr. IRWIN. YGu could do it with social security.
graphic data and collecting oceanographic data. In We've made many tests trying to improve the enumera-
World War II, I was ii the submarine service. Just as tion-I should say in defense of ourselves-I men-
your householders complained about collecting data' tioned the undercount--I think the Bureau has accom-
from them so the people in the submarine service col- plished a great dea.l trying to count everybody and I

Slecting bathythermic data griped because they didn't want to mention-- if we had the social security number
Know what would be done with it- and it was an inter- it would work-but in test after test matching lists
ference with their daily routine. An antidote to this against lists, the information is not complete enough.
kind of reluctance is finding somone who can use the You can't do it and it hasn't worked. You should be
data collected and pay for this valuable information. aware that the Bureau is making a dramatic change in
An improvement for this whole ares would be if you this next census-the decision had definitely been made
could induce the labor force to -say. "We really have to to do a mail-out mail-back censuq tc all urban areas .,
have these labor force projections. We will pay for the Nation. covering 80 percent of the population. Jim
getting the data and get it." l{acke mentioned one of the basic prohbles that came

Dr. JOHNSTON. One possibility is if we should get a under my observation in the Phiiadelphia Fretedt.
negative inc.,me tax or legislation of a similar type. I First, we found in the 1960 census that self-enumera.
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tion wan the best. The way it worked--there was an idea that you are part of the system, however, you
enumerstor checked on every house, and every fourth mentioned your own opposition to it. Does it inhibit
house ir. the sample household an enumeration check. your movements?
a-box-type questionnaire was left and was mailed in. Mr. HACxE. I can answer that in a semiphilosophical
If there were any problems she talked to them again, or theological way by saying Americans suspect that
We used self-enumeration on the sample data; on 100- every human being, if you have enough on him, would

• percent data there was also a 100-percent pickup 3o it be sent to jail, and you are not sent to jail unless you
was not exactly a self-enumeration. We are asking for are caught. It goes back to the frot,'ier psychology.
a positive schedule this time, there's little doubt from You don't ask a man where he has been. He makes his
it, and the schedule is tough. I am perfectly confident- way on what he is currently doing.
I am speaking for myself not the Bureau--there are a Mr. IawIN. In the West nobody, asks who your rela-
lot of people who are extremely experienced working tives are or where you care from. Nobody cares. In
in this complicated schedule. We are going to get California, they could care less where you are from.
exti-amely good information from people with high Dr. OBERHECI. Another aspect of this in the reverseSeducational attainment. But I observed a few ghetto sense of the investigation in the ghetto is a personal
interviews of people with an eighth grade education
and the household situation was such that you couldn't rect to givingsdta to p l wo edatinyconcentrate. For instance in anacademic atoplr suspect may be less than yours. As an example, I find
concentarto Fors, insancue inompicaned s phere locally getting license plates for your automobile, the
similar to yours, I can use complicated sentence struc- people rendering this service aren't on the educational
ture and you people pretty well understand what I am level to understand you want this done quickly. They
saying. However, in the ghetto kids are running around let you stand around all morning; they're doing theirwishing you were somewhere else. Te-. fine print goes job and could care less about your time. I lelieve the

flying out the window, and these are a few of the joanculcreesabtyurim.Ilevthflyig ot te wndo, ad thse re fe ofthe population data could be done by mail, and wouldn't
problems in collecting data. I think self-enumeration pepulationjdataocoule dn bail, and would'
is the right way to do it. be nearly as objectionable as having to present myself,say, before a police officer to tell him who I am and

Dr. LnisToNE. The more I hear about this, the more answer questons of the kind necessary for a population
puzzled I am, considering, this country is the most survey.

advanced technologically. I know in Germany before Major MARTIvO. I would like to expand on your

Hitler, every person was required to register with the
police. It was standard procedure to reregister with the earlier qestion Tom. You p oi ed oechae
police every time you moved. One of the reasons for the mammoth weather i e rvice because somebody decided
low crime rate in Japan is the police have an up-to-dat he wanted it enough to pay for it your original ques

ut e tion was: What would it take to convince somebody he
dossier on all individuals, which is standard operating should be willing to pay for data and in this case not
procedure. If these countries can do it, I don't under- only the monetary cost but the psychological cost-
stand why we czn't. . what would we have to do to propagandize people so

Mr. ItwiN. First, it is impossible psychologically in they will go after this census question? What is neces-
this country. Since the beginning of this whole organi- sary to make it economically and socially feasible to do
zation, you don't do that kind of thing and that's why what we know could be done, with census takers? I
"the Census Bureau is reluctant to get a social security would like to expacd that to take in the interests of the

number and 1, as an American citizen, am opposed to it. other people as well. What needs to be and can be inone,

I think one of the strengths of this country is thefreedomeconomically or socially feasible, to gather the kinds of
freedom.

Dr. Eaa. I was in Germany--which is about the sie data we think we need on technology, population and

of Texas--for many years and the main thing-if you on all the other things that most of us seem to be
look at the sise of your country-I imagine the reason interested in forecasting? Does anyone wish to address

you couldn't do it is the bigress of the country. or comment on it?

Mr. IRwiN. I don't know much about foreign coun- Dr. OsrasilcK. Let me asnplify your amplification

tries but suspect we are more mobile than anybody. with a question. In what sense is the Gallup poll eco-
For one thing, we've so many more automobiles. nomically productive?

Dr. LUNsroxar. I don't understand the philosophic Dr. SArYKosKr. Newspapers buy it.

objection-which sounds like it is anti-American. I Dr. Oarian.cK. It's economically feasible, I guess and
don't we why everyone--nobody seenm to object to the has been going on for a long time.
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Major MARTINO When somebody is running a politi- how good they are. They recognize we are at the
cal campaign nowadays, he takes a sample poll. To beginning of this whole process and it is not a question

reduce the cost a member of one party will combine of how much money is spent but that there aren't
with a member of another party, whom he it. not run- enough people who have mastered the technique. It is
ning against and is a candidate for a different offiee, not only a question of not enough people, also that
to jointly pay the cost of the poll. It is an accepted techniques have not been perfected-if we were able to
method of doing business in politics. Here is somebody perfect them, then the data would be relatively easy to
who wants it badly enough to pay. get. This is my feeling. I don't know if we could ever

Mr. SMrrH. The military has not becn unwilling to compare ourselves with the census, the Gallup poll or

pay money for forecasts. The Air Force Project Fore- anything else. It's a much more difficult process that

cast is not cheap, never was. CNM is about to invest- we are trying to get.
in the millions of dollars-to get a Navy technological Major EaR. Part of the problem, is that in some areas
forecast. Apparently the concept of the value of a tech- you don't know what to collect. If you are trying to
nological forecast has been well establislied, at least understand the international system as a system, what
throughout the military. Companies represented by are you going to look for? Are you going to look for
Lckheed and others are investing considerable an area, population, or are you looking for messages
amounts of money in forecasting. I think we are ad- transferred between various divisions? We don't have
dressing the wrong question. It isn't what it takes to a good enough system to determine what we want to
sell its worth, it is more a question (f implementation collect even if we had the wherewithal to collect it.
than a question of need. It apparently has been accepted, Mr. HACKE. One comment-essentially until you
perhaps we should address the question of what is the know what you are looking for, you can't see it, so to
psychological impact or how do we overcome that. speak. The other is, I wonder if the question has not
In the case of the census, it appears to be a stumbling been phrased backwards: About how can we get people
block and possibly in other ser-ices it is also plycho- to invest more money. In census taking, it isn't the
logica. question. It's the optimum level of effort for census

Major Ean. I wonder if part of the problem is that taking, in general and detail, and how you arrive at
some of the disciplines-in the area of international that optimum.
relations and political science--don't have the proper Major MARTIrNO. I think we all suspect we are short
methodology in which to apply the data. There are of the optimum.
many people-we've come in contact with groups at Dr. SLAFKOSf.Y. It seems we have at least three kinds
Yale and at USC--trying to get contracts to collect of information or insights we are looking for. One
data. One reason they want to collect data is to figure insight the Major pointed out, namely, where are the
what types of models you could build to describe the conflicts going to be, what is going to be the nature of
world if you had the data. I think if the time came the conflicts which depends where they are going to
where there were sufficiently reliable models available take place. The second question is: Given that we know
to explain parts of the world people would be interested who is going to be doing it how do we come to grips
and willing to pay for the data. Right now we are at with that nation or that group of people? The thing
the stage where the data are not good enough but the people have been calling the social technology, which
techniques used for handling the data aren't there I am always questioning, because it sounds too much
either. like a mechanical thing, it is really relevant. The third:

Major MARTINO. This sounds like a vicious circle. Let's assume we know who is going to be involved.
Regarding initiation of operation research studies, with- What are the beit iastrument,' from the technological
out data, you can't build a model, and without s model, standpoint? I am talking about hardware, that will do
you don't know what data to gather. the job most efficaciously and most efficaciously doesn't

Dr. St, rKosxY. I think we are asking the wrong necessarily wean what so many of our congressmen
questions. Tom Oberheck i6 asking about the Gallup now seem to feel, "bomb them off the map" or "over-
polls. Dick Irwin is talking asout census people recog- come them somehow." I think most efficaciously means
nizing that people have the data and the problem of how do you impose your will--maybe the word "will"
extricating it from them because they are reluctant. is wrong--how do you get the people to work with you
But here it isn't that kind of problem. The real problem as a nation or a group of nations for the betterment of
is we don't know enough yet. The people who have been the world. I may sound a little idealist but unless we
working in this area aren't kidding themselves about more toward an idealistic goal, this is going to be a
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rat race and will and with the destruction of everybody, science rather than vice versa. Most scientists are in.
I may be only talking about three kinds of things; dined to think the reverse-they have been brought
thes may be morm. But these are the obvious, up thinking the reverse. As a matter of fact, science

Major MAiwmO. You raised a point we have to look has followed technology, and for a very good reason.
at. As an aside, it is not clear that we are doing as well The steam engine came before thermodynamics. The
bydropping bombs as we might do by dropping money, telephone came before information theory. In short,
countefeit ration cards or whatever most easily dis- one of the motivations for scientific research is the
n" their society. But you are right, demonstration of a coutrolled capability. In the cawe

Dr. S'uxosxv. The British did this in Malaya, of social sciences, there is a very good chance they will
they didn't drop money but, boy, did they use it. follow the same route if we can demonstrate it is possi.

Major Swmrr. We might try dropping Sears Roebuck ble to be effective in influencing social systems. That
catalogs. It seems to be an implicit consensus that social would be a tremendous impetus for looking into the
problems underly technological forecasting. It should reason why. At the moment we could make more use
be noted that social sciences are dealing with two of what has come to be known as social inventions,
classes of problem. One is fact and the other norma- rather than more social sciences. A great social inven-

tie, "What is" and "what should be;" the should-be tion is money. The question is with regard to problems

aide is the leading bias for intentions. A decisionmaker of international conflict. Cas we find a device which

looks at his perception of present and future reality will enable international transactions to take place

and looks at his perception of what ought to be now witiaou' conflict. I don't know of such a device. William

and in the future. Between these is the momentum for James made a point of the moral equivalent of war.

I his action. Then he starts looking for means, he has Nobody has a moral equivalent yet. I don't see why such

some that he prefers; and then looks at his capabilities a thing shouldn't be invented without the intervention

to see which can be used. This question of what ought of social science.

to be is the same question of utility and drops back into Mr. HACKE. Before I make my point, I note Dr.
the underdeveloped area of axiology in philosophy and Dalkey's example that technology came before science,

psychology. If we would unlock anything in that area, from the 19th century, and I wonder if that is still
we could unlock a considerable chain of interdependent true. There may be something in terms of what kind

probleea. I think as far as the implementation of what of social invention might lead to a moral equivalent of

we can do about our problems is concerned, as a aug- war. I don't intend to be facetious but have you noticed
gustion we might use something like the cohort theory how much of the organisation of service industries and

from demography and see if we couldn't study what merchandising has been toward controt of depcrsonal-
values, what views of reility, are going into the minds izing the relationship where you go to a gas station,

of these cohorts. We have seen the Red Guards in ask for credit and the man says, "It's not the station's
Communist China. We know that 15 to 20 years ago the policy to give credit." What he means is he is not
young children were being taught to kill the "dirty giving credit, but puts it in an impersonal form and

capitalist Blias" and shoot the "dirty imperialist rats." much of the merchandising drive has been toward
They were weaned from milk onto revolution. Revolu- depersoralizing. That's all right ;Z' a study of conflicts
tion and violence became a positive value there. But in the restaurant situation which come from the fact
now the people that sowed the wind are reaping a that waitreses are lower on the ladder than cooks, give
whirlwind. This type of appoach, I think, might be orders to the cooks ar d invented that wonderul gadget

fruitful to all of our problem. The Red Guard, at ou toe cnos ant nvn--what woere thet
you seein some restaurants--whirligig where they put

Smight have been predicted. the orders. The reason that gadget is there is so the

Major MARTw~o. I would like t;, ask Dr. Dalkeyabout hiscommt. The first raioke is t o sayr. D e waitress doesn't tell the cook or hand him the order.above his cowmnwrt. 7U first reaction is to say, "Idt's
She puts it on and he takes it off impersonally. Maybedo more social scie nc•e," and the second reaction is to we c n f d a h rii

sagget maybe we don't need to know, or understand, we can find a whirliuig where people can put their

if we make use of the insights we have acquired. People aggrersive internst anal s4ual into an impersonal

have been looing at people for a long time and doing mechanism and get then picked up on the other side
pretty well. Would you care to expand on your earlier of the outfit. The point I originally wanted to make
comencits? was: Social scientists Neem to be overly apologetic

Dr. Duzx. If you look over technology and science about their lack of hardnoeed methodology and par-
it is prftry clear thit techanoogy as a whole has id ticularty in psychophysics.
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Colonel VAUGHN. I'm not trying to bring the conver- not be your point but they do cooperate in common

sation away from Olympian levels, but I want to ask code. For example, you could report at different heights
this question because it may possibly lead back to the but everybody has agreed to report at a certain stand-
Olympian levels. I was quite intrigued in Commander ard reporting level. This type of cooperation makes
Hamilton's talk about the Russians and Chinese coop- it easier.
erating with us in this particular endeavor. This, of Dr. SLArKOSKY. Let me rephrase the question. What
course, is out of the usual pattern and when anything is you said was they are cooperating---agreeing to stand-
out of the usual pattern, you look twice, because there ard forms and terminology; and-in the sense that
may be clues to other interesting tangents and we might they are receiving our data and analyses. How are they
go through several tangent actions. Would you care to cooperating by giving us information? The inference
comment why, particularly the Chinese? I got from Colonel Vaughn's statement was they were

Commander HAMILTON. The only reason is the in fact providing some inf'rmation heartily.
weather in Western Europe. The weather over the Commander P.,;•n.ToN. In the last 3 years there have
United States will end up in Europe and eventually been three World Meteorological Centers: One in Aus-
affect Russia and China, so it's a mutual cooperation- tralia, Moscow, and Washington which are common
mutual benefit, you might say. Beside weather data, links. I mentioned the hotline from Washington to
which is the main interchange, there is a hotline from Moscow. All their teletype data besides this automated
Washington to Moscow and we transmit our weather weather work was set up by the Air Force although
satellite broadcasts to them and they in turn transmit the Weather Bureau is also using it. There is a standard
them to us. I don't think anybody knows exactly why teletype weather broadcast and radio facsimile even in
but it must be the old philosophy: If it wasn't doing the Mediterranean.
them any good, they wouldn't be doing it. It must be Major STEPHENSON. Are you saying the cooperation
based on this because of the weather as I showed you exists not because of a need for cooperating between
the whole hemispheric map-now going to the whole the two groups, but because within their society they
globe you can get a complete weather picture. The must transmit weather data back and forth and we
larger the area the better your forecast. ride the circuit to get it by intercept?

Colonel VAUGHN. A very significant thing is the fact Commander HAMILTON. We do take it by intercept
not only do we think so, but apparently they do also, but there are standard teletype circuits into the central
otherwise, why would they do it? It would be most collecting centers as in Moscow and then are tns
interesting to know particularly in the last year with miced to the stations in Europe and the United States.
the Red Guard eruptions, many things have happened Major MARTNO. You say they voluntarily provide
thai look like sheer insanity yet they treat it as an every weather information?
day occurrence.

Commander HAMILTON. Take any data last week and Commander HAMILTON. Yes.

compare it to 1, 2 years ago-it won't vary, they may Mr. HAcKE. They provide data in the Soviet Union

have their Red Guards, revolution, and everything else, and China?
but it hasn't affected their weather communications. Commander HA•MLTON. Yes, I might say se6ro-sro

Dr. LiNSTONE. I was curious as to what this coopere- and 1200 are the standard times for observation and

tion actually consists since we have no diplomatic they cooperate. It would be useless if they had staggered

relations, times because you couldn't draw a weather map but

Commander HAMILTON. Through the auspices of the all are taking their observations at the same time.

World Meteorological Organization, the nations Major MATiao. So they cooperate by using the same

throughout use a common weather code. In other words, format and ways of making measurensenta as every.
five digit teletype groups. There are local variations body else?
which are authorised by the V'orld Meteorological Commander HAmILTON. Right. They tell us and
Organisation. We all know the other's variations whic! there's no problem.
is a fairly standard code. When we receive this infor. Major Exa. I ,,as going to comment on something
mation at 6,00-word-sa-minute from Tinker Air Force that interested me when I was in Korea a few years
Base, it goes into our ADP. the data processing, and is back. Wlen filing for a flight we receired a wather
never touched by hand. It in edited, reformatted, and briefing and in every military weather station you soa
run through the complete data processing based on a series of yellow pages with 12-hour reports The
standard codes, and comes out as raw data. This may mi)Itnry weather station in Korea always had the lates
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weather report from Pyong Yang, North Korea, which least. Let's look at the results the people before us
wVA picked up on their normal teletype sequence. received-who had to make the decisions. They had to

Major Swrrr. This question of science versus tech- tinker and invent; let's see the results of their attempt.
nolo y is another chicken-and&e-gg problem. The idea Dr. SLAFKOSKY. I am not sure the mess of people--
of social technology in the blind is what worries me. we don't like to call it social sciences to make predic-
When you don't know the likely results ot your input, tijns as to whet would follow from Watt's invention,
you ot the sawe thing Mr. Hacke was discussing, un- but they would have foreseen the things you are tamling
foreem impacts whose result may or may not be what about were going to happen. The fact that these hap-
you had in mind. This is my point, "Let's find out a pened, I am convinced, is the result of certain happen-
lttle more about what we are doing before Jumping ings and events and people took hold and did certain
iWto a big program." In the jargon of the social things with it. It isn't something you or anyone could
sciences, this is called social tinkering, which I like have foreseen. I don't know that we can use this type of
better than social technology. quasihistorical argument. I purposely call it "quasi"

Dr. LWSTONE. You mentioned money as a social tool because I don't think it's really one-in looking at
and this tinkering question coma in--in the sense that possible implications. You are not saying, "Look at all
the aid money we are expending may be tinkering. It the implications before you leap." You are saying, "if
may create more problems than it solves. Unless we are you want to accomplish certain objectives, they are
careful, and this is an important point as in meteorol- more than technological," and I'm talking about hard-
og with the ocean currents and air currents, we don't ware, ways of getting them if you take the hardware
know what we need to do about the interactions, there- bit, you are not sure of getting there. Examine it thor-
fore, tinkering may have an adverse effect on the whole oughly; look at all the other avenues of approach you
system. The same is true here. It is quite dangerous to might use and try to see which ones will marry up the
look for tools in technology that will do something-in best. Am I understanding you properly?
a sense you are tinkering on a public scale, as in Major Swmr. Yes. There is another jargon term
dumsatol gy. from my own discipline. In international relations the

Dr. DaI•XY. In this circumstance, the caricature approach is essentially pragmatic like this: "Dear
would be somebody saying to James Watt, "Look, have Prince, Yours truly, Machiavelli." Michiavelli has had
you thought about the social consequences of your in- a bad press but was esbentially prag-matic and says "if
Valtion," and his answer probably would have been, you want to kick over a monarchy, here's what you do.
"No." Assume someone perceptive would have been If you want to kick over a republic, do this. Here's
asm to point out the horrors of the early industrial what you do not do and why." That's the value we
revolution. The picture would have been pretty Biblical could contribute to tech forecasting and planning.
and if I had been James Watt and someone had been Dr. SLASKOSSKY. He pointed out the implication of
able to convince me they thought a revolution would these things orally and every other way..
be the outcome of it, I might have been inclined to Dr. JOHNSTON. I suggest all this sounds Utopian and
forget it. I doubt if the judgment of history is that it that computer stimulation would afford a substitute for
would have been better if he had forgotten it. That's social tinkering. We had a bad experience, trying to
my carcature- look at society as an experiment because we never had

Dr. OumarcKc. Following that line of discussion, the control over the variables with respect to past action.
Wright brothers, sitting in judg'ment of modern air- This is the probkm of the historian versus the scientist.
ports, might have done the same. Out problem is we are tied up with historical processes

Major Mamtio. I think the term "social tinkering" that never repeat themselves and have the same prob-
has buried in ik some value judgments which is a bit lem when we extrapois'e. We would like to have a
Sneaky. typical period of prosperous times with full employ-

Major Swrrr. The value judgment of it is the idea merit and extrapolte, but it can't bE found. The closer
of making a small move to wse what happens; and is you look at hisory, the more you sre: You bad recee-
ementially a pragmatic value. As far a social tinkering sion, then a recovery, another abnormal period, and
we have been doing it ad infinitum, from time out of then a baby boom, everything is abnormal in that
mind. We can look at the experiment we call America respect, it may be that computer stimulation ultimately
or the experiment we call Russia which are really the would be the alternative.
Jamen Watt type social technology approaches: If we Major SwrTn. This is a good point. Such work h6%
don't learn from them, we are irresponsible to say t6e gone on at Northwestern with Dr. G-etzkow and been
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very stimulating in this area. In other words, you don't Dr. SLAFKOSKY. The physical scientist has it eagy
have to wait for the earth model to run itself out, if and can cut off what he wants to look at more easily
you can come up with decent approximations to speed than the social scientist dealing with an individual
the time factor. A run was made several years ago with person who is theoretically unique from anybody else,
four exchange students taking part as decisionmakers whereas the only uniqueness about an atom of one
in the simulated countries. Dr. Levine, an anthropolo- kind as opposed to another of the same kind is spatial.
gist, asked to predict in writing how they would run Commander HAMILTON. You will agree that the
their countries based on his knowledge of their ethnic whole atmosphere is a big laboratory and you can't cut
background. He predicted nine points of what each it down but I agree this is true in most physical sciences
would do. The first thing he asked was: "What tribes and you have a control laboratory.
are they from?" He predicted from thrt basis and cor- Dr. DALIEY. There is a great deal of wisdom to be
related exactly witlt: what they did in subsequent runs gained from using meteorology. In your illustration, if
of the simulation and how they went about it. One was the physical s, *entists had taken the problem of man-
from a tribe that had been victorious in battle for aging the atmosphere in the 19th century, they would
many years. Most of their holdings were acquired by have been about in the same position as the social scien-
clubbing somebody which was precisely how he oper. tists are who are trying to manage a large society, and
ated. I checked Dr. Levine's predictions with current physical scientists just refused to accept that as their
newspaper reports. The same tribes are still doing the problem. I don't see any reason why social scientists
same things, couldn't refuse to accept this tremendously mobile

Dr. SLAFKOSKY. I couldn't agree with you more when problem and try something smaller. However, there it
you are dealing with individual incidents, repetition one small counter implication and that's the case of
of which will never occur because the act, the time, the Soviet Union, as I understand it, economists in the
and everything else is different. We may learn some- United States have taken a great deal of satisfaction
thing from this field but we will never learn it in the with the shift toward western types of economic man-
same sense that we are supposed to learn from science, agement going on in the Soviet Union. The conclusion
especially the mathematical sciences where we have is the great experiment of controlled economy has
complete control of the assumptions, the postulates, failed. The United States is doing a good deal better
and the rest is simply logic. Even the physical sciences economically than the Soviet Union. However, look at
where we are dealing with inert matter and can repeat it from another point, it is anything but a failure.
things. However, I want to bring to your attention a Consider the incredible problem they took on them-
statement I have heard several times in the last few selves: to manage that economy. Maybe they didn't do
days: Mainly, that sciences have laws. The physical it perfectly or op'im.nlly, or as well as the United States
sciences do not have laws any more so than the social lEut, they did it. It makes you think of the story of
sciences. If we look at the physical sciences you will Johnson and Boswell. They went to a vaudeville show
say, "Yes, they have laws. These laws are by and large where there was, among other things, a dog act, the
patterns that account for the phenomena available to dog prancing around on his hind legs and after the
us." These laws change and have changed. For over show Boswell said, "Wasn't it wonderful they way that
two thousand years they have been changing as well dog walsed around on his hind legs?" Johnson said,
as the last 10 years, and will continue to chane. "That's not the %ay to put it. It wasn't wonderful the

Major STEPHENSON. One reason why the physical way he did it; it was wonderful he did it at all." You
sciences have been successful is they have been careful can make this same comment with regard to the man-
with questions they addressed. Many questions within ag,•'ent of an economy. The fact they did it at all is
the physical sciences were no less complex than the something. I think we can say, out of that comes the
current questions within social sciences except those lesson something as large as an economy can be
in the physical sciences people know better than to ask mastered. It's not beyond the capabilities of economic
thode quesfions, science.

One of the reasons for having a technological forecast it to use it in making plans

for allocation of R. & D. resources. Mr. Cetron and Mr. Smith describe a procedure
curremtly being used by the Navy to allocate a portion of its R. & I). resources which
incorporsteg a technological forecast as part of the information going into the alloca-
tion procf.

-Editor
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- I
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING IN MILITARY PLANNING

Marvin J. Cetron, Headquarters, Naval Material Laboratory

Donald F. Smith, Naval Ship Research and Development Center

FORECAST: It is possible to achieve by 1980 fuel-cell powerplants having a lifespan of
2 years.

FORECAST: In the same time period, marine gas turbines operating with inlet tempera-
tures o/ 2,300° F. are also achievable.

FORECASI: A 5 0-percent reduction in the volume of marine steam powerplants is tech-
nially feasibie by 1980.

These forecasts, and others, stem from the work of initiation period. Then an accelerated growth occurs
a team 4) U.S. Navy scienltists and engineers at the exponentially. At later stages, approaching and during
Annapolis Division of the Naval Ship Research and maturity, the effects of limitations, due perhaps to
Development Center, where they are using technology theoretical limits, cause a deceleration, and the progress
itself to detail future tecl'nological developments, curve levels off.
Technological forecasting approaches are helping the The U.S. Navy must perform certain wartime mis-
U.S. military services decide which avenues of research sions such as target letection and destruction, strategic
aand devwiopment offer the largest capability payoffs in deterrence (Polaris), and amphibious operations. TheI terms of military missions. For example, if the military Missiot|/Technology organization chart (fig. IX-1)
mission is to seek ou- and destroy other submarines, it shows how the design characteristics of vehicles that
might be asked whether it is better to do research on would be needed to accomplish the given missions are

Squieting thz engines of a submarine or on increasing derived. While each mission would call for vehicles
the power. Clearly, if money and time were unlimited, with different characteristics optimized, all vehicles
both pieces of research could go on in parallel, and would have many functions in common, such as detec-
similarly, all possible research colý' be pursued cn all tion, propulsion, offense, defense, etc.

€ subjects. But with military systems becoming more andS" " A forecast can be made for each of these functions.
Smore complex, planners are having to make increas- For instance, propulsion forecr.sts would be in terms of

Singly more difficult choices. They need a better tool specific weight of the prpulsion system, its reliability,than "gut feeling." The new art or science of tech. noisc, arid whatever other parameters are considered
! nological forecasting is sure to be-ome the new mo×lus

Svivendi. significant for the mission. It should be understood that
the U.S. Navv uses the same shiw, for mar.v types ofThe most obvious ann perhaps easiest method to use aria he tteptt,,f-relltte ftur istoa~ue tat missions. and therefore trade~ffs are required. The sub-

Inthe attempt to foretell tlhe future is to assume that %tisenct xandwol]:eheppuin
past t-ends will continue. Most intuitive forecasts of sit-n sgnents examined would be the propulsion
Sprogress are probably base-d on this relatiale inacu- transmis.sion system, energN converter, thrust producer,

Srate extralilat:.,n technique. The less obvious but more and Ahatener other %egments are nmeded,.

scientific techniques are based on quantitative extrapo- In this fashion, we ran work our way down ihe chart,
- lat'-ns tihat are reproducible by knowledgeable workcrs eventually goin; inti, any dtgrre of detail we wish.

in the field. This information is umeM for very practical ends. For

O(er the period of life of a technical development, evample. here's part of the forecast f, . gas turbines.

progress as a function of time most oft-ien asaumesan G-as turbincn that havy high piwer and light weight
S-shaped curve. The growth of a technology is similar and that can operate in a salt sca-air ,'nvtronmer.t,

i to the Frowwh of bacteria. Ad'-ance is slow during the roibl well 1-e the pwrrplants tha: make it poissible for
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us to have advanced hydrofoil crait, subtender hydro- It can be xeen when comparing the figures that the
skimmers and other high speed (100 kis. and better) specific weight of the simple gas turbine, vohkme, and
naval vessels, fuel-consumption improvements parallel that of the

Marine gas turbines have a tremendous potential for turbine inlet temperature.
development. The possibilities for high-power, light- Additional savings in weight and volume of gas tur-
weight, comiact powerplants are unmatched in any bines can be expected by using improved materials and
other type of unit. Powerplants with these character- better structural designs and blade-cooling techniques.
istics are particularly vital for powering new-concept These practices have been applied to increase inlet
vessels such as hydrofoils and aircushion craft. See temperatures to today's figures, but major increases in
illustrations IX-1, IX-2, and IX-3. this area are still possible.

A rapid growth in the power capabilities of gas tur- Thus, from a practical point of view, research and
bine units has occurred. Engines as large as 43,000 developme-.tt effort should be concentrated in the fol-
horsepower have been built, and units exceeding 50,000 lowing areas on the basis of the high payoff possibili-
horsepower are projected. This growth trend will prob- ties for improvement of the gas turbine for marine
ably continue but at a lesser rate as limitations of purposes:
mechanical, thermal, and ducting size factors are ap- o Cooling of turbine blades and other components
proached. However, much larger power outputs will in high temperature ambients. 'Ihis will allow
be obtained by using multiple gas generators to drive higher turbine inlet temperatures that will, in turn,
a single power turbine. Power outputs as high ai lead to significantly improved performance levels.
150,000 horsepower have already been attained by this * New materials and protective coatings for these
method. high ambient-temperature components. This will

The history of development in areas of weight, vol- increase life expectancy by increasing resistance
ume, and fuel consumption for the simple cycle gas to high-temperature oxidation and sulfidation.
turbine are siown in figure IX-2, IX-3, and IX-4. The An increased resistance to thermal fatigue and
engine components, namely the compressor, combi . creep is also required.
tion chamber, and turbine, were investigated to deter-
mine their development trends. As shown in figure • '.nproved materials, designs, and fabrication

IX-5 potential improvements in compressor, corn- techniques for regenerative gas turbines to re-

bustion, and turbine efficiency are slight. Any future duce their cost, weight, and bulk.

improvements extending those already made will bripg 0 Further application and adaptation of aircraft

about little increase in efficiency; consequently, work gas turbines and technologies to marine service.

to improve the efficiency of these components will have Technical areas where relatively low payoffs for the
an insignificant effect on the future engine perform- e;.pended effort could be expected include:
ances. e Attempts to improve efficiency of combustion,

Compressor pressure ratio has increased significantly compressor, and turbine. These efficiencies in the
during recent years, but any further increase will be best existing units are about as high as can reas-
small. Because of improvements in blade loading, com- onably be obtained.
pressors are now designed to an optimum pressure • Attempts to increase significantly the blade-load-
ratio determined by turbine inlet temperature. Blade ing or compressor-pressure ratio unless accom-
loading, which has enabled engines to obtain higher panied by major design changes.
pressures with fewer stages, appears to be approaching We can match technologies against the needs of the
a practical limit. U.S. Navy. The planning matrix shown in figure IX-7,

The addition of wore heat energy within the same based on hypothetical v -lues, shows that in the gas-
basic engine configuration has been the major con- turbine area, there are still major problems to be
tributing factor to the recent and future improvement solved with respect to small boats, integrated Fleet
in the engine characteristic parameters. Therefore, the propulsion, integrated ship auxiliaries, ship-noise con-
parameter that will have a significant effect on the trol, and surface effects ships. The matrix also shows
engine is the turbine inlet temperature. The increase of the functional areas where gas turbines are applied.
inlet temperature is shown in figure IX-6. Extrapola- Three factors used by the U.S. Department of De-
tion of the curve to temperatures in excess of 3,000' F fense to ev.aluate systems programs are military utility,
is based on laboratory tests in which operating tem- technical feasibility, and financial acceptability. These
peratures as high as 4,000' F have been achieved, factors are also important when planners evaluate re-
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search and development. However, it is necessary to ability of achieving the total task area objective that is
quantize these factors so that they may be compared being undertaken. It considers whether the task could
for different Research and Development programs. be successfully accomplished from a scientific and

Appraisal sheet IX-1 addresses the problems of technical feasibility point of view. Technical risk also

military utility. Military utility with :espect to develop- takes into consideration the degree of confidence or

ment atmosphere is a measure of It. & D. work in terms prediction that the remaining portion of the total ob-

of its usefulness in meeting U.6,. Navy's General Oper- jective can be attained. The degree of confidence or

ational Requirements (GOR). To be usefrs, hardware prediction that the remaining portion of the total task

or information must provide a new or improved capa- objective can be attained usually assesses the factors

bility in the shortest possible time after its need is of the present state-of-the-art, either implicit or explicit

recognized. Thus, military utility is made up of three This technical appraisal is naturally based on technical

interdependent criteria: value to naval warfare, re- forecasts and includes time fCmctors and resource levels.

sponsiveness, and timeliness. In this condensed version, Therefore, the technical specialist checks the box that
we will consider value to naval warfare. best describes his opinion regarding the task area

This criterion considers the ex~ter,ý' of the contribu- objective being evaluated, as well as the number of

tion of a task area objective (TAO), a unit of work, different concurrent approaches being taken which are

in terms of its inherent value as well as its military also a measure of probability of success.

operational value. The importance of a task is measured The area called "sacred cow?" and "who says?" wis

by its relative impact on any individual naval warfare also considered in what we call the "management en-

category as well as the number of categories receiving vironment." This section solicits opinions on the ac-

a contribution from the task objective. This is done by reptability of the effort in the management structure.

multiplying the assigned value of the warfare category Here, the evaluator is asked to give what he believes to

by the impact value of the contribution to arrive at a be the Washington environment considerations con-

value for each individual category. The sum of these cerning this effort, and he checks the applicable box.

values will determine the value of the task area objec- The bottom of appraisal sheet IX-2 is then analyzed.
tive to the operator's gui&dnce. Note: The figures of The total program is calculated by value, expected
merit, or point values asigned to each naval warfare value, and desirability index for three funding levels,
category (col. 1) are dumm-: figur., -ley were as- by the computer. The inputs for military utility come
signed for this example only. The actual total number from Appraisal Sheet IX-l.
of points assigned these 29 naval categories are equal For example: Suppose the proposed task area objec-
to 100, and they are assignr.d for test purposes ,r the tive (TAO . or R. & D. effort, is to devise a system
basis of the importance of each of these categories in able !, detect submerged submnarines a given distance

the 1975-80 time frame since this is when most of our away from a sensor, say 20 miles. We shal! consider
current exploratory development .,,rk will find its way the criterion "Value to Naval Wariaie." Of the 29
into the Fleet. The operatiunal users provided the test naval general operational requirements shown in col-
figures based on tie present world situation and their umn I of appraisal nhect IX-1. the TAO would be of
ctirnates of ihe most probable future situations, value and contribute only to five GOR's: airborne

When the warfare area specia!ist filled in column 2, ASW, surface ASW. subncarine ASW. undersea ASW,
the impart of the task irea objective contributions, he and ASW ancillary support.
considered the descriptors at the bottom of the page With respect to airborne ASW, the viit-ess of the

iScale of l)efinitions,. In some cases the four descrip- R. 1 1). venture in this iyvotheti-csl example is con-
tors do not adequately describe the contribustion; in sidered a revolutionary extension of capabilities, and
thows cases he interpolates between the-e nubers. is a,! -ordea 0.7 point. At the same time, sirtrne ASW

The. credibility of the ratings of technical feasibility is said to contribute 5 out of the 100 units a.signed to
sad the probability of success increase if they arm raed all the GOR'L Thots, the value of th, TAO to naval
by pernatnAl who h.,e the acrssarv technical exper- warfare with respec tar. airborne ASW ilk 0.7XS--3.5.
tier .a4n compotence, as they can 6ha judge thes• fac- The other categnories can be similarly evaluated for
ftor on the basis of the ability and experim"c of the their c•-stributiona., and the tutal value of this TAO io

indiividuas tn.ad or organizaion* carryinr on the de- naval warfare is imwmed at 11.4, as ,hown on the
velopfax•-'r efforts Under considerilion., appraiial aheebt.

The top half of appraisal -tbee IX-2 solicits the For ol~r cakulstiom of the Probability of Succasi

opinion o; the technical specialLt regard;ng the prob- I|1'o. in meeting the TAO. we use the prohabilty chart
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VALUE TO W/WAL WARFARE

" I Column 2

j Impact of Task Contributions Column 3
Colum 1 Categories V1 u .9 .8 o7 .6 .I 4 .3 .21 .1 _ ategory

_______________________ ______________________Category31- - - - - - _ i

- Airborne Attack I -_

- Surface Attaek- - - - - - - - - - -

S- ubmarine Attack
A- mphibious Assault
S- ea Bas-ad Stratigic Deterrence

- Airborne Anti-Air Warfare
3 - Surface Anti-Air Warfare "

31 - ALTIMJ7!RfIE WARFALE
- ilirborne AW- - - --- -

Surface ASW w 2.0

Submarine ABW25LO Undersea Surveillance - 3.0

•L-Mine Counter,,.aaSjire!!
- ASW Ancillary Support . _.4

23- Mine PLuterWs- re
23 - Command and Codtrol --i"'_____

Naval Conmunications.
Electronic Warfare

- Navigation
Ocean Surveillance-"• r RecOnni" ssance &''Intelligence _______i

Envirour -ntal Sy tems • - - - -

Special Warfare L.... II
15 OPERATIONAL SUPUB -t .Ls-

Personnel :• 'i ;

Astronautics - ' -
- Aviation Spport -.-,1- |
2 Ship Support-

2- Ordnance Support I |
NBC Defense

4.. TOTAL VALUE TO NAVAL WAR.FAR, F7T- -]

Sca.e nf Definitions for "Impact of Task Contribution" (Column 2):

Points - pescr•iptors
1.0 Creation of radically new mission concepts (meets overriding critical need)

.7 Revolutionary extension of capabilities
.4 Incremental or marginal improvement of capabilities
.2 Inczease in economy

APPRAISAL SHEET ]X-1
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Probability of Success

J 80 - 100% Chance of Meeting TAO

30 - 80% Chance of Meeting TAO

0 0 - 30% Change of Meeting TAO

Number of Different Concurrent Approaches

L 03 f; 57 09
5 2 r 1116 18 f10 or more

Sacrea low? Who Says?

S-1i President S-5 [ JCS (Joint Chiefs
of Staff)

S-2 U Congress
S-6 0 CNO (Chief of Naval

S-3 L DOD (Department of Operations)
Defense)

S-7 CND (Chief of Naval
- ASN (R&D) (Assistant Secretary Development)

of Navy for Research and
Development) s-8 5 Other

Appraisal Summary

No. of GOR's 5

Value (V) 11.4

Probability of Success (Ps) 0.9375

Expected Value (EV) 11.4 x 0.9375 = 10.7

Optimum Funding $2 million

Desirability Index (D) 5.35

APPRAISAL SHUET IX-2.
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TAsLz IX-I. based on what is estimated as necessary to achieve the

Tab'haton of P, completion date if the task area is supported at an
optimum rate. An optimum rate is one which permits

C.0 050. aggressive prosecution using orderly devel6pmental

procedures--not a crash program.

1.0 0.%W 0.2000 The maximum consists of what could effectively be
"2 0.96000 0.75000 0.3600( expended in advancing the task area completion date.
a 0.99200 0-875W0 0.48800 Maximum funding is the upper limit in which unlimited
4 0.99840 %93750 0.59040 resources are assigned in order to accelerate the ac-
5 0.99968 0.96875 0.67230 complishment of a task area.
6 0.99998 0.98488 0.737867 0.99997 0.99219 0.7939 The minimum consists of what could be effectively
S 0k99999 0.99609 0.83223 utilized to maintain continuity of effort and some

9 0.99999 0.99805 0.86578 progress toward fulfilling the task area objective.
10 0.99999 0.99902 0.263 Minimum funding is the threshold limit below which

it would not be feasible to continue further efforts in

shown on table IX-l. In this charto n is the number of the task area.

concurrent approaches used to accomplish the TAO, The simplified formula is:
and C is a number arbitrarily assigned to the chances Value (V) X Prob. of success (P.) = Expected Value
of succeeding in a given approach. We use: (EV)

80 - 100% chance of ,uccess: C = 0.8 Expected Value (EV) _ Desirability Index (D)
30 - 80% chance of success: C = 0.5 Funding Level (C) --

0 - 30% chance of success: C = 0.2 These techniques are ii-ended, not to yield decisions,
We assume that all approaches n bave the same but rather to furnish information which will facilitate

chance of succesc., and therefore the same value of C. making decisions. Indeed these techniques are merely
If each n were to have a different C, a more involved thinking structures to force methodical, meticulous
calculation would have been necessary, analysis. The data plus the analysis only gave us in-

The number assigned to the probability of one lormation. It takes this injorri,. ;tion plus judgment to
approach failing is then (1 --C). render the decisions.

The number assigned to the probability of all There are certainly technical problems in making
approaches failing is (1 - C)O. forecasts even if the methodology is firmly established.

Further, if we assume that: at least one of the ap- One of these areas is in selecting the parameters that
proaches taken will succeed, then the number assigned are to be forecast. This, incidentally, is the first step
to the probability of success P, is 1- (1 - C) . one uses to prepare a technological forecast for any

This figure for P. is filled in; on appraisal sheet No. 2 area of interest.
under the Probability of Success column. The experience of such experts in the field as Ralph

Example: On an appraisal Lheet IX-2, we might have Lenz, Jr., of the U.S. Air Force, and Prof. James Bright
had four approaches (n = 4) wiP a 30-80-percent of Harvard University, points up the berefit of choosing
chance of meeting TAO (C = 0.5). Then the number parameters that are -i can be considered independent
corresponding to the probability of success is 0.93750 o' any specific technology and not constrained by man-

or 93.75 percent. From our previous example we calcu- generated rules or regulations. The approach used at
lated the total vfilue of a given TAO to be 11.4. There- the Annapolis Division of the Naval Ship Research
fore, the expected value is 11.4 X 0.9375 = 10.7. and Development Center is to have appropriate tech-

The preceding has been a discussion of concurrent nical experts choose parameters characteristic of a
approaches. If the task area were made up of phased or functional capability, for example, pounds/horsepower
sequential operadons, these probabilities would be for .energy converters, and which are sufficiently
handled in a different manner. descriptive to afford a scientific assessment of specific

Three funding levels are utilized in the concur- techniques, applicable to the systems under considers-
current approach: the actual/optimum, maximum, tion. I 'Sminimum. To- establish the future possibilities of an energy

The actual/optimum consists of the latest approved converter, for a 'marine propulsion system, one must
fiscal data. For each subsequent year, funds are entered have iorecasts of at least the following parameters--
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specific weight, specific volume, efficiency, and total because many arguments occur when data points do
power capacity per unit. These predictions or forecasts not agree with subjective opiuions.
are associated with marine energy converters in The technical library is invariably the starting point
general. By summing up the optimums of each ca- in the search for supporting data. airly data are
pability, we arrive at an idealized energy converter, obtained from classic texts, wbich also indicate the life
However, it must be realized that a unit incorporating span of the technology. Technical reports usually are
the optimum value of eap.h of the forecasted capabilities the source of recent and recent-past data, particularly
will probably never be built because some of the rzTorts of ship trials for Navy projects. Obviously, the
capabilities arrived at are often contradictory. The most time-consuming element in generating a tech-
lightest unit is generally not the highest power unit, as nological forecast is in this data gathering, and it can
an example. However, the value of the analysis is that cten be costly as well. In some instances, library re-
these functional capabilities do represent a set of search is not adequate, for example, where reliability
potentially achievable goals for development programs data are needed. He-re, no good data exist in recogniz-
if one is willing to invest sufficient money. able form and must be accumulated at the source, that

When choosing the parameters to be forecast for is, from ship records, shipyards, and manufacturers,
specific techniques, planners must be certain to select and reduced before it is useful for forecasting.
those parameters that are necessary to discriminate For the extrapolated portions of the specific tech-
between alternative techniques. With respect to the nique curves, which are in fact the forecasts,' several
example of energy converters for a ship propulsion constraints are imposed. First, wherever possible, a
system, if a selection is to be made on other than a theoretcal limit is established, which indicates a ca-
subjective basis, forecasts of the following parameters pability that can be approached only asymptotically and
must be made: specific weight, specific volume, never equalled or exceeded. Second, the functional
efficiency, reliability, maintainability, ease of automa- capability curv.s are monitored 11cause without a ,
tion, noise and cost.. Moreover, if the analysis is to be scientific breakthrough, these could not be exceeded by
meaningful, each parameter must be related to each any specific technique. Third and of highest 4signifi-
other for each technique. It would certainly be fault; cance, the design functions associated with the specific
to select a given specific technique, for example, diesel techniques under investigation are examined fot those
engines, as the best prowerplant on the basis of efficiency components and/or subparameters which have the most J

and ease of automation without, at the same time, influence on the performance of the equipmen!.t After
accepting the fact that among other detriments the the most important contributors are identified, fore-
diesels are not the lightest or quietest units. casts involving them are made to show the degrec of

Once the planners select their parameters and improvement that can be expected in the basic equip-
circumscribe the areas for data gathering, they must ment as a result of expected improvement in the
face the. problem of what constitutes valid data. The 'component or design limits.
researcher gathering the data must be sufficiently When forecasts are made at the stbparameter level,
knowledgeable to reject fluke data points but open- experimental units, laboratory tests, and basic research
minded enough to accept valid points perhaps beyond results are used to gain an insight into the advances
his personal expectations. The U.S. Navy's approach to that can be expected in the technology. An example of
this problem is to use engineers trained in the technical this can be seen in several of the gas-turbine curves
area (electrical engineers for electric drives, mechan- accompanying.this article.
ical engineers for steam and diesel), but not personnel
considered expert, to do the literature search and plot Finally, technical fields related or contributing to the
the historic data. one under •investigation are studied to find out if

To derive the functional capability curves,- technological advances in these fields may be ahead of

searchers examines the record setters and experimental the one being investigated. An instance of this pro-
cedure is shown by the curves of aircraft gas-turbine

units in order to provide the best that can be accom-
plished for any given fanctiop. On the other hand, lor 'technology veri %s marine. 'This procedure bears fruit
the b•ecific technique curves, only data from opera- only in relatively few cash, such as when comparsons
tionul equipment Pre used so that the curves reflbct only are mnade with advances in the aircraft and space fields,
practical capabilities. Each data point is throughly where progress is the rosult of spending unusually large
documented and hackground material filed. These files amounts of money. well beyond that normally expected
are invaluable when curves are reviewed by the experts, under less urgent conditions.
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The human element in forecasting is perhaps the Another problem, which is eosentially a human one,
most diflicult aspect to handle. When the subject of is to asesm where the levels of effort which have been
tecimological forecasting is brought up, the first re- applied in the past to some techniques will continue in
action one usually gets is skepticism. Surely, nobody the future. The knowledge held by some workers in a
claims that the procedures we have described give a particular field might indicate to them that a certain
clear look into the future. Nevertheless, the fact that technique is in disfavor with policy makers. Therefore
our window may be fogged a little should not lead one support for this technique is apt to be lessened, therebyto believe thit we have no window at all. And the lack imposing an artificially depressed slope in the cur-ve of

of certainty with respect to the future should not take progress. However, periods of favor and disfavor are
*way from the value of technological forecasting for apt to cancel each other out, and where progress is
lon.-range planning purposes. needed and is possible, progress will usually occur.

There is little doubt that if we can delineate factors Nobody disputes that all subjectvity should be
that hnve contributed to state-of-the-art advancement, ferreted out in gathering historical data and in generat.
4nd then plot their progress over the years to establish ing forecasts. It is equally trut- that this is a difficult
trends, "L.ese trends will continue unless deformed by thing to ask. We do not argue that subjectivity cannot
external constraints such as the reaching of a theor- lead in some instances to good forecasts. However,
etical limit or the, arrival of a new technique of such forecasts are not reproducible in the scientific
clearly superior capabilities, sense and therefore are difficult to generalize or apply

In the broadest sense, if technological forecasting is broadly. In a practical sense, the Navy attempts to
looked upon as movement or progress rather than the walk the middle ground between subjectivity and
upward march of numbers, then the quantitative aspects statistical extrapolation, and is guided by as much
of thei forecastb become relatively unimportant. A trend common sense as a situation will permit. The future,
will have been established, and errors, even as much after all, is simply a logical extension of the past and
as 50 percent, will have little effect on the usefulness present, and all we have to do is find the curve to
of the material. extrapolate.
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